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FOREWORD

Over 70 physicists attended the Workshop, which was held the week of

June 7-11, 1982 at Argonne National Laboratory. The focus of the meeting was

on planning for the next generation of proton decay experiments in the United

States. Attendees included physicists from all the U.S. proton decay

experiments, proposals, and detector development efforts; active participants

from European and Japanese experimental teams, from several fields of

underground physics experimentation other than proton decay, and from the

theoretical physics community provided important breadth and perspective to

all the discussions.

The Workshop was held at a time when the construction of the large

U.S. water Cerenkov experiments was very nearly completed, but operation had

not yet begun. The Kamioka water Cerenkov experiment in Japan and the Frejus-

tunnel calorimeter in France also promised kiloton-scale sensitivities, but

were only in the initial stages of construction. Tantalizing hints of

possible decays had emerged from the Kolar Gold Fields experiment, perhaps

soon to be confirmed in the Mont Blanc tunnel detector. A review panel

advising the U.S. Department of Energy had recently recommended that no new

U.S. experiments be begun until results were obtained from the water Cerenkov

detectors, but also that its recommendations be discussed in depth at a

Workshop with the widest possible participation. These Proceedings contain

the conclusions of that Workshop, as well as the texts of the talks given by

the participants.

We gratefully acknowledge the financial support of the Workshop

through a generous grant from the Argonne Universities Association and by the

Argonne High Energy Physics Division. I would like to thank the members of

the Organizing Committee, the Working Group chairmen, and the speakers for

their hard work which made the Workshop a success. It is a pleasure to

acknowledge the assistance of the Argonne High Energy Physics Division

secretarial staff for their help in organizing the day-to-day operations of

the Workshop, arranging the social functions, and editing .these Proceedings.

D. -S«- Ayre's * '
Augustj- 1 9 8 2 •••'-'•' '
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WORKSHOP SUMMARY

D. S. Ayres
Argonne National Laboratory

In February 1982 the U.S. Department of Energy Technical Assessment Panel

(TAP) on Proton Decay reviewed the recent developments in proton decay and

considered proposals for new experiments in the United States. Three

proposals were submitted to the TAP: the Pennsylvania-Brookhaven Homestake II

Tracking Spectrometer (1.4 kton, using liquid scintillation counters), the

"Minnesota-Argonne-Oxford Soudan 2 Tracking Calorimeter (1.0 kton, using drift

chambers and iron), and the Pennsylvania Design Study (2.5 kton, using drift

chambers and liquid scintillator). The TAP report is included as Appendix A

of these Proceedings. Among the TAP's recommendations is the suggestion that

a workshop, including all interested parties, be held to discuss the optimum

design, deployment, and timing of the next proton decay detector(s) to be

built in the U.S. In response to this, the 1982 Summer Workshop on Proton

Decay Experiments was held at Argonne National Laboratory during the week of

June 7 to June 11, and was attended by over 70 participants.

The Workshop was organized around five Working Groups, which were charged

with addressing specific questions and asked to document the different points

of view in cases where a definite conclusion could not be reached. The

charges to the Working Groups are included as Appendix B. About half of the

Workshop agenda was devoted to talks dealing with the appropriate goals for

the next generation of proton decay experiments, the capabilities of the

experiments currently in operation or construction, the features of the

proposed detectors, new ideas, important technical issues, and other physics

which might be studied underground in conjunction with large proton decay

experiments. The Workshop agenda is included as Appendix C, and the Workshop

participants are listed in Appendix D.

The most important conclusions of the workshop are outlined here, and are

presented in detail in the Working Group reports which follow.



1. Construction should begin as soon as possible on one or more "fine-

grained" detectors, independent of results from the large water Cerenkov

experiments. This conclusion is based on the importance of information

about decay modes to which the water Cerenkovs and the currently approved

calorimeter experiments will be relatively insensitive (e.g. p • vK+,

vif ) , whether or not the SU(5) e+ir modes occur or are detected.

2. A next-generation detector should be "fine-grained" in the sense that it

can determine the identity and direction of motion of particles and has

the flexibility and redundancy to deal with both expected and unexpected

backgrounds. Energy resolution, mult it rack reconstruction ability, and

charge determination are also important. These properties give the ideal

detector the abilities to separate each individual decay mode from the

cosmic-ray neutrino background to the greatest extent possible, and to

distinguish among different decay modes.

3. The next detector(s) should have a fiducial mass in the range of 1 to 3

kilotons initially, and provisions should be made for later expansion to a

significantly larger mass. Fine-grained detectors with fiducial masses up

to ~ 10 kilotons could eventually be contemplated.

4. At least some of the currently-proposed U.S. detectors meet the

requirements summarized in 2. Thus the timetable for starting on the next

U.S. detector(s) will be determined by the availability of funding and not

by the need for extensive development of detectors.

5. Research and development work on advanced techniques (e.g. dense tin

projection chambers) for use in the later proton decay experiments should

be strongly encouraged.

6. The depth of deployment of an experiment is important for reducing cosmic-

ray muon-induced backgrounds. The additional muon rejection achieved by

active shielding (counters) should allow most types of detectors to

operate satisfactorily at the shallower depths (> 1500 m of water

equivalent). A satisfactory level of passive (depth) plus active

shielding will have been achieved when the remaining muon-induced



background is much less than the neutrino-induced background, which is

independent of depth. Shallower detectors will need more elaborate active

shields than deep detectors.

7. Because several satisfactory underground sites of adequate depth already

exist in the U.S., site preparation for a next-generation proton decay

experiment by itself should not cost more than ~ 25% of the total project

cost.

8. The absorption and scattering of nucleon decay products in parent nuclei

is large only for decays producing pions, due to the presence of the

A(1232) resonance. Many decay modes, particularly those to which the

current experiments will be insensitive, are thus little affected by these

nuclear effects. The most pessimistic (and possibly correct) estimates of

the probability for a 460 MeV/c pion to emerge from a parent nucleus

without any interaction are 28% for oxygen and 19% for iron, with roughly

equal probabilities for pions to emerge after an interaction.

9. Not all potentially important mechanisms for pion interaction in nuclear

matter have been properly taken into account by existing calculations of

the effects on proton decay detection. Calculations of the magnitude of

these effects should be undertaken as soon as possible.

10. Recently available experimental data on neutrino scattering and

photoproduction off nuclei can be used to test models of nuclear

absorption in proton decay. Such comparisons should be undertaken as soon

as possible.

11. Proton decay detectors are able to study a number of potentially very

interesting topics which would otherwise involve difficult and expensive

dedicated experiments. Examples include the use of cosmic-ray muons to

determine the primary cosmic-ray composition, and searches for neutron-

antineutron oscillations, astrophysical neutrino sources, and GUT

monopoles. Every effort should be made to take the requirements of such

experiments into account in the design of the next generation of proton

decay experiments.



12. Other underground experiments could benefit from access to the support

facilities set up for a large proton decay detector, if they were located

nearby. Examples include solar-neutrino flux measurements, searches for

GUT magnetic raonopoles, double beta decay experiments, and studies of

gravity. Some studies would also derive physics benefits from such an

arrangement (e.g. measurements of common backgrounds). The greatly

improved intellectual environment which would result from having many

experimenters at the same underground site could also provide important

benefits for all fields of underground research.

13. The question of the desirability of a multipurpose underground laboratory

dedicated to physics research stimulated much spirited discussion, but no

consensus was reached. The advantages and disadvantages of the

traditional procedure were identified: Historically, individual groups

have been very successful ir making individual arrangements with mine

operators at sites chosen to suit their particular experimental needs;

however, such arrangements may be inadequate for the next generation of

proton decay detectors, whose underground construction and operation will

be of greater scale and complexity. In any case, the involvement of an

existing national laboratory seemed to be a natural way to provide access

to the high level of technical support which would be needed for a next-

generation proton-decay experiment. It was generally agreed that the

special environmental needs (e.g. low local radioactivity) of smaller

experiments could continue to be met in the traditional manner, even if a

multipurpose underground laboratory were set up to serve the needs of

other experiments.

The uninhibited discussion of the full range of technical and political

issues among the Workshop participants proved to be extremely valuable. There

was a remarkable degree of consensus on many technical questions, despite the

differing approaches of the proponents of various detector techniques. The

question of how to build the next-generation detector was substantially

clarified at the Workshop, and there was general agreement that we are now

ready to begin this undertaking.



Report of Working Group

GOALS FOR SECOND GENERATION DETECTORS

Chairman: Paul Langacker, University of Pennsylvania

Participants: L. Clavelli, E. Golowich, K. Heller, G. Karl,
P. Langacker, P. O'Donnell, E. Peterson, S- Rosen

Given the expected capabilities and limitations of the current experi-

ments, what is an appropriate set of goals for the n^xt generation of proton

decay experiments? Taking into account the expectations from experiments

which are currently in operation or under construction, when should the next

generation be started?



The working group on goals for second generation detectors was charged

with two questions (a) What is an appropriate set of goals for second genera-

tion proton decay detectors? (b) Taking into account the expectations from

first generation experiments, when should the second generation be started? I

will first state our conclusions and then describe the considerations that

motivated them. These include a survey of the various classes of theories

which predict baryon number violation and a discussion of the likely outcomes

of the first generation of experiments.

A. Recommendations

1. One or more fine-grained detectors of moderate size should be approved

and constructed as soon as possible.

2. The detectors should be designed to provide a maximum of flexibility and

detailed information. The highest priority should be given to particle

identification, track direction capability, energy resolution, and charge

identification (at least in a statistical sense). Multiparticle capabi-

lity is also very desirable. The determination of the polarization of

prompt muons is not of high priority.

3. The fiducial mass of the detectors must be at least in the 1 to 4 kiloton

range (perhaps by expansion from 1 kT), with 1 kT being the absolute

minimum fiducial mass of a useful second generation detector.

4. The planning and development of possible third generation detectors (e.g.

in the > 10 kT range) should occur simultaneously.

These recommendations are independent of the results of the first genera-

tion experiments.

B. Theoretical Possibilities

There is a large variety of theories involving baryon number violation.

These may in principle be distinguished by their predictions for nucleon decay



selection rules, branching radios, and lifetimes. It is our opinion that any

second generation experiment should have the flexibility to be sensitive to as

many decay modes as possible, to extract the maximum information to distin-

guish between models if nucleon decay is observed, and to have the best

possible ability to distinguish nucleon decay from background events.

The major classes of theories are summarized in Table 1, which includes a

brief description of the assumptions of the theory, whether the model correct-

ly predicts the weak angle sin 9^, the predictions for the proton lifetime,

and the principal branching ratios or selection rules.

C. Standard Grand Unified Theories (GUT's)

By standard GUT's we mean non-supersymmetric GUT's in which all of the

mass scales directly relevant to baryon number violation are superheavy (i.e.

of order 10 GeV or larger). 3-2-1 desert models are those for which a grand
14

unified group G is broken directly to SU3 x SU2 x Uj at Mx (= 2 x 10 GeV),

with no fermion or Higgs thresholds between My and M^. (These requirements

are often relaxed somewhat for MJJ > 10 GeV colored Higgs particles.) All

standard GUT's predict the selection rules,1 AB = AL, AS/AB = -1,0, and

Al = 1/2 for AS = 0. Hence the allowed nucleon decay modes are

N •*• e+X , e+X , u+X , u+X , VX , \X ,
n s n s n s

where X R (Xg) represents any hadronic states with S = 0 (S = 1 ) . Decays such

as p •*• e~ir ir+ or p •*• e^ldr are forbidden. These statements are general and

independent of any uncertainties in the strong interaction matrix elements, so

their verification is a crucial confirmation of this large class of theories.

More detailed predictions are much more model dependent. Let us first

consider theories in which the dominant interactions are mediated by the

exchange of gauge bosons. Within a given gauge group, the largest uncertainty

concerns mixing effects. Host discussions assume the validity of the kinship

hypothesis, i.e. the assumption that the baryon-number violating interactions

predominantly connect the quarks and leptons (and their antiparticles) of the

first family (u,d,ve, e~) with each other, with couplings to the heavier



Table 1. Classes of theoretical models predicting baryon number violation*
3-2-1 desert models are those with only two gauge boson mass scales
(% and MJJ), with G broken to SU3 x SU2 * U^ at MJJ. F, r^, and Mj,
refer to the number of light feraion families, the number of light
Higgs doublets, and the naas of superheavy UlggB particles, respec-
tively* "No" means that the quantity is not predicted (or in some
cases Is Incorrectly predicted) In the model. Large mixing means
that the couplings between the quarks, antiquarks, and the leptons
of the first family are significantly suppressed by mixing angles.

Class sin2e. Modes

•3

A
/\
A.

JS1

Minimal SU5
(F-3,

Other
(F-3, nH-l, u
small mixings)

Other

Other
(large mixings)

(Superheavy) Higgs-
mediated decays

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

3.2 x io

Same

2 9 ± 2

n+100
-80

Same x

Same x

10±2

no
(103°forMH~

A(B-L) - 0
AS/AB - -1,0
AI-1/2 for AS-0

Same

Sane

Same

Sane

(U,K enhanced)

3 mass scales Sane

Susy GDTs yes 1030±? M.K.v
e.g. I

Low Mass Scales i
e.g. (moderate mass)

Higgs-medlated,
composite fermlons,
Pati-Salam

Selection rules
depend on
masa scale



families suppressed by small mixing angles. The kinship hypothesis is true in

the minimal SUj and SO^Q models, but in general it could be strongly violated.

Assuming the validity of the kinship hypothesis, the most general gauge

mediated model can be parametrized by the coefficients Cj and Cj of two dimen-

sion-six operators.3- The relative rate T(N + e X )/r(N + vX ) effectively

distinguishes between models. Hence, its measurement is essential if proton

decay is observed. Similarly, the relative ratios of U +/e + and (S=1)/(S=O)

decays are very important in that they would usefully constrain the gauge

group, symmetry breaking pattern, and mixing angles in the theory. On the

other hand, the specific composition of the X n final states (e.g. the ratio of

rc/p/n/tu) is the same for all standard gauge-mediated theories and therefore

does not distinguish between models. Hence, a precise measurement of fr/p/n/o)

is not essential. It should be observed that multibody decays (e.g. p +

e+ir+Tr~, with a nonresonant ir+ir~) may have a significant branching ratio. A

sensitivity to such modes may be important for measurements of T , e+/v", p +/e +,

(S=1)/(S=O), etc.

A measurement of the polarizations of prompt muons is not, in our opin-

ion, an important priority for second generation detectors, because such

measurements are not likely to yield information that could not be obtained

more easily from branching ratios. For example, P(u X n ) , the polarization of

a u accompanied by Xn, is in principle a useful probe of mixings and gauge

boson mass ratios in the SOJQ model. However, the V +X n branching ratio is

less than 4% for the most plausible range of these parameters, so that the

measurement is essentially impossible. The branching ratio for \i X may be

much larger, but the same limits that are probed by P(y+Xs) could more easily

be studied by the ratio e+K/e it. We expect that this conclusion, that branch-

ing ratios will in practice be more useful than polarizations, will be a

fairly general, although probably not universal, feature of other models. It

should be mentioned that the universality of prompt union polarizations [i.e.

P(y+Xn) is the same for all S-0 hadronic states, with a similar statement for

]?(u+Xs)J is a signature of gauge mediated interactions. However, a test of

universality is probably not feasible with any second generation detector.
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Standard GUT's generally involve superheavy colored Higgs particles.

These could mediate proton decay at an observable (and not already excluded)

rate if their masses happened to be in the 10 1 0 - 10 1 1 GeV range. Higgs

mediated decays will in general lead to non-universal muon polarizations and

may affect the TT/P/TI/IO ratio. However, these effects are difficult to measure

and involve significant hadronic and nuclear uncertainties. A much more

useful signature of Higgs mediated decays is that Yukawa couplings are gene-

rally stronger for heavier fermions. Hence, decays into u and kaons (e.g.

p •*• p K°) will usually be strongly enhanced.

D. Supersymmetric (SUSY) GUT's

There are several possible mechanisms for proton decay in models with low

energy supersymmetry. Ordinary gauge mediated decays are usually suppressed

with respect to the standard GUT's because of a larger unification scale.

Decays via loop diagrams (involving the new supersymmetric partners) or via

Higgs exchange nay lead to lifetimes in the 10 yr range, with unknown uncer-

tainties (due to the masses of undiscovered particles). Both mechanisms lead

mainly to such modes as u K° or v K •

E. Lifetimes

Only the minimal SU5 model leads to a concrete lifetime prediction:
9Q4.7 +100

T_ ~ 3.2 x 1 0 " x i yr for A = 160 on MeV. (There has been some recent con-
1 MS*

troversy concerning the importance of 3-quark fusion diagrams. These would

probably shorten the lifetime if important.) Minimal SU5 is already ruled out

if A is as small as 100 MeV. Even if A is as large as 260 MeV, the mini-
MS MS

mal SU5 predictions should be readily accessible to the first generation of

experiments. If one goes beyond minimal SU5 then there is an essentially

unlimited range of possible proton lifetimes. It should be strongly empha-

sized, however, that a large class of modifications and extensions of minimal

SU5 predicts lifetimes in the range 1 0
3 0 - 10 3* yr (Table 1 ) . ,
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F- Models with Low Mass Scales

There is a wide variety of theories characterized by low mass scales M,

including those with multiple gauge boson thresholds, nonstandard symmetry

breaking patterns, new types of baryon number violating Higgs interactions,

integer-charged quarks, composite fermions (in which baryon number violation

can be induced by constituent interchange), etc. These are best classified by

the effective SU-j x SU2
 x U^ invariant operators (SUg x Uj breaking effects

are suppressed by powers of My/M) that they induce, as shown in Table 2.

Each type of operator has its own selection rules - these are indicated

along with typical processes in Table 2. For example, the d = 7 operator

qqq£c<f> can induce A(B + L) = 0, AS = 1 decays such as n * e~K+. Most models

that lead to these (and many of the other operators) involve the introduction

of new types of Higgs bosons. Similarly, the d = 10 operators can lead to

such processes as p + vve~ir it . These can occur at some level in both the

fractional- and integer-charged quark versions of the Pati-Salam models, for

example.

There have been a number of models, mainly Higgs mediated, in which there

are d = 9 six-quark operators. These can induce such AB = 2 processes as

pn •* TT TT° in nuclei or oscillations of free neutrons into antineutrons.

Careful searches for NN + mesons in existing and second generation proton

decay experiments can probably place more stringent limits on such operators

than foreseeable reactor oscillation experiments, although the uncertainties

due to nuclear matrix elements are admittedly larger.

The last column in Table 2 lists the mass scale M (typically the mass of

the heavy fermion or gauge or Uiggs boson which mediates the process) for

which the nucleon or nuclear lifetime would occur in the observable 10^-10*

yr range. (Lower mass scales could occur if the model is arranged to have

extra suppressions in the relevant amplitudes.) Unlike the SUj type models

there is in general no independent reason to believe that M actually falls in

the interesting range, nor is there usually a correct prediction of
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Table 2. Baryoa number violating operators of dimension d. q, I, 4>, and D
represent quarks, leptons, Higgs fields, and derivatives,
respectively.

qqq*

Process AB,AL,AS M (GeV)

p •

n •

eV

e-K+

AB
AS

AB
AS

- AL
-0,1

- -AL
- 1

- -1

- -1

4 x

2 x

1 0 1 4 -

l o i o .

2

10

xlO15

11

7 qqqicD n + e~ir+ AB » -AL - -1 4 x 10 9 - 2 x 1 0 1 0

10 qqqZcZcZc<i, n + vve~w+ AB - - 1 / 3 AL - -1 (3-7) x 104

11 qqqU&j)2 p + e+vcvc AB - +1/3 AL - -1 ( 2 - 4 ) x 10 4

qqqqqq n ~ n AB » -2 4 x 105 - 10 6

pn + n+ito AL • 0
nn + 2ir°

12 qqqqqq** PP + e + e + AB « AL • - 2 >500
H • B
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G. Other Processes

There nay be enhancements of the nucleon decay rate by nuclear effects.

For example, the decay p + e + + (virtual n°) could occur, with the virtual ir°

absorbed by another nucleon; alternately, 3-quark fusion could be enhanced in

nuclei* Both mechanisms would be signaled by a continuous positron spectrum

and by low energy nuclear fragments (the reinteraction of a real meson in the

nucleus could also lead to such fragments).

A much more bizarre and speculative possibility is that nucleon decay,

which probes much shorter distance scales than any previous experiments, could

reveal the violation of supposedly sacred conservation laws (other than B),

such as the conservation of energy, momentum, angular momentum, or even elec-

tric charge. It is unfortunately difficult to imagine how such violations

could be separated from backgrounds.

There are of course other possible applications of nucleon decay detec-

tors that have nothing to do with baryon number violation. These include the

detection of solar and high energy neutrinos, neutrino oscillations, the study

of cosmic ray induced onions, magnetic monopoles etc.

Finally, there is always the possibility of interesting surprises, both

in the B-violating and B—conserving sectors.

H. Time Scale for Second Generation Experiments

In order to maintain a significant and competitive effort in the field of

nucleon decay it is necessary to reach a decision concerning second generation

experiments reasonably soon, i.e. within the next 1-1 V2 years at the latest.

Such a decision would therefore have to be based on the experience of at most

one year's running of the first generation experiments. We have therefore

examined a number of likely scenarios for these experiments. We have found

that the conclusions of the various scenarios are remarkably similar, viz that

one or more fine-grained detectors of a least 1 kX fiducial mass should be

built as soon as possible. The following three examples, based on the Irvine-

Michigan-Brookhaven (1MB) experiment for definiteness, are typical.
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I. Scenarios for First Generation Experiments

The number of events N of a particular decay mode observed in an experi-

ment is given by

N - Y nM Be ,

where T is the running time, T is the nucleon lifetime (T = T is assumed for

simplicity), n = 6 x 10-" nucleons/kT, M is the fiducial mass of the detector

in kilotons, B = 1/2 (B + Bn) is the branching ratio, and e is the effi-

ciency. In the following, we always assume I = 1 yr and e = 1/2.

Scenario 1: Proton decay is clearly observed.

We will take a clear observation to mean that N - 10 p + e TT°

events are observed in the 1MB detector. Assuming B = 0.15 [i.e.

B(p + e+ir°) = 0.30] and M = 4 kT, one has therefore T = 2 x 10 3 1 yr.

In this scenario it would clearly be essential to construct a

fine-grained second generation detector to measure branching

ratios as well as possible. An absolute minimum requirement for

such measurements would be to be able to observe N/T = 2 events/yr

for a mode with B = 0.10 (i.e. the branching ratio for p or n into

the mode is 20%). For T = 2 * 10 3 1 yr this implies an M > 1.3 kT

detector sensitive to a wide range of decay modes.

Scenario 2: There is no evidence for nucleon decay.

We interpret this to mean that no candidates for the decay

p * e ir° are observed. Under the same assumptions as the first

scenario this would imply T > 2 x 103 yr at the 3o level. This

would essentially rule out the minimal SUg model (assuming small

A ), but would still allow a great variety of models with (a)

different dominant decay nodes, such as SUSY-GUT's and low mass-

scale models, or (b) a longer lifetime. The basic ideas of grand

unification (as opposed to one specific model) seem to us to be so

general and so attractive that it would still be highly worthwhile
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to mount a second generation of experiments to extend the range of

modes and lifetimes probed by the first generation.

A reasonable course of action would be to construct both a

fine-grained detector of moderate size and a coarse-grained detec-

tor of very large size. (The relative merits of these two classes

of experiments are clearly debatable, but given the range of

possibilities outlined in Table 1 it seems to us that the

moderate-sized fine-grained experiments should have a slightly

higher priority.)

A minimum requirement for a fine-grained detector in this

case would be to be sensitive to essentially all decay modes

(B = 100%, E = 1/2). Requiring N/T = 10 events/yr for a lifetime

of 2 x 103- yr implies M > 0.7 M . A more reasonable requirement

would be N/T = 10/yr for T = 10 3 2 yr. In this case M > 3.5 KT.

Scenario 3: Candidate events are observed.

This case, in which candidate events are observed but there

is difficulty ia separating them from background, is intermediate

between the first two cases. The dual goals of unambiguously

separating true events from background and determining branching

ratios if the decays are real would clearly call for a fine-

grained detector with a minimum mass in the 1 to 4 kX range.

J. Summary

There is a great variety of plausible theoretical models predicting

baryon number violation. The minimal SUj model with small A predicts

T = 3 x 10 * yr, while many reasonable modifications and extensions of

minimal SU5 yield T < 10 3* yr. There are still other models (usually

involving Higgs particles and/or low mass scales) in which the lifetime is

arbitrary.

These various models can be distinguished by their predictions for selec-

tion rules, branching ratios, and lifetimes. Of particular importance are the
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selection rules (e.g. e + or e~, AS • -1 or +1, etc.) and such ratios as e+/\T,

M+/e+, and (S=1)/(S=O). The specific composition of the hadronic final state

(e.g. ir/p/n/u) is not of great importance, while direct muon polarizations are

unlikely to yield information that can't be obtained more easily from branch-

ing ratios.

In order to probe the maximum number of possibilities, to extract as much

information as possible if nucleon decay is observed, and to separate back-

ground events, it is essential to construct one or more highly flexible fine-

grained detectors with excellent particle identification, track direction

capability, energy resolution, and charge determination (at least statistical-

ly). The absolute minimum useful fiducial mass of such a detector is - 1 kT,

with larger masses clearly desirable (perhaps a modular detector expandable

from 1 kT would be a good choice).

Essentially all scenarios for the results of one year's operating of the

first generation experiments lead to this same conclusion. Furthermore, a

delay of significantly longer than one year would probably cause irreparable

harm to the continuity and momentum of the existing program. It therefore

seems desirable to start work on the second generation experiments as soon as

possible. Planning and development of possible third generation experiments

should probably occur simultaneously.
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What are the inherent advantages and disadvantages of the several types

of proton decay detectors which have been developed? Water Cerenkov, fine-

grained sampling calorimeters, and totally active calorimeters will be

considered. What levels of performance can in practice be achieved today, and

what could ultimately be expected in the future? How do these properties

affect the sensitivity to different decay modes and the rejection of muon-

induced and neutrino-induced backgrounds? Are magnetic fields practical and

useful? What are the relative costs per ton of fiducial mass for different

detector types?
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A. Summary of Conclusions

1. To ensure the detection of nucleon decay in the range T > 10^* years,

there Is an Immediate need for a tracking calorimeter with the capacity to

identify and separate from the neutrino-induced background the more

difficult, but equally likely, decay modes.

2. Even in the case of an early measurement of T by existing detectors,

there will still be the definite need for a tracking calorimeter to make

detailed studies of all decay modes, especially those which are

undetectable by existing detectors.

3. A fiducial mass of 1 to 2 kilotons is adequate in the initial stage, but

the detector should be sited in such a way that further expansion is

possible, in due course, to study minority decay modes.

4. In addition to studying the simpler electromagnetic decay modes, a

detector must have the capacity to measure, and separate from background,

decay modes involving only one or more hadron tracks. This implies

finding the decay vertex by determining the direction of flight of all

tracks.

."5. A detector should have, at least statistically, the possibility of

determining the sign of charged hadrons and unions.

6. Tt is concluded by the working group that techniques for charge

determination exist that make the addition of a magnetic field to the

detector unnecessary.

7. It is suggested that, even at the risk of increased cost, a detector

should produce sufficient redundant information that points 4 and 5 can be

satisfied, even under difficult background conditions.
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B. Discussion of Conclusions

The first conclusions express the strongly felt opinion of the working

group that, regardless of the results of the present water Cerenkov

experiments, or of calorlmetric detectors in Europe, there is an immediate

need to start the construction of at least one fine-grained tracking

calorimetric detector. This is based on the feeling that there is a

reasonable chance that the now classic SU(5) decay mode p + e+ir° does not

exist and is replaced by the supersymmetric decay p •* K V T. Even if this is

not the case, and the nucleon lifetime is measured by the existing detectors,

it is equally necessary to measure modes containing only visible hadrons and a

neutrino.

The existing water Cerenkov detectors were designed at a stage when the

purely electromagnetic decay modes were considered dominant. At lifetimes of

the order of 10 years or greater they have very limited possibility of ever

detecting a decay mode such as K+v; the K is below Cerenkov threshold, and at

best a few tens of photoelectrons are found, with no back-to-back correlation

to remove background. Likewise, the large calorimetric detectors now in

operation or construction, NUSEX and Frejus, though capable of detecting the

charged hadrons, also have no mechanism to reject the dominant

neutrino-induced single-particle background to single-hadron plus neutrino

decays.

The remaining conclusions try to specify what would be necessary to ask

of a new proton decay design, e.g. the ability to detect the vertex positively

by determining the direction of the secondary tracks.

It Is stressed in the final conclusion that these detectors should be

capitalized to the extent that sufficient redundancy exists to detect decay

modes in such a way that no experimental doubt remains.

C. Comparison of Different Experimental Proposals

In no way could this ad hoc working group be considered as having a

mandate to select the best of the currently active experimental proposals.

However, it is interesting and useful to document the consensus of opinion on
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the qualitative capabilities and limitations of these proposals. A truly

quantitative comparison of detection efficiency and background rejection was

not possible in the time available to the group.

The comparison of the detectors was. made mostly on the inability to

detect and identify single tracks. Factors such as containment of the events

etc., were not discussed. A comparison of single track detection is shown in

Table I for the four main detector types.

1. Totally Active Liquid Scintillator (Homestake)

a. Excellent energy measurement: <?]?/£ = 4% for electromagnetic decay modes

(on the order of Fermi motion fluctuations);

b. Adequate identification of leptons including direction from dE/dx and

time of flight;

c. No w o n sign information (all muons decay before absorption);

d. Identification of hadrons by dE/dx, but little positive separation of

pions by interaction;

e. Identification of K* by time delay of u , IT* decay products;

f. Some identification of K° by vertex recognition, but spatial two-track

resolution poor.

The ability of this type of detector to reject neutrino-induced

background in the standard e+ir° decay is good, by energy balance and total

energy measurement. The ability in decay modes involving single hadrons is

poor, and is only possible by searching for monoenergetic hadrons, which are

often smeared by unseen secondary Interactions.

2. Totally Active Liquid Scintillator with Tracking (Fenn design)

If the ~2 ns timing mentioned in the proposal can be improved, this type of

detector has all the benefits of the totally active liquid scintillator above and
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Detector
type

<p>(g/cm3)

Electrons

Method

Direction

e/T sep.

Muons < 300

Method

Direction

Sign

IT/U sep.

Pions*

Method

Direction

Sign

Water
Cerenkov

1.0

ring
#pe/#PM

yes

no

MeV/c

ring
(if > cthr)

yes

no

bad

ring
(if > cthr)

yes

yes
(60*)

Table

Identification of

Frejus
type

2.2

visual
shower

yes

poor

clear track,
noninteracting

no

no

good

interaction

no

no

I

Single Tracks

Active
h. Scint.

0.6

fluctuations
dE/dx

yes

no

min. ioniz.

yes
(TOF, dE/dx)

no

little, unless
tracking added

> ntLn. ioniz.

yes
(dE/dx)

yes
(t~ star)

Soudan 2
type

2.0

visual
shower

yes

poor

clear track,
noninteracting

yes
(dE/dx)

fair (50Z)

good

interaction

fair
(67Z, dE/dx)

fair

(n+M+e)

ir/e sep.

Kaons

Detection

Direction

yes

no

yes

yes
(decay)

yes

yes
(tine delay)

yes
(dE/dx)

yes

yes
(decay)

yes
(dE/dx)
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also has the required tracking ability to separate K/ir/p by decay and

interaction. This is, however, achieved at the expense of reduced containment

and higher cost (on the order of 2 * cost/fiducial ton). The detector has the

ability to reject neutrino-induced background of most types.

3. Fine Grained Tracking Calorimeter with Ionization Measurement (Soudan)

a. Energy and angle measurement adequate for all tracks: leptons and

hadrons;

b. Determination of direction is good for all stopping tracks, but is

poor (67%) for interacting pions;

c. Separation of p/ir is adequate at momenta > 200 MeV/c;

d. Detection of K° should be excellent: even mass can in principle be

calculated by angle and range measurements in K° + TT TT~;

e. Detection of K* is possible by decay into monoenergetic muons;

f. Detection of \i+ charge is possible in 50% of the decays, allowing a

statistical analysis of the overall charge pattern of the decay.

g. Above all, the good two-track resolution of the fine-grained

tracking calorimeter will help in the understanding of possibly

complex decays.

4. High Density TPC-type Detectors

These detectors, using liquid or high pressure argon, have the promise of

matching well the needs of a detailed study of all aspects of proton decay.

However, until detailed studies of engineering problems and logistics of

operation have been made, it is hard to consider them on an equal footing with

the existing proposals.
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However, the prospects of an excellent detector exist, and the working

group recommended that further progress should be strongly encouraged.

5. Discussion of the Comparison

There is no intrinsic advantage in a totally active detector over a fine-

grained sampling calorimeter at energies above a few hundred MeV. The

superior performance in determining the track direction in the liquid

scintillator detectors comes from the redundancy of having simultaneously good

dE/dx and time-of-flight information.

Comparing the description of the properties of the above detectors with

the requirements proposed earlier in the summary of conclusions, it is clear

that there are at least two detectors which match all requirements

adequately. Each detector would produce a level of performance superior to

the Frejus experiment, and cover the decay modes undetectable by the water

Cerenkov technique, at least to proton lifetimes of the order of 10 years.

D. Comparison of Typical Costs

Table II shows a comparison of costs for a set of existing detectors and

proposals. The NUSEX detector is somewhat anomalous, as the Initial detector

is too small to provide a useful extrapolation to a fiducial volume of a

kiloton. The water Cerenkov detector is a hypothetical experiment using the

new 20" phototubes. It is important to note that in the final column the

costs are normalized to a one kiloton fiducial mass, which helps to take into

account the relative density and containment of the detector. The conclusion

from this table is completely trivial: a simple detector costs less, a more

highly instrumented detector costs much more.

E. Members of the Working Group

Table III shows the list of members of the working group who participated

throughout the whole discussion. The chairman would like to warmly thank all

these members for their open and free discussion and stimulating ideas during

the meetings.
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Table II

Relative Cost of Detector Types

Detector

NUSEX
Fe, L.S. tubes

Frejus
Fe, flash tubes

Soudan 2
Fe, drift ch.

Homestake
Liq. Sclnt.

Penn
Liq. Scint.,
tracking

Water Cer.
(new detector,
20" PM's)

Total
mass
(tons)

150

1500

1000

1400

2500

10,000

Fiducial
mass
(tons)

100

1000

650

700

1350

5000

Total*
cost
<M$)

~ 0.75

4.6

4.3

3.6

13.9

4.5

Cost/kiloton
fiducial
(M$)

7.5

4.6

6.6

5.1

10.3

0.9

Fiducial mass is as given in proposal (different levels of optimism
introduce errors ~30%)

Total cost excludes cavern, computer, etc.
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Table III

Members of Working Group #2

Name Institution Detector

John Bartelt

Eugene Beier

Herbert Chen

John Cobb

Peter Doe

Alan Grant (Chairman)

Stuart Heagy

Peter Litchfield

Pier Oddone

Donald Perkins

Lawrence Price

Michael Price

Biaggio Saitta

Richard Steinberg

Lawrence Sulak

U. of Minnesota

U. of Pennsylvania

U. of California, Irvine

U. of Oxford

U. of California, Irvine

CERN

U. of Pennsylvania

Rutherford Laboratory

LBL

U. of Oxford

M L

CERN

U. of Oxford

U. of Pennsylvania

U. of Michigan

Soudan 2

Penn Design Study

Liquid TPC

Soudan 2

Liquid TPC

Penn Design Study

Soudan 2

Dense TPC

Soudan 2

Soudan 2

Mont Blanc Expt.

Soudan 2

Homestake

1MB
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What is the optimum method of deployment for the next generation of

detectors (e.g., mines vs. ocean, existing mines vs. new excavation)? What

limitations are imposed by backgrounds from cosmic-ray unions and neutrinos,

and how are these related to the depth of deployment, for various types of

detectors?
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There is universal agreement that a nucleon decay detector requires a

location shielded by considerable earth or water in order to reduce background

due to cosmic rays. At the depths which have been discussed — 1500 or more

feet underground or 4000 or more feet underwater — only two components of the

cosmic rays pose background problems. Both direct muons and indirect products

of muon interactions present background sources which are sharply attenuated

at the locations with more overburden. On the other hand, backgrounds due to

atmospheric neutrinos are completely depth and material independent. The

agreed criterion for sufficient cover^e is that the muon-induced backgrounds

should be small compared to the neutrivj-induced backgrounds. At that point,

background rejection depends on the ability of a detector to eliminate events

due to external neutrals through the application of energy and momentum

conservation constraints. The cross-over point for muon-induced and neutrino-

induced backgrounds is detector dependent. It is particularly related to the

question of whether a detector incorporates an active shield.

The necessity for an isolated location does present a unique set of

problems for a particle physics experiment. There are existence proofs that

these problems can be solved (Homestake, Soudan, Kolar, as well as earlier

experiments), but there are also indications that civil engineering

considerations can lead to cost increases and schedule delays. Thus, a review

committee needs to pay particular attention to the site proposed for an

experiment. While it is true that many underground and underwater sites

exist, none of fhem is ideal. All sites identified to date involve trade-offs

in three main areas—depth, cost and site management.

A. Depth

The question of depth is solely related to the question of muon and muon-

induced backgrounds. Muon-induced events can be divided into four

categories: direct, through muons; direct stopping and interacting muons;

charged particles from passing muons; neutral particles from passing muons.

All detectors must deal with backgrounds due to external charged particles,

which are present in three of the four categories of muon-type backgrounds.

There is n reason that these backgrounds cannot be reduced arbitrarily well,

first through a charged particle shield and then with the outer margins of the
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detector itself. To put this problem in context, we note that it is not

uncommon for a particle physics accelerator experiment to select one event in

10 noninteracting beam particles at the trigger level, and one event in 10 i i

beam particles after reconstruction.

The most serious muon-induced background is thus of the fourth type —

unaccompanied neutral hadrons entering the detector as a result of muon

interactions in the surrounding material. The probability of such events in

rock has been studied by Monte Carlo methods, particularly by A. Grant.*»2

These calculations appear to be based on well-established data and

hypotheses. The conclusions of these calculations are that muon-induced

backgrounds become negligible (less than one percent) compared to neutrino-

induced backgrounds at a depth of 2800 m of water equivalent, provided that a

detector is able to eliminate all of those events which have accompanying

charged particles. The margin of safety in these calculations can be

increased by more than an order of magnitude by a well-designed active shield,

which consists of an efficient charged-particle detector followed by several

interaction lengths of absorbing material followed by another charged-particle

detector. Thus, it appears that a detector with a well designed active shield

could operate with a small muon-to-neutrino background ratio at depths as

shallow as 1500 m of water equivalent. The question of deployment below 1500-

2000 m of water equivalent thus appears to be trade-off between the cost of

additional depth and the cost of an active shield, a trade-off which is

clearly site and deteccor dependent.

B. Cost

Most of the proposed sites in the U.S. for second generation detectors

involve metal mines in competent rock. To first order, the costs for detector

room excavation in such locations are similar, although second-order

corrections may be significant and should be professionally estimated. On the

other hand, the additional cost of starting at ground level in a new site is

extremely large (more than $4000 per foot)^ and can hardly be justified by

particle physics considerations alone. We suggest that a review committee

should be particularly skeptical of a proposal in which more than 25 percent

of the total project cost is required for site preparation. We believe that
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several sites exist in the U.S. 'there more than 75 percent of the available

funds could be dedicated towards the actual detector.

C. Site Management

At the present time, none of the experimental sites in the U.S. is either

owned or controlled by physicists. Access to experimental sites is at the

sufferance of the owner and is often based on personal relationships and good

will between particular physicists and particular mine operators or

supervisors. There are certain advantages to this mode of operation:

1. It is cheap because much of the burden of mine overhead is borne by

others;

2. Safety considerations are reviewed with self interest by others, who are

familiar with the particular problems associated with mines;

3. Physicists are not responsible for the day-to-day operation and

maintenance of a mine;

4. There is an available pool of personnel familiar with mining in general

and the experimental mine in particular, who can usually be hired to

perform certain necessa:./ tasks. There is also a supply of tools, stock

items and so on which can be borrowed to facilitate an experiment.

On the other hand, this mode of operation does have limitations which may

not be tolerable for a large, complex experiment:

1. Access may be limited and may fluctuate due to conditions not controlled

by physicists, such as demand for ore, mining company exploration

strategies and labor disputes;

2. There may be no guarantees of long-term operating and access stability;
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3. The site owner may require the experimenters to employ particular sub-

contractors or particular union personnel, which may be disadvantageous in

terms of cost or flexibility;

4. Mine owners may react negatively to some of the materials which might be

required in certain detectors, such as cryogenic liquids, flammable

chemicals or large quantities of suffocating gases, regardless of safety

precautions which are proposed.

Our general consensus is that both experimenters and review committees

should carefully investigate the relationships with the mine management and

its effect on physicist site control and access. As the size of nucleon decay

experiments increases, the experimenters will both be able to afford and will

need to establish necessary stock rooms, purchase tools and pay for site

access and mining expertise on a more regular basis. It is possible that

particularly large experiments, or those with special materials, may require

a dedicated site with complete control vested in the physics community.
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(and confusion by) those final states which can be produced only by decays in

nuclei?
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A. Introduction

The main concern of the working group was to consider what happens to the

hadronic products of nucleon decays that occur In nuclear matter. The group

did not discuss the possible enhancement of the nucleon decay rate by

mechanisms which can only occur in nuclei; calculations of such effects were

discussed in Working Group #1.

B. The Main Effects of Reinteractlon

It was recognized that reinteraction of the products would lead to a

degradation of the back-to-back signature in two-body nucleon decay events and

generally to a loss of visible energy for non-calorimetrie detectors•

Furthermore, products could be charge-exchanged, or lost altogether by

absorption processes*

C. The Decay Modes Most Affected

By far the largest effects are expected for plons In the vicinity of the

A resonance. Decay modes producing m and n vector mesons are unlikely to be

seriously affected since these mesons live long enough to decay outside the

nucleus*

Thus the modes

p.* eV ,
n •»• e+ir~ ,

P • e+p° ,

and n + e+p~

are those most seriously affected.

D. The Pion-Nucleus Interaction

The working group fortunately contained a member expert (J. Schiffer) on

low-energy pion interactions in nuclear matter, and 'rtio is abreast with the
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recent progress in this field. Although there have been strong preconceptions

concerning the interaction of pions with nuclei for over a quarter century, it

is only recently that detailed experimental and theoretical investigations

have been made. There are still many problems, but it is nevertheless clear

that pion interactions in the range 50 to 350 MeV kinetic energy are dominated

by the A resonance interaction. In nnclear matter, the A can interact with

other nucleons such that pion absorption will occur through such reactions as

A"*"1" + n + p + p ,

and other processes involving more nucleons. At the resonance energy (T^ ~

150 MeV), the absorption cross section is ebout equal to the inelastic pion

scattering cross section. The latter process appears to be due to pions

interacting in a quasi-free manner with nucleons on the nuclear surface,

whereas the former process requires more than one nucleon and takes place in

the nuclear interior. Both processes are dominated by the A resonance in the

ir-N amplitude.

E. The Minimum Estimate for the Pion Survival Probability

The working group was particularly anxious to arrive at a reasonable

value for the minimum probability for a 350 MeV pion from the e \ ° decay mode

to survive without reinteraction following nucleon decay within carbon,

oxygen, and iron nuclei. In terms of the current understanding briefly

outlined in the previous paragraph, this probability corresponds to the

probability that the pions do not make the A resonance on their way out of the

nucleus. Using the geometrical nuclear radii from electron scattering data

and an effective ir-N cross section of 50 mb (a mean free path of ~ 1.4 fm at a

nucleon density of 0.14 fm"^), the following values were derived for the

minimum escape probabilities P for 350 MeVirOls:

Element A P

30%

28Z
19Z

c
0

Fe

12

16
56



These estimates are based on a sphere of constant-density nuclear

matter. They may have to be modified for the diffuseness of the nucleon

distribution and for the elastic refraction of a pion leaving the nuclear

surface, caused by the collective "optical potential" field of all the

nucleons. These two effects would be in opposite directions, and thus tend to

cancel.

F. Monte Carlo Simulation of the Pion-Nucleus Interaction

Several codes exist to describe the pion interaction in nuclei, having

been developed for experiments where the primary interaction is that of a

photon or of a neutrino. Unfortunately, most of these codes assume that the

secondary pion interaction can be described in terms of quasi-free scattering

off nucleons, and neglect, or at best incompletely describe, the A-nucleon

interaction. It is thus hard to assess the predictions of such simulations,

even though they may be good when the absorption process is a small fraction

of the reaction cross section.

Sparrow^ states that his calculation appears consistent with the (Y,ir)

data to within 10%, although it is not clear whether the data is the energy-

integrated cross section, or the detailed energy dependence of the pions.

The primary problem may be the fact that Monte-Carlo calculations assume

a sequence of point-like interactions. For pions in this energy regime, their

wavelength is comparable to or larger than the spacing of nucleons, and

coherent effects will occur that are not included in the Monte Carlo

calculations. The TI-N + A amplitude is so large that a free pion can never

"exist" within the nucleus, only a A excitation.

The working group was advised that a full quantum-mechanical treatment of

pion propagation in nuclei was not yet at hand - the closest approximation is

in terms of the A-hole model of Hirata, Lenz, and Yazaki* and perhaps a better

estimate may be made through this model.
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G. Relevant Experimental Data

Two experimental processes are relevant to the problem under

consideration, namely the photo- and neutrino-production of pions in the

neighborhood of the A resonance. Both these processes are relevant since the

production of pions should be uniform throughout the nuclear volume provided,

in the case of photons, that their energy is less than ~ 2 GeV so as to avoid

significant coupling to the p meson.

A considerable amount of photopion production data in nuclei is available

from a Japanese group* and a German group . Where the two data sets can be

compared, there is reasonable, but not complete, agreement. In general the

data indicate that the probabilities for a pion to emerge from a nucleus

without reinteraction are close to the number calculated previously. It is

hard to make more concrete statements from these data since the interpretation

of the results has been based on Monte Carlo programs of the kind described in

the previous paragraph. The C(Y,iO data are shown in Fig. 1, alongside a

calculation where Fermi motion was included but no pion rescattering or

absorption. This is qualitatively consistent with the ~ 30% estimate in

Section E above.

Information concerning the pion escape probability without reinteraction

in carbon comes also from the u~pv channel in neutrino interactions.

Kinematic fitting of the above channel, as observed in a propane bubble

chamber, followed by some interpretation based on a Monte Carlo program ,

yields a high value for the pion transmission probability of ~ 60%. This

value is inconsistent with that obtained from the photoproduction data, and it

must be asked whether something is incorrect in the neutrino analysis. Such a

suggestion would be strongly contested by some of the physicists who did the

neutrino analysis and who now are involved in the Frejus project.

Nevertheless, the neutrino analysis is somewhat indirect and both sets of

photoproduction data suggest the more pessimistic values.
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Fig. 1 The 12C(T,w+) data froa Ref. 5 with a calculated curve
for six times the yield for free protons, broadened by Fermi
motion, but not including pion rescattering or absorption.
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H. Recommendations

The working grou? was presented with data and its interpretation which

were in conflict. Since the most important conflict lies between the

photoproduction and neutrino data, the following recommendations were made:

(a) That the neutrino-Fe data obtained by the NUSEX group at CERN be compared

with neutrino-nucleon data,

(b) That it would be useful to pursue the suggestion of E. Iarocci that the

above experiment be repeated with carbon instead of iron plates in the

detector,

(c) That it would be useful if the ]i~V+ channel were analyzed in the

Brookhaven neutrino experiment , and finally,

(d) That a calculation be carried out with (i) the A-hole model of Ref. 2

and/or (ii) a pion-nucleus optical potential. Both of these models fit

pion-nucleus scattering data rather well.
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The charge to this working group consisted of four related but separate

subjects* Accordingly, these are discussed individually in the order given in

the charge.

A. What physics other than proton decay can be studied with proton decay

detectors? How do the different types of detectors differ in their

capabilities for these experiments?

The Working Group compiled the following list of topics in response to

this question:

1. Studies of atmospheric and cosmic neutrinos,

2. Studies of solar neutrinos,

3. Neutrino oscillations,

4. Searches for nn oscillations and other possible nuclear matter

effects, e.g., "collapsed" nuclei,

5. Searches for high-mass, semi-stable exotic matter and previously

observed rare event types, e.g., KGF "vertex" events,

6. Studies of multiple cosmic-ray rations aimed at determining the

composition of cosmic-ray primaries at very high energies (with and

without coincident surface-array detectors),

7. Studies with man-made sources of neutrinos,

8. Magnetic monopole searches.

These topics are all in the common domain, and have been discussed often

in the literature. They have in common that they are very interesting, but

are extremely difficult to study experimentally.

Each of the topics is treated briefly through comments or short papers

written by members of the working group; these are presented below. It should

be clear that the mention of these topics is intended to serve as a stimulus

for additional study, not as a serious evaluation of the probability of

accomplishing these experiments successfully with proton decay (or other)

detectors. For that reason, dictated largely by the shortage of time, the

second question in part A—how do the different types of detectors differ in

their capabilities for these experiments?—was not addressed by us.
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1.1 Atmospheric Neutrinos (A. Mann)

The atmospheric, i.e., cosmic-ray, neutrino spectra have been calculated

from the known cosmic-ray muon spectra. Roughly, there are a few neutrinos

per (cm2-sec-GeV-sr) with energy about 100 MeV, and this falls by about two

decades at 1000 MeV, There are empirical limits on the magnitude of the

neutrino flux integrated from a few GeV upward in energy. These are obtained

by measuring muons traveling upward in deeply buried detectors, and assuming

that the muons were produced by neutrino interactions in the material

surrounding the detectors. There are, however, no direct measurements of the

differential neutrino spectra.

Such measurements will become possible, indeed will be necessary, in the

massive proton decay detectors now in construction or planned, since neutrino

interactions occurring in and contained in these detectors will be a primary

source of background in nucleon decay searches. Detailed spectral data will

serve to search for sources of neutrinos in the energy region above about 100

MeV by exhibiting deviations from the calculated spectra. Neutrinos of high

energy are not expected in present astrophysical models, which makes the

search for them potentially more interesting.

In summary, measurements of the differential neutrino spectra in proton

decay detectors will be required to understand the neutrino-induced

background, but will also check the basic assumptions involved in calculations

of cosmic ray muon and neutrino spectra, and set upper limits on the strength

of nearby astrophysical sources of energetic Q 100 MeV) neutrinos.

1.2 Neutrino Bursts from Stellar Collapse (M. Cherry)

Optical observations of extragalactic supernovae explosions, searches for

supernovae remnants, the historical record of visually observed galactic

supernovae, and the number of galactic pulsars suggest that a supernova or

stellar collapse occurs in our galaxy once every 4-40 years. A typical

supernova explosion is expected to release 10 neutrinos and antineutrinos

with Ev £ 10 MeV over a time interval of less than a few seconds. In the

visible region of the spectrum, gas and dust in the galactic plane might

obscure all but an extremely nearby galactic supernova, and some theoretical



scenarios indicate the possibility of a large fraction of "quiet" stellar

collapses, in which the stellar mantle is not blown off, and which therefore

are not visible optically.

In these cases, though, the neutrino emission may still be present at the
CO

level determined by the gravitational binding of the core: 10 J O neutrinos.

Both the Baksan scintillation detector and the Homestake water Cerenkov

experiment are sufficiently massive (̂  150 tons) and have sufficiently low

background counting rates that they expect to see % 10-20 neutrino counts from

a typical stellar collapse event within our galaxy. The current 150 ton

detectors can survey out to distances of 10 kpc. Both detectors have reported

null results after two years of running.

A larger detector will be capable of searching for smaller neutrino burst

fluxes from our galaxy. It will also have sufficient sensitivity to extend

the search to the nearest external galaxies, possibly as far as 100 kpc. To

search farther out requires extraordinarily massive detectors.

Aside from the astrophysical interest in observing a nearby stellar

collapse, it also may be possible to obtain a measure of the neutrino mass.

The dispersion in arrival times of 10-100 MeV neutrinos with m^ ~ 10 eV,

traveling distances of 10 to 100 kpc, is comparable to the expected burst

duration. Therefore, observation of a very short burst permits one to place

an upper limit on the neutrino mass. With a finely instrumented 1-2 kton

proton decay detector capable of detecting % 100 counts in a burst, and

actually measuring the neutrino energy distribution across the burst, one

might hope to make a reasonable measurement of m^ at the 10 eV level.

2. Solar Neutrino Experiments (M. Cherry)

Experiments to observe neutrinos from the sun have a role in the

development of proton decay detectors. It has been proposed that the 1MB

detector can be simply modified to be capable of observing the energetic 8B

neutrinos (J. Vander Velde's talk at this Workshop). The initial modification

involves covering the upper surface of the water with 20 inch FM tubes to

achieve a greater photon sensitivity. With this Improvement the proponents
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believe the threshold will be lowered sufficiently to observe 6-14 MeV

electrons from neutrino-electron elastic scattering. They estimate an event

rate of 40 events per year. The prime motivation is to observe the electron

direction and thereby establish the sun as the neutrino source. One major

difficulty with this approach is the production of beta emitters with high

disintegration energies, and with half-lives in the range of 0.1 - 7 seconds,

by through-going muons. Many of these events can be identified and discounted

by muon localization, given a data acquisition system with a long enough

memory time. Monte Carlo calculations have been performed to examine the

appearance of these low energy events. The 1MB group is continuing these

studies.

A liquid argon TPC has the capability of observing single electrons from

neutrino scattering processes. A group under H. Chen has been developing

these chambers and is considering a 1000-ton detector to study solar neutrinos

(H. Chen's talk at this Workshop). A chamber of this size could observe an

event rate of one per day from a B flux of 10 neutrinos cm sec , a flux

consistent with the low rate presently observed with the Cl experiment. A

15-ton argon TPC would observe an event rate of v (v" ) + e + v (v" ) + e~ of

one per day at the present neutrino facility at LAMPF.

Underground laboratories used for proton decay experiments are also

useful sites for radiochemical solar neutrino experiments, providing that they

are deep enough. The full scale gallium solar neutrino experiment (40 tons)

requires a depth of roughly 3000-3500 m w.e., and a floor space approximately

30 ft by 50 ft (R. Davis' talk at this Workshop). Although it is anticipated

that this experiment would be placed in a new room at the Homestake mine,

funding arrangements for this room have not yet been made. Other

radiochemical experiments are also being developed. The target elements under

consideration are lithium and bromine. The lithium experiment would require a

depth close to 4500-5000 m w.e. and would occupy a floor space approximately

30 ft by 50 ft. The bromine experiment might use the 100,000 gallon tank at

the Homestake mine. An experiment using molybdenum as a target element was

discussed at this Workshop by G. Cowan. This experiment would use a chemical

product from the Henderson molybdenum mine, and would not require a dedicated

underground laboratory.



3. Neutrino Oscillations (M. Cherry)

Present and planned accelerator-based neutrino oscillation experiments at

LAMPF and Brookhaven will investigate the mass parameter 6nr in the region
2

0.03 to 0.10 eV at maximal mixing. Underground experiments can improve the

limits on 6m by perhaps one or two orders of magnitude. At cosmic ray muon

energies above 1 GeV, the muon decay length becomes sufficiently great that

muons no longer decay in the atmosphere, so that the neutrino flux becomes

enriched in v above 1 GeV. Path lengths through the earth up to 1.3 * 10 km

are possible, so that L/E as high as 10 m/GeV can be attained without

contamination from the vertically downward-moving cosmic-ray muon background.

With a simple, large-area scintillator array at Homestake, one can hope

to measure the muon flux from v interactions in the surrounding rock as a

function of angle (i.e., L/E). Measured fluxes must be compared with results

of calculations folding atmospheric v flux with the cross section for muon

production, muon range, and detector acceptance. Present limits on neutrino

oscillations from this type of experiment are summarized in the rapporteur's

paper by Ramana Murthy at the 1981 Cosmic Ray Conference in Paris1.

With a 1-5 kton fine-grained proton decay detector, it should be possible

to measure the v eA> u ratio directly in the 1-10 GeV range by detecting \> and

v e interactions separately in the detector as a function of angle, and to

study the range of mass differences (with maximal mixing) down as low as 6m2 ~

10~* eV , although with a primary cosmic ray proton spectrum dN/dE ~ E ,

even a 10 kton detector runs out of flux at 10 GeV.

Another possible neutrino oscillation experiment would use atmospheric

neutrinos in the energy region between 100 and 1000 MeV. Their interactions

would be clearly identified in some fine-grained detectors, and would permit

greater sensitivity in 6m2 to be obtained as well as, perhaps, an improvement

in the measurement of the limit on the mixing angle.
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4. nn Oscillations (D. Ayres, A. Mann)

If neutron-antineutron oscillations occur In nuclei, the experimental

signature will be the annihilation of the antineutron with a neutron or

proton. Typically this will result in the release of ~ 2 GeV of energy in the

form of pions. All nucleon decay experiments will be sensitive to this

process, although the Cerenkov detectors will not observe the full 2 GeV of

energy released because of their relative insensltlvity to low-energy charged

pions. Aside from this, detection of nn oscillations in nuclear matter does

not impose any additional requirements on detectors whose primary purpose is

to search for proton decay. Although nn oscillations in nuclear matter will

be highly suppressed by the energy difference between neutron and antineutron

states, several calculations indicate that the sensitivity of such searches

will be comparable to those utilizing free neutrons, which ere limited by

containment and neutron beta decay.

Speculations on the possible formation of "collapsed" nuclei, i.e.,

nuclei with smaller radii and mass than ordinary nuclei, are present in the

literature. Usually, the formation is thought of as a result of energetic

collisions in nuclear matter. It may also be possible, however, for the

collisions of two or more nucleons within ordinary nuclear matter to result in

the formation of collapsed sub-nuclei which might then reside stably in the

parent matter. The probability per unit time for such an occurrence would be

quite low, but the time available is long. Hence the process might have

occurred and continue to occur at a rate of the same order as the predicted

nucleon decay rate or perhaps larger. Of course, it must be assumed that such

stable or semi-stable collapsed states do exist in nature, which may be a

false assumption.

There are several tests possible to search for already formed collapsed

matter, some of which have been carried out. It may also be possible to

observe the formation of collapsed nuclei by observing the energy release in

the spontaneous transformation from the ordinary state to the collapsed state,

if that energy release is within the detection sensitivity of, for example, a

large fine-grained, adequately shielded proton decay detector.



5. Searches for High Mass, Semi-Stable Exotic Matter and Previously Observed

Rare Event Types (T. Gaisser, S. Durkln, T. Y. Ling)

A massive multikiloton fine-grained proton-decay detector located deep

underground Q 1500 m w.e.) has the capability to search for unexpected cosmic

ray phenomena. At present the only known particles that penetrate to these

depths are muons and neutrinos. However, one will be able to search for the

presence of other massive, penetrating, long-lived particles that might be

produced in air showers. Such particles might be detected via their decay in

the detector or by their unusual interactions in the detector. For example a

TIFR-Osaka-Durham experiment conducted in the Kolar Gold Fields several years

ago detected mult 1track events with a reconstructed vertex either in the air

or in the thin material of the detector. A massive, sophisticated proton

decay detector with good containment would be a powerful device to check for

the existence of these and related phenomena.

A multikiloton detector could also be used to search for possible exotic

states of matter which may have originated in the early evolutionary stages of

our universe. Such exotic particles may have gone undetected due to their

low natural abundance, and masses above the energy thresholds of present day

accelerators. P. H. Frampton and S. L. Glashow have pointed out that there

are basically three cases of the decay of these primordial exotic particles

which can be investigated: 1) massive particles which decayed in the early

stages of the universe, leaving a natural neutrino background; 2) massive

particles embedded In the earth, with decay products which include

neutrinos; 3) direct decay of massive particles into muons which penetrate

the detector from the surrounding rock.

The first two cases can investigated by measuring the cosmic-ray neutrino

flux and looking for unexplained anomalies in the energy and angular

distributions. The strongest evidence for the existence of exotic massive

particles would, however, come from the decay of such a massive particle

inside the proton decay detector. In this case one would establish a limit

T
P
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for the rate of decay of exotic objects, Where T I S the proton lifetime limit

which could be set by the detector, B is the branching ratio of the object

into modes visible in the detector, f is the concentration relative to

nucleons, and x the lifetime of the exotic object* This is to be compared

with the limit6

f 2 x 10" 3 1 mp
Bu M

from decays to muons in the surrounding rock, where M is the mass of the

exotic object.

6. Physics with Underground Multiple Muons (T. Gaisser)

Knowledge of the chemical composition of the primary cosmic rays is a

prerequisite to understanding their origin, acceleration and propagation. It

is veil measured up to ~ 1000 GeV energy per nucleus, and the data support the

construction of detailed models of acceleration and propagation in the

galaxy. The flux falls rapidly with energy, however, making direct

measurement by instruments flown at the top of the atmosphere difficult above

10 GeV, and practically impossible at present above 10° GeV. This is shown

in the table below:

Primary Energy (<?eV) Exposure Required to Get 300 Events/Sr

103

10*

105

106

107 300 m2 year

The energy region around 10" GeV is especially interesting since the all-

particle spectrum is known to change slope around 2 x 10" GeV. Knowledge of

composition in this range might provide the basis for understanding the origin

1

2

2

3

m2

m2

m2

m2

hr

day

month

year
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of this feature. (For example, is it due to more rapid leakage of particles

out of the galaxy or to a change of source?)

Where the flux is too low for direct experiments, one must resort to

indirect measurements that overcome low flux by long exposure of large areas

deep in the atmosphere* Measurement of multiple muons deep underground is one

such experiment that is sensitive to primaries with energies from ~10 to

£ 10 GeV (depending on depth and multiplicity, but the relation is not

unique). Other indirect measurements include small air showers and air shower

cores as seen with large emulsion chambers. At high energies, heavy nuclei

are more likely to produce multiple muons, delayed hadrons in EAS, or subccras

than are protons.

Interpretation of all such experiments requires extensive calculation of

the parent cascades, which depends both on composition and on features of the

high energy hadronic interactions. Since the relevant energy range

corresponds to /s~ = 100 - 4000 GeV, the new pp colliders will give relevant

data. Possible signals of exotic effects of nucleus-nucleus collisions (e.g.,

collapsed nuclear matter producing copious direct leptons) could show up in

the cosmic ray context, and such collisions between energetic nuclei nay not

be duplicated at accelerators for some time.

There is some overlap of the new proton decay detectors with the depths

of previous multiple muon experiments. For example, the rates of multiples

have been measured at 3350 and 1800 m w.e. at KGF. Even in cases where new

proton decay detectors nearly duplicate the depth and/or area of previous

measurements, it is likely that they will give new information due to

increased resolution or area.

Depending on the results of a detailed evaluation, it could be desirable

to use a surface air shower array in coincidence with the underground detector

to focus on showers of higher energy. Such an array is under construction at

Homestake. An "outrigger" measurement of the separation distribution between

muons would remove one of the sources of uncertainty in the calculations

required to interpret the multiple muon events in a finite detector.

Figure 1 illustrates the level of sensitivity of the underground muon

results to a range of primary compositions. It also illustrates some
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difficulties of interpretation associated with a finite detector due to the

Earth's magnetic field. Such difficulties are less severe in deeper

experiments but rates are lower. Technical details are discussed in the paper

by Gaisser in these proceedings.

The opportunity to make a consistent interpretation of a variety of

experiments at several depths should help to extract the composition. The

same models will have to account for the other types of experiment mentioned

above.

A forthcoming direct measurement using the space shuttle (~ 1984) will

extend the detailed knowledge of composition to several times 10 GeV,

overlapping the lower end of the indirect measurements. This will greatly

enhance prospects for using the indirect methods to probe up to % 10° GeV.

Even information about the energy dependence of primordial/processed = p + a/

C + 0 + Mg + Fe ... would be of interest.

7. Man-Made Neutrino Sources (A. Mann)

The possibility of and reasons for detecting neutrinos very far from an

Intense source, e.g. an accelerator, have been discussed for a number of

years. Should a large fine-grained nucleon decay detector be built, it would

be of interest to consider aiming a high energy accelerator neutrino beam

through the earth in the direction of the detector. The possibility of using

other man-made neutrino sources, e.g. a nuclear reactor, might also be

entertained.

8. Searches for Massive Magnetic Monopoles (A. Mann)

The capability of detecting the traversal of a magnetic monopole is

possessed by fine-grained nucleon decay detectors, providing the monopole

velocity is not too low. A preliminary result has been given by the Soudan 1

detector at this Workshop, and there has also been extensive discussion of the

energy-loss mechanisms of monopoles at very low velocities at the Workshop.

Improvements in the number of ionization samples, particle velocity

measurement, and overall event identification are possible in future nucleon

decay detectors. It seems likely that these will be utilized in continuing

searches for magnetic monopoles.
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B. What physics experiments other than proton decay require similar

underground laboratory facilities, and what are their specific needs?

One can list here several subjects, some of which overlap with those In

Fart A but require very different experimental techniques, and some are

completely different from those mentioned above.

1. Among the former are radlochemical detectors of solar neutrinos and

"real-time" detectors of solar and cosmic neutrinos, e.g., argon XPC

detectors. These are briefly discussed together, primarily for convenience,

under items A-l and A-2 above, and in the talks at this Workshop by Davis,

Chen and Oddone. In general, the radiochemlcal experiments make fewer and

less stringent demands on the support facilities of an underground laboratory

than do proton decay experiments, but the radiochemlcal experiments may

require greater depth of shielding than do proton decay experiments. An argon

TPC detector, on the other hand, will need technical support at a level

similar to that of fine-grained proton decay detectors, and will pose problems

of personnel safety that are unlikely to be solved in a commercial underground

facility. For an argon detector, the depth requirement will be similar to

that of other proton decay detectors.

Another possible special purpose detector might be one to search for

magnetic monopolea of such low velocity that their energy loss by ionization

Is negligible compared with their energy loss by resultant soft radiation. A

proposal by Hagstrom (in these Proceedings) that uses a special Infrared-

sensitive material is an example of such a detector. It is unlikely that it

or similar detectors would place severe demands on either support facilities

or depth of cover.

Two topics not mentioned earlier are double beta-decay experiments and

experiments to search for gravity waves or to carry out other studies of

gravity.

2. Double beta-decay experiments are summarized at this Workshop by

Witherell. A short summary of their probable requirements is given here.

The most successful double beta decay experiments in the past have been
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performed underground, and it seems likely that future experiments will also

benefit from a modest amount of passive shielding. Depths on the order of

1000 m of water equivalent seem to be quite adequate. A more important

consideration than depth is the level of natural radioactivity (e.g., radon

gas) from the surrounding rock. This requirement of double beta decay

experiments is somewhat different from proton decay detectors, although the

trigger rates in the latter are also sensitive to local radioactivity to

varying degrees. Double beta decay experiments could, however, benefit

significantly from access to the support facilities set up for a large proton

decay experiment, and this could be a good reason for locating these

experiments in the same mine, although perhaps at different depths and in

different rock surroundings.

3. As the idea of establishing more extensive underground laboratory

facilities has gained currency, a number of experimenters interested in

gravity wave detectors, e.g. gravity wave interferometers, have expressed

interest in such facilities. They wish to escape from perturbations on the

Earth's surface. They need appreciable path lengths, but their requirements

for rooms of large volume are less than those of proton decay detectors. It

is not yet clear what their depth requirements are. It seems likely that

these experiments will need a dedicated underground facility if they are to

achieve the isolation they seek.

Other possible gravity experiments that have been suggested would make

use of a vertical shaft. The experiments vary in complexity, and need a

fuller treatment by experts than Is possible here. Again, it seems likely

that the particular nature of these experiments would require a dedicated

facility.

C. Does the location of different experiments in close proximity give

significant practical and/or physics benefits?

1. The practical benefits are thought to be:

a. Background studies would be done in common and probably therefore

more extensively.

b. The support structure for the site, i.e. access, safety, technical

support, shops, etc., might be used in common.
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Depths, room sizes, tunnel lengths and areas night be expected to be

different for experiments of different types. In some instances there might

still be significant advantages to a common site even if, for example, the

depth requirements of certain experiments were different; in other instances

it might be cheaper and perhaps easier to locate less demanding experiments in

separate sites. It is desirable to preserve opportunities at other sites,

apart from a common site, to preserve flexibility and independence where these

are necessary.

2. The physics benefits are thought to be;

a. The possibility of more readily available experimental facilities

underground would attract physicists to think more seriously about

experiments that require those facilities.

b. A common site would result in an improved scientific and intellectual

environment at the site due to the interchange of ideas, interests

and techniques among the experimenters. This would be particularly

true for young researchers and students (and their families).

c. The possibility of symbiotic relationships between experiments might

offer significant advantages to each, as for example, the present

experiments in the Homestake Mine.

D. Is it desirable to have a national laboratory framework for underground

experiments?

This is a question with many aspects, and to which several answers are

possible. For our purposes here, we have summarized the arguments in favor of

such a framework and then have done the same for those against it. Finally,

we have appended a discussion paper, which was developed at the Workshop,

presenting a moderate approach to the question.
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1. Arguments in favor:

a. A national laboratory framework is necessary to provide adequate

technical support and services to carry out proton decay experiments

with fine-grained, massive, state-of-the-art detectors, which are as

ambitious as any detectors proposed for experiments at national

laboratory accelerators. Witness the difficulties already

experienced by the large water Cerenkov detectors in overcoming

problems with only minimum technical support.

b. The national laboratory framework is being adopted in other national

efforts in proton decay. The experiment and laboratory at Frejus

represent an adjunct effort of Saclay, and this applies equally to

the proposed proton decay experiment and laboratory at Gran Sasso,

which will be an adjunct of Frascati. Indeed, through the foresight

of Professor Zichichi there is to be an investment in the laboratory

alone at Gran Sasso equivalent to 16 million dollars. A national

underground laboratory at Baksan in the USSR has existed for a number

of years and is the focus of activity for underground science

experiments in that country.

c. The advantages of a national laboratory framework are illustrated in

other areas of physics and astronomy by, for example the national

accelerator laboratories and the national radio astronomy

observatories. University researchers have benefited from these

advantages, which have made possible research at a higher technical

level than might otherwise have been done. That framework provides

an intellectual focus and common working ground for scientists with

very different interests, and thus is a stimulus of new ideas and

methods.

d. The national laboratory framework will help to correlate the problems

faced by the community of scientists that needs underground

facilities, and make clear the magnitude of the support necessary to

carry out advanced-technology underground experiments of high

potential interest. It will crystallize a constituency.



e. There is a need, at this time particularly, to find funds to support

basic research from new sources. A national laboratory framework has

the possibility of acquiring support on a significant scale from

various agencies of federal and state governments, and from private

sources.

2. Arguments agains t:

a. The national laboratory framework would result in a diversion of

funds and, possibly, manpower from independent experiments that now

exist or might be funded in the future. It involves greater expense

than is necessary, and might therefore retard, rather than

facilitate, new initiatives.

b. The adoption of a national laboratory framework in France, Italy and

the Soviet Union does not necessarily mean that the framework is

suited to the experimental program in the U.S.

c. The national laboratory framework in U.S. physics and astronomy is

not especially attractive to researchers who wish to maintain their

independence, and may not need the more elaborate facilities offered

by that framework.

d. There is a significant number of experiments now in progress in

various underground sites in the U.S. These might face disruption by

and loss of funds to a centralized facility which is not necessary to

their progress.

e. The "grandiose" plans for a national laboratory framework may

alienate the sources of support for science underground that now

exist, and thus rebound unfavorably on others besides its proponents.

3. Discussion Paper: A Gradual Approach to a Multipurpose Underground Facility

Recent theoretical and experimental developments suggest that fundamental

physics experiments requiring low-background underground laboratories may

become very important in the future. Some experiments already planned (e.g.

proton decay searches and solar neutrino flux measurements) will involve very

large-scale apparatus and the investment of millions or tens of millions of

dollars. These projects are comparable in scope to large high-energy physics
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experiments, and will require the same level of professional planning,

engineering, cost control, and technical support which is needed for

experiments at accelerators. Furthermore, the cost of such experiments

requires that access to the underground site be controlled by the research

community, and not be subject to undue constraints from nonresearch interests

such as commercial mining operations*

It is clear that the discovery of a revolutionary new physical phenomenon

such as proton decay would prompt a large increase in underground

experimentation. The establishment of a national underground science

laboratory would then be a natural and efficient mechanism for providing the

technical support needed by the new experiments. This laboratory might be an

adjunct of an established National Laboratory. The facilities of the

laboratory would of course be available to all researchers in the physical

sciences, and might well offer advantages to those who, in the past, have set

up their own underground sites for individual experiments. Also, the large

investment in the experimental apparatus suggests that, after an initial

period of operation by the builders, the apparatus might be made generally

available to the physics community as a facility, as is sometimes the case

with expensive apparatus at high energy physics accelerator laboratories.

The realization of a multipurpose underground research site can be

approached in a gradual way. Construction of next-generation proton decay

experiments will require extensive site development and support facilities for

the assembly and operation of at least one multimillion dollar underground

detector. Once established, these same facilities (e.g. mechanical and

electronics shops, engineering expertise, and mine utilities) could be used by

other, smaller experiments with only a small Incremental investment. The

siting of two large experiments in the same mine (e.g. a proton decay detector

and a solar neutrino measurement) would offer advantages to both in terms of

more extensive support facilities and reduced costs. Phased construction of

experiments would permit continuous, efficient operation of the technical

support and fabrication facilities. Of course, each experiment would require

its own site preparation underground, but in the case of a laboratory in an

existing mine, extensive new excavation might be unnecessary.
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We therefore suggest that when the next large U.S. proton decay

experiment is built, provision be made for smaller experiments (e.g. cosmic-

ray studies, double beta decay) to be accommodated at the same site, after

soliciting proposals for specific experiments to ascertain some minimum level

of interest in the physics community. If another large underground experiment

(e.g. the gallium solar neutrino detector) is to be built about the same time,

every effort should be made to house it in the same mine as the proton decay

detector. This could be expanded to meet increased interest, and might either

evolve into or serve as a prototype for a more extensive laboratory. Thereby,

a mechanism would be established to serve the needs of the underground

scientific research community, and to provide a focus for such activities,

which would be analogous to the role of accelerator laboratories in

accelerator-based particle physics.

Detailed questions concerning particular sites and particular experiments

to be located at a given site might be addressed later on a broad national

basis. For our purposes here, the salient Issues revolve around the need to

provide adequate support for the next generation of proton decay experiments

while simultaneously anticipating longer range future needs which might

require the construction of very large detectors, e.g. detectors of mass

greater than 10 kilotons.

The views expressed here are not intended to be an endorsement of any

specific proposal to accomplish the general goals outlined in this report.
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Introductory Remarks:

Questions for the Second Generation of Proton
Decay Experiments

S. P. Rosen
Purdue University and National Science Foundation

At its last meeting, the Technical Assessment Panel for Proton Decay

(T.A.P.) was asked to consider several proposals for a second generation of

proton decay experiments. The panel recognized that a vigorous program of

first generation experiments is being put into place in the U.S., but it found

the question "Where do we go from here?" an almost impossible one to answer at

that time. As is customary in such situations, the Panel recommended that

further studies be made and that a workshop be held. Argonne National

Laboratory, in the person of David Ayres, took hold of this recommendation,

and the Panel is very grateful to the Laboratory and to David for organizing

the workshop that is about to begin.

To provide a framework for the deliberations of the workshop, the T.A.P.

put forward four questions. I would like briefly to discuss these questions

with you and give you some of my own thoughts on them. Please keep in mind

that these remarks are not intended to represent the thoughts of more than one

member of the T.A.P.

1) Under what conditions should a second generation detector be bollt?

This question involves both theoretical and experimental problems. On

the theoretical side, there are no really firm predictions for the lifetime

and dominant decay node of the proton. Minimal SU(5) gives an estimated

lifetime T » 10^(A/l GeV) yrs where A is the QCD scale parameter, but this

57
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Is plagued by an uncertainty of order 10". Even If this uncertainty were

only 10*1, there would still be much uncertainty in the size of the detector

one ought to build!

The same model also predicts that the decay mode p •*• e ir° should have a

branching ratio of about 40%. However, supersymmetric grand unified theories

have recently come along with operators of dimension five which can play havoc

with the lifetime predictions and which predict that the proton decays into

K vT or some other (K + lepton) system almost 100% of the time. The clash

between these branching ratio predictions makes it very hard to choose a

reliable signal for proton decay.

So I come to the first question that I hope the workshop will address:

Is there firm theoretical guidance as to the scale (T ) and signal (B.R.)

for a second generation experiment?

There are tantalizing hints from the Kolar Gold-Field experiment and

limits on the lifetime from the Homestake I experiment, but there are no hard

data yet from the first generation experiments. The best we are able to say

is that the lifetime is likely to be longer than some value in the range

10 years. Consequently we can only answer the experimental analogue of

the above question:

What experimental guidance do wa have as to the aixe and Method of

detection for second generation experiments?

by considering several possibilities for the outcome of present experiments.

Let me give you an example of an answer based upon three assumptions for the

experimental value of the proton lifetime T expt*
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*=' " 'p.expt

generation? My own vote Is a definite "yes":

31—3210J •" years, then should we go on to the second

Yes No

but I would caution you as to the size of the detector needed.

In general, if the proton lifetime is 10N years, then one must look at

10 protons for a period one year, where x takes into account the branching

ratio of the signal, the efficiency for detecting it, and the number of events

required. I shall suppose that the combined branching ratio and detection

efficiency is 10% and that 100 events per year are needed for a really useful

second generation experiment. Thus I choose x » 3, but I realize that this

value could be open to debate. For N = 31, one must therefore look at 103

protons, which corresponds to 20 kilotons of water or its equivalent.

(b) If Tp

generation? In this case my vote is a "maybe":

•,34

«• 10 3 3" 3* years, should we go on to the next

Yes No

With the above criteria for size, a lifetime of 10 3 3 years would require 2

megatons of water, which, to say the least, is a mind-boggling quantity in a

detector. But one may find a very efficient signal for the decay, and may

demand fewer events than I have asked for. Thus it may be possible to choose

x to be smaller than 3, and to study this case with a smaller detector.

Neutrino backgrounds, however, will present a serious problem.
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(c) If T e fc > 10
34 years, should we go on? In this case I think that

one must give very serious consideration to a "no" vote:

Yes No X

The detector required becomes much too large (we are entering the region in

which the lifetime limit increases as the square root of the volume), and the

neutrino backgrounds become very severe.

Here endeth the example. Please feel free to tear it apart and rebuild

it in your own particular way, but do let me know:

How does the Workshop Vote?

2) Should more than one second generation detector he co—lssloned In the U.S.?

Involved with this question is a mixture of technical and economic

issues. From the viewpoint of physics, the search for specific decay modes of

the proton requires the capability of tracking particles and identifying them,

whereas in a total lifetime measurement one might get away with calorimetry

alone. It could well be necessary to combine all of these functions in second

generation detectors.

There are, of course, different techniques available (liquid

scintillators, drift chambers, T.P.C.'s and so on) and it could well be thai

some decay modes are better studied by one technique, and others by another.

Depending on the lifetime, the density of the detector may be an

important requirement. To what extent then, should one trade density for the

capability of collecting information? Density versus fine granularity?



Suppose that one wanted to measure the polarization of the daughter

lepton. What must one do to the detector?

These kinds of questions all raise the notion that we might want to build

more than one second generation detector. And this brings us smack up against

the question of cost. Are there sufficient resources available for more than

one detector of the proper size and capability?

3) Is the use of an existing mine preferable to excavation at a new

site?

Of the U.S. mines known to us three are at the relatively shallow depth

of order 1600 m w.e. [Fairport Harbor (1MB), Park City (HPW), and Soudan

(MAO)] and one, Homestake (Penn I-BNL) is at a depth of 4400 m w.e. which is

comparable with that of the European sites. There is also the suggestion of a

new site of 3500 m w.e. by Penn II.

One of the questions we need to examine is whether one can replace the

shielding provided by depth by the instrumentation of "active shields." Is it

feasible and "cost-effective" to make this replacement?

Another question is whether new facilities at existing mines would be

readily available to a wide class of users. Would a new room at Homestake,

for example, be open to all groups wanting to use it?

Are there other mines available in the U.S., or must we look abroad?

Andiamoci al Gran Sasso?!
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4) Is It desirable to have a Rational Laboratory, or national Facility

framework for Underground experiments?

Such a facility could provide:

(a) adequate, well-designed facilities;
(b) ready access with no commercial interests to halt or slow down

research;
(c) good services such as water, electricity, shops and technicians;

and
(d) a reliable basis for the support of research and the review of

proposals.

There is also a growing agenda for such a laboratory:

(a) proton decay;
(b) solar neutrinos;
(c) cosmic ray neutrinos and multi-muons;
(d) astrophysical neutrinos;
(e) double beta decay; and

(f) gravity waves.

I am sure that other items will steadily be added to this list, especially if

a positive answer is given to this question.

5) A Personal View

Let me end this series of questions by stating a personal view regarding

proton decay and the approach generally being taken towards it. My ideas are

based on the following points:

(a) the lifetime T sets the scale of experiments and it is therefore

essential to any future program to know this number; and

(b) present and proposed experiments look for presumed decay products or

energy depositions over a relatively short time of 1-5 years. They

could easily fail if one of the original Fati-Salam modes

p - » e + + v > + v + i T 0 happened to be the dominant one. Therefore:
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(c) Why not look instead for the residua of proton decay, for example

p-decay

(A,Z) »» (A-l, 2-1)

Q

which can accumulate over long, geological time scales of order 10 years?

This approach has the advantage of being independent of decay mode and of

allowing the signal to build up to a detectable quantity in a relatively small

sample; but, like all other approaches it does have serious problems and

serious backgrounds. There might, however, be a ray of hope in the form of

Resonance lonization Spectroscopy, whose sensitivity to foreign atoms in a

given host is many orders of magnitude greater than that of ordinary mass

spectroscopy.

Let me end my remarks on this note of optimism and wish you good luck for

the workshop.



Theoretical Perspective for Baryon Number Violation

Paul Langacker
Department of Physics, University of Pennsylvania

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

ABSTRACT

In this talk I describe the theoretical predictions for

proton decay and other baryon number violating processes,

emphasizing that there are many models and theories involving

baryon number violation and that it is an experimental problem

to distinguish between them. I first review the theoretical

predictions for the unification mass M.. and for the weak angle

sin 6K- It will be seen that the class of models involving an

SU_ x SU_ x U. invariant desert between M_. and My are strongly

favored. I then turn to baryon number violation. The proton

lifetime and branching ratio predictions for the SU_ and other

3-2-1 desert models are reviewed, with emphasis on distinguish-

ing between models and on the implications of the small value of

the QCD parameter A^g that seems to be favored by the data.

I then discuss the consequences of low energy supersymmetry for

proton decay, nuclear effects, and models with low mass scales.

Finally, I mention possible implications of the anomalously large

flux of cosmic ray antiprotons that has recently been reported.

An earlier version of this talk was presented at the International
Conference on Baryon Nonconservation, Tata Institute, Bombay,
January 11-14, 1982.
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1 2A. The Unification Mass and sin 9 .

The coupling constant predictions of grand unified theories

depend on the details of the spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB)

pattern. In practice, clean predictions only emerge for theories

involving just two mass scales, M and ML̂ , with a desert (a region

with no gauge, Higgs, or fermion thresholds) in between. That is,

if

G * G. -» SV% x U EM ,

then the low energy running coupling constants g , g and g' all ap-
s

2 2
proach g^ up to computable normalization factors as Q •+ M . One

2
can therefore use the observed values of either a/a or sin 6., to

s w
predict M . Alternately, Mv can be eliminated, yielding a rela-

2
tion between a/a and sin 8... This relation is just a consistency
condition that the three couplings all meet at the same point. In

2
order too evaluate this relation (i.e. predict sin 6W) one must

know the intermediate energy group G. and the G. assignments of

all of the light (mass £ M^) fermions and Higgs bosons (in order

to determine the renormalization group equations (RGE) for the

running couplings). One must also know the G. assignments of an

entire family (light and heavy) of fermions (in order to evaluate

the normalizations). An explicit knowledge of G is not required,

however.

For the case that G]L = Gs = SuS x SU2 x l^ the two independent

ratios of coupling constants approach the asymptotic ratios (Georgi

and Glashow, 1974)
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sin2 eH = 4 „ !!a!

2 2
for Q -*• Mx, where tc3, t^, and g are the third component of color

charge, third component of weak isospin, and electric charge of a

fermion. The sums extend over an entire family of fermions. For

F ordinary families, both asymptotic ratios are 3/8 (other weak

interaction fermion assignments can lead to very different ratios )

In this case, g = gg, g2 = g, and g1 = /5/3 g
1 all approach gQ

2
for large Q , as shown in Figure 1.

2 2 2
For NL. < Q < M , the running coupling constant ratios are

(Georgi et al., 1974) (to lowest order in the RGE and treating

thresholds as step functions)
oLQ2) _ 3

°slQ

r «/r>2i n H H X I

sin2ew(Q
2) = |

(3)

These lowest order equations are independent of F but depend weakly

on the number nH of light Higgs doublets.
2

In principle one can predict M and sin 6™ from (3), using

the observed ratio of a/a at low energy as input. As emphasized
5

by Marciano (1979) and Goldman and Ross (1979, 1980) and others ,

however, several refinements must be incorporated. These include
(a) using the Q^ dependence of a :

2
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where the sum extends over fermions with mass m. <_ R.. (b) Includ-

ing threshold effects at IL. and M (the threshold effects largely

cancel )• (c) Using two loop RGE (consistency then requires that

one determine a using two loop QCD expressions and that radiative

corrections be applied to neutral current data used to extract

sin 0-y) . There are now several analyses , all of which agree to

within 1% in In M and 50% in M .

Predictions of 3-2-1 desert theories.

The results for these theories (i.e. theories in which an

arbitrary G breaks directly to SU, x SU2 x u at Jt̂  with a desert

between JL. and Mx) with F light ordinary fermion families and nH

light Higgs doublets are (Marciano and Sirlin, 1981a; Goldman, arid

Ross, 1980; and (1). For a recent analysis, see Chang and Wu,

1981)

2.4 x io" x (l.S)*1 »[„{?%, j x [ ^ H x

0.2138 + 0.0025

+ 0.006 inl"0'?6 G e V | + 0.004 {n -1) - 0.0004 (F-3) (6)

The stated errors in (5) and (6) are due to uncertainties in higher

order terms, thresholds, heavy Higgs bosons , and the top quark

mass (15<m <50 GeV is assumed).

A number of recent analyses suggest a low value for the QCD

parameter AJJS. These include deep inelastic scattering (Drees, 1981),

jet production in e+e" annihilation (Kunszt, 1981; Ali, 1982),

charmonium hyperfine splitting (Buchmuller et al., 1981) and the

upsilon width (MacKenzie and LePage, 1981). I will use the average
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+ 100

Ajjg = 160 MeV (7)

- 80

given by Buras (1981). For this range, the log in (6) is

-0.0029
0

+0.0042

Neutral Current Data

The experimental value of sin ew obtained from deep inelastic

scattering data and the SLAC polarized eD experiment (without

radiative corrections) is (Kim et al., 1981)

sin26w = 0.229 + 0.009 (+ 0.005), ĝj

where the second error is theoretical.

Marciano and Sirlin (1981a-d) have recently computed the

radiative corrections to R = a(vN-»-vX)/a (vN-*-p~X) and to the eD

asyiiunetry. They find that radiative corrections reduce the value
2

of sin 6W obtained from R by 0.011 (of which 0.001 is from the

neutral current cross section and 0.010 from the charged current).
2

Similarly, sin 6W obtained from the eD asymmetry is reduced by

0.011. Similar results are obtained by two groups (Dawson et al.,

1981; Antonelli and Maiani, 1981; Bellucoi et al., 1981) who

have calculated the leading log contributions to the radiative

corrections to all orders. Marciano and Sirlin obtain

0.012 ,

(9)

which corresponds to Mw = (8;3.0+ 2.4) GeV and Mg = (93.8 + 2.0) GeV.

(9) is in remarkable agreement with the theoretical prediction (6).
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This gives strong encouragement that the class of 3-2-1 desert

theories may have something to do with the real world.1

Some Other Models

By way of contrast, let us consider models with a left-right

symmetric subgroup:

G -Kf SU3 X SU2L * SU2R * Vl~i% V S T SUI X Ul (10)

If the V + A boson WR has a mass M^ < 10 >L and if one requires
H.

M < mp (the Planck mass) then the analogue of (3) implies

(Chanowitz e t a l . , 1977}
sin2ew > 0.29

A < 2.5 MeV
(U)

which is clearly unacceptable. (One possible loophole, at least

for the bad prediction for sin ew» is that if M^ ~ M^ then the
R L

extra Z boson will modify the structure of the neutral current

interaction. (Rizzo and Senjanovic, 1981 a,b; Li and Marshak, .

1982) It is possible to fit the neutral current data with a large
2

sin @w by adjusting 3 or 4 additional parameters in this case, but

the success of the standard model would then be an accident. The

V + A charged hadronic currents may also be problematic for non-

leptonic hyperon decays and the K T ~ K O mass differences. A larger

value of A can be obtained if one introduces a Higgs triplet

(Rizzo and Senjanovic, 1982)). in order to obtain acceptable values
2 • 1

for sin 6W and A for the SSB pattern in (10), one requires
Q

t\. > 10 Gev, which is much too large to be phenomenologically
WR

relevant.
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Similar difficulties occur for models such as SU. if they

break to the chiral color group S U ^ x S U ^ x SU 2 L x SlĴ p x U^ in the

region between Mv and M,,. For M ~ 10 GeV (suggested by a)

one has the unacceptable value sin 6W - 0.30.

B. Baryon Number Violation

The SUg Model

In a single fermion family version of the Georgi-Glashow (1974)

SU5 model, the left-handed fermions are assigned to the reducible

representation 5 + 1 0 :
X, Y X,Y X,Y

/ j (121

The notation in (12) is that fields arranged in columns transform

as SU_ doublets (i.e. they are transformed into each other by the

emission or absorption of W or W~ bosons), while fields in adjacent

columns are transformed into each other by the emission or absorption

of the superheavy bosons X and Y (M^ - M^ - 2.4 x 1014 GeV). Ver-

tices involving the X and Y bosons, which have electric charges

4/3 and 1/3/ respectively, can transform quarks into antiguarks

or antileptons. The X and Y can therefore mediate proton (or

bound neutron) decay, through diagrams such as those shown in

Figure 2. The allowed decay modes are p •+ e M or vc M

and n •*• vc M°, e if, where M° (M~) represents a neutral (charged)

meson state such as IT , p , n, <o, v ir~ (ir~,p-,Tf~7i ). The expected

lifetime is of order .
1 Mx

P (13)
2

where a,- = 95 /4" is the SU_ fine structure constant.
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Before describing more detailed estimates of the proton

lifetime and branching ratios, it is necessary to consider mixing

effects in more realistic models with F > 3 fermion families.

The SUe Model (general Higgs structure).

Including mixing, the m fermion family is

«: 10: e+>n

(14)

where, for example, e~, m=l,..., F is the m mass aigenstate

charged lepton. In (14) A L is the F x F generalized Kobayashi-

Maskawa matrix, which is in principle known frcm charged-current

weak interactions. Baryon number violation, however, involves

transitions between adjacent columns in (14). All predictions

for proton decay depend on the totally arbitrary and unknown

F x F mixing matrices A R, A L , and A R. These unknown mixing

effects turn out to be the largest uncertainty in proton decay

in the standard models. It is not even a priori obvious that

the dominant amplitude is for p •*• e' n° rather than p * T tr°,

for example. Fortunately, things simplify enormously in some

specific models. For example, the minimal SU, model with all

fermion masses generated by Higgs 5's leads to A® = A? *• I and

AJ? = A£ K*, where K is a diagonal matrix of (CP-violating)

phases that are irrelevant to proton decay. For the two family

version of this model, the effective Uagrangian is, suppressing

color indices, (Buras et al, 1978; Ellis et al., 1979):
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L . ! L _ { (uc YU uL) [S* Y dR + p* Y 8R

5 ^^v

L I* y L I* t y i

" " ~ (lDJ

where c = cos e , s = sin 8 , and e is the Cabibbo angle. Mostc c c

of the specific results presented below are based on (15). More

generally, Wilczek and Zee (1979a) have introduced the Kinship

Hypothesis, which states that baryon-number-violating interactions

mainly involve transitions within the families (u, d, v , e) or
e

(c, s, v , y) except for small (of order 6 ) mixing effects, as

in the minimal SU5 model. I will generally assume that the Kinship

Hypothesis is true.

The Proton Lifetime

The naive estimate (13) for T yields T - 2 x 10 yr for

Aj75 = 0.16 GeV (Mv - 2.4 x 10
14 GeV) and ac = g^/i-n- 0.022. As

MS" X 3 3

we will now see, more detailed calculations yield similar results.

These more detailed analyses encounter the three classes of

diagrams shown in Figure 3. The quark decay diagram of 3a is

suppressed by phase space (Jarlskog and Yndurain, 1980). The

3-guark fusion diagram of 3b, in which the initial quarks emit

gluons or mesons, is usually assumed to be small. (It has recently

been argued, however, that this diagram may dominate for decays

in nuclei, but the theoretical uncertainties are large (Fernandez

de Labastida and Yndurain, 1981).)

A number of authors have estimated T and T assuming that
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the two-quark fusion diagrams dominate. The results are shown

in Table 1. The spread of values is mainly due to uncertainties

in computing the hadronic matrix elements (e.g. some calcula-

tions use SU, with a phenomenological wave function i/>(0) for two

quarks to overlap; others use bag model wave functions) and must

be considered a genuine theoretical uncertainty. There are also

smaller differences due to the treatments of the second family,

mixings, and phase space (e.g. inclusive of exclusive sums on

hadronic states, effective quark masses, etc.) The results have

been normalized to common anomalous dimensions, tp(O), and

14M (2.4 x 10 GeV). In Table 1, a and a are the coefficients

in the approximate expressions

V.n ( y r ) ' a
P.n "J

and p are the fraction of two body final states in nucleonp,n

decay. From these results

,29Tp(yr) = (0.8-13) x 10'r v T
I 2.4 x 1014 GeVj (17)

I will use the range of values in (17) as an estimate of the

theoretical uncertainties (due to the hadronic physics) in T

Combining (17) with (5) one has

(18)

where the error is due to T {K-.) and M^ ^ M § ) * F o r

+0.100

-0.080



one has finally

+2.1
T_(yr) = 3.2 x 10 ~2'5 ,

(20)

where the error includes the uncertainty in Ajjg. Furthermore ,

the bound neutron lifetime is predicted to be 0.8 < T /T < 1.5.

We see that the small values of. Arjg that are now becoming

accepted lead to the prediction of a very "short" proton lifetime.
2 8For example, A^g = 200 MeV implies T in the range (3.8 x 10

- 1.5 x 10 3 1) yr., while A — = 100 MeV yields (2.4 x 1 0 2 7 - 9.6

29x 10 )yr. The relation (18) between x and Ar^ is shown in
P Ab

Figure 4. Clearly it should be easy to verify or disprove the pre-

diction (20) of the minimal SU_ model with small A — in forthcoming
D PIS

experiments.

Berezinsky et al. (1981) and Tomozawa (1981a, b) have

estimated T using soft pion techniques, a nuclear pole dominance
assumption (in the antilepton channel) and vector dominance.

29
They find a somewhat shorter lifetime ( T ~ (.5-1) x 10 yr

for M - 2.4 x 10 GeV) then many of the quark type estimates in

Table 1. If they are right, then the minimal SU5 model is in

serious trouble. However, there may be important corrections to

their calculations because the pion is in fact very energetic

and the antilepton mass is far from the nucleon pole.

Most -other 3-2-1 desert models give predictions similar to

(17), (18) and (20), although the exact coefficients a and an

may be different. For example, the proton lifetime is predicted

to be somewhat shorter in the SO... model (because of the X' and Y'

bosons), but this effect is smaller than the hadronic uncertainties
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in (17). (For a recent detailed analysis of SO.- see Matsuki and

Yamamoto, 1981. The E,. model is similar to S0,_ (Schucker, 1981).)
D XU

However, there are several theoretical loopholes that could

allow nucleon lifetimes longer than (20). These include (a) modi-

fying the light and/or heavy Higgs and fermion representations of

the standard model (which affect M^). These could probably not+2
change T by more than - 10" without also destroying the success-

2

ful prediction of sin '6W ( an exception is supersymmetric models).

(b) T_ could be increased by violations of the Kinship Hypothesis.

Even if the proton coupled predominantly to heavy channels, it is
~2

unlikely that T would be increased by much more than sin 6 - 20,

however (Asatryan and Matinyan, 1980; Berezinsky and Smirnov,

1980), unless the proton is made absolutely stable by imposing an

extra symmetry (see below). (c) Models with three or more mass

scales (such as (10)) can give arbitrarily long proton lifetimes.
2

In such models the value of sin 8W is an input (to determine the

extra mass scale), so the success of (6) would be an accident.

Branching Ratios in SU,.

A number of estimates have been made of the proton and neu-

tron branching ratios. Although these differ in the hadronic

matrix elements, mixings, and phase space treatments used, the

most important differences are due to pionic recoil suppression

effects {v /c - 0.96 - see the discussion of Donoghue and Karl,

1981) and the method of projecting the spin of the recoiling qc

onto meson wave functions. The results of many of these estimates

are given in Tables 2 and 3. Each column is labeled according to

the value used for the ratio k/M of momentum to mass of the qc:
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NR (nonrelativistic) assumes k/M = 0; R (relativistic) takes

M = 0; and REC (intermediate recoil) takes k/M - 3/4. The spread

in the three calculations of Kane and Karl (1980) gives a reasonable

estimate of the uncertainties, except there may be additional re-

coil suppressions of the pionic modes. Other calculations include

Arisue (1981) and Biswal et al. (1981), who obtain results similar

to R and REC of Kane and Karl. Karl and Lipkin (1980) have argued

that SUg breaking will enhance (suppress) the p(7r) branching ratio.

Sarma and Singh (1981) have found results similar to REC of

Kane and Karl in a pole model, but in ~ similar models Berezinsky

et al. (1981) and Tomozawa (1981b) find a strong suppression of

the p and (o modes. Silverman and Soni (1981) have estimated

B(p -*• e Y) - 0.4%. A chiral Lagrangian relevant to multibody

modes has been given by Claudson et'al. (1981) (See also (D).

Other Models

The baryon number violating interactions in a general model

can be described by an effective Lagrangian (Weinberg, 1979a, b,

1980; Wilczek and Zee, 1979a, b; Weldon and Zee, 1980)

L = CM4"d O, (21)

where 0 is an effective operator of dimension d, constructed from

the light fields of the theory, M is the (superheavy) unification

scale, and C is a dimensionless constant that is typically of

ord2r en~ for.n external fields in O. This is analogous to the

effective four-fermion operator L. = G_ JJ /•/! of the weak inter-

actions, for which d = 6, n = 4, and G_//3" = g /8 M^. For M >> Mj^,

it suffices to consider SU, x SU_ x U. invariant operators in (21).

SU_ x U., breaking effects (suppressed by powers of llVM) can be
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incorporated by including the Higgs field (which can be replaced

by its vacuum expectation value) in 0.

3-2-1 Desert Theories

The lowest dimension baryon-number violating, color singlet,

Lorentz scalar operators are four-fermion operators with d = 6.

Only the d = 6 operators are relevant for 3-2-1 desert theories

because of the extremely large value of M ^ 10 GeV. (d>6 inter-

actions are suppressed by (M^/M) ~ ). Weinberg and Wilczek and

Zee have shown that, up to family indices, there are only six

such d = 6 operators, and that (suppressing Lorentz, family, and

Gg indices) all are of the form qqq&. These operators can be

generated by gauge or Higgs exchange diagrams as in Figure 5a.

It is remarkable that these six operators all imply the

following selection rules, which must be respected in all 3-2-1

desert theories:

(a) AB = AL. For example p-*e ir° is allowed, but

— + +
p-*e TT TT is forbidden;

(b) AS/AB = -1 or 0. Thus, p+v cK + but n^ e+K~;

(c) the AS = 0 operators transform as strong isospin

doublets, implying relations such as

(22)
- e+n")

For operators involving (u, d, H~, v.) only, where £ = e

cr y, there are only four operators. For I = e these are

°2

-c -
UR UL eR

(23)
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with similar operators for I = \i. Cabibbo mixing, which can modify

the relative coefficients of the e and v terms in 0. and O, has

been neglected (this should not be important unless , there are

large violations of the Kinship Hypothesis). It should be observed

that the e~ terms in O, and 0_ are mapped into each other under

space reflections, as are those in 0 and O .

Hence, the most general effective lagrangian for decays

involving (u, d, e , \> ) only in 3-2-1 desert theories is of the

form (Weinberg 1979b, Wilczek and Zee, 1979b)

* - ilx cl °t + *-c~ (24)

where of course the C. depend on the model.

Gauge Boson' Mediated Processes

If the underlying mechanism is gauge boson exchange, then

it can be shown that C, = C. = 0, so that

L = Cl °1 + C2 °2 + H'C" (25)

Hence, only the ratio r = C2
/'Ci can distinguish between models in

this class for (u, d, e~, v ) decays. (The hadronic uncertainties

in T are too large to effectively discriminate between models).

For example, those who are skilled at Fierz transformations can

immediately see from (15) that, for sin 6 = 0, r = 2 in the SU,.

model ("anomalous dimension effects modify r to 2.1). Similarly,

r = 2 M^,/(M^ + M^,) for S010, which ranges from 0 to 2 as Mxi/«x

goes from 0 to «.

Because the e~ parts of O. and 0« are mapped onto each other

under parity, the relative branching ratios for e+n°/e po/e+n/e+u

and vcir /vcp are independent of r. That is, measurements of the
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specific hadronic final state in AS = 0 decays will not dis-

tinguish between gauge-mediated models. On the other hand,

the ratio of positrons to anti-neutrinos depends on r and is

useful for distinguishing between models. For example,

ml + r

r<olb-»vcx) (26)

Other predictions are detailed in the literature.

A useful signature of gauge mediated decays is that.prompt

muons emitted in AS = 0 decays or AS = 1 decays should have

(different) universal polarizations (Weinberg, 1979b) that

depend only on parameters analogous to r. In the SU,. model in

(15), for example,

As - 0: P(P+) - -1

AS = 1: P(u+) = i^i±£J-y - -0.05.

(27)

Quantities such as the muon polarizations or the ratios

p /e and (AS=0)/(AS=1) are dependent not only on the model but

also the Higgs and mixing structure. Hence, their measurement

would be a useful probe of these aspects of grand unified theories.

Higgs Mediated Decays in 3-2-1 Desert Theories (Golowich, 1981;

Rolnick, 1981b, Karl and O'Donnell, 1981)

Proton decay can also be mediated by the exchange of Higgs

bosons, which can generate all four operators in (23). The relative

branching ratios e ir°Ve+p°/e n/e+w and vCir /vCp depend on the

ratio \ = (C2. + C?)/(C^ + C2) (the p and n modes are enhanced for

X > 0), so in principle it is possible to distinguish between

gauge and Higgs mediated theories- by careful measurements of these

branching ratios. In practice this is difficult because of the
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hadronic uncertainties and also because X can assume any value

> 0 in scalar mediated theories.

Another signal of the presence of C, and C. is that the

prompt muon polarizations would no longer be universal.

A much more dramatic and obvious signal of Higgs mediated

decays would be an enhancement of the branching ratios for muons

and strange particles. This would occur in most models because

of the tendency for Higgs particles to couple preferentially

to heavier fermions. In fact, Golowich (1981) has shown that

in the minimal SU- model with a single Higgs 5 the branching

+ o +

ratio for p •-»• p K would be > 80%, with P(p ) - -1 (the other

important modes are vcK and p ui) . This would be a dramatic

signal indeed! In this model, the Higgs mediated decay is expected

to be observable for M u = 10
10-10l:L GeV.

n

Supersymmetry at Low Energy

There has been much recent interest in combining grand

unified theories with supersymmetry that is unbroken down to

low energies (susy GUTs). In such theories there are new fermion

partners (in the Gev-TeV range) of the standard gauge and Higgs

bosons and new spin-0 partners of the ordinary fermions. These

new particles affecl proton decay in two ways:

(a) they modify the renormalization group equations (RGE)
2

so as to affect the predictions of M and sin 6W-

(b) they contribute in new proton decay diagrams.

At the cne loop level, ignoring Higgs bosons and their

partners, the RGE predictions are modified by the partners of

the ordinary fermions and gauge bosons to
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11/9

(28)
2

with the prediction for sin 6W unchanged (Dimopoulos et al.,

1981", • Sakai, 1981). The proton lifetime due to X and Y boson

~ 45exchange would then be unobservably long (-10 yr) (Higgs

mediated decay would be observable if the heavy colored Higgs

bosons happened to have a mass >10 GeV). The picture is some-

what less discouraging if two or more light Higgs doublets (at

least two are required in susy GUTs to generate the fermion

masses) and their fermionic partners are included in the RGE

(Dimopoulos and Georgi, 1981a, b; Ibanez and Ross, 1981; Einhorn and

Jones, 1981; Marciano and Senjanovic, 1981. The latter two groups

include two loop effects). As can be seen in Table 4, the life-

time due to X, Y exchange is probably still too long to observe

if n = 2, however. For n = 4, the Mf u s v and T predictions

are similar to the non-supersymmetric theory, but the prediction

for sin^e.. is probably too large (Marciano and Senjanovic have

suggested, however, that renormalization effects involving the

new particles could modify the neutral current strength para-

meter so as to accommodate a larger sin 6..) . The prediction for

m, is essentially unchanged in susy GUTs (Einhorn and Jones, 1981).

It has recently been pointed out (Weinberg, 1981; Sakai and

Yanagida, 198 2) that most susy GUTs will lead to d = 5 baryon

number violating operators involving the new particles (unless

they are forbidden by extra lew energy symmetries). These can
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lead, at the one loop level, to new diagrams for the proton to

decay into ordinary particles. These are potentially very

dangerous because the amplitude is proportional to 1/M s u s^ ,

rather than !/**„. However the diagrams are higher order and

are suppressed by small Yukawa couplings and anomalous dimension

factors (Ellis et al., 1981; Dimopoulos et al., 19812) > so that

the lifetime from the new diagrams may be compatible with present

experimental limits. In the simplest SU5 susy model, the

dominant decay modes are p + \)j,K and n-*v.K°, where i. = T or ]x-

Nuclear Effects

All foreseeable experiments involve nuclei rather than free

nucleons. Nucleon decays within a nucleus are complicated by Fermi

motion and also by the possibility that produced pions may be

absorbed or elastically or charge-exchange scattered before getting

out of the nucleus. For example. Sparrow (1980) has estimated

that only about half of the p + e ir° decays in water will lead to

a back to back e and ir° (and 40% of these are from the hydrogen

atoms). Similarly, the secondary V rate should be reduced by

- 2.5 in water.

There may also be desirable effects. Dover et al. (1981) and

Arafune and Miyamura (1981) have considered the process p + e +

(virtual T°) . The virtual ir° can be Absorbed by another nucleon

producing an N, N* or A, as in Figure 6. The nucleon lifetime

in nuclei may be shortened by anywhere from 5% to 50%, depending

on short range correlations.

In addition, Fernandez de Labastida and Yndurain (1981) have

suggested that the three-quark fusion diagram of Figure 3b (with
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gluons radiated fran the quarks absorbed by other nucleons)

may dominate in nuclei (although the uncertainties are large).

All three of these mechanisms (interaction of a real

meson, of a virtual meson, and 3-quark fusion) would generate

recoiling nuclear fragments and possibly associated pions. The

last two would lead to a continuous momentum spectrum (from 0

to m ) for the emitted lepton, with values larger than m /2
P ' P

favored.

Finally, AB = 2 processes associated with d > b operators

may be observable in nuclei.

Models with Low Mass Scales

Operators with d > 6 could be important in models with
14mass scales M << 10 GeV. These operators may be distinguished

experimentally from the d = 6 operators relevant to 3-2-1 desert

theories by their very different selection rules {e.g. the

d = 7 operators conserve B + L rather than B - L). A number

of low dimension operators are listed in Table 5, along with

typical processes that they initiate, their selection rules, and

the mass scales for which they would lead to nuclear or nucleon

lifetimes in the observable 1 0 - 1 0 yr range. (Unlike the

3-2-1 desert theories, there is no independent reason to expect

the mass scales to actually be in this range. Nor, in general,

is there a prediction fif sin 8W-) Many of the models which lead

to these operators have Higgs mediated interactions. Some typical

diagrams are shown in Figure 5.

The d = 9 six quark opr. '.tor leads to the interesting processes

of neutron-antineutron osci L. . jns * and to dinucleon annihilation
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in nuclei. The operator can be rewritten as an effective dineu-

T 4 6 5

tron operator 6m n n, where 5m ~ e m /M (see 5e) is the neutron-

antineutron transition mass, nn annihilations lead to a nuclear

lifetime T n u c - a(6m)
2/m . For x n u c > 10

30 yr and a - 10~2 (for
wave-function overlap effects) one requires 6m > 10~ eV, leading

to a free neutron-antineutron oscillation time -c - = l/<Sm > 10 s.
nn

However, a number of recent more detailed estimates of r find

more stringent lower limits on T -, ranging from 3 x 10 s to

5 x 107 s.

Some types of baryon-number-violating models do not fit

easily into the classification in Table 5. For example, there

have been a number of models ' in which the proton is made

absolutely stable by imposing a globally conserved quantum number.

This quantum number corresponds to baryor. number for the ordinary

fermions but not for a new class of "weird" quarks and leptons.

Such theories therefore allow a baryon asymmetry for the universe

and predict the possibility of observing baryon number violation

at accelerator energies through such reactions as e e" + QQ +

B2£E°ir's, where Q is a new heavy (m ~ 50-100 GeV) quark and E°

is a quasi-stable massive (m - 1-10 GeV) neutrino.

In the integer-charge-quark versions of the Pati-Salam models

(e.g. SU,4) there is a M,. - 104 - 10 GeV leptoquark boson that can

lead to quark decays such as q + irv with T ~ 10 - 10 s by

mixing with the W. Proton decays into 3v ir , 3vir TT ir~, w e " 7r ir ,

etc., with T ~ 10 - 10 yr can then occur via the simultaneous

decay of all three quarks.

For baryon number violation in models with composite fer-

mions, see the review of Peskin (1981).
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Cosmic Ray Antiprotons

There have been several recent observations (Golden et al.,

1979; Bogcmolov et al., 1979; Buffington and Schindler, 1981)

—4of cosmic ray antiprotons with a flux {P/p > 10 ) an order of

magnitude larger than expected from secondary production in the

interaction of cosmic ray primaries with interstellar gas (see

Gaisser and Mauger, 1981, and references therein). Especially

surprising is the report of low energy (100's of MeV) antiprotons

(Buffington and Schindler, 1981. For a discussion of the uncer-

tainties and problems in this measurement, and a review of the

entire field, see Stephens, 1981), because essentially no secondary

p's are expected in this region.

Possible explanations of this large flux of low energy p's,

if it is confirmed by subsequent measurements are:

(a) interesting new astrophysics, such as a modification of the

standard picture of cosmic ray propagation (Gaisser and Mauger,

1981; Kiraly et al., 1981, and references therein), new decelera-

tion mechanisms, or some sort of explosion in the galactic center

(Kixaly et al., 1981, and references therein).

(b) The existence of antimatter galaxies (Stecker et al., 1981),

although this view encounters severe cosmological (Steigman,

1982, and note (1)) and astrophysical (Kiraly et al., 1981; Szabelski

et al., 1981; Stephens, 1981) difficulties.

(c) n-n oscillations (i.e., secondary neutrons oscillate into n's

which then 6 decay: Sawada et al., 1981; Arafune and Fukugita, 1981).

However, the observed p flux would require an oscillation time
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T - - 10 s, which is apparently ruled out by direct measurement

(t - > 10 s, Baldo-Ceolin, 1982) and nuclear stability

(TnH > 10 5 - 10 7s).

(d) The evaporation of primordial black holes (Turner, 1981;

Kiraly et al., 1981).

(e) The decay of other exotic relics of the big bang, such as the

heavy (ID'VITIO GeV) quasi-stable neutrinos E (->-p e v) that occur

in some models with a stable proton.

Summary

There are many possibilities for baryon number violation, the

different models being characterized by different mass scales and

selection rules. One large class of theories, those (except for

susy GUTs) involving an SU- x SU x IK invariant desert, predict

M x - 2.4 x 10 * GeV and T - 3 x 10 a" yr for the small value of

AjTg that is currently favored. The correct prediction of sin 6 W - .214

lends strong support to this class of theories. (Supersymmetr.rc

3-2-1 desert theories predict similar (but slightly larger) values
2

for sin 6M but much larger values for M . An observable proton

lifetime may still be generated by higher order diagrams involving

the superpartners of the ordinary particles, however).

If nucleon decay is observed then it will be of enormous

interest to extract as much information about the decays as possible

in order to discriminate between models. I have listed some of

the measurable quantities in Table 6 along with what is actually

tested by each type of measurement.

Other possible manifestations of baryon number violation
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include n-n oscillations, cosmic ray antiprotons, and baryon

nonconservation at accelerators.

Recent analyses of radiative corrections to neutral current

processes have been given by E. A. Paschos and M. Wirbel, (Nucl.

Phys. B194, 189 (1982)) and by J. F! Wheater and C. H. Llewellyn

Smith (Oxford 5/82). The phenomenology of models with a left-

right symmetric subgroup has been studied by G. Beall, M. Bander,

and A. Soni (Phys. Rev. Lett. 4£, 848 (1982)), N. G. Deshpande

and R. J. Johnson (Oregon, OITS-188), W. E. Caswell et al (BNL

preprint PP-82-125) , Y. Oh (unpublished), and M. Yasue and K.

Matumoto (Tokyo INS-440).

Refinements on the predictions for M and T , including

the effects of superheavy masses different from Mx, have been

given by W. J. Marciano (Orbis Scientiae 1982, BNL 31036).

Proton decay in various models has been considered by Y. Hara

(Tsukuba UTHEP-88), M. Popovic (MPI-PAE/PTh 3/81), and A. Nelson

(HUTP-82/A008). Mixing angle effects have been studied by S.

Nandi et al. (Austin DOE-ER-03992-472) and horizontal symmetries

by A. Zee (Phys. Lett. 109B, 182 (1982)). J. F. Donoghue and E.

Golowich (UMHEP-166) have analyzed the three-quark fusion diagram in

the bag model. They find a lifetime comparable to the two-quark

mechanism, with unknown uncertainties from off mass shell effects.

The effects of supersymmetry on the predictions for MJJ and
2

sin 6W have also been considered by E. S. Fradkin and T. E. Fradkina

(Lebedev 246) . Proton decay via the exchange of "light"

(mH > 10 GeV) Higgs bosons in susy GUTs have been considered by

D. V. Nanopoulos and K. Tamvakis (Phys. Lett. 110B, 449 (1982)

and Th. 3247-CERN). W. Lang (Karlsruhe preprint) has argued that

the important (not of fourth power in Yukawa couplings) d = 5 opera-

tors vanish in the absence of supersymmetry breaking, s. Rudaz
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(Third Workshop on GUTs, Minnesota preprint) has reviewed proton

decay in susy-GUTs.

The possibility of the breakdown of Lorentz or Poincare

invarianoe in proton decay has been considered by Ellis et al (1980)

and by A. Zee (Phys. Rev. D25, 1864 (1982)). L. A. Khalfin (Phys.

Lett. 112B, 223 (1982)) has raised the possibility of a nonexponential

decay law.

Proton decay in composite models is discussed by Peskin

(1981) and in a specific model by H. Harari et al. (TH 3123-CERN).

New discussions of H-I? oscillations have been given by L.

Arnellos and W. J. Mariano (BNL preprint) and by R. N. Mohapatra and

G. Senjanovic (BNL preprint). Classes of models with a stable

proton have been considered by V. A. Kuzmin and M. E. Shaposhnikov

(INR P-0224) and by P. Langacker and D. Sahdev (to be published).

New studied of nuclear effects have been given by J. Abad and

A. F. Pocheco (Phys. Lett. 109B, 279 (1982)) and T. A. Gabriel

and M. S. Goodman (Phys. Rev. D25̂ , 2463 (1982)).
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Footnotes

(1) For a more detailed discussion and a complete set of references,

see the earlier reviews by Ellis (1981), Langacker (1981 a-d),

Sugawara (1980), and Wilczek (1979). Experiments are reviewed

by Goldhaber et al., (1980); Reines and Schultz (1980), and

Primakoff and Rosen (1981).

(2) The uncertainty in M is increased by - 3~ if the super-

heavy Higgs and fermion masses are allowed to differ signi-

ficantly from M .
A

(3) Gliick, M. and Reya, E. (1981) have recently suggested that

higher twist effects could increase- the theoretical uncertainty

to - 0.01.

(4) The analysis of Marciano and Sirlin uses a later version of

the CHARM collaboration results than Kim et al. For an inde-

pendent analysis, see Llewellyn Smith and Wheater (1981) and

Wheater (1981) and references therein.

(5) Arafune and Miyamura, 1981; Cowsik and Nussinov, 1981;

Chetyrkin et al., 1981; Sandars, 1980; Riazuddin, 1982;

Costa and Zimerman, 1981; Ibanez., 1981; Fukugita, et al.,

1982; Barbieri and Mohapatra, 1981.

(6) Gell-Mann et al., 1978; Langacker et al., 1978a, b; Segre

and Weldon, 1980.

(7) Elias et. al.f 1978, and references therein.
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Table 1. Lifetime estimates. The first three (last seven) estimates are inclusive

(exclusive). The last four calculations utilize MIT bag wave functions.

The lifetimes are given for IL, = 2.4 x 10 1 4 GeV.
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Table 2. Predictions for branching ratios for proton decay into the maj or two body
ifiodes in the SUs model, (a) Machacek, 1979; (b) Gavela et al., 1981a,b;
(c) Donoghue, 1980; (d) Golowich, 1980; (e) Din et al., 1980; (f) Kane
and Karl, 1980.
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Table 3. Predictions for neutron decay branching ratios in SUc.
(a) Machacek, 1979; (b) Gavela et al., 1981a,b; (c) Donoghue,1980;
(d) Golowich, 1980; (e) Kane and Karl, 1980.

A^(GeV) M^ : * (GeV) T (yr)

2 .1 4.8 x 1015 2 x 10 3 4 .239

2 .2 1.1 x 1016 4 x 1035 .235

4 .1 2.6 x 1014 1 x 10 2 9 .260

4 .2 5.5 x 10 1 4 3 x 10 3 0 .258

Table 4. Predictions (Marciano and Senjanovic, 1981) for M_susy , T ,
o * P

and sin 6U in susy GUTs at the two loop level. The T estimate
w p

is for the ordinary (X, Y exchange) diagrams only.
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105 - 106

Table 5. Baryon number violating operators of dimension d. q, $., $, and D
represent quarks, leptons, Higgs fields, and derivatives, respectively.

Quantity Measureu Aspect of Theory Probed

AB, AL, AS, AI selection rules

Lepton momentum spectrum
Nuclear fragments

B(VK+); B(VK°)

ir/p/n/w;

; (AS=O)/(AS=1);

universality; B(u+K°)

e+/v°

M, dimension of operator (general
class of theory)

Nuclear effects

d«5 operators in supersymmetric GUTs

Gauge vs. Higgs mediation

Gauge group and SSB

Mixings, Higgs, group, SSB

Table 6. Some observables in nucleon decay, and the aspects of grand unified
models that they probe.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. The behavior of the running coupling in 3-2-1 desert

models. The apparent symmetry in each region is

indicated.

Figure 2. A typical diagram for proton decay. M represents any

canbination of neutral mesons (TT°, p°, n, <o, it IT", etc.)

The upper (lower) vertices are referred to as lepto-

quark (diquark) vertices.

Figure 3. (a) Quark decay. (b) Three-quark fusion.

(c) Two-quark fusion.

Figure 4. The SU_ prediction for T as a function of Arjg.

Figure 5. Typical diagrams leading to effective operators of

various dimensions.

Figure 6. The absorption of a virtual pion in a nucleus.
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Abstract

Vie have searched for the spontaneous decay of protons and bound

neutrons using Soudan 1, a 31.5-metrie-ton iron-loaded concrete

tracking calorimeter, instrumented with 3,^56 proportional tubes.

During a live time of 0.382 years, we have observed one candidate

event wholly contained within the detector. If we attribute this

event to a background source, we can establish a lower bound (90

percent confidence level) on the lifetime for nucleon decay through

any of a wide range of modes of 1.0 x 10 years. The Soudan 1

nucleon decay detector is also capable of identifying slowly moving

single particles which traverse the detector if they have velocities

between 0.001c and 0.01c, and ionize at least half as much as a

relativistic muon. Magnetic monopoles predicted by grand unified

theories nay satisfy these conditions. During a live tirae of 0.39 yr,

no candidate has been observed implying a 90-percent confidence-level

limit on the flux of such objects of less than U.1x10~li/(cm'lsr sec)

over the velocity range above. Results from a study of multiple-muon

106
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events will also be discussed.

The Soudan 1 detector began operation in May 1981, and has

produced reliable data since October 1981. We present here

preliminary results from three classes of data that have been

obtained, on nucleon decay, magnetic monopoles and multiple-muon

events.

A. NUCLEON DECAY

The most experimentally-testable consequence of grand unified

models of the weak, electromagnetic and strong interactions is that

protons and bound neutrons are unstable [1]. Although proton lifetime

predictions vary with the specific model, many estimates are in the

range of 10"±2> years. A number of experiments have previously tested

the assumption of proton stability [2], The most sensitive of these

were two deep underground experiments, one which could detect only

stopping muons [3] and one which had more general sensitivity but

coarse spatial resolution [1]. The stopping-muon experiment could

measure the total nucleon decay rate only to the extent that

theoretical models and Monte Carlo calculations could determine the

fraction of decays which yielded stopping muons. The experiment in

Ref. 4 has reported three proton decay candidate events which are

wholly contained within the detector.
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For the past year, we have operated the Soudan 1 nucleon decay

detector, a 31.5 metric-ton tracking calorimeter, which is

instrumented with 3,456 gas-filled proportional tubes. The detector

is located 595 m underground in northeastern Minnesota. The overlying

rock provides an attenuation of the cosmic rays equivalent to that of

1800 m of water. The detector is rectangular, 2.9 m x 2.9 m by 1.9 m

high. As shown schematically in Fig. 1, it consists of 48 layers of

72 proportional tubes each. The tube axes are turned by 90° in

alternate layers, in order to provide two views of each event. The

2.9 m-long proportional tubes are each 2.8 cm in diameter with an

0.8 mm-thiek steel wall. The tube axes are spaced by 4 cm in the

horizontal direction and adjacent tubes are staggered up and down by

0.15 cm from the layer center. The vertical distance between layers

is 1.1 era. The probability for a particle to traverse a layer without

passing through the active volume of a tube varies from 0 to 10

percent, depending on angle. Host of the detector mass is provided by

a matrix of heavy concrete in which the tubes are embedded. This

substance was made from a mixture of purified iron ore (taconite),

Portland cement and water. The total mass of protons in the detector

is 15.1 tons; the neutron mass is 16.4 tons. The average density of

the detector is 1.85 g/cm ; the average radiation length is 9.3 cm.

Additional discrimination against events which originate externally is

provided by a scintillation counter shield which covers the top and

four sides of the detector.

During normal operation, the outputs of all proportional tubes

and shield scintillation counters are continually recorded in a buffer

memory. A trigger is defined as a coincident signal shove threshold
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in any one of the 72 proportional tubes in any 3 out of t adjacent

layers. For each trigger with more than 5 proportional tube hits, the

output of each proportional tube and each shield counter is

permanently recorded for 32 time frames beginning about 370 nsec

before the trigger and ending about 8 yusec after the trigger. This

detailed time-structure data is used to determine the dE/dx ionization

in the proportional tubes from the time over threshold, to detect

stopped muon decays, to search for nonrelativistic particles [5] end

to diagnose malfunctioning channels. The rate for recorded events is

about 0.1 Hz. The detector is monitored and controlled remotely, via

a dial-up telephone line.

The data sample reported here contains . about 10 recorded

triggers and was collected between October 1981 and August 1982. The

actual time that the detector was receptive to triggers during that

period was 0.382 years, as measured by a 10 kHz, crystal-controlled

clock. About 460,000 of these events were identified as single muon

tracks; most of the other triggers were a result of radioactivity in

combination with random proportional tube noise. The criteria adopted

in the search for nucleon decay candidates were optimized to eliminate

the muons which entered the detector. An initial selection of decay

candidates was made by choosing those events in which one end of the

event in each view is located at least 20 cm from a face of the

rietector. The direction of the event (as determined by a

straight-line fit) was also required not to point at a shield

scintillation counter with a coincident signal. Additional

constraints on this first selection were the requirement of at least

two proportional tube hits in each orthogonal view and of 8 to 40
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total proportional tube hits in the entire event (corresponding to a

total energy of 0.5 to 2.5 GeV).

These computer-applied outs yielded a sample of 850 events, which

were then scanned by physicists using a video terminal. Over 75

percent of these events were rejected (on the basis of topology) as

arising from either contained radioactive decays, from electronic

noise or from fitting failures in the computer algorithm which

produced the sample. An additional 20 percent consisted of events

that were typically near a face and had one or two shield counters in

coincidence, but where no obvious correlation between the struck

counters and the event existed. These events were rejected as

possible muon-induced electromagnetic or hadronic showers from

neutrals produced in interactions in the surrounding rock. A small

number of events (2 percent of the sample) were rejected for being too

close to the detector faces, even though no shield counters fired.

The final rejected category was the 3 percent of the sample that

contained straight-line tracks, usually nearly vertical, which

appeared to be stopping muons that penetrated the shield and several

detector layers without producing any signal. Only one event, which

is shown in Fig. 2, passed all of the selection criteria of both the

computer and the physicist scans.

The efficiency of the Soudan 1 detector for identifying nucleon

decays has been determined by a multi-step procedure. First, a sample

section of the detector was exposed to tagged TT,JUL and e beams at the

Argonne National Laboratory Rapid Cycling Synchrotron. Beam momenta

from 150 to 100 MeV/c were used. The observed tracks were used to

validate a Monte-Carlo model of particle transport in the Soudan 1
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calorimeter. Fermi momentum in the parent nucleus and nuclear

scattering effects in other nuclei (but not the parent) were combined

with the transport model to simulate nucleon decays in the Soudan 1

detector. The decay point was randomly selected throughout the mass

of the detector. This Monte Carlo model was then used to generate 300

events in each of the decay modes listed in Table 1. Candidate events

were required to meet the trigger criteria of the real detector and

then analyzed using the same selection criteria which were applied to

actual data. The percentage of Monte-Carlo events retained as decay

candidates is listed in the table and is typically 35 percent. The

main mechanisms by which real decays would be lost are noncontainment

of the energy (and thus vetoing by the shield), tracks located too

close to a detector face and decay topologies which fail to pass the

stopping muon cuts. An example of the latter case is back-to-back

decays, which may appear similar to a single muon track.

The Soudan 1 event shown in Fig. 2 meets all these selection

criteria for a nucleon decay event. The total apparent energy, based

on the number of proportional tube hits as calibrated in the detector

test beam run, is 650_+200 MeV. From Monte Carlo studies, the apparent

energy expected for a decay event ranges from 820 to 940 MeV,

depending on decay mode, with an uncertainty of 290 MeV. The event

appears to have two prongs, which make an angle of about 135° with

respect to each other. lonization levels in the hit tubes together

with absence of hits in layers 6, 8 and 10, suggest that the part of

the event detected in layers 12 through H consists of an

electromagnetic shower moving downward from layer 12. The event

appears similar to Monte-Carlo simulations of two-pronged nucleon
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decays in several modes.

Three alternative hypotheses for this event are that it results

from a neutrino interaction, that it is a product of some muon-induced

interaction in the rock surrounding the detector or that it is a

nucleon decay or other new phenomenon. Based upon the calculated

atmospheric neutrino flu?;, the mass of the Soudan 1 detector, the live

time and our analysis procedure, we expect to observe 0.5 contained,

neutrino-induced events. However, less than one-third of the

neutrino-induced events would appear similar to the event in Fig. 2,

which seems to have both an electromagnetic shower and a substantial

second prong. Based upon an extrapolation from the event:? rejected in

the manual scanning process, we estimate a background of about 0.1

muon-induced events, similar to the one shown in Fig. 2. Our

conclusion is that a cosmic-ray source for the event shown is somewhat

unlikely but is still of sufficient probability that it cannot be

ruled out.

If the event shown in Fig. 2 is not a nucleon decay, our

exposure and detection efficiency can be used to set a lower bound for

the lifetime of nucleons. For decay modes which do not produce final

state neutrin-3, the 90 percent confidence level bound obtained in

1,0 x 10 years and applies to nucleons bound in the 60 percent iron,

30 percent oxygen and 10 percent other nuclei present in the Soudan 1

detector. The sensitivity to modes which include one neutrino is

about one-fifth of this limit. The limits on lifetime divided by

branching ratio (also 90 percent confidence level) are listed in Table

1. These results are independent of any theoretical assumptions about

branching ratios. If we consider typical decay branching ratios
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predicted by SU(5) models, about 25 percent of the decays are expected

to produce neutrinos [6], redivjing our lifetime limit by about the

same percentage.

B. MAGNETIC HONOPOLES

Grand unified theories of strong, electromagnetic and weak

interactions predict the existence of very massive magnetically

charged particles [7]. The magnetic monopole charge is a multiple of

the Dirac charge

g = 137e/2 = 3.3x10* gauss cm1"

and the predicted monopole mass is

M = 10lb GeV

where Mx is the unification scale. Monopoles of such large mass could

be accelerated to at most a few percent of the velocity of light by

the galactic magnetic field [33. The velocities could be as low as

0.0001c, if monopoles are trapped in the solar system, but the

expected range is in the region of the velocity of the solar system

through the galaxy, of order 0.001c.

Traditional searches [9] for monopoles would have succeeded only

if monopoles are light enough to be produced in accelerator

experiments, are fast enough to ionize significantly more than a

singly-charged particle, or could be captured in ordinary matter.

Grand unified monopoles would not have been detected by most of these
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experiments. Several recent experiments, including the one reported

here, have searched for slowly moving particles which are capable of

penetrating significant amounts of matter, thus signaling a very large

mass.

A complication in assessing the sensitivity of these searches is

the expected strong dependence of the ionization and energy-loss of

monopoles on velocity. Recent work by Ahlen and Kinoshita [10]

indicates that a lower bound for the energy loss of a slowly moving

raonopole in silicon is

(dE/dx)min = (v/c) x 18.6 GeV cm^/g.

This would indicate that monopoles with unit Dirac charge and

velocities in excess of 0.0001c could be easily detected. An ••

extension of this work [11] to the case of ionization in argon

indicates that above 0.001c the ionization rate should exceed that of

a relativistic muon. Effects that have been neglected in these

calculations, such as atomic level shifts in the presence of strong

magnetic fields, could decrease these threshold velocities. It has

also been suggested that slowly moving monopoles might carry electric

charge, either intrinsic [12] or by virtue of the accretion of atomic

nuclei bound by nuclear paramagnetic effects [13]. This would augment

the ionization by a factor dependent upon the electric charge of the

monopole complex.

A search for magnetic monopoles by Cabrera [11] which is

independent of both energy loss rate and velocity has recently

reported a candidate event. The experiment detects the flux trapped

by a superconducting loop when the monopole passes through it. If the
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single event is ignored, the experiment sets an upper limit (in units

of cm -"*• sr~* sec-'«) of 6.1x10~'^ for the monopole flux. Other,

velocity dependent, searches have been conducted by Ullmsn [153, by

Bonarelli et al. [16], by Groom et al. [17] and by Sokolowski and

Sulak [18].

Theoretical predictions for the flux of monopoles are subject to

large uncertainties. Initial estimates [19] of the residual density

were much larger than the bound imposed by the observed expansion rate

of the universe. Recent model3 moderate the monopole production in

the big bang and are consistent with densities at the present limits

of observation [20]. The most stringent experimental limits are

derived from the observed mass density of the universe and the

survival of the galactic magnetic field [21]. For monopoles of mass

10"» CeV, the bound is

F < lO'^/cm^sr sec

from the galactic field limit. For very heavy monopoles. of mass

greater than 10 ̂  GeV, the field could survive if

F < icr'Vcm'^sr sec

and v/c is near 0.001. These astrophysical limits assume a uniform

distribution of monopoles throughout the galaxy. If the sun, for

example, serves as a source the local flux could be much higher [22],

The present experiment, like that of Ullman [15], utilizes gas

proportional tubes to detect the ionization caused by the passage of a

particle. These tubes are also the active elements in the Soudan 1

nucleon decay detector, a 31.5 ton tracking calorimeter located at a
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depth of 1800 meters of water equivalent in the wine in Tcwer-Soudan

State Park in northern Minnesota.

The relevant feature of the detector that is of interest in a

search for slowly moving particles is the time resolution of the

system. After amplification, the proportional-tube and scintillator

signals are transferred to 32-bit shift registers which are initially

clocked every 185 ns. After a trigger signal has been generated, the

rate is maintained for 14 cycles and then reset to a 335 ns interval

for 16 additional cycles, at which time the computer read-out begins.

This preserves an 8 jjsec history of the pulse height (i.e. whether

or not it is above a fixed threshold) for every element in the

detector. Since the proportional-tube pulses have a fixed 400 ns

exponential decay, the time over threshold is an indication of the

amount of ionization deposited in the tube. The trigger is formed

from the proportional tube pulses only. The individual elements of

the trigger are the real-time OR's of the 72 tubes in a horizontal

layer. If any 3 of ^ consecutive horizontal layers have pulses

simultaneously above threshold, a trigger and subsequent read-out is

generated. Only those events with 5 or more tubes are permanently

stored for later analysis.

The geometrical acceptance of the detector is a function of angle

and of the minimum number of hit tubes required to define the trsek.

Eight or more tubes were found to be necessary to define the tracks

from the cosmic-ray muon background events and this minimum number has

been adopted for the monopole search. With this requirement the

effective area of the detector is 5.7 m*" averaged over

fir steradians. The limits on the velocity acceptance of the detector
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are 3et both by the time resolution of the proportional tubes and by

the trigger requirement. The acceptance was determined by a

Monte-Carlo calculation which traced the deposition of ionization

through the detector and simulated the proportional tube drift times

(0 to 300 ns) as well as the trigger. Two fitting procedures were

then applied to the model events: a geometrical fit to a straight

line through the detector and a constant velocity fit to the simulated

arrival times of the ionization. The parameters in the simulation

were selected to reproduce the measured characteristics of the muon

background events. Criteria were then established for the velocity

fit which selected events that had well-determined velocities which

were significantly less than e. Events with velocities above 0.03c

failed to meet these criteria. The low-velocity limit of the

acceptance is probably set by the velocity dependence of the

ionization by a monopole. The detector does not respond for

ionization depositions less than half of that of a relativistic muon,

and it has been estimated that this level is not reached for nonopoles

with velocities below 10"*c [11]. If the ionizstion produced is above

the detectable level, the lower velocity limit is set by the 3-layer

trigger requirement at 3x10 c. The velocity acceptance is a smooth

function between this limit and SxiO'^e and is maximum at v = 2x10**c.

The data sanple reported here is based on 190,000 single tracks

recorded between October 1981 and August 1982. The actual live-time

of the detector during this period was 0.39 years. After eliminating

events due to electronic noise and events that did not meet the

velocity-selection criteria outlined above, seven candidate events

remained. In each of these cases, the timing information provided by
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the scintillation counter shield (which was not utilized in the fit)

indicated that '-he particle was relativistic. A majority of the

candidates were single muons with significant electromagnetic showers

developing in the lower sections of the detector. The high density of

particles in the shower region ensures that drift-time effects are

absent there. These events are likely to simulate non-relativistic

particles moving upwards, if they have significant drift times

associated with the entering single muon. In all cases the entering

muon vias detected in the scintillator shield and the accurate timing

information gained there eliminated the candidate. Thus no candidates

for magnetic roonopoles remain. The 90-percent confidence-level limits

that are obtained are shown in Figure 1, along with those from other

experiments. The broken-line below v = 10"*c indicates the region in

which the uncertainty in the monopole ionization rate affects the

acceptance of the experiment.

The flux limit set by this experiment in the region of maximum

sensitivity is H. 1 x 10"** cm'^sr"* s"' for velocities between 1O'*c and

10~*"c. It is considerably below the maximum possible flux quoted by

Reference 15, and over three orders of magnitude below the flux

indicated by the single event recorded by Cabrera [It]. This

indicates that if such a relatively large flux of magnetic monopoles

is present in the vicinity of the earth, their velocities must be

generally lower than 10~ac.

C. MULTIPLE MUONS
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The Soudan 1 multiple muon data have yielded a puzzling

correlation in the time. of arrival vs. direction of arrival

distribution for certain multiple muon events. This observation

appears to have considerable consequences for our understanding of

magnetic fields and acceleration mechanisms within the local galaxy.

The study of muon multiplicities has been pursued for some time

as a way of understanding the composition of the primary cosmic rays.

This question has recently become more interesting because of data

from the SPS collider, which permit a better understanding of the

hadron dynamics in the primary cosmic ray collisions at a relevant

energy. The Soudan 1 detector has permitted a unique contribution to

this field. Although the detector is too small to directly measure

the usual decoherenoe function, it does have two strong assets. The

two-track resolution of Soudan 1 is about six times better than the

last large scale experiment [23]. Secondly, the Soudan 1 data set,

which contains 250C multiple muon events, provides much better

statistical accuracy than most similar experiments. These new

multiple muon events have been already been analyzed by Gaisser and

his colleagues [21]. Their conclusion is that the Soudan 1 data

support the hypothesis of a large percentage of complex nuclei in the

incident cosmic rays, although there is some uncertainty about the

number of very high multiplicity (up to 11 muon tracks) observed in

Soudan 1. Further study of these events is continuing.

An entirely unexpected observation has been an apparent

correlation between time of arrival vs. direction of arrival for

multiple muon events. Such a correlation is surprising because of the

well-known scrambling of the direction of primary cosmic rays by the
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galactic magnetic fields. Indeed, despite the flattened shape of our

local galaxy, the cosmic ray flux is isotropic down to the level of a

few tenths percent. The possibility that cosmic ray primaries could

retain their direction and time relationship after passing through

such fields seeras very surprising. Despite these considerations,

Fig. 4 shows the type of angle-time correlations which have been

observed. These effects are seen only in the multiple muon events and

the effect is enhanced by cuts which emphasize the higher energy and

higher atomic waight primaries. The implications of these

observations are still being assessed. The initial motivation for the

analysis reported here was the incidental observation of a triple of

events, that appeared intuitively to be very unlikely. This

particular triple of events occurred at 13:13:55, 13:14:03 and

13:15:08 GMT on April 3, 1982. The first and third events showed two

muon tracks; in the second event three muons passed through the

detector. The angle between the mean directions of the tracks in the

first and second events was © = 1.7 , c o s © = 0.99956. The mean

direction of these two events was 25.3° declination, 305.5° right

ascension. The direction of the third event was 47.8° declination,

312.3° right ascension.
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Table 1: Detector acceptance and lifetime limits (90 percent confidence

level) for various decay modes.

Mode Acceptance (Lifetime) * (Branching Ratio)

Fraction

p * e+7T° 0.34 0.52 x 1 0 3 0 yrs

p + e +p° 0.31 0.46 x 1 0 3 0 yrs

p -* e +w° 0.38 0.57 x 1 0 3 0 yrs

p + u +K g 0.38 0.57 x 1 0 3 0 yrs
p •»• v K + 0.07 0.11 x 1 0 3 0 yrs

n -»• e+if 0.32 0.52 x 1 0 3 0 yrs

n -»• e +p~ 0.35 0.58 x 1 0 3 0 yrs

n •*• \) K 0.18 0.29 x 1 0 3 0 yrs

n -f VI+K" 0.27 0.44 x 1 0 3 0 yrs
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 A schematic view of the Soudan 1 detector.

Fig. 2 Two orthogonal views of the contained event described in

the text. Single and double dots represent unhit propor-

tional tubes. Numbers and letters (A =• 10, B * 11, etc.)

indicate the number of time periods during which the tube

output exceeded threshold and, indirectly, the ionization

deposited in each tube.

Fig. 3 Experimental limits on the flux of heavy magnetic monopoles.

Below v/c = 10 , the acceptance of this experiment,

which depends on the ionization energy loss of monopoles,

is uncertain. The dashed curve represents the observed

limit if the ionization energy loss is at least as great

as that of a relativistic muon.

Fig. 4 a) Time correlations between multiple muon events whose

(galactic) angles approximately match, b) Angular cor-

relations between multiple muon events that occur within

4000 seconds.
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SU(5) and Supersjaaetrie Decay Modes In the IMS Detector

Tegid W. Jones
University of Michigan and University College London

Recently, Monte Carlo studies have been extended to include more SU(5)

decay nodes and some promising supersymmetric-GUT decay modes in the 1MB

detector.

These studies are still incomplete in two ways: first, the interaction

of charged pions in water is not included, although most of the work for this

is now done and, second, the detailed mode-by-mode background studies are not

finished. The latter studies will, of course, benefit from recent experience

in running the detector and analyzing actual data.

The current results for SU(5) modes are summarized in the following

table, which shows the photoelectron yield, the vertex reconstruction error,

and the mean sphericity for each mode.

Mode

e+n0

e+n"

p V

A"
e+(D •

e+w +

e\ +

e+n •

e+n •

e V
e V

3ir

Y*°
3lT°

YY

3w

# P.E.
220 ± 30
150 ± 25

165 ± 25
94 ± 11
90 ± 12

197 ± 25

190 ± 15
185 ± 15

108 ± 20

146 ± 19

80 ± 10

AV (m)

0.6

0.7

0.6

0.9

1.1

0.4

0.7

0.5

2.2

0.7

0.6

< Sph >

0.7

0.5

0.6

0.45
0.85

0.75

0.85
0.80

0.85

0.75
0.75
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The supersymmetric modes have been considered in two parts: It was

suggested that K decays from supersymmetric nucleon decays in the rock

surrounding the detector would be observed in a partially-filled detector.

However, detailed Monte Carlo studies showed that lifetime limits of only 10 3 0

years could be achieved in a one year run, before reconstruction losses were

included.

More promising would be the detection of vK° and M+K° modes from decays

in the water, where the K° decays into two neutral pions. [The charged pion

mode unfortunately does not produce much light in the 1MB detector (~ 15

photoelectrons) and, in any case, the pions will interact in the water.] The

VK° and vi+K° modes produce respectively 120 ± 15 and 100 ± 15

photoelectrons. The neutrino background simulating such decay modes is

conservatively estimated to be at the 3 x 10^2 year level. In one year, a

lifetime limit of 5 x 10 years would be expected for such decay modes.



Status of the HPW #

Nucleon Decay Detector

J. A. Gaidos
Department of Physics
Purdue University

Abstract

The HPW water Cherenkov detector is currently operating in a

deep underground mine in Utah. A brief outline of present

activities is given.
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The water Cherenkov detector for the Harvard-Purdue-Wisconsin (HPW)

nucleon decay experiment is located in the Silver King Mine, Park City,

Utah. At an elevation of 2134 meters with an overburden of 1500 MWE,

the research chamber is just off the main tunnel some 4,500 meters from

the adit - see Figs. 1 and 2. Approximately 12 x 15 meters, the chamber

has a thick concrete base, is serviced by narrow gauge rail, has a clean

water supply nearby and an ambient rock temperature of 8.3 degrees

centigrade. Two battery powered man-carts and a large trammer serve as

transport for experimenters and heavy material respectivelj. No longer

active, the mine is under control of the HPW collaboration. A trailer

near the entrance houses a PDP 11/45 computer and provides working space

and other amenities for the experimenters. Fast and slow link-lines

have been installed for communication between the trailer and the expe-

rimental chamber.

A cut-away view of the innter detector 1B shown in Fig. 3. The

cylindrical wooden tank has a capacity of 850 tons and is lined with

Hypalon for maintaining high purity water. Layered next to the liner and

suspended from the top are teflon coated aluminum mirrors bonded to thin

aluminum plates; these mirrors completely enclose the water volume and

provide nearly total light containment. When sealed, the tank is light

and air tight. Cherenkov photons are recorded by 5" EMI photomultiplier

tubes with an effective acceptance of 3ir steradlans. These PMT's are

attached to circular hoops which are suspended by plastic coated steel

cables to form a rectangular lattice of PMT's with a density of one PMT

per cubic meter of water. A top view of the PMT columns 1B shown in

Fig. 4; there are eight levels of 88 PMT's per level. With a volume
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distribution of PMT's in a mirror lined container, the efficiency for

detection of localized events is nearly position independent. As shown

in Figs. 3 and 4, the inner tank will be surrounded by an active shield

consisting of inner proportional wire chaiabers, a thick layer of absorbing

concrete, and an outer layer of charged particle detectors. With one-

percent position resolution through current division, the PWC's will allow

precise tracking of cosmic, unions; these unions provide a continuous monitor

of the PMT's, serving effectively as a line source of photons.

The PMT's are potted into water-tight aluminum cans which are attached

to the hoops. Communication with the base electronics is by various

cables drawn through a polyethelene tube; the base is maintained at a

positive pressure by passing cool dry air through a small inner tube into

the base and recirculating it back over the cables into a monitoring

bubbler system as shown schematically in Fig. 5. Underwater cabling is

terminated at junction boxes as illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5; these boxes

are sealed under the removable top panels of the tank and are supplied

with dry air to maintain low levels of humidity. Each junction box and

air manifold is connected to one column of 32 PMT's. Output cables from

the junction boxes and air maniforlds exit near the top of the tank through

light-tight conduits.

Water is filtered and passed through a dual-bed deionization system

during the filling of the tank and is subsequently continuously recirculated

through filters and a set of mixed-bed polishing deionization units to

achieve high purity. The input resistivity is ~20 megohm-cm, and the

water in the tank will be maintained at a value of several megohm-cm,

to assure a mean attenuation length of light in excess of 25 meters at

a wavelength of 420 nra. The HPW detector is currently operating with
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this level of quality. A block diagram of the water system is given in

Pig. 6. Flow into and out of the tank is through four sets of clear

PVC piping at two levels with holes of appropriate diameter and spacing

to assure smooth water recirculation at 40 gallons per minute; at this

rate the entire volume is recirculated twice weekly. An ultra-violet

lamp in the flow line discourages biotic growth by destroying organic

material.

Dynode pulses from the PMT's are fed into discriminators with computer

controlled levels; digital signals from the discriminators are sent to

Multiple-Time-Digitizers (MTD's) and to current adders as indicated in

the block diagram of Fig. 7. Each adder receives input from 24 PMT's

and produces an output current level proportional to the number of inputs;

these output signals are forwarded to the trigger logic. Anode signals

are delayed and then fed into ADC's, with one ADC channel per PMT. When

a trigger occurs, the ADC's and MTD's are read into an online LSI 11/23

minicomputer for further processing. The LSI 11/23 controls the high

voltage system, monitors the state of the detector and manages the data

flow; a megabaud link connects the LSI 11/23 in the chamber to the PDP

11/45 in the trailer outside of the mine.

A variety of simple triggers have been explored with Monte Carlo

techniques and all seem to work reasonable well. If the PMT's are divided

into clusters of Ng groups with Nc PMT's in each group, very efficient

triggers are obtained if Ng and Nc are both approximately equal to the

square-root of the total number of counters; the efficiency decreases

very slowly as Ng and Nc are varied around these values. With 24 available

inputs to the current adder, a local clustering with Nc • 23 or 24 and

Ng • 30 has been adopted. By requiring 3 or more adders (i.e. members
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of Ng) In coincidence with a threshold of 3 or 4 inputs (i.e. Nc greater

than 3 or A), a trigger efficiency of greater than 98% is achieved for

proton decays. The trigger gate is ~40 ns and the random trigger fractions

of a mlcrohertz. With this configuration, the efficiency for triggering on

cosmic muons is 100% if the path length exceeds 1 meter and 30% to 60%

for shorter muon path lengths. A lower limit of 20 or so MeV appears to

be possible with this trigger for these PMT's.

In order to precisely set over-all timing, monitor water attenuation

directly, cross-calibrate the PMT's with a controllable source and in

general, study the response of the detector in detail to a known source

of photons, a pulsed N_ laser beam (200 ps pulses at 336 nm) is propogated

through a quartz fiber to a diffusing and wave shifting (Ludox) ball.

As illustrated in Fig. 8, light-tight ports have been installed to facilitate

lowering the ball down through the columns of hoops. In addition several

LED's have been placed at scattered points in the volume.

For the prototypical proton decay (p -»• 7r°e ) at t = 0, the numbers

of photoelectrons recorded as function of time is shown in Fig. 9 where

the distributions are given separately for the number of mirror reflections,

averaged over many events (the ordinate scale is arbitrary). Discussions

of pattern recognition and channel resolutions have been presented in

previous publications . We mention these timing spectra here to compare

with those obtained from cosmic muons. From the path of the typical muon

and a Cherenkov photon shown in Fig. 10, it is evident that the lower

PMT's will experience more direct hits while the upper levels will be

sensitive to reflected photons at later times. Much of the early data

analysis clearly will be devoted to studying pulse height and timing

correlations of Cherenkov radiation from cosmic muons, to understand the
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detector as well as to develop algorithms for on-line cosmic muon rejection.

For example, by choosing PMT's towards the outer regions of the eight

planes and summing the timing distributions from cosmic inuons over several

thousand events (one hour of data), the spectra given in Fig. 11 should

be observed. Note that the top level sees few direct photons (low t

events where t •= 0 corresponds to the muon entering the tank), the

intermediate levels have two separate peaks - the earlier from direct and

the later from reflected photons, and the bottom level has nearly over-

lapping peaks. Most of the direct photons induce many photoelectrons

whereas reflected photons typically yield one or two photoelectrons; pulBe

height information supplies a second dimension to these distributions.

Although very preliminary, some early data reflect the characteristics

shown in Fig. 11.

The HFW detector is currently in the early throes of data taking;

the next few months should provide substantial data for tuning the Monte

Carlo and understanding the real capabilities of the experiment.
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Fig. 1. Cut-away view of the HPW research chamber in the Silver
King Mine.

Fig. 2. Top view of access tunnel and HPW research chamber.

Fig. 3. Cut-away view of the HPW water Cherenkov detector.

Fig. 4. Top view of the HPW water Cherenkov detector

Fig. 5. Diagram of the HPW air system and underwater cable assembly.

Fig. 6. Diagram of the HPW water system.

Fig. 7. Sketch of the KPW electronics configuration.

Fig. 8. Illustration of the localized source of pulsed photons.

Fig. 9. Distribution in time of photoelectrons from photons which
have undergone N reflections from the surface mirrors;
for the decay p •* ir°e+.

Fig. 10. Illustration of a cosmic xmon and a reflected photon from
Cherenkov radiation.

Fig. 11. Distribution in time of PMT hits from Chereknov radiation
of cosmic unions; responses of PMT's in 5 of the 8 levels
are shown.
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THE HOMESTAKE TRACKING SPECTROMETER*

A ONE-MILE DEEP 1400-TON LIQUID SCINTILLATION
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ABSTRACT

We describe a proposed nucleon decay detector able to demonstrate
32

the existence of nucleon decay for lifetimes up to 5 x 10 yr.

The proposed instrument is a self-vetoed completely-active 1400-

ton liquid scintillation Tracking Spectrometer to be located in

the Homestake Mine at a depth of 4200 mwe, where the cosmic ray
2 7

muon flux is only 1100/m /yr, more than 10 times lower than the

flux at the earth's surface. Based on computer simulations and

laboratory measurements, the Tracking Spectrometer will have a

spatial resolution of + 15 cm (0.32 radiation lengths); energy

resolution of + 4.2%; and time resolution of + 1.3 ns. Because

liquid scintillator responds to total ionization energy, all

neutrinoless nucleon decay modes will produce a sharp (+ 4.2%)

total energy peak at approximately 938 MeV, thereby allowing clear

separation of nucleon decay events from atmospheric neutrino and

other backgrounds. The instrument will be about equally sensitive

to most nucleon decay modes. It will be able to identify most of

the likely decay modes (including n ->O + K° as suggested by

supersymmetric grand unified theories ), as well as determine

the charge of lepton secondaries and the polarization of secondary

muons.

Work supported in part by the U.S. Dept. of Energy under
contract DE-AC02-81-ER-40012 and in part by the U.S. National
Science Foundation under grant AST-79-08670.
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I. GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS OF THE NUCLEON DECAY SEARCH

A. THE SIGNAL

From a model Independent point of view, the only reliably known

features of the nucleon decay process are (for free protons) a total

energy release of 938 MeV and a vanishing vector sum of final state

particle momenta. Similar relations exist for bound nucleons, but

are somewhat smeared out by the Fermi momentum of the decaying

nucleon.

Many theoretical models and calculations for nucleon decay have
2

been proposed. These models provide a wide range of possible

nucleon decay final states. For example, on the lepton side,

electrons, unions, and neutrinos are expected with varying

probabilities, while the decay-product hadrone range from pions and

kaons to the vector mesons rho, eta and omega. Further degrees of

freedom are proposed in various calculations: predominance of three
3 4

body decay modes , the Goldhaber effect (decay of a bound

nucleon to a «700-MeV electron together with an excited nucleus),

three-lepton final states , etc.

In this situation, it is evident that the critical requirements

for a successful experiment are that it be sensitive to as wide a

range of final states as possible and that the model independent

features of 938 MeV energy release and final state momentum balance

be utilized to the maximum extent possible.

B. THE BACKGROUND

The known backgrounds in nucleon decay experiments are produced

by cosmic ray unions (either directly or as a result of cascades

produced through their electromagnetic or nuclear interactions) and

by cosmic ray neutrinos. Various unknown backgrounds, such as "Kolar

events", monopoles, the decay of cosmological relic particles,

liberated quarks, etc. are also possible.

The most reliable technique for the suppression of the muon-

produced backgrounds is to perform the experiment at as great a

depth as possible so as to utilize the rock overburden as a massive

muon absorber. Because the remnant cosmic ray muon flux is a rapidly
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decreasing function of depth, factors of two or three in depth

typically yield two or more orders of magnitude reduction in the

muon flux and hence in all muon-aesociated backgrounds.

The neutrino backgrounds are independent of depth and must 'be

dealt with by detector design alone. In view of the wide variety of

possible nucleon decay final states, the best strategy is to

maximize the information-gathering ability of the detector, i.e.

energy resolution, spatial resolution, time resolution, etc.

C. EXPERIMENTAL GOALS AND METHODS

The prime goal of any nucleon decay experiment at this time

must be the clear demonstration of the existence of the nucleon

decay process. Once the existence of nucleon decay has been firmly

established, it will then be desirable to determine branching ratios,

the nucleon total lifetime, the number, charge state and polarization

of the final state leptons, the nature of the hadronic state, etc.

The design of a nucleon decay experiaient involves the optimi-

zation of many conflicting requirements. The fundamental requirement

of very large mass imposes financial and physical constraints which

limit the choice of detector. In addition, mine/tunnel safety con-

siderations reduce the desirability of many materials, such as

cryogenic liquids and low flash point solvents. Further compromises

result from the desire to contain nucleon decay events in a finite

sized detector (best with high Z materials) as well as to minimize

the effects of nuclear binding and to provide a significant sample

of free nucleon decays (best with low Z materials).

In view of the complex nature of the nucleon decay problem, we

believe that a variety of experiments, each optimized in particular

ways, will provide the most reliable information on nucleon decay
33

for lifetimes up to 10 years. If it is necessary to search for

nucleon decay beyond this range, it will probably be appropriate to

concentrate world-wide resources on one or two enormous, highly

sophisticated experiments. However, the results and experience

obtained through performing a reasonable variety of relatively small

experiments will be essential for the proper design of the ultimate

nucleon decay experiment.
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II. DESCRIPTION OF THE HOMESTAKE TRACKING SPECTROMETER

A. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF LIQUID SCINTILLATOR

The fundamental property of liquid scintillator that makes it

desirable as a nucleon decay detection medium is its ability to

convert the kinetic energy of charged particles to visible photons.

The scintillation response is linearly related to the energy deposit

for all but heavily ionizing particles. Even for such particles, the

empirically well-established Blrks* law can be used to linearize

the sclntillator output.

Since the energy deposit needed to produce each optical photon

is about 200 eV, a nucleon decay event in liquid scintillator would

yield about 5 x 10 photons. With an easily achievable 2% photon

collection efficiency and 10% conversion efficiency to photoelectrons,

about 10 photoelectrons would be detectable, resulting in a

theoretical energy resolution of + 12.

Since liquid scintillator responds linearly to energy deposited,

a nucleon decay detector utilizing this material will be useful for

all possible final state particles (other than neutrinos), thereby

permitting a relatively decay-mode independent experiment. The funda-

mental model independent nucleon decay signature in such a detector

would be the release of optical photons equivalent to 938 MeV.

In addition to Its ability to determine total energy, liquid

scintillator has the property of producing useful optical photons on

an extremely rapid time scale. Excellent time resolution (typically

+ 1 ns) is therefore obtained. With this quality of time infor-

mation, the time-of-flight technique will allow determination of

the sense of motion of final state particles and therefore verifi-

cation of the second model independent nucleon decay feature—

vanishing of the sum of the final state momenta.

B. DESIGN FEATURES OF THE HOMESTAKE TRACKING SPECTROMETER

The Homestake Tracking Spectrometer (see Fig. 1) consists of

1406 tons of liquid scintillator contained in 1872 modules each 8 m

long, with a 30 cm x 30 cm cross section, and viewed by two 5-inch
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hemispherical photomultiplier tubes. The FVC counter modules, which

• employ a total internal reflector to provide good light collection,

are arranged in stacks of crossed X-Y arrays to provide detailed

tracking Information for the nucleon decay secondaries. The detector

will be housed in a new room on the 4850-foot level of the Homestake

mine, adjacent to the existing Penn-Brookhaven water Cerenkov

detector-solar neutrino room.

The design parameters of this instrument are summarized in

Table I.

III. EXPECTED PERFORMANCE OF THE HOMESTAKE TRACKING SPECTROMETER

The performance of this detector has been carefully evaluated

using computer simulation techniques and laboratory tests on a 9-ton

prototype stack and on full 8-meter prototype detector elements.

A. ENERGY RESOLUTION

An efficient liquid scintillator having extraordinarily high

stability, transparency, and flash point, together with low cost and

toxlcity has been specially developed for use in the Tracking Spectro-

meter. Our mineral oil-based scintillator has a light output equal to

that of the best commercially available scintillators but provides a

superior- attenuation length of 7 meters and a transparency lifetime

estimated at 30 years.

A typical pulse height spectrum for cosmic ray muons passing

through an 8-meter module is shown in Fig. 2. The observed peak

corresponds to 54 MeV of ionization energy loss and has a width of

+ 7.8Z. Since nucleon decay will release 938 MeV, we expect a

17-fold increase in the total number of detected photoelectrons, or

a factor of \1Timprovement in the overall energy resolution, i.e. a

final value of 1.92. With nonlinearity of the scintillation process,

Fermi momentum smearing, binding energy losses and incomplete

containment of final state particles properly taken into account in

our computer simulations, we expect an energy resolution of + 4.22

to be realistically possible for nucleon decay.
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Fig. 3 presents the observed pulse height spectrum for a light-

emitting diode. The + 4.9Z width of the peak provides the basis for

our estimate of 8800 collected photoelectrons per 938 MeV of energy

deposited in the scintillator.

B. TIME AND POSITION RESOLUTION

In Fig. 4 we present results from measurements of cosmic ray

muons in a 46-module, 9-ton prototype stack located in a surface

laboratory at the University of Pennsylvania. The modules for this

stack are 12-foot-long, 1-foot-diameter liquid-scintillator-filled

PVC counters, otherwise identical to the proposed Tracking

Spectrometer modules. We have triggered one of the twelve-foot

modules using pairs of crossed elements located respectively at 45

cm, 180 cm, and 315 cm from one end. For each trigger, we have

plotted the pulse height difference vs the time difference for the

two phototubes at the ends of the 12-foot nodule. The X- and Y-

projections of the scatter plot are also shown in the figure. From

the observed widths of the pulse height and time peaks, we determine

the position resolution to be +_ 12 cm and + 15 cm, respectively.

He therefore have two independent methods for localizing the energy

deposited and hence the particle trajectory in each module. Certain

events, such as those in which a single module has two independent

hits (which may be ambiguous using phototube information from that

module alone) will still be interpretable by introducing position

information produced by the crossed modules in adjacent layers.

If we use the average time of firing of the two phototubes in

each module, we can establish thu time cif flight of each particle

such that localization of the nut., on decay vertex will be possible

to an accuracy of + 15 cm. Unambiguous determination of the sign

of the momentum will likewise be possible for particle trajectories

penetrating at least two nodules.

C. EVENT SIMULATION USING THE MONTE CARLO METHOD

Computer simulations of the detector response to various

nucleon decay final states have been performed. The Monte Carlo

program includes a full simulation of the propagation of electro-
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magnetic showers , unions, pions, and kaons.

In Fig. 5 we show a typical Monte Carlo simulation of a

p-"» e+7T° nucleon decay event as seen In the Tracking Spectrometer.

The total visible energy for this event was 913 MeV. In the "energy"

view, the location of each number Indicates the position of a

triggered module, while the number itself indicates the observed

energy deposited in that module in units of 10 MeV. The nucleon

decay event took place above the point labelled "ND", while the

vector from "HD" to "PZ" marks the initial direction of the "ir".

Similarly, the vector from "ND" to "E+" indicates the initial

direction of the positron. In the "time" view, the time of firing of

each module (in ns) is indicated. From the information in this view,

the presence of a decay rather than an interaction vertex at the

point "ND" is obvious.

The results of 400 simulations for two typical nucleon decay

modes are presented in Figs. 6 and 7. Events in which more than 50

MeV appears in the outermost 30 cm of the detector (the "anti"

layer) have been excluded. For neutrino emitting modes,

neutrino-escape peaks are observed at energies less than 938 MeV.

Decay channels with charged lepton secondaries, such as p-"> e to

(Fig. 6) and n-»e+iC~ (Fig. 7), exhibit relatively sharp peaks

at 938 MeV, as expected.

The results of the Monte Carlo calculations of the detection

efficiencies for various nucleon decay modes are presented in Table

II. The table lists average event lengths and detection efficiencies

for 80% and for 90Z energy containment. To obtain the desired energy

resolution of + 4.2Z, our Monte Carlo calculations indicate that

902 containment is sufficient. The detection efficiencies vary from

35Z to 77%, with a mean of 60X. Within a factor of two, therefore,

the Tracking Spectrometer constitutes a decay-mode-independent

nucleon decay detector. The total fiducial mass is approximately

1400 tons x 60Z or 840 tone. We note, parenthetically, that an

ideal cubic detector of the same mass would have an efficiency of

about 65X.

D. EVALUATION OF BACKGROUNDS

At the 4200 mwe depth of the Homestake laboratory, the
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integrated flux of cosmic ray unions over the full spectrometer area

is 400,000 muons per year. With an expected 99X rejection of

entering muons by the top anticoincidence layer, about 4000 unvetoed

muons per year will remain. The tracking (rejection factor >50),

timing (>50), and energy resolution (>20) capability of our detector

will permit us to recognize and reject these remaining throughgoing

muons. Similar arguments convince us that stopping or interacting

muons will also be easily rejected. The raw trigger rate for muons

of about 1 per minute will allow us to record all union information

on magnetic tape for detailed offline analysis.

The remaining known source of background is cosmic ray neutrino

interactions. Neutrinos interacting inside the detector can be shown

to be more important than those interacting in the rock surrounding

the detector. Because of the excellent energy resolution of our de-

tector, only those neutxino interactions depositing 938 + 50 MeV

in the detector are potential background problems for nucleon

decay. Except for neutral current interactions, the detector will

measure the total neutrino energy in the signal generated by the

interaction secondaries. The flux of union neutrinos at 938 MeV is

3.7 x 10 /cm /sec/sr/100 MeV, while the electron neutrino flux in
—3 2

the same window is 1.7 x 10 /cm /sec/sr/100 MeV. Using the sum

of these fluxes integrated over solid angle and the known neutrino
—38 2

interaction cross section of 0.5 x 10 cm leads us to expect

a total of 8 neutrino interactions per year under the nucleon mass

peak.

He expect that a further factor of 10 suppression of this

neutrino background can be made using simple event reconstruction

techniques such as momentum-balance determination. The anticipated

neutrino background is therefore less than .8 per year. Since

atmospheric neutrinos are the dominant source of background in our

detector (probably true only for detectors located deeper than 3500

mwe), the background limit of our experiment will be

29
6 x 10 nucleons/ton x 1400 tons ,,

- 10JJ yr.
.8 background events/yr
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IV. SUMMARY

The unique features of our Tracking Spectrometer approach

to the search for nucleon decay are the extremely good energy

and time resolution and reasonable position resolution together

with the low muon background environment provided by our mile-deep

location.

The value of the +4.2% energy resolution is particularly

evident in allowing reduction of the internal cosmic ray neutrino

background from a raw rate of 280 events/year in the 0.2-5 GeV
o

region to only 8 per year under the 938 MeV nucleon mass peak.

Without good energy resolution, we believe the same factor of 35

reduction could be obtained only through bubble-chamber-quality

spatial information.

The ability to distinguish decay from interaction vertices

provided by our + 1.3 ns time resolution is an additional strong

guarantee that true nucleon decay events will be distinguishable

from background.

Assuming that one event per year is the lowest event rate at

which nucleon decay can be observed, the Tracking Spectrometer will

have a sensitivity corresponding to a nucleon total lifetime of

29
6 x 10 x 1400 tons x .6 (mean detection efficiency)

1 event/yr

= 5 x 10 3 2 yr.

V. EXPERIMENTAL STATUS AND PLANS

We will be installing a 75-ton, 100-module detector section in

our existing laboratory in the Homestake mine during the summer of

1982. Completion of the 1400-ton, 3-stack detector is presently

awaiting approval of full funding. With expeditious approval, the

complete detector would be operational by the spring of 1984. If the

initial physics results with this and other nucleon decay

experiments indicate that a larger detector is desirable, the great

stability of the rock at Homestake would allow construction of
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detectors with cross sections as large as 16 m x 16 m and virtually

unlimited lengths.
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PARAMETERS OF THE HOMESTAKE TRACKING SPECTROMETER

DEPTH:
RESIDUAL COSMIC RAY

HUON FLUX:

OVERALL SIZE:

TOTAL MASS:

PHOTOELECTRONS per 938 MeV:

ENERGY RESOLUTION:

TIME RESOLUTION:

SPATIAL RESOLUTION:

DECAY MODE SENSITIVITY:

LIFETIME SENSITIVITY:

COST:

U200 meters u.e.

H00/m»»2/yeor

8 ffl X 8' n X 2U m

1U06 tons

8B00

•/- u.az

•/- 1.3 ns

+/- 15 on

or 0.32 rod. lengths

~ ALL

5 X 10**32 yeors

Table I . Design parameters of the Homestake Tracking Spectrometer.
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EVENT LENGTH (L) AND DETECTION EFFICIENCY (e)
FOR 1500 M**3 DETECTOR

DECAY MODE

P -> E+

P -> E+

P -> NU

N -> E+

N -> E+

N -> NU

P! 0

RHO 0

PJ +

PI -

RHO -

PI 0

PERCENTAGE OF

80

L(m)
U.3

1.2

0.9

3.0

1.8

2.U

z

em
U8

82

68

59

7U

65

ENERGY CONTAINED

90̂

L(m) e m
5.8

1.5

1.5

U.0

3.0

3.0

35

77

77

51

59

59

e (mean) (8m X 8m X 2Um) 69*

e (meon) (ll.ilm)««3 73?

60.?

65*

Table II. Results of Monte Carlo calculation of detection efficiency
for various nucleon decay modes. Requiring 90% energy containment, a
mean detection efficiency of 60% for our 8 m x 8 m x 2 4 m detector
is obtained.
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Figure 2. Typical pulse height spectrum for cosmic ray muons passing
through an 8-meter test module at a distance of 0.9 m from one end.
The muon energy loss is 54 MeV, while the observed energy resolution
is + 7.8%. The observed shape is well represented by the
appropriate Landau distribution. The resolution observed from a
light-emitting diode adjusted to produce pulses equal to those of
muons at this distance is + 2.9%.
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Figure 3. Pulse height spectrum for a light-emitting diode located
2.7 m from one end of an 8-meter test module. The amplitude of the
light pulses corresponds to 54 MeV. From the observed standard
deviation of 4.9%, we calculate that the signal corresponds to 415
photoelectrons. This result implies that, for 938 MeV (the energy
deposit expected for most nucleon decay events), we will observe-a
total of 8800 photoelectrons.
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Figure A. Position resolution results obtained from measurements of
cosmic ray muons in a 46-module, 9-ton prototype stack. For muons
passing at three different locations through a test module, the
scatter plot shows the pulse height differences vs the time
differences for the two phototubes at the ends of the module. From
the observed widths of the projected pulse height and time peaks,
the position resolution is determined to be + 12 cm and + 15 cm,
respectively. Two independent methods for localizing the~energy
deposited and hence the particle trajectory in each module are
therefore available.
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Figure 5. Monte Carlo simulation of a typical p -> e It' nucleon
decay event as seen In the Tracking Spectrometer. In the "energy"
view, the location of each number Indicates the position of a
triggered module, while the number Itself indicates the observed
energy deposit in that module in units of 10 MeV. The nucleon decay
event took place above the point labelled "ND", while the vector
from "ND" to "PZ" marks the initial direction of the7? Similarly,
the vector from "ND" to "E+" indicates the initial direction of the
positron. In the "time" view, the time of firing of each module (in
ns) is indicated. From this information, the presence of a decay
rather than an interaction vertex at the point "ND" is obvious.
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Figure 6. Monte Carlo calculation of pulse height spectrum produced
by the decay mode p -> erw . Only events in which less than 50 MeV was
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have been plotted. The calculation includes the effects of imperfect
energy containment, Fermi momentum smearing, and liquid scintillator
nonlinearity and finite resolution. When a muon decay (produced
following decay of a ff* ) was detected, (detection efficiency » 982),
we corrected for loss of rest mass from che prompt energy release by
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The Soudan 2 Proposal

L. E. Price
Argonne National Laboratory

Abstract

A proposal to build a Nucleon Decay Detector emphasizing fine-grained

tracking and lonization measurements has been submitted by groups from Argonne

National Laboratory, University of Minnesota, and Oxford University to funding

agencies in the U.S. and U.K. The proposal is based on the use of long

drifting in gas detectors surrounded by steel. Planar drift chambers with 50

cm drifts have been developed for the detector. Alternative drifting schemes

are being investigated. The detector will have an initial mass of 1000 tons,

yielding a sensitivity to nucleon decay at the 10 year lifetime level. It

will later be expanded to 5000 tons.

Introduction

This talk describes the large fine-grained detector for nucleon decay

that has been proposed by groups from Argonne National Laboratory, University

of Minnesota, and Oxford University (see Table I). The detector has been

designed to emphasize fine-grained tracking and ionization measurements in

order to give clear pictorial representation of nucleon decay events and of

possible backgrounds, to identify expected particle types with high

efficiency, and to determine the direction of particle tracks. The detector

is designed to be expandable to at least 5000 tons. This new detector is part

of a phased program which already has a 30-ton detector (Soudan 1) operating

in the Soudan mine. Soudan 1 will be described by E. Peterson in a separate

talk at this workshop. With the current detector, we have already gotten

experience in doing physics in a mine environment and valuable data on the

This work was supported in part by the U. S. Department of Energy and the
U.K. Science and Engineering Research Council.
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ability of a particular detector to separate nucleon decay from background

processes. While small, Soudan 1 will also test the calculations of muon-

induced backgrounds.

Location

Although the new detector should be considered independently of the

particular underground location, we have named it Soudan 2 on the assumption

that it will be placed in the same mine. The Soudan iron mine in northeastern

Minnesota is well suited to physics research and to nucleon decay in

particular. The mine ceased commercial operation in 1963 when the U.S. Steel

Corporation donated it to the state of Minnesota. It is now a part of Tower-

Soudan State Historical Park and is visited during the summer months by

thousands of tourists who are guided through the former mine operation in the

lower levels. For this reason, the lift and other utilities have been kept

fully operational by a year-round maintenance staff. The proposed Soudan 2

laboratory is on the 25th level, at a depth of 650 m, under rock of average

density 3.3 g/cm . There are no mining operations to conflict with

research. The tourists visit the 27th level during the summer months only, so

that interference is minimal. The site is easily accessible all year by road

and air.

Description of the Detector

The Soudan 2 detector has been proposed to the U.S. Department of Energy

and the U.K. Science and Engineering Research Council with an initial mass of

1000 tons, to be expanded later to 5000 tons. The fine-grained tracking and

ionization measurements will be made with long drift chambers, where the

sensitive gas volumes are separated by a few millimeters of steel, which

comprises most of the mass of the detector. Two different drifting schemes

are being investigated. One uses planar drift chambers mounted on 5 mm thick

sheets of steel. The other uses cylindrical drift spaces in a close-packed

array embedded in steel, with the gas spaces 3 mm apart at the closest

approach. In both schemes, the average density will be 2 g/cm and the

maximum drift length will be 50 cm.
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2
Since the planar drift chamber system is at present further developed , I

will describe it in more detail. A schematic cross-section of a chamber is

shown in Fig. 1. The drift field is established by conducting lines on a

dielectric substrate (implemented for tests with printed circuit board) which

are attached to an external resistor chain. Ionization electrons drift along

electric field lines to the single anode wire at one edge of the chamber? The

anode wire is surrounded on three sides by cathode, part of which is divided

into pads with 2 cm spacing, in order to measure the coordinate along the

anode wires. As shown in Fig. 2, the detector is built up with two of these

50 cm wide chambers on each sheet of steel. Cathode pads from 2S0 of these

chambers are bussed together to make strips. The chambers and steel sheet are

5 m high. A time history of the signal on each anode wire and cathode strip

is read out, yielding a complete image of the event.

The use of imaging long drift chambers for particle physics has been

pioneered by ISIS and TPC. What is new in our chambers is that all drifting

takes place close to the walls of the chamber. Drifting electrons can be lost

because of imperfect electric fields, caused by charges on the dielectric

surfaces between drift electrodes or by the grounded steel plates on both

sides of the chamber (see Fig. 3a and 3b). They can also be lost by

diffusion"* of the electrons into the walls. We have dealt with the stray

field problem by covering the drift electrodes and intervening dielectric with

resistive ink (10 ^ ohms/square). The resulting electric field is shown in

Fig. 3c. The problem of diffusion has been improved by using a focussing

electric field instead of a uniform one. The solution of Laplace's equation

for the potential which produces a constant angle of the field at the wall is

4> = $ + ae" z cos(by) ,

where z is the longitudinal (drift) coordinate, y is transverse, and the

origin is at the sense wire. The angle of the field at the wall is then

9 - by
'max
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The resulting electric field is shown in Fig. 3d.

Tests of the chamber have been made both with a constant field (b * 0)

and an exponentially-shaped field with b = 0.03/cm. The gas used was 90 Ar,

10 CO2 with a total drift voltage of 10 kV. The results of attenuation

measurements are shown for the two cases in Fig. 4. The attenuations, after a

50 cm drift, of 28% for the constant field and 12% for the exponential field

are consistent with all losses being due to diffusion. Position resolution

has been determined to be better than 2.5 mm (the size of the source spot) and

two-particle separation after the maximum drift is 1 cm.

The full detector at the 1000-ton stage uses 10 of these drift chambers,

arrayed as shown In Fig. 5. Chambers on steel plates are grouped into 50-ton

modules, which are suspended on trolleys from structural steel. Each module

is 1 m wide, 5 m deep, and 5 m high and can be rolled away from the

neighboring modules to allow access to the chambers and the readout wiring

between modules. An active shield is provided by a double layer of

proportional tubes on all sides of the detector except the bottom (see Fig.

6). A summary of the detector parameters is given in Table II.

The alternative drifting scheme using cylindrical drift spaces Is shown

in Fig. 7, where the ends of an array of drift columns is seen through the

crossed anode wires and cathode strips used to detect the drifting

electrons. One possible implementation is shown in Fig. 8, where the drift

columns are formed by a stack of steel plates with punched holes that line

up. The plates are connected to an external divider chain, so that the plates

are the mass of the detector and also provide the drift electric field.

Another possibility being investigated is the use of dielectric sleeves in

cylindrical holes that would charge up to provide the correct drift field by

the mechanism investigated by the Manchester group.

Electronics for readout and triggering are shown schematically In Fig.

9. Wire or cathode signals from the four quadrants of the detector are summed

and the time history read out by one flash digitizer and memory combination.

This system takes advantage of the confinement of a nucleon decay event to a

small portion of the detector, allowing the sharing of electronics. Latches
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record which wires or cathodes are active and count active signals to form a

trigger for readout.

Sensitivity and Background Rejection

Substantial Monte Carlo calculations have been made, simulating nucleon

decay events as well as backgrounds from neutrino interactions and other

sources. Examples of nucleon decay events are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, and

neutrino interactions are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. Typical nucleon decay

modes (e.g. e+ir°) show 60 drift chamber measurements. Energy resolution for

modes with showering particles is Og/E = 0.21.

An important result from our Monte Carlo calculations is that the Soudan

2 detector has the ability, from ionization measurements, to determine the

direction of most tracks. For muons from nucleon decay, we find that the

direction is correctly determined in 90% of the cases. For pions, the

possibility of hard scattering interferes with the use of ionization

measurements, but if the approximately 15% of the tracks that show large angle

scatters are removed, direction can be determined correctly for 85% of the

remaining tracks. Even for the K+ from the supersymmetric K+vT decay mode,

the direction can be correctly determined for 63% of the tracks. This ability

to determine direction by ionization measurements has been demonstrated, with

slightly lower efficiency, with a test module of the Soudan 1 detector

operated in a test beam of y'e and IT'S.

Sensitivity to common nucleon decay modes, as determined from Monte Carlo

calculations, is summarized in Table 1X1 for the 1000-ton stage of the

detector. The result is that for SU(5) branching ratios and a lifetime of

10 years, Soudan 2 could expect to identify 1-2 nucleon decay events per

year, after all cuts have been made to eliminate background. Background

calculations show less than 0.5 event/year from neutrino interactions and less

than 0.1 event/year induced by cosmic muons that will pass our cuts for

nucleon decay.
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Summary

Soudan 2 will continue the Nucleon Decay Program in the Soudan mine with

a detector of mass initially 1000 tons, later 5000 tons. Fine-grained

tracking and ionization measurements will give it the ability to observe all

tracks from a decay and to determine the particle type and direction for most

tracks. The sensitivity of the 1000-ton detector to nucleon decay, as

determined by Monte Carlo simulations of nucleon decay and background
32processes, is 10J years.
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Table II

Parameters of the Soudan 2 Planar Drift-Chamber Detector

Depth:

Active Volume:

Total Mass:

Fiducial Mass:

Average Density:

Radiation Length:

Nuclear Absorption Length:
(high energy)

Composition of Detector
(by weight)

Drift Chamber Module:

Maximum Drift Time:

Spatial Resolution:

Energy Resolution (p * e+ir°):

Chamber Arrangement:

Active Shield:

2150 f t = 2000 meters of water equivalent

1 0 m x l 0 m x 5 m » = 500 m3

0 3 2 nucleons

nucleons

1000 metric tons = 6 x 10

650 metric tons = 3.9

2.0 g/cm3

1.76 cm (iron), 7.04 cm (average)

17.1 cm (iron), 68.4 cm (average)

88.6% Iron
10.5% Carbon
0.9% Hydrogen

5.0 m long x 50 cm wide x 1.0 cm gap

50nsec (for 10 kV/50 cm drift field)

±2 mm

±21%

Twenty 5 m x 5 m x lm modules, each with
500 chambers = 10,000 chambers total, read
out by 10,000 anodes and 10,000 cathode
strips.

Proportional tubes on the top and four
sides, 1200 tubes total.
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Table III

Monte Carlo Prediction for the 1000-ton Soudan 2 Sensitivity and
Background Rejection. A 10 year nucleon lifetime is assumed,
and only decays and backgrounds which produce three or more tracks
are considered.

I. Nucleon-decay detection efficiency

Mode

e+n°

eV
p * e+n

P * U+K°

n •> e p~

K+vT

Escape from
Parent Nucleus

0.75

0.56

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.56

0.90

Event
Recognition

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.35

1.00

0.90

0.31

SU(5)
B.R.

30%

25%

10%

10%

5%

35%

0%

Total

Detected
Events In
5 Years

1

0,

0,

0,

0.

1.

0.

.1

.7

.4

.3

.4

,8

,0

4.7

II. Background rejection

A. Techniques
• Proportional-tube cosmic-ray shield on five sides.
• 50-cm fiducial-mass depth on all sides.
• Visible energy (no. cells hit, total ionization).
• Topology, energy balance (depends on vertex identification).

B. Result s
• Direct muons: 6 x 106/year + ~ 0/year.
• Muons + rock + isolated neutrons: 120 year • < 0.I/year.
• Neutrino interactions in the detector: 200/year

• 68/year for 3-track events.
+ 0.5/year after cuts on energy and topology.
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EXTERNAL VOLTAGE DIVIDER

.7.
T

I cm

*-• ̂ HTTTTTTnillTIll 111 i I

iL
50 cm •• I

Fig. 1 Cross section of prototype drift chamber with 50-cm drift region.
The drift field is shaped by the drift electrodes connected to an
external resistor chain as shown, and also by a continuous film of
resistive ink (not shown) that interpolates the potentials between
electrodes. The drift-electrode separation was 0.5 cm in the
prototype chamber, but will be ~ 2 cm in the final detector.
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90% ARGON

IO%CO2

-E DRIFT

X
CATHODE
PAD
BUSSING

-IOkV

lm

5 mm
Fe PLATE

ANODE WIRE

(5m LONG)

5m

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the construction of a 50-ton Soudan 2
module from 5-mm thick iron plates and 5 m x O . 5 m x l c m planar
drift chambers. Note t-.hat the horizontal and vertical scales are
different. The modul' A '.,-Itains 500 chambers and 1B read out by 500
anode wires and 50<" . '. -̂  strips on the two external 5 m x 5 m
faces. The average 'dut-ty Is 2 g/cm .
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Fig. 3 Equipotential plots in the planar chamber prototype for a) linear
resistor chain with discrete electrodes; b) same with nearby grounded
plates; c) linear resistor chain with continuous electrode (resistive
ink), showing no effect from grounded plate; and d) exponential
resistor chain with continuous electrode. The equipotentlals are
labeled in kllovolts. The concentric circular equipotentials on the
right surround the sense wire. Note that vertical and horizontal
scales are different. The dimensions are as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 4 Signal on sense wire as a function of drift distance for linear and
exponential resistor chains. Measured signals have been corrected
for attenuation from oxygen contamination and normalized to those
obtained with 4 cm drift distance. All measurements are for
Vd - 10 kV.
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MOVABLE
/ ^ M O D U L E S

Fig. 5 View of the proposed Soudan 2 nucleon-decay detector. The 1000-ton
calorimeter is 10 m x 10 m x 5 m high, and is composed of twenty 50-
ton nodules which are hung on movable trolleys to allow access to the
interioi. Each module has two 5 m x 5 m readout faces, each
consisting of 250 (vertical) 5-m long anode wires and 250
(horizontal) 5-m long cathode strips. The 500 drift chambers in each
module are each 5 m x 50 cm x 1 cm thick and are interleaved with
0.5-cm thick steel plates.
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SUPPORT COLUMN r-SUPPORT BEAM
-MINE ROOF

6.5 M

ELEVATION CROSS SECTION

Fig. 6 End view of detector showing three sides of the active shield, which
is a double layer of proportional tubes covering all uidee but the
bottom.
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2S\im anode wire

5m

Fig* 7 End view of the readout plane for cylindrical drift columns. The end
of each drift column is read out by an anode wire and a cathode
strip, each of which serves many other drift columns as well.
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+ 1.8 kV

-10 kV

CATHODE

END OF
DRIFTING
COLUMN

ANODE WIRE

SIGNAL
OUT

Fig. 8 Schematic drawing of a prototype drift chamber using cylindrical
columns. The actual chamber consists of 300 aluminum plates and has
50-ca long drift columns with diameters of 1 cm, 2 cm, and 3 cm.
Drift field lines emerging from the columns end on the anode wire, as
shown. Slots (not shown) have been cut in the plates at 10-cm
intervals to allow testing with a radioactive beta source. The
chamber has been successfully operatad with 90Z argon, 102 00,, and a
200 V/cm drift field.
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ENCODER
4-2

2-BIT QUADRANT CODE

INTEG.
6 BIT CMOS

FLASH ENCODER

DATA

•GEO, ADDR.

TRIGGER

Fig. 9 Electronic logic for a Soudan 2 anode-wire card, containing 8
channels of digitizing flash encoders and CMOS RAM's for 32 anode
wires. The encoder stores a ?-bit word in the RAM which identifies
the quadrant containing tlie chamber with data. The lower part of the
figure shows the trigger logic and the "data-on-card" and "data-in-
crate" logic for the sparse data scan. Cathode-strip electronics are
similar, but have no trigger-logic circuitry.
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Fig. 10 Simulated drift-chamber data for a p • e+w° * e+YY decay event. The
calorimeter plates are vertical in this view. The chambers are 2 cm
apart (horizontal scale). The numbers within each (vertical) chamber
give the relative ionization deposited in 1-cm x 1-cn x 2-cm "cells".
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Fig. 11 Simulated n ->• e+p~ •*• e+ir"iro •*• e+ir~"YY decay. See Fig. 10 for
explanation of d e t a i l s .
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Fig. 12 Simulated v n •»• u~ff°p Interaction. See Fig. 10 for explanation of
details. v
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Fig. 13 Simulated v p + e n p interaction. See Fig. 10 for explanation of
details.



DESIGN STUDY FOR A FINE-GRAINED

MULTI-KILOTON DETECTOR FOR

NUCLEON DECAY AND NEUTRINO STUDIES

Eugene W. Beier

Department of Physics

University of Pennsylvania

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

Abstract

Experiments which attempt to measure the lifetimes of protons and bound
33neutrons require detectors which have 10 or more fiducial nucleons. If an

experiment is to be sensitive to all, or most of the kinematically allowed

decay modes, it must also have many samples of information from the nucleon

decay products, that is, it must be "fine-grained." This report describes

a design study* for such an experiment carried out at the University of

Pennsylvania by E. W. Beier, L. S. Durkin, S. M. Heagy, A. K. Mann and

H. H. Williams. The performance of a 160 ton prototype of the nucleon decay

detector is also discussed.

Research supported in part by U. S. Department of Energy, Contract

DE-AC02-76-ERO-3071.
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Nucleon decay experiments measure F(E e. f.) where T is the total decay

rate (T~*), fi is the branching ratio for the i
th decay mode and ê  is the

detection efficiency for that decay mode, f sets the scale of the experi-

ment, but if the detector is not sensitive to some kinematically allowed

decay modes, the phenomenon of nucleon decay may not be excluded, even though

certain models of nucleon decay may be ruled out. Thus, we, along with many

others, have concluded that a large, fine-grained nucleon decay detector

should be built regardless of the outcome of existing experiments employing

water Csrenkov detectors.

The "Penn Design Study" describes a detector designed to obtain the

maximum amount of information about each candidate event. It is based on

large, segmented planes of liquid scintillator calorimeter (fin x 8m) viewed

by photomultiplier tubes, interleaved with track chambers operated in the

proportional mode. One plane of scintillator and one x-y pair of planes of

proportional drift cell (PDC) is called a "module." The following list is a

summary of the information available from the detector:

a) Energy: E . .., - 0.80 E_ . ,; E... , ,, - 10 MeV
' 6J visible total' threshold

b) Position (tracking): Drift chamber, 0_, - 1.0mm

c) dE/dx: liquid scintillator: 4 samples/radiation length

drift chamber gas: 8 samples/radiation length

(parallel to detector axis).

d) Range: Redundant energy information from range and Z(AE) for

scintillator cells along a track.

e) Sign of charge of TT* and k*: Negative mesons are captured,

positive mesons decay.

f) Direction of track: determined by time along track and energy

loss.

g) Muon decay time.

h) Energy lost to secondary interactions.

A schematic view of two modules of this nucleon decay detector is shown in

Figure 1.

The nucleon decay detector described in the design study is based on

extending the linear dimensions of an existing neutrino detector by a factor

of two, or more if feasible. The existing neutrino detector, called the

"prototype detector" in the design study, was constructed by a BNL, Brown,
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KEK, Osaka, Pennsylvania, Stony Brook, Tokyo (INS) collaboration (E734) to

study low energy weak neutral current processes, particularly neutrino-

electron and neutrino-proton elastic scattering, at about 1 GeV at the

Brookhaven Alternating Gradient Synchrotron.

This prototype detector has a completed mass of about ISO metric tons

and has been operational since the fall of 1981. A comparison of the physi-

cal properties of the neutrino detector and the nucleon decay detector is

given in Table I. Each phototube and wire of the neutrino detector is instru-

mented to measure a single charge and multiple times. The nucleon decay

detector design employs similar capability although the design will be simpli-

fied by taking advantage of current technology and relaxing certain require-

ments which are unique to neutrino-electron scattering.

A neutrino induced event which indicates the quality of the information

produced by the detector is shown in Figure 2. The projection shown is the

one analogous to Figure 1; neutrinos are incident from the left. The large

rectangles represent scintillator cells and the small rectangles represent

drift cells. A software coincidence resolving time of about 50ns has been

applied to the scintillator information. The event is a candidate for the

reaction V n->y~7r n. The muon leaves the detector at the t ttom. The pion,

which is the interesting particle for this discussion, scatters, then comes

to the end of its range and decays. The energy associated with the scattered

secondaries is about 180 MeV. The range and the energy deposition in the

scintillator after the scatter both indicate the pion kinetic energy is about

230 MeV after the scatter. At the end of the pion track there are three

adjacent scintillator cells indicating a delayed energy deposition of 43 MeV

which occurs 250ns after the neutrino event. This is consistent with the

ir•*•]!•*•& decay hypothesis and indicates that the pion has positive charge.

Detailed performance of the detector has been studied using unions.

Figure 3a shows residual distances for fits to muon tracks using the drift

tube information. The full width at half maximum of the distribution is

3.2mm. Scintillator times have also been fit to muon tracks. Figure 3b shows

the residual times for fits to the photomultiplier time along the tracks. The

full width at half maximum of the distribution is 4 nanoseconds.

Separation of pions and muons from protons on the basis of dE/dx is

shown in Figure 4. A pion or muon with kinetic energy of approximately

200 MeV is created at Module 30 and stops at Module 40. The visible energy
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divided by track length is shown for each scintillator module in Figure 3a,

and for each x and / drift chamber module in Figures 3b and 3c. The calcu-

lated dE/dx for a muon, pion, and proton of the observed range are also shown.

The error bars indicate the width of the energy loss distributions;

FWHM/peak- .60 for minimum ionizing particles in the scintillator and

FWHM/peak* .70 for minimum ionizing particles in the gas. The proton hypo-

thesis is clearly rejected by the data for this event. For shorter range

and larger angle tracks, the redundancy of the information is still strong

enough to make the separation cleanly.

Returning now to the nucleon decay detector design study, the detection

efficiencies for a variety of decay modes as determined from Monte Carlo

studies is shown in Table II. These efficiencies represent the sensitivity

of the detector to the decay of nucleons. To determine relative branching

fractions, more restrictive cuts on the data may reduce these numbers to

about 0.5. For a total lifetime of T- 1032 years and a 1.3 kiloton fiducial

volume, 8 nucleons should decay in the fiducial volume each year. The

detection efficiency and a conservative estimate of operating efficiency

reduce this to 3-5 events per year. Backgrounds from cosmic ray muon and

neutrino induced events should be substantially less than one per year.

The detector design described in this design study is based on our

experience studying rare modes of K meson decay and neutrino interactions.

This experience has taught us that it is necessary to get the maximum infor-

mation about each particle in the interaction in order to study the details

of the interaction and to reject backgrounds. For these reasons we have

designed a nucleon decay detector utilizing liquid scintillator to give the

energy, dE/dx, and time structure of the event and proportional drift

chambers to give tracking and redundant dE/dx information. This detailed

information is essential for studying rare processes.

We wish to acknowledge the aid of our colleagues in the Brookhaven,

Brown, KEK, Osaka, Pennsylvania, Stony Brook, Tokyo (INS) collaboration,

whose efforts produced the neutrino detector described in this report.
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Table I. Comparison of properties of prototype detector with proposed

detector.

Property
CALORIMETER

Active area/
cal plane

Thickness/
cal plane

No. ce l l s /
cal plane

Cell size

Wt(liq + acryl)/
cal plane

PMT diam/area
PMT/cal plane

Tot wt(liq +
acryl) in
experiment

Total PMT

PDC

Active area/
plane

Thickness/
plane

No. ce l l s /
plane

Cell size

Skin Thickness
Total Cells
Total mass

(aluminum)

OVERALL

Volume

Fiducial Mass

E-734
Neutrino Detector

4.22mx4.09m

8.0cm

16

4.1mx 8.0cm
x 25em(high)

1.35 metric tons

5cm/19.6cm
32

173 metric tons
(52,500 gals)

4096

4.1mx 4.1m

7.9cm

54x2 (x,y)

4.1mx 3.75cm
x 7.5cm

0.5max 4
13,392
22 metric tons

4.2mx4.1mx 23m
100 metric tons

Proposed Nucleon
Decay Detector

8.0mx8.0m

10.0cm

16

8. Onx 10.0cm
x 50cm(high)

5.85 metric tons

7.5cm/44.2cm

32

2456 metric tons
(745,000 gals)

13,440

8.0mx8.0m

8.0cm

100x2 (x.y)

8.0mx4.0cm
x8.0cm

0.5nmx 4
84,000
145 metric tons

8.0mx8.0mx 61m

1.355x 103 metric
tons

Ratio
Nucl Decay Det.

to Neut. Det.

4

4.33

1.25/2.25
1

14.2

3.28

4

1

2

1.0

6.28
13

9.9

13.6
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Table II. Detection Efficiencies for Typical Kucleon Decay Modes.

Decay Mode

+ 0p-*-e it

n*vir°

P-eV

n->vp°

+ 0
p + e or
n-*-vio°

n-»-e ir

p->VTT

PVKJ

n->\JK°

Detection
Efficiency

.80

.80

.90

.90

.78

.65

.85

.85

.80

.40

p-*VK+ .85
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Schematic outline of a double module of the proposed nucleon decay

detector showing the end view of part of two planes of proportional

drift cells (PDC) and part of two calorimeter planes.

Fig- 2. A candidate V n-*-p~ir n event in the neutrino detector. The view is

analogous to that of the nucleon decay detector in Figure 1; the

large rectangles represent scintillator cells which have been struck

and the small rectangles represent PDC cells which have been struck.

The bottom track is probably a \i~ which exits the bottom of the

detector without interacting. The top track is a candidate for a

TT+. It interacts, with visible secondary energy of 180 MeV, then

comes to the end of its range. After 250ns delay, there is a 43 MeV

energy release in three calorimeter cells at the end of the track

(large rectangles with x's).

Fig. 3. Residuals of fits to long muon tracks: 1) Space residuals to tracks

in PDC's, a = 1.3mm; b) time residue
X

scintillator calorimeter, a = 1.7ns.

in PDC's, a = 1.3mm; b) time residuals to tracks in the liquid
X

Fig. 4. Energy loss per cell divided by track length for a pion or muon

candidate in a) the liquid scintillator calorimeter, b) PDC x-planes,

and c) PDC y-planes. The abscissa in all plots is module number.

The solid curve represents the expected energy loss for protons and

the dashed curve represents the expected energy loss for pions/muons

of the measured range. The detector information cleanly rejects the

proton hypothesis. The kinetic energy of the track is about 200 MeV.
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REVIEW OF THE STATUS OF PROTON DECAYEXPERIMENTS OUTSIDE THE USA

A.L. Grant

CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

ABSTRACT

The status of the three European calorimetric tracking detectors and

the Japanese water Cherenkov detector is reviewed. In particular the

performance of the detectors is reconsidered in the light of the new

theoretical predictions of decay modes from supersymmetric unified theories.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Though dedicated proton decay experiments were slower to start in

Europe ind Japan than here in the USA, there has been a fairly coherent

build up of a programme of fine grained tracking calorimeCric experiments

in Europe, and a fast development of the water Cherenkov technology in

Japan.

The initial calorimeter experiment in Europe was first discussed in

June 1979 by the Frascati-Milano-Torino Collaboration [1], with some CERN

participation. This was considered at the time as a small scale (150 tons)

feasibility study for a larger detector of * 1 Kton. The site chosen was

already available in the Mont-Blanc tunnel as a "garage", which had

previously used as a cosmic ray laboratory. The size of the cavern was

small t 500 m5, and could not be extended due to traffic in the tunnel, but

the depth is an impressive 5000 m.w.e, with a daily muon rate of 6 u/10 m*,

through the detector.

The first detector, though considered at the time of the proposal as a

prototype, is capable of limits on the nucleon lifetime of the order of

10s * years, after a few years of operation. It is now complete and is

producing its first proton decay candidate events. In any case, the

prototype aspect of this experiment has been extremely useful in showing

the problems of installing large experimental apparatus deep underground,

and already has had its impact on the design of later large scale

experiments.

While the NUSEX experiment was starting construction in early 1980, an

internal note [2] by the late Bruno Tallini suggested the construction of a

large 1 Kton fiducial volume detector using the flash chamber technique and

the fine granularity of 3 mm iron sampling. This developed into the Orsay-

Palaiseau-Saclay-Wuppertal Collaboration [3] and a site was found in the

soon to be completed road tunnel between France and Italy to the east of

Grenoble. Before the tunnel was open to normal traffic a small cavern was

excavated. This was not large enough to hold the full detector, 1500 t,

but was to provide space to continue further excavation at a later time

without disrupting the traffic flow.

The problem of a suitable cavity to contain a next generation of size

of detector, 10 Kton, was solved by the proposal at a meeting in Rome,
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October 1981, for the Gran Sasso project [4]. This project was to build a

new underground laboratory of substantial size * 5 10" m1 with access

from a road tunnel being constructed to the east of Rome under the Gran

Sasso mountain. This is an ambitious project, which would become a

national laboratory with facilities for many different simultaneous

experiments and would encourage a widely spread international

collaboration. The rock cover is good at the site, 4200 m.w.e., for most

conceivable experiments. The project is now funded to the level of

2 101* lira (16 M$), and detailed engineering design has started.

By way of contrast to the construction of tracking calorimeter

experiments in Europe, the only successful new proposal in Japan has been

based on an extension of the water Cherenkov technique. A fruitful

collaboration of the Japanese groups with the Hamamatsu corporation has

developed very large 20" diameter, photomultiplier tubes. These tubes

qualitatively change the prospects of water Cherenkov detectors by allowing

the reliable detection of the weak signals from charged hadrons in proton

decay.

2. STATUS OF THE EUROPEAN CALORIMETRIC EXPERIMENTS

Results from the NUSEX experiment are presented at the workshop in a

separate paper [5] hence this experiment is only briefly mentioned here.

It is however interesting to compare its expected performance with the

other proposals in the following tables.

The "Frgjus" experiment will be situed in the Modane Underground

Laboratory in the new road tunnel east of Grenoble. Fig. 1 shows the

initial excavation befcre the tunnel was open to public traffic. The

extension of the first small cavity is shown in fig. 2. This will give a

reasonably sized hall, 3 10* m3 at a good depth, 4500 m.w.e. Construction

started in May of this year, the cavity will be finished in October and

will be ready for occupancy in March next year, 1983.

A summary of the sites of the three experiments is given in table 1.
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Table 2 gives a comparison of the three detectors, NUSEX, Frljus and

GUD (Giant Underground Detector) [6]. The latter is only one of the

proposed detectors for the Gran Sasso project and is an extension of the

flash chamber technique to very large size and fine granularity. An

alternate proposal was presented by Irroci at this workshop [7].

The design of the Frejus detector is now frozen, full scale production

of the 6 x 1.5 m2 flash chamber modules will start in November. It is

hoped to have the first 500 tons ready to install early in 1983, with the

final 1500 tons complete in 1984. Fig. 3 shows a schematic of a single

detector module. The detector well satisfies the need of fine sampling,

3 mm iron, and fine lateral cell size, 5 mm, to provide good separation

between electrons and hadrons on the basis of visible electromagnetic

showers. The flash chambers have to be triggered externally by additional

trigger planes. These tend to be expensive by comparison to the plastic

flash chamber modules, but as will be seen in sect. 4, the quality and

timing resolution of the trigger planes plays an important role in particle

identification. The trigger planes in the Frejus detector are planes of

multiple Geiger tubes, 1.4 x 1.4 cm2 cross section, between each module

of flash chamber e.g. 1.4 radiation lengths of material. The intrinsic

time resolution of these tubes is t> 200 ns, adequate for a simple

coincidence trigger, but insufficient to give decay particle delay times of

track direction by time-of-flight.

Apart from the increased size the GUD proposal tries to improve on the

Frejus in two aspects. The cell size is reduced to 4 x 4 m* to improve

the two track resolution. To maintain the individual cell efficiency the

planes of polypropylene are doubled to form a bi-gap structure with the

H.T. electrode between them. This structure is shown in fig. 4, with a

detailed schematic of one bi-gap in fig. 5. The second improvement is in

the trigger system, it is proposed to use "resistive plate chambers" [8], a

new developement which promises very fast timing < 2 ns over large areas.

These chambers are separated by only 0.8 radiation lengths of material

giving a lower threshold energy for the trigger. A possible structure for

the resistive plate chamber is shown in fig. 6. Each chamber is made of

two independent gaps operated in coincidence giving a very low accidental

noise level.
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3. THE KAMIOKA EXPERIMENT

The Japanese water Cherenkov detector in the Kamioka sine 300 Km west

of Tokyo has been recently described in refs [9] and [10] hence only the

main outline will be given here.

The site of the experiment is an active lead and zinc mine with good

rail access'and a mountain rock cover of 2400 * 2700 m.w.e. It is not as

deep as the European experiments in their Alpine road tunnels, but is

somewhat better than the equivalent North American sites. The new cavity

for the experiment is at present under construction, to be completed in

August 1982. The steel water tank of 3420 m9, fiducial volume 1.000 m*,

is ready for installation, as are the 1000 20" diameter photomultipliers.

Fig. 7 shows a schematic of the water Cherenkov detector.

These new very large photomultipliers specially developed for thr's

experiment, provide the unique feature for this experiment. About 20Z of

the external surface is covered by photocathode, to be compared with a few

per cent, in the other experiments. Detailed numbers of photoelectrons

expected for each decay type are given in ref. [9]. However, in

qualitative terms it is clear that the improvement in photoelectron

statistics will allow clear identification of pure electromagnetic decay

modes and some separation of individual modes containing charged hadrons.

4. IDENTIFICATION OF NUCLEON DECAY MODES

The likely performance of fine grained tracking calorimeters in the

detection of the standard SU(5) decay modes is extensively discussed in

ref. [11]. For the simple decay modes p + e r', e p1, n + e » , etc., the

conclusions are fairly clear. Candidate events giving a three-prong

structure are relatively easy to separate from neutrino induced

background. As the vertex can often be reliably found by scanning, there

is no need for additional instrumentation to provide the track direction.

First results of the NUSEX detector in a low energy neutrino beam indicate

that for events of this topology the neutrino background can be reduced to

* 1-22. This need not be true for neutron induced background, though the

rate of events is small.for a good self-shielded detector or for one with

an external charged particle veto [12].
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Two-particle decay modes, such aa n • e n~ are much more open to

background from v induced interactions. Without track direction, from

time-of-flight or dE/dX loss, the vertex in the looked for back-to-back

events is much harder to find. However the NUSEX test indicates that even

without this, angle cuts alone will reduce the v background to 5-102.

A serious challenge to all proton decay detectors comes from modes

with a single hadron, ir, K, p, etc. and an unseen neutrino. These single

visible particle decays are particularly favoured in the Supersymmetric

Grand Unified Theories, where decay modes such as p + K v or n * K S are

predicted. It must be stressed, however, that even in the predictions of

previous SU(5), S0(10) based theories it is important to detect decays with

an unseen neutrino. The power to discriminate between different models

comes from the study of the proportion of neutrinos electrons and muons in

the decays and little from the differing hadronic component.

The problem of the single track decays such as p + K v is, as always,

the rejection of neutrino induced background. Even with short lifetimes

T ^ 10s' years, there will be 4-5 times more than one or two-body v

events which would simulate the decay chain K • u • *• Fig* 8 shows a

computer simulation of the decay F * K+y , followed by the decay K + u + e

in the fine grained GUD detector. The direction of the muon can be

detected by the delayed signal from the electron in the trigger chambers.

This does not help the discrimination of v induced background, which will

only be resolved by measuring the direction and nature of the kaon. The

range of the kaon is too badly measured to show its monoenergetic signature

as coming from the two-body decay of a proton. It can be argued that the

monoenergetic muon of 236 MeV/c is sufficient signature for a kaon decay;

this will be true, however, only after a statistically significant sample

of events has been collected. Fig. 9 shows a similar event but with the

decay of the K ->• ir ir". In general these events are much more confused.

The point to be made is that it is important to have the best possible

identification of individual particle types and directions.

Table 3 shows a comparison of the performance of the three detectors

as far as in their ability to identify different particles and indicate

their directions. Perhaps the only method of indicating, the direction of a
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slow kaon is by means of a good measurement of the energy loaa at the

beginning and end of the track.

CONCLUSION

Europe has a large long term p.an of overlapping experiments in proton

decay using fine grained tracking calorimeter detectors. It also benefits

strongly from having deep sites with easy access from road tunnels under

mountains in the Alps and in Italy.

In Japan, there will exist a unique water Cherenkov detector with very

high photoelectron statistics which in principle can separate nuclear decay

modes in SU(5) models.
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TABLE 1

Calorimetric tracking-Detectors

Site

First
discussion

Volume of
cavity

Depth m.w.e.

Rate of
u/10 m*/day

Status
May 1982

NUSEX

Mont-Blanc

June 1979

500 m3

5000

6

Old cosmic
laboratory
refitted

FREJUS

Modane underground Lab.

February 1980

3 10' m*

4500

62 ± 12

Construction start May 1982
Cavity finished October 1982
Occupancy in March 1983

GUD

Gran Sasso

October 1981

5 10* «s

* 4000

287

Funded
2 10»Vlira
* 16 Mfc
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TABLE 2

Detectors

Mass

Volume

Type

Sampling
thickness

Cell size

Density

Readout

# channels

Trigger

Sampling

Status

NUSEX

150 t

3.5 x 3.5 x 3.5

Iron
Limited streamer
tubes

10 mm

8 x 8 mm1

3.5 gm/cms

X, Y cathode
strips

* 46 K

L.S. tubes

3 fold contiguous
coincidence
200 ns

2 x 0.6 X,

Data taking

FREJUS

1500 t

6.2 x 6.2 x 18

Iron, flash tubes

3 mm

5 x 5 mm*

2.2

Capacitive pick-up
- shift reg.

1.6 M

Geigar tubes
1.4 x 1.4 cm*

3 fold coincidence

200 ns

2 x 1.4 Xo

Construction:
1st 500 t: spring 1983
Finish 1500 t: 1984

GUD

% 10 Kt

?

Iron, flash tubes

3 mm

2 off 4 x 4 mm*

1.5

Vidicon TV?

1

Resistive plate

2 fold coincidence

i> 2 ns

0.8 Xt

Design
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TABLE 3

Electrons, y's
identify by

No. cells/GeV

a//E

Muons identify by

Decay electron seen

236 MeV^c w range
(from K decay)

<No. trigger planes>

<No. cells>

Direction of ji

Pions identify by

Kaons identify by

339 MeV/c K+ from
p * K\> range

<No. trigger planes>

<No. cells>

Direction of K

NUSEX

Shower

40

202

Non interacting
track

Yes

22.6 cm

8

8

Visible e+ (60%)

Interaction

Decay

6.1 cm

2

2

No

FREJUS

Shower

150

15Z

Non interacting
track

PerhapsCa)

35.9 cm

3.2

25

No

Interaction

Decay

9.5 cm

0.8

7

No

GUD

Shower

2 x 150

152

Non interacting
track

Perhaps(a)

51.9 cm

4.6

2 x 18

T.o.f.

Interaction

Decay

13.6 cm

1.2

2 x 5

No

(a) In the flash chamber detectors there is some possibility of either
extending the chamber memory time or the HT pulse length to 10 us*
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Profile of the Frfijus mountain and plan and elevation views of

the first stage excavation of the Hodane underground laboratory.

Fig. 2 Final extension of the cavity in the Frgjus tunnel, now complete.

Fig. 3 Schematic of the flash chamber structure between trigger planes

for the Frfijus detector.

Fig. 4 Similar schematic drawing as fig. 3, for the 6UD project.

Fig. 5 Detailed structure of one bi-gap of flash chambers, showing the

method of incorporating the delay line.

Fig. 6 Scructure of the resistive plate chambers for the trigger system

of the GUD project.

Fig. 7 Schematic drawing of the Kamioka water Cherenkov detector.

Fig. 8 Computer simulation in the GUD detector of the decay p + K v

followed by the decay K • v * e . Two orthogonal views are

shown.

Fig. 9 Similar decay, but followed by the chain K + ir TT" , IT + u -»• e,
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Prospects for Very Large, Sensitive Water Cherenkov

Detectors for Proton Decay and Neutrino Oscillations Search

David B. Cline

University of Wisconsin

Madison, Wisconsin

Abstract

We discuss the possibility of constructing large water

Cherenkov detectors with mass 10 - 10 tons that would be

sensitive to a few hundred MeV - few GeV energy release. The 10

ton detector would be suitable for a search for certain proton

decay modes whereas the 10 ton detector would act as an active

shield for the proton decay detector and as a v , v and possibly

v interaction detector. The neutrino physics would include a

sensitive search for neutrino oscillations using atmospheric

neutrinos. The location of this detector could be in the deep

ocean near Hawaii or in a deep trench between Cuba and Haiti or

perhaps deep lakes like Superior or Baikal if flexible containers

are used.
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Elementary particle physics is moving in an interesting new

direction, with less reliance on large accelerators. In the past

decade a number of fundamental issues have emerged that are pointed

in the direction of measurements at non-accelerator laboratories.

The search for proton decay is an example of this goal and there are

now several deep mine laboratories around the world where this search

is being undertaken. The search for a tiny neutrino mass is another

example where natural neutrinos from cosmic rays or from extra-

terrestrial sources may provide the most sensitive detection method.

Finally the search for very massive relic magnetic monopoles is

another example that may benefit from a non-accelerator experiment.

A. Physics Motivation for Very Sensitive Massive Detectors

In this section we describe the kind of experiments that may be

carried out by constructing high sensitivity, very massive detectors.

These detectors are designed to extend the energy range of neutrino

interactions to lower energy and thus cover the gap that would exist

if, for example, only DUMAND and the current generation of proton

decay detectors were to exist. In Figure 1 we show schematically

the energy range and effective detector mass for a hypothetical

graded array of mass 10-10 tons. Several key experiments may be

possible with these very sensitive detectors which are:

1. Search for neutrino oscillations \>u"*"Ve to small mass

difference (5m < 10" eV ) and small mixing angles

(sin22a < 10"1).

2. Search for a point-like source of neutrinos that originates

from sources that also produce the anomalous antiproton

flux recently observed in the cosmic rays.
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3. Search for neutrinos emitted in solar flares.

4. Search for proton decay with a 10 ton water detector.

Figure 2 shows the approximate energy range for these processes

and others that are of interest for massive neutrino detectors.

The basic structure of these detectors uses en outer detector

as an active shield or tag in order to define a sensitive, active

detector volume. We now briefly describe the experimental technique

involved in each of'these physics experiments.

1. Neutrino oscillations may be observed using reactor or

accelerator neutrino beams. In a few years we should have a clear

understanding of this possibility. However, if the mass difference

is very small the large distance (diameter of earth) available in

cosmic ray experiments may be necessary.

It is clear that any new, large scale effort to search for

oscillations must be sensitive to the smallest S m as well as

covering the mixing angle range sin 2a < 10" . The only reasonable

signature for oscillation is the flavor changing reaction

Pofv,, - v. + N -»• e + X)

The "natural" ratio of ve/v • £jj(ve/v ) in a neutrino beam varies

with the type of beam. For any experiment attempting to search for

reaction (1) the natural scale in Po is set by P^. Although' the

ve flux in the beam can be calculated and subtracted in principle,

it would be difficult to make convincing marguments for the discovery

of oscillations in this manner. We would consider evidence for

oscillations to be obtained if the measured Pe exceeds Pg by say at

least a factor of two. Thus it is important to use neutrino beams
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with P« as small as possible and (L/E) as large as possible.

P~ sets the level of mixing angle that can be observed as well

(see Figure 3). Accelerator neutrino beams which have short

decay paths and a shield to absorb u's are nearly ideal since

Pg is set by the Kft decays in the ir, K beam. At low energies Pg

can be as small as few x 10 . Terrestrial cosmic ray neutrino

beams approach the accelerator limit at high energy and at vertical

angles. At low energies and/or small zenith angles u decays are

important, giving larger values of Pg (see Figure 3). Thus there

is a correlation between Pg and (L/E) as shown in Figure 3. In

order to increase L/E and keep the Pg small we need "accelerators

in the sky." Solar flares may provide this function.

A 10 ton core detector with relatively close phototube

spacing can provide an extremely sensitive search for neutrino

oscillations provided the flavor changing reaction is observed

\> - • v . + N + e + X
M e

Figure 4 shows the estimated sensitivity of this experiment.

In order to judge the sensitivity of a large detector using

cosmic neutrinos we plot the estimated event rates without oscilla-

tions in Figure 6. For the limits of Figure 4 the total v_ event

rates would approximately increase by 30t (Figure 6) but the event

rates in the cose • 1 region would double!

2. Recently low energy antiprotons have been detected in the

primary cosmic rays. Figure S shows the experimental ratio of

antiproton/proton flux and various calculations of this ratio. It

is clear that there is as yet no understanding of the origin of

these low energy antiprotons. It is possible that detection of low
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energy (say < 10 GeV) cosmic neutrinos can help the understanding

of this phenomena. We cite two examples of "explanations" of the

p/p ratio that would have important consequences for cosmic neutrinos

detected in a massive sensitive detector.

a. D. Eichler has suggested that the excess antiprotons

may be produced in optically thick media; i.e. media for

which Y rays don't readily escape. Such stars would however

produce neutrinos. Since the anomalous antiproton flux is

in the few GeV region it may be best to search for neutrinos

in this energy region as a test of this hypothesis.

b. Stecker, Protheroe and Kazanas have suggested that

the.-antiprotons could come from a primary extra-galactic origin.

In this model one half of antiprotons.-are from infall into our

galaxy. There may be regions of the universe where appreciable

pp annihilation is going on. There are severe limits on this

process from some*low energy gamma experiments; nevertheless

the neutrinos from pp annihilation have a characteristic energy

and ratio of v/v. At any rate, the study of the low energy

vT/v ratio in the cosmic ray could lead to additional tests for

large quantities of antimatter in the universe.

3. Solar flares sometimes involve very large energies and

possibly a moderate flux of energetic (t> few GeV) neutrinos. We

cite one specific example of a flare in which high energy particles

are produced in Reference 6. Detection of neutrinos produced in a

solar flare would provide new information about the dynamics of the

sun as well as providing a source of neutrinos with an extremely

long base line in order to search for neutrino oscillations to

very small 5m.
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4. Proton decay detectors up to £6x10 tons are now being

installed around the world. It is of interest to inquire if

massive detectors up to ~ (10 -10 ) tons could be operated in

the deep ocean or in deep lakes. A very massive detector may

be useful to collect statistics if the current detectors observed

proton decay or to extend the search for longer lifetimes if

these detectors are unsuccessful. Another important considera-

tion is the depth at which these detectors should operate in

order to be sensitive to a proton lifetime in the > 10 year.

Using an efficient active shield may partially mitigate against

the large atmospheric y flux.

B. Monte Carlo Estimates of Photoelectron Yields

A scaling "rule of thumb" for the numbeT of photoelectrons

collected in a water detector with a volume array of phototubes

was described in a proton decay proposal by the Harvard, Purdue,

Aphototube

Wisconsin Group. This rule of thumb is

Number of Photoelectrons «Nphoto P" 1 1""' (AE)

where A is the sensitive area of the photomultipliers, X the trans-

mission length of the water, I the volume of the unit cell, N the

number of phototubes and AE is the energy deposited in the detector

in the form of cherenkov radiation.

This scaling rule allows one to crudely estimate the type and

number of photodetectors needed to cover various energy ranges in

a large detector. We consider a simple example: we estimate the

photoelectron yield in the following case
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1. 20" phototubes

2. 10 m spacing. 1000 tubes

3. 30 m water attenuation length

4. Active shield of 5 m around the entire array

5. 10 GeV v interactions

We divide up the interaction in two parts

X

L
v . «• N - e + X

V

ccone

U Jcone
and estimate the number of photoelectrons in each one. Using the

scaling law discussed before we obtain

Nphotoelectrons ^ 10° f o r e s h o w e r

>_ 100 for hadron shower

For simple events with two separate cones (y * j) this is probably

adequate to carry out a fit to the ^cone and hence the vg N •*• eX

hypothesis. Figure 7 shows some typical events and the associated

photoelectron yield from Monte Carlo calculations.

Using this scaling rule of thumb we can estimate the detector

spacing for these massive detectors. Detailed Monte Carlo calcula-

tions of the number of photoelectrons collected for volume arrays

have been made by the HPW proton decay group and the Hawaii DUMAND

Center group (V. Stenger and A. Roberts). Some preliminary calcula-

tions on the photoelectron yield in large detectors have been recently

carried out at HDC. Figure 8 gives the typical yields of photo-

electrons for muon neutrino and electron neutrino events in the

10-50 GeV energy range. Figure 8 indicates the number of phototubes
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hit in the "typical" events shown in Figure 7. In these calcula-

tions both 13" and 20" photomultipliers were used in order to

access the need for the large tubes in order to gather light.

C. Neutrino Events Type Determination by Fitting ^ Cones

We now consider the kinematics of vft interactions. At ultra-

high energies O TeV's) the electron and hadronic cones will com-

pletely overlap, at very low energy fcg GeV) the number of photo-

electrons is too small in this wide spaced detector. What is the

optimal energy to separate the two cones from a vft event from a

typical single cone event from

% + N - v u
 + X ?

The approximate angles of the electron and the hadronic "jet"

is given by

For simplicity we consider the average case of x * j, y * j. The

angular spread of the Cherenkov light from the electronic and hadronic

showers has been calculated by Jones (see Figure 9). Even at rela-

tively low energies the light is expected to display a Cherenkov

cone. As a figure of merit for the possibility of separating the

electron and hadron cones we form the ratio [68____/<S-> + <6i>]; to
con 6 c n

identify vfi events, this ratio should be less than one.

Using the calculations of Jones we estimate this ratio and show
o

it in Figure 10 as a function of v energy. At high energy (above

100 GeV) the two cones overlap inside of the angular spread, only

below *\» 30 GeV are the cones likely separable. We conclude that
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separating vft events from neutral current interactions may be

possible below 30 GeV in a water Cherenkov counter. Fortunately

this is an energy region where the large L/E and terrestrial

flux will give a very sensitive search for v •*• v beyond that

possible with accelerator experiments. Detailed Monte Carlo

simulation and Y. cone fitting will be necessary before this

possibility can be considered realistic.

D. A Very Massive Proton Decay Detector felO5 Tons?

Several years ago it was suggested that proton decay detectors

of •*> 10 tons may be feasible using volume arrays of photodetectors.

Recently Learned has looked at the cost scaling for 10 ton detectors.

As pointed out in the various proton decay proposals these detectors

need large active shields. However, if the p decay detector were

installed inside the MegaMAND array a very effective shield would

be available.

Large proton decay detectors are being constructed around the

world. The fundamental question for the next step in the proton

decay search is the depth at which the detector should be placed.

While it is conceivable to dig stopes in deep mines that could contain

10 tons of material it will be extremely expensive. It seems that

the limit of underground sites in ̂ 10 tons. In order to construct

larger devices large natural bodies of water will be necessary.

However it may be difficult to locate large detectors with a dense

array of photo multipliers in very deep locations. We are looking

into the possibility of deploying these detectors in more shallow

locations (ie % 3000 MWE) and using a very high efficiency veto

active shield around the detector. Such a shield would be similar

to the MegaMAND detector. However as a rule of thumb the active
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shield mass will considerably exceed the detector mass. Therefore

even larger stopes would be necessary. An alternative possibility

is to use deep lakes or the ocean as both the p decay detector and

efficient active shield. Figure 11 shows a schematic such a "nested"

set of detectors.

We have estimated the number of photodetectors required to

obtain 200 photoelectrons in a typical proton decay experiment.

Taking 16" tubes approximately 3000 phototubes are required on a

3.1 m lattice. Using 20" phototubes would reduce the number of

tubes by (16/20)2 - 0.64 to 1920 tubes. (3000 tubes will give 300

photoelectrons which is more than expected in the 1MB proton decay

detector.) In order to collect 600 photoelectrons approximately

6000, 20" phototubes would be required. Such a detector could

also record y -*• e decays.

We can also estimate the effectiveness of the active shield

using the calculations of the photoelectron yield in the megaMAND

array (for 16" phototubes) (Fig. 8). A muon that enters from the

array produces 180 photoelectrons per layer of phototubes on

average over 8 phototubes. This is far more than is needed for .

an extremely efficient veto detector. Thus the megaMAND array

will serve as an efficient active shield as well as a neutrino

detector.

The next step in p decay detectors and sensitive neutrino

oscillation experiments may require such massive yet sensitive

detectors. They appear to be feasible. One additional possibility

is to construct such detectors in a deep lake that lies on a

neutrino beam line from an accelerator.
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The mass of a large proton decay detector determines the

effective number of nucleons and the ultimate lifetime limit

that can be obtained. However, the neutrino background sets the

practical limit that can be reached. The more massive the detector

the move rejection of neutrino background that should be incorporated

into the detector. Figure 12 shows the scaling of the number of

neutrino interactions in the detector vs. the mass and the

signal to background ratio for 10 proton decays per year. For

10 ton detectors the neutrino background is of great concern.

However, a close packed volume PMT array may still provide adequate

rejection of background - the results from detectors like HPW

and 1MB will be crucial to an understanding of the impact of this

background on the ultimate sensitivity of a 10 ton detector.

E. Requirements to Search for v •*• vT Using Atmospheric

Neutrinos

The new reactor experiments can probe an oscillation mass

2 2 2 —
difference of 6 m ^ 10 ev for v_ -*• X neutrino oscillation.

As mentioned in section A it may be possible to search for

v -»• v to smaller mass difference using deep mine or the
y e

MegaMAND detector. However in order to search for all possible

channels of oscillation it will likely be necessary to actively

search XOT v -»• v with very large L/E. The signature for this

process could be

V - » - V + N - * - T * X

i

e + ...

u + ...
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The relative cross-section for the vT •*• T reaction is showu in

Figure 13 - obviously neutrinos of 10 - 30 GeV are required to

give adequate cross-section. As shown in Figure 3 it is possible

to reach L/E of 102 - 103 M/MeV for certain Zenith angles and

the v /v ratio can be rather small for this condition. As

shown in Figure 6 the v interaction rate in the MegaMAND detector

is 2: 6 x 10 events/year. The experimental signature for a

large mixing angle for the v •*• v reaction would be a distortion

of the apparent y distribution of the interaction as shown in

Figure 14. Monte Carlo calculations will be necessary to

establish the sensitivity of this experiment to smaller mixing

angles. One thing is clear - it is only possible to reach

comparable L/E using accelerator beams if the beams are

directed into the ground and a detector is placed 10 Km away.

The cosmic ray experiment may be competitive in cost and event

rate.

F. Possible Location for the Detector Complex

It is well known that the DUMAND detector has been designed

to be located in the deep ocean near the big island of Hawaii.

The string deployment complex of DUMAND can be used for the

MegaMAND array. However, because this array is smaller and

has an active shield it is not clear that the deployment at

depths of 5 Km are necessary. It is also possible that the

detector could be deployed in the deep trench near Cuba (See

Appendix 1). Very large, flexible containers can be submerged

into the deep ocean or a lake. It is possible to construct a

very large container and drop the detector into a large lake

like Superior which is quite deep but the water is less clear

than the deep trenches or deep ocean sites. Deployment in

Lake Baikal in the USSR is another possibility.
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Appendix 1

TO: DUMAND collaboration Advisory Committee and DUHAND members.

FROM: D.Cline

SUBJECT: Discussion with I. Zhelesnyth at Sukhumi Meeting (Quarks 82

May 6-8, 1982).

There are several new developments in DUMAND in the USSR which are
of some interest to the Western DUMAND - these are:

1. DUMAND efforts are approved in the USSR - there are several
people working full time - there will be an internal meeting
at Yalta in December 1982.

2. Ship time will be available from now on. During May - June
1982 a ship will go to the sea near Cuba and drop the Feodorov
detector into the water to make measurements of { flux and
light transmissions }. This is a_ very deep trench and could be
a location for DUMAND TUSSRTT

3. They would like to drop several strings into the sea near Cuba
during May, June and July of 1983. They would be please if we
collaborate in some way or another, in particular our people
are welcome. They would use our help in obtaining Bentos
spheres (-20-30) and 13" EMI PMT (20-30). [i attach a
description of this effort given to me by Igor]

4. It would be very useful if somepeople from the USSR can visit
Hawaii during the collaboration meeting (Zheleznyth, Feodorov
for two reasons:

a. Feodorov will be back fro* the May-June trip with data
from their Muon string and Information about the
deployment problems near Cuba - this information is
important to DUMAND (USA) deployment.

b. Zheleznyth will be prepared to discuss the collaboration
on the next deployment (May 1983) in which a more complex
device will be lowered to - 4 Km and kept down for ~ 1
month (some u ,v physics possible).

5. There was extensive discussion about calculations on multimuon
production and detection. I agreed to supply them with all
the calculations made by the "Multimuon study group" and they
will send me the same information for distribution.

6. In order to help them visit the DUMAND collaboration meeting,
I said Wisconsin could provide their expenses while in Hawaii.
I will send a telex to Markov to this effect, however, these
expenses should be covered by the collaboration or the DUMAND
center.
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7. We also discussed soae of our new Ideas about detecting
extensive air showers using 3 Khz ratio waves (Cline,
Linsley), they are making a complete calculation of all
electroaagnetlc waves fron EAS.

cc: J. Kolonko
D. Reeder
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Discussion May 8, 1982 - Sukhumi, USSR

Topic: DUMAND near Cuba (Muon Strings).

1. People and Institutions involved -

Markov, M.A., Zatsepin G., Zheleznyth I., Stern B., Shtzaniah I.V.,
et al. (INRt Moscow), Feodorov A.D. et al. (Inst. of
Oceanology, Moscow).

2. Time scale - when will project start

This summer, proposal.
First measurements near Cuba (May, June 1982).
Second measurements - 1983 (summer).
Three months ship time (May, June, July).

3. Components requires.

a. Phototubes: 20-30 (13").
b. Spheres: 20-30 (Bentos).
c. Data transmission: Some electronics inside ocean, slow cable

(will be supplied by USSR).

4. How can we help - to help to buy spheres and PMT"s and to help with
measurements.
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Brief report by I.Z.

1983 - ship from Baltic Sea to Caribbean sea. They plan to visit
Lisbon and Boston.

In 1981, we sent a letter (to Reines and Peteraon) inviting
Americans to collaborate on measurements with muons. (Muon
string - Cuba, currents, transparencies).

For example: existence of an oceanographic agreement between the
USA and the USSR.

We would like to discuss this project at a DUMAND meeting.
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Characteristics of MegaMAND for v^ Interaction
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Monte Carlo Results
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Neutrino Interactions in
Proton Decay Detectors
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Research and Development Program on Dense TPC's at LBL*

P. Oddone and P. Nemethy

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

University of California

Berkeley, CA. 94720

I. INTRODUCTION

We have initiated a research and development program at LBL to develop

high density TPC's. We are motivated by their potential use as tracking

calorimeters to study nucleon decay. They may also be useful in the study of

cosmic neutrino fluxes, double 6 decay and other low rate processes* Of these

applications, the use of dense TPC's to study nucleon decay is the most

challenging one because it requires instrumenting very large masses. Our R&D

program is aimed at developing large TPC's which are competitive in cost with

other proposed nucleon decay detectors while offering superior capabilities

for energy resolution, particle identification and uniformity of response.

There are two ways of obtaining high density TPC's: the first is to use

a cryogenic liquid such as liquid argon or liquid methane; the second is to

pressurize a gas such as argon or methane to several hundred atmospheres where

the density of the gas approaches that of the liquid state. While we are

interested in studying both approaches, we are concentrating on the high

pressure approach since it offers the potential advantage of proportional wire

amplification. A wire amplification of about 3 orders of magnitude would

eliminate the noise problems which are inherent in ionization mode detectors

such as liquid argon chambers. Furthermore, there exists already a

comprehensive program at UC Irvine to develop liquid argon TPC's. The results
2

of small scale models tested at UC Irvine are encouraging. Preliminary

ideas for large scale liquid argon detectors have been discussed by
3 4

W. Wenzel and H. Chen. .

*This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Office of

High Energy and Nuclear Physics, Division of High Energy Physics of the U.S.

Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-ACO3-76SFOOO98.
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Save for some Soviet work on high pressure proportional chambers (up

to 175 Atm.) we are unaware of any work on proportional chambers in the range

of several hundred atmospheres* We feel that it is important to understand

the properties of these detectors before deciding between a liquid and a high

pressure TPC approach to study nucleon decay. Table 1 shows some of the

advantages and disadvantages of these two approaches.

In the following paragraphs we describe a possible 10 kton detector and

discuss its properties in terms of tracking, energy measurements and particle

identification. The parameters of this detector must be considered only as an

example. The detailed optimization will depend on the results of our R&D

program.

II. A HIGH PRESSURE, DENSE TPC

a. The TPC Approach

We are doing R&D on high pressure dense TPC's because we believe that

conceptually such a detector satisfies all the requirements needed to make a

detailed study of nucleon decay and at the same time may offer a practical and

cost competitive approach to large detectors.

The cost advantage of a TPC approach arises from replacing the spatial

sampling of one coordinate by the time sampling of ionization electrons

drifting over long distances. Thus a TPC detector is only sparingly

instrumented compared to any of the densely instrumented sampling calorimeters

presently proposed. A typical TPC nucleon decay detector would have a

detecting plane every 2m thus realizing a large savings in the number of sense

wires and electronics (a factor of 50 to 100). Even with this large reduction

in detecting elements an extremely detailed picture of the events can be

obtained. As an example, figure 1 shows an on-line display of the PEP-4

TPC showing about 20 tracks from a two jet e e annihilation at 29

GeV/c Only about 1000 wires are used for detecting this event yet the

information is extremely detailed.

b. Choice of Gas and Pressure

For our initial R&D program we will use argon with a small admixture of

methane. This mixture should allow good proportional chamber operation and
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more Importantly provide a good drifting medium. In particular, the electron

attachment coefficients of impurities such as oxygen are considerably smaller

in argon than in other gases such as methane . Eventually, should it become

important to study nucleon decay in free nucleons, we would consider the more

difficult project of operating dense TPC's with hydrocarbons such as methane

or propane.

For definitiveness we will take the operating pressure to be 500 Atm.

The optimal pressure is determined largely by the mode of deployment.

Deployment in a pressurized underground cavern would probably imply operation

at some 200 Atm., while operation under the ocean would imply a number closer

to 500 Atm. At this latter pressure the density of argon is 0.8 gms/cc.

c. Detector Elements

Figure 2 shows the scale of a 10 kton detector. It is a cylinder of

12.5m radius and 25m height. Double detector planes are located every 2m,

with high voltage membranes lm away from the detector planes. The lm drift

regions have an electric field of ~500kV/m to yield a drift velocity of

^1 cm/jj sec. Tracks produced in the decay of a nucleon drift towards the

detecting planes. Avalanches are produced in the detecting elements which are

proportional cells 2.5 cm wide as shown in Figure 3. The sense wire position

hit by the ionization gives the first spatial coordinate, the induced signal

on a grid perpendicular to the sense wires gives the second spatial

coordinate, and the time of arrival gives the third spatial coordinate.

Associated with each wire hit, a measurement of the pulse height (energy loss

per sample) is also made.

The detecting planes are built in modules of a convenient size and

clamped to steel cables connecting the top and bottom of the detector as shown

also in Figure 3.

Only three elements make the detector: the chambers, the HV membranes

and the HV standoffs which serve to grade the potential and to provide

structural support.

In the detector there are about 20,000 detecting wires. An additional

20,000 detecting elements are associated with the grid reading the transverse
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coordinate. These 40,000 channels are reduced to 2000 channels of analog

information by multiplexing since typically a nucleon decay involves only a
AV -2

small region of the detector (-=- = 10 )•

d. Time-Zero Signal

In the detector* one coordinate is measured by time of arrival. This

coordinate is, ambiguous however: the event could have occurred at a distance

Z at time t or at any other distance Z = (t-t ) y + Z at time t,

where u is the drift velocity. To resolve this ambiguity we must know the

time at which the event occurred. We solve this problem by having drift

distances of only lm. More than 80% of all proton decays cross a boundary,

either a detector plane or a high voltage membrane. Continuity across the

boundary uniquely determines the time-zero reference and solves the

ambiguity. This is important in order to correct the data for absorption of

ionization due to electronegative contaminants.

e. Wire Gain and Cell Stability

Using the first Townsend coefficient for argon we can calculate the wire

gain for a given voltage on the sense wire of a given cell. Using 20 y wire
3

in a 2.5 cm cell we obtain gains of 10 at about 40 kV. At these voltages

the critical length below which wires become unstable is 35 cm. Thus

insulator supports must restrain the sense wire at about 30 cm spacings.

f. Detector Performance

In the proposed medium all tracks range out. The most energetic muon

ranges out in~2.5m, while a kaon ranges out in-»-28 cm, then decays. Thus

10-100 samples (x,y,z, dE/dx) are obtained for each track. The radiation

length for the medium is 25 cm, so all photons convert and the showers are

detected.

Particle identification is obtained by making a fit to the many samples

of energy loss along the track and the total energy loss, the combination

uniquely identifying K, if, and P's. The limitations on total energy

measurements are nuclear effects and not the detector.

Charge identification is nearly complete since y 's and -n 's are captured

with a characteristic signature while u 's and TT 'S decay with the resulting

electron being measured.
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Table 2 shows how all particles are identified and points out those

areas where ambiguities arise. No other proposed detector can identify all of

the particles and charges to the extent the TPC does. Furthermore the

detection efficiency for all particles is uniform and complete.

III. DETECTOR D5PLQYMENT

a. Operation

To run the detector at 500 Atm. we envision operating it in hydrostatic

equilibrium deep under the ocean. Deep trenches near shorelines exist in many

places including Hawaii and St. Croix in the American Virgin Islands. The

operation of the detector near a shoreline means that no ships are required

other than during the two week deployment process. This arrangememnt is shown

in Figure 4. Once the detector is filled with argon, large flow circulation

takes place between the detector proper and a small clean-up volume (— s- i%)

where appropriate freezers and getter surfaces for impurities exist.

Periodically this small volume is isolated from the detector and purged by

means of two small pipelines (1 1/2" diameter) connected to shore. Once

sufficient purity has been achieved it may be possible to close off the

detector entirely since the mass to surface area is extremely favorable.

Because the detector is in hydrostatic equilibrium with the surrounding

water, and the density of argon at 500 Atm is 80% the density of water, the

forces on the vessel are extremely mild. Thus a relatively thin skin ( 1/2"

steel) can be used to contain the Argon.

Ocean currents at the bottom of the ocean are slow, being essentially
Q

tidal in nature. Maximum currents are expected to be less than 0.5 knots.

A cable, carrying power and a signal channel, connects the detector to

shore. The detector operation is akin to a satellite operation with the data

transmitted serially to shore.

The main problem associated with the ocean operation is the deployment.

b. Deployment

The detector cannot be deployed full of argon because the vessel is a

thin skin incapable of containing any significant pressure difference against
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the surrounding environment. The detector cannot be deployed empty because it

would collapse under external pressure. The solution to this dilemma is to

deploy the vessel full of a liquid such as methanol which is reasonably

incompressible and has nearly the same density as argon at 500 Atm. The

vessel would be lowered filled with such a liquid and then this liquid would

be exchanged with argon over a period of several months via the two small

pipelines which connect the detector to shore. Flow rates through two 1 1/2"

diameter pipes appears adequate. The exchange does not seriously unbalance

the forces on the vessel because the densities of the two fluids are

approximately equal.

The steps for the deployment are as follows:

1) The detector and detector skin are fabricated in a shipyard

as near to the final deployment site as possible. This

fabrication consists of making a thin steel skin and install-

ing the prefabricated detector elements. Concrete is added

as a base to make the detector neutrally buoyant when filled

with argon. At the shipyard the complete operation of the

detector is tested at 1 Atm of argon-CH,. Then the vessel

is filled with methanol.

2) On shore opposite the deployment site the pipelines and cable are

coiled in large drums.

3) Ocean currents are monitored until a window of about 1 week's

duration of good weather is opened.

4) The detector is then towed to the site. The pipelines and cable,

which have been made neutrally buoyant, are then uncoiled with

ocean going tugs until they meet the vessel. They are attached

to the detector vessel and the vessel is made slightly negatively

buoyant and sunk.

5) Once at the bottom the fluids are exchanged from shore, a process

expected to take 3 to 6 months.

6) Once the fluids are exchanged the volume is dried and cleaned by

using the auxiliary clean-up volume.
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It is important for cost reasons to have a deployment scheme that does not

require operations on the surface of the ocean for any considerable length of

time. We estimate that the actual detector launch could be done in a period

of about 2 weeks* All other operations are done on "terra firma". It is also

important not to require highly specialized ships, the operation of which is

always costly.

c) Risk Management of Ocean Deployment

One of the objections commonly raised regarding the ocean deployment is

that there exists a risk of losing the detector during deployment.

Since this type of operation is new, it is difficult to guarantee that a

detector vessel will never be lost. Thus we envision that for any given mass

to be deployed we will use two or three vessels. The engineering of the

deployment scheme will have assured that the probability of losing any one

vessel is small.

Breaking up the volume into two or more vessels is convenient and

economic since components such as the methanol are re-usable for every vessel,

and the rate of argon delivery is limited in any realistic scenario to periods

of about six to twelve months per ten kilotons.

d. Argon Availability

Argon is abundant, since about 1% of the atmosphere is argon. If our

experimental program used 10 ktons of argon, this would correspond to 2% of

the U.S. production for one year. The cost of the clean argon would be less

than five millon dollars. This is the largest component cost for the

experiment. We will investigate whether or not it would be economic to

operate an on-site dedicated plant as opposed to buying the argon commercially.

e. Cost Considerations

At this point we do not have a detailed and reliable engineering cost

for the experiment. The following considerations, however, indicate that the

performance to cost ratio may ultimately be better than other proposed

detectors:

1) The large structural components are built and assembled in

a shipyard in the vicinity of the final site. The amount
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of steel for the vessel and reinforcement structure should

be less than 500 tons.

2) We will test cell prototypes which are good candidates for

mass production* The total surface of double chambers is
2

less than 6000m • This is a surface comparable in size

for example, to the PEP-4 TPC calorimeter.

3) Due to the high density of information and low noise it

will be possible to multiplex many wires together. We

expect to have only 2000 channels of analog information

for the entire detector.

4) No operations take place on the surface of the ocean other

than during a 2 week deployment period.

5) Risk is managed by not trying to guarantee absolutely the

safety of a single vessel, but rather to have an extremely

high probability of success for one out of two launches.

III. THE LBL R&D PROGRAM

We are presently fabricating a 500 Atm vessel 8 inches in diameter and

75 inches long, an associated gas control system, and high voltage

feedthroughs*

The vessel should be completed by the beginning of August. Following

delivery, we envision a 9 month program of tests to determine the behavior of

TPC1s at high pressures. In particular we will:

1) Check wire multiplication, cell design and stability,

uniformity of gain along the wire and saturation.

2) Perform drift tests and determine the degree of gas

purity required. Test appropriate purification schemes

for the final vessel.

3) Determine gas mixture and drift voltage requirements.

4) Study presence or absence of recombination as a function

of ionization density in the track.
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5) Test fluid exchange method and the degree of clean up

required for different fluids (methanol, lUO).

6) Test final prototypes with particles, in particular, rang-

ing IT'S and IJ'S.

At the same time that we pursue the study of the basic behavior of high

pressure, dense TPC's, we will perform the required engineering studies on

vessel fabrication and deployment, including deep ocean and pressurized deep

underground cavern deployment* We also intend to do a detailed study of the

deployment of a cryogenic liquid TPC deep underground in order to compare

difficulties of deployment.
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Table 1

Comparison of Two Approaches to a Dense Argon TPC

HIGH PRESSURE GAS LIQUID

Gas
Properties

Pressure =500 Atm.

Temperature *= Ambient

p * 0.8 gms/cc

Pressure » Ambient

Temperature - 86 K

P * 1.4 gms/cc

Detection

Proportional wire cells,
wire gain 10^,

High Voltages (40kV cells)
thin wires, stability problems.

Ionization mode (no wire
gain)

Poor signal/noise especially
if there is significant
absorption due to electro-
negative contamination.

Drift
&

Purity

•0.5 MV/m

-10 ppb

-0.1 MV/m

-1 ppb

Deployment

Pressure containment

Deep ocean (thin vessel)

Deep underground pressurized
cavern

Deep underground cryostat.
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TABLE 2
PROTON DECAY

HIGH PRESSURE TPC

PARTICLE SIGNATURE DESCRIPTION

unambiguous : both
particle and
charge id.

interaction (likely for in some Instances we lose
2 body charge identification
decays) only ambiguity

range + decay

unambiguous

unambiguous

(likely for
2 body
decays)

range followed by capture

\

if

in some instances we lose
charge identification
only ambiguity

probably ambiguous
with jvC capture - We
are studying differences
in capture to see whether
we can develop a handle

range followed by capture

maybe ambiguous with T
capture: problem under
study.
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Table 2 (continued)

PARTICLE SIGNATURE

K interaction

DESCRIPTION

\

range + decay

(small we lose charge identification
rate) in some instances of interaction

(small rate because K range is
short)

unambiguous

interaction

\

range + capture

r v^

(small
rate)

we lose charge identification
in some instances: K^YK"
ambiguity

unambiguous

ambiguity e+/e~

ambiguity e+/e~

.. Y... unambiguous

unambiguous

u)°,n°,Ko,po decay into pieces
above and have energy
reconstructed to IX

unambiguous

WVe undetected
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EXP= 6, RUN= 499, EVENT- 1, PIX ID- 10
TR3=r 1OO'0 PNL•'20C00800'X ANL-'80000C00'X

RADJALj VIEW

y v \/y\^V: Y\ // //
, \ ' \\ \\ I; // ///\\ I

FIGURE 1: On-line display of an e+e~ annihilation in the PEP-4 TPC. The
tracks have been folded aziinuthally. Associated with each point
there is a measurement of dE/dx.
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10 kTON HIGH PRESSURE TPC FOR NUCLEON DECAY

25m

OVERALL ARRANGEMENT
R = 12.5 m for lOkTon
detector ot 500 atm.

HV membranesV
Detector plane

FIGURE 2: An example of a high pressure TPC detector with lOkTON of
argon at 500 Atm.
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Detector planes

HV
standoff

Aluminum
extrusion

Sense wires
HV~40kV

HV graded
support column

membrane

Support cables

FIGURE 3: The arrangement of detector elements inside the gas vessel.
Chambers are clamped onto cables and transverse spacings are
maintained hy graded insulators, Only three elements make
the detector: chambers, HV membranes and graded insulators.
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Filling plant •0-25 km

Pipelines and cable

DEPLOYMENT OFFSHORE

5km

AUXILIARY VOLUME FOR
QAS CLEANUP OPERATIONS

200 atm.

500 atm.

FIGURE 4; The operation of the detector near an abruptly dropping
shoreline. A cable carrying power and a signal channel
connect the detector to shore. In addition, two small
diameter pipelines handle fillup of the main vessel and
cleanup of the auxiliary vessel.
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Abstract

The liquid time projection chamber (TPC) concept is reviewed, and the

status of development efforts, particularly at UC Irvine, is given. The

possibility of applying the liquid argon TPC to searches for proton decay and
8

for B solar neutrinos with directional sensitivity is considered. Our

present plan for the development of the liquid TPC is outlined.
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1. Introduction

The concept of the time projection chamber (TPC) is familiar now to most

experimental particle physicists. Many gas TPC'a exist and significant

physics problems are being addressed using these detectors. ''

Figure 1 shows a particular implementation of the liquid argon TPC. '

Ionization electron trails produced by the passage of energetic charged

particles drift in the presence of an applied field to an appropriate readout

region where this charge signal is amplified, digitised, and stored as a

function of time. Segmentation of this readout plane provides two transverse

co-ordinates while drift time provides the third longitudinal co-ordinate.

The characteristics of these detectors are such that the gas TPC and the

liquid TPC can be considered as an "electronic cloud chamber" and an

"electronic bubble chamber", respectively.

Ideally, the liquid TPC medium would be hydrogen. However, free

ionization electrons do not appear to exist in liquid hydrogen, helium or

neon, as inferred from measurements of the drift velocity of negative

ions. Free ionization electrons do exist in the remaining noble liquids,
fa)

i.e. argon, krypton and xenon, f and in many highly symmetric liquid

hydrocarbons, e.g. CH^, CD^, SiCCHj)^, etc. » ' Argon is interesting due to

its inert nature and its low cost; Xenon, its short radiation length; CK^, the

presence of hydrogen; CD^, the presence of deuterium; and SUCHj)^, its high

boiling point (near room temperature).

The lower drift velocity of ionization electrons in liquids as compared to

gases may restrict its applications to areas of physics where expected event

rates are relatively low. Such possibilities still include: experiments using

neutrinos from high energy accelerators, meson factories, nuclear reactors,

cosmic rays, and possibly even the sun; and searches for rare processes such

as neutrinoless double beta decay and proton decay. The application of liquid

xenon for gamma ray detection is interesting, particularly in gamma ray

astronomy, if high spatial end energy resolution can be achieved

simultaneously.

The properties of argon, , xenon^ , and methane (CH^)^ ' relevant for

a liquid TPC are given in Table I. Major differences between the gas and the

liquid TPC can be seen immediately: First, recombination in the liquid is

significant at fields of order 1 kV/cm; Second, due to the high density,

attachment of electrons to impurities can be serious. This implies that
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impurities must be kept to the level of a few parts per billion (10 ) oxygen

equivalent in order to drift electrons up to a meter; Third, the electron

drift velocity is slower in liquids than in gases by about an order of

magnitude. This implies less expensive electronics, especially in analog to

digital conversion; Lastly, particularly in liquid argon, charge

multiplication appears difficult.Vi ' Thus, one operates the detector in the

ionization mode, and low noise preamps are required. It is useful to note

that the limit on spatial resolution from electron diffusion in liquid argon

is about 1 mm at 1 kV/cm after drifting 1 meter.'13^

Much of the recent research on the behavior of electrons in noble liquids

has been carried out by T. Doke and his colleagues. These and other results
(8)

have been summarized in his review paper. More recently, the properties of

liquid methane have been studied by Barabash et al.

II. Development Status at UCI

Table II summarizes efforts on argon purification at UCI. It is clear

that there is steady progress towards both higher purity and larger volumes.

The gas purification system used in these studies is shown schematically in

Figure 2. Variations of this gas purification technique have been tested with

encouraging results, e.g. use of Ridox in place of Hydrox, use of molecular

sieves at lower temperatures, etc. Such studies have not been written up.

Several of these are easily expandable to handle large volumes. Also,

purifiction has been observed in the liquid state though the results have not

been consistent and much remains to be done. ^

Figures 3 and 4 show the 1 liter^15^ and the 50 liter detectors/16^

respectively. The major feature of these detectors is the capability to

adjust the distance between the cathode, and the grid/anode assembly. With a

source at the cathode, the resulting ionization electrons can drift over

distances up to 30 cm. An example of a pulse height spectrum using a Sn

internal conversion source is shown in Figure 5. The energy of these mono-

energetic electrons from * Sn is 364 KeV. Thus, one sees that the energy

resolution is demonstrated to be about 40 KeV. Better energy resolution has

been achieved both in liquid argon' '' and in liquid xenon. Figure 6

shows our measured attenuation length in liquid argon as a function of drift

field.'**' Comparable results have been achieved in liquid xenon.

Table III summarizes other studies with liquid argon at UCI. These

include: Recombination in tracks generated by electrons and alphas^**';
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Demonstration of two dimensional tracking of cosmic rays'"'; and Measurement

of the W value.^ ' Some measurements of the attachment coefficient of O2 and

N2 have also been carried out, but the results have not been fully analyzed.

Figure 7 shows the segmented anode used in the demonstration of two

dimensional tracking. The narrow anode strip spacing is 2.5 mm. The trigger

logic and readout is shown in Figure 8, and examples of tracks are shown in

Figures 9, 10, and 11. Fiducials 1 and 2 are negative signals representing a

collected charge of 3 fC. Fiducial 1 is inserted by a pulse in the external

scintillator, and fiducial 2 is inserted after 20 us by a delayed coincidence

between anode strips 3 and 16. The minumum energy deposited in the liquid

argon sensed by each anode strip is 500 keV. This corresponds to a change of

2.5 fC after recombination. The electronic noise in this system is about 0.5

fC FWHM with an integration time of 2 us. The drift distance between cathode

and grid is 25 cm, and the drift field used is 1 kV/cm. These examples

demonstrate vividly that knock-on electrons of a few MeV are easily seen.

It is interesting to note that the measurement of the W value of liquid

aigon listed in Table III was carried out by 3 undergraduate students at UC

Irvine during the last two academic quarters for an independent research

course. Their measured value agrees, though their uncertainties are about a

factor of two greater than the best published result (~ IX) However,

this demonstrates that liquid argon detectors already belong in the

undergraduate laboratory!

III. Proton Decay and B Solar Neutrinos (Directional)

For an experiment sensitive to proton decay lifetimes in the range of

1O32 - 1033 years, the required detector mass is of order 10 - 10* tons.

This scale is well known and needs no further discussion. For an experiment

sensitive to B solar neutrinos via v e elastic scattering at the rate of one

per day, the required detector mass is of order 10 tons. This scale and the

directional aspects of v e scattering was discussed yesterday by J.

Vandervelde. ' It is useful to elaborate further on this detector scale via

a comparison with a terrestial experiment.

Experiment 225 at LAMPF is a UCI/LANL collaboration to study v e elastic

scattering using neutrinos from stopped 11 and stopped u decays. ^ The

average neutrino energy is ~ 35 MeV and the v^ flux is ~ 3 x 107cm~2-iec~1.

The E225 detector mass is ~ 15 tons and the expected event rate is ~ 1 day"

The average B neutrino energy is ~ 8 MeV and the flux, consistent with the
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observation by R. Davis/24^ i i ~ 2 x 106 cm"2 - sec"1/25* Since the vge

scattering cross section is proportional to incident neutrino energy, the

LAMPF cross section is ~ 4 times the B cross section. Thus the resulting

flux times cross section at LAMPF is ~ 60 tines that anticipated from B. For

an event rate of ~ 1 per day, the B detector must be 60 times larger than the

LAMPF detector, i.e. ~ 103 tons.

It is useful to visualize the parameters of a detector at this scale.

Consider a right circular cylinder of 20 m diameter and 20 m long. The mass

of liquid argon in this cylinder is ~ 8,800 tons. If octagonal electrodes are

used, the sensitive mass of liquid argon would be ~ 7,900 tons. Construction

of the electrode planes would be easier if these are vertical. This suggests

that the cylinder axis is horizontal.

Discussions with cryogenic engineers about the construction and operation

of such an insulated vessel deep underground have elicited substantial

interest. Table IV gives the estimated cost of such a detector system deep

underground. The costs of access shaft(s) and (possibly large) safety

associated items are not included. Items 1-4 and parts of item 6 can fall

within the purview of several large engineering corporations, e.g., Fluor,

Bechtel, etc.

Item 5 is determined by the number of channels of electronics required and

the degree of multiplexing that may be possible. To be specific, we assume

that a one meter drift space is used. For proton decay, 2 cm sampling may be

adequate. Traversal by a minimum ionizing particle deposits 4 MeV and creates

~ 27 fC total in electrons which results in a signal of ~ 18 fC after

recombination. Taking (20 m) aa the readout volume, one sees that 40,000

channels are required. For solar neutrinos, 4 mm sampling may be adequate.

This gives a signal of ~ 3.6 fC. Taking (10 m) as the readout volume, one

sees that 50,000 channels are required. A combined proton decay/solar

neutrino detector would require 80,000 channels, assuming that the central

(10 m) is for solar neutrinos. If the cost is taken to be $150/channel, then

80,000 channels would cost 12 M$. This cost can be reduced by multiplexing,

and a factor of 4, i.e. the level of 3 M$, may be possible.

Further investigations are essential to establish the feasibility of the

detector system outlined above. On the technical side: Purifying and

maintaining the purity of large volumes of argon (~ tons) has not yet been

attempted; Engineering aspects of a large underground liquid argon TPC have
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not been considered; and Additional effort in design of low noise preaapa with

high input capacitance (~ 1 nF) needs to be encouraged. On the physics

side: For proton decay, particle indentification via dE/dx needs further work

since recombination can substantially reduce the amount of collected charge;

For solar neutrinos, understanding potential backgrounds, both cosmic ray and

radioactive, is critical. For the detector outlined here, I believe that

internal contaminants, e.g., in electrodes, produce potentially the most

serious problems.

IV. Present Plans at UCi;

Our plans for the development of liquid TPC's over the next year

include: Demonstration of three dimensional tracking in liquid argon; Studies

using other liquids, e.g., Xe, CH^,....; Observation of scintillation light,

and measurement of scintillation light attentuation; and Demonstration of

argon purification, and its maintenance at the next size scale, i.e., ~ 10

tons.

The demonstration of three dimensional tracking is well under way. The

initial attempt will use an interwoven segmented anode made out of a printed

circuit board with plated through holes. A spatial resolution of 2.5 mm is

still intended.

A new detector with an internal volume of ~ 2 liters has been built. It

will be tested this summer, initially with argon. This new detector can be

used with a variety of liquids, and can contain a photomultiplier tube for

scintillation light studies.

Our efforts are beginning on the demonstration of argon purification at

the 10 ton scale. Figure 12 shows a schematic of the various components, and

Figure 13 shows a possible layout of this system. If appropriate funds can be

found, this demonstration can be completed in the next year.

V. Summary

It is useful to emphasize that the implementation of liquid TPC's ,

particularly liquid argon, makes use of existing technology. The purification

techniques, the low noise preamplifiers, and the waveform digitizers are all

commercially available. In addition, neither the preamps nor the digitizers

are at the present state-of-the-art. The purification techniques for argon

have been available for some time although the required purity levels had not

been demonstrated. We note that our method to measure the effective purity

level was invented almost three decades agoP ' Once the required purity
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level is achieved, the liquid argon TPC performs as expected.

A brief examination of several essential aspects of very large (raulti-

kiloton) liquid argon TPC'a suggests that such detectors are feasible both

technically and financially. A detector with such sensitivity shows great

promise in a variety of applications including searches for proton decay and

solar neutrinos. Thus, further development of such detectors is imperative.
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TABLE I

Properties of Several Liquid TPC Media

Ar Xe CH4

Boiling Point @ 1 atm (°K)

Density @ B.P. (gm/cm3)

dx I min (MeV/cm)

Radiation length (cm)

87.5

1.4

2.1

14.0

23.6

30

0.15

2

20

166.1

3.5

4 .4

2.6

15.6

16

0.20

1.9

80

109

0.47

1.2

99 .

27

65

0.07

5

_

Average Ionization Energy (eV)

Recombination @ 1 kV/cm (%)

Attachment Coefficient
a , (an-ppaO/CkV/cm)

vD @ 1 kV/cm (10
5 cm/aec)

Diffusion Coefficient, D
(? 1 kV/ctn (cm2/sec)

T. Doke, Portgal. Phys. _12_, 9 (1981).

*A. S. Barabash et al., Nucl. Instr. & Meth. 186, 525 (1981).
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TABLE II

Purification Studies with Liquid Argon at UC Irvine

Detector Vol.

(liters)

1

1

1

50

50

50

\

(cm)

> 8

35

35

55

170

170

9 E

(kV/cm)

-

2

2

1.6

1.0

1.0

P

(ppb)*

*100

10

10

5

< 1

«5 1

i£
dt

(ppb /day)

-

-

-

0.14

0.5

0.5

Reference

27

15

28

16

29

14

Impurity level is given in oxygen equivalent.
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TABLE III

Other Studies with Liquid Argon at VC Irvine

Detector Vol. Results Reference
(liters)

Recombination studies 30
using Sn source.

Recombination studies 31
using 113Sn and 241Am

sources.

1 As above plus current 19
measurements using

Sn source.

50 Observation of two- 6
dimensional tracks.

50 Measurement of 20
W-value.
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TABLE IV

Estimated Cost of a Large Underground Liquid Argon TPC
for Proton Decay and Solar Neutrinos

Number Item M $

(1) Cryogenic Vessel (x2 ?) 3

(2) Excavation (x2 ?) 3

(3) 10* tons L. Argon (plant ?) 5

(4) Refrigeration (plant ?) 5

(5) Electronics 3-12

(6) Electrodes & readout planes 5

(7) Miscellaneous 6

30 - 45 M$
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Fig. 7

The segmented anode used in the demonstration
of two dimensional tracking
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Schematic of the trigger logic and data acquisition
for two dimensional tracking
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OTHER PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS AT THE HOMESTAKE MINE

M.L. Cherry, I. Davidson, K. Lande, C.K. Lee, E. Marshall, R.I. Steinberg

Dept. of Physics, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104

The Homestake Gold Mine presently houses the

Brookhaven solar neutrino experiment and a

300-ton water Cerenkov detector at a depth of

4200 meters water equivalent. The Cerenkov

detector has been used to study nucleon decay,

multiple unions, and neutrino bursts. An array

of liquid scintillator, with surface area of

130 m , is presently being constructed to

measure magnetic monopoles, neutrino oscillations,

underground muons, and neutrino bursts. At the
o

same time, a 1 km extensive air shower array

is being built on the surface in order to measure

the high energy cosmic ray composition with

simultaneous surface and underground shower

measurements. Future plans call for a 1406-ton

liquid scintillator Tracking Spectrometer to

measure nucleon decay, n-n transitions, and

the low energy cosmic ray neutrino spectrum.

We describe the present results and the possi-

bilities for physics other than nucleon decay

in the nucleon decay detectors.

I. INTRODUCTION

The growing interest in searches for nucleon decay has also

focused attention on a series of other Important particle physics

questions that can best be answered in a non-accelerator, low-

background environment. The nucleon decay detectors themselves can

300
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carry out several of these experiments, including:

1) the search for massive magnetic monopoles;

2) a search for neutron-antineutron annihilation in nuclei;

3) an investigation of neutrino transmission through the earth

and the possibility of either vacuum or matter oscillations;

4) a study of neutrinos from extraterrestrial sources, in

particular collapsing stars; and

5) the measurement of the multiplicity and transverse

momentum distributions of cosmic ray muons. This study

in conjunction with a surface extensive air shower array

(to determine the energy of the cosmic ray primaries)

permits a measurement of the primary mass composition.

The existing 300-ton water Cerenkov detector at Homestake and the

proposed 1400-ton Tracking Spectrometer nucleon decay experiment

are capable of carrying out all of these measurements. In this

report, we describe the Homestake program, summarize the non-proton

decay results from the water Cerenkov detector, and describe the

studies to be carried out in the future. We limit ourselves, however,

to the physics obtainable with the nucleon decay detectors; the Cl

and 6a solar neutrino detectors have been described elsewhere .
2

The 1400-ton Homestake Tracking Spectrometer will make possible
32

a search for nucleon decay up to a lifetime of 5 x 10 years. The

first set of 200 scintillator elements, covering the outside of a

hollow 8m x 8m x 16m box, will be installed in the mine shortly, and

will be used as a large-area detector for GUTs monopoles (Section

II) and neutrino oscillations (Section III). In Section IV, we

describe the possibility of searching for n-n oscillations in the full

Tracking Spectrometer. The present Homestake detector has been used
3

to study underground muons and to search for neutrino bursts
A

from collapsing stars , as well as to place a lower limit of
30 5

1.5 - 3 x 10 years on the proton decay lifetime . We

summarize our present muon results in Section V. The composition of

the cosmic ray beam near 10 eV can be determined by combining

the underground muon observations with simultaneous measurements of
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the showers at the earth's surface. A surface air shower array is

presently being constructed; the composition measurement with the

combined surface array-underground telescope is described In

Section VI. In Section VII we summarize the present results of our

search for neutrino bursts from collapsing stars.

II. MAGNETIC MONOFOLES AND THE HOMESTAKE LIQUID SCINTILLATOR TELESCOPE

The Grand Unified Theories that predict nucleon decay also

predict the existence of magnetic monopoles with mass "'lO GeV.

These 't Hooft-Polyakov monopoles would have been produced in the

early stages of the universe with a flux density comparable to that

of nucleons. Although there are no direct estimates of the density

of monopoles remaining today, upper limits can be established from

considerations of closure of the universe and stability of galactic

magnetic fields, which suggest that on a large scale the mean flux
-4 -2 -1 -1

of monopoles can be no greater than 10 m yr sr . These limits

do not apply to monopoles trapped in local substructure of the

Galaxy — for example, monopoles orbiting like micrometeoroids in

the Sun's gravitational field . The expected velocities of such
-4

local monopoles would then be 3̂ ~ 10 , comparable to the velocities

of the earth in the solar system and the solar system in the Galaxy.

Cabrera has recently reported the possible detection of a
2

magnetic monopole with magnetic charge 137e/2 in a 20 cm

superconducting loop. The flux corresponding to one event in six
-2 -1 -1

months is 0.6 cm yr sr , much higher than the maximum fluxes

allowed by the galactic field and closure constraints. The only way

to explain such a high apparent flux (assuming it to be real) is to

postulate some sort of local enhancement like the gravitational

trapping mechanism. The low monopole velocity in the gravitational

trapping model is also handy to explain away the fact that several

larger detectors have reported only upper limits to the flux: the

velocity threshold of other monopole searches was typically /4-vlO ,

so only Cabrera's device was sensitive to slow monopoles (Table 1).

Ahlen and Klnoshita suggest that monopoles lose 2 MeV cm

g"1 at /9" 1CT , the same as minimum ionizing particles, and that
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Table 1. Massive Monopole Searches

Flux Range Threshold Flux

Cabrera

Ullman

Bologna

Baksan

Mclntyre
& Webb

(cm sec sr )

6xlO-10

< 6x10"11

< 2x10"12

< lxl0"14

4X10"15

(proposed)

Homestake 2x10~13

(proposed)

1 -

.001 -

.6 -

• J

.5 -

.8 -

io-4

lO"4

.007

.001

.001

10"4

none

°-14 \d.
25Imin

°'25 Vta
1 0 ^ n

(cm

1

1

1

1

1

0.1-0.01 I . 4
min

sec sr )

X

X

X

X

X

X

io-2

io-2

io-2

1O"5

10"5

10"9

dE/dx Increases linearly with velocity up to fi - 10~ (Fig. 1).

Since the ionization efficiency of such slow monopoles is likely to

be on the order of or less than 10%, a detector sensitive to slow

monopoles must produce hundreds of detectable ion pairs for a

throughgoing minimum ionizing particle. One example of such a

detector is a thick liquid scintillator. With a scintillator

thickness of 15-20 g cm , a monopole threshold at 10% of mininum

ionizing corresponds to a 3-4 MeV energy deposit, above the level of

typical energy deposits from background radioactivity. In addition,

in a 30 cm thick scintillator, the pulse width is 1//S ns, thus

providing an appreciable broadening of the detector pulse for slow

monopoles and thus another constraint on the monopole signal.

A meaningful improvement over present results thus requires a

search with a very large area detector at a very low threshold. In

order to suppress cosmic ray-induced background, a deep mine site

is desirable. Experiments performed at the surface of the earth are

troubled not only by muons, which can be partially shielded by

appropriate anticoincidence counters, but by neutral components of

cosmic rays which can penetrate veto counters and can simulate both

fast and slow monopoles. Slow monopole simulation by these cosmic

ray secondaries is particularly serious since the typically small

energy deposits will match those expected from monopoles, but
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heavily Ionizing fast monopoles can also be mimicked by muon

bundles. This latter problem will be compounded if there is

saturation of the readout electronics and the full ionizatlon

cannot be measured. In a deep underground location not only are

there very few muons to confuse the interpretation, but the muons

that exist are strongly peaked in the vertical direction and are

thus readily distinguishable from monopoles which are likely to

be isotropic.

In Fig. 2 we show the monopole telescope to be constructed

at Homestake in collaboration with B. Cleveland, R. Davis, and D.

Lowenstein at Brookhaven. It consists of a hollow 8m x 8m x 16m box of

30cm x 30cm x 8m liquid scintillation detectors surrounding the

existing Cl solar neutrino tank. Each of the 200 scintillator

elements is a teflon-lined FVC box containing a low-cost liquid

scintillator developed to have excellent light collection and

transmission characteristics, a light attenuation length greater than

8 m, excellent long-term stability, a high flash point, and low
2

toxiclty . Each detector element is viewed by two 5-inch

photomultiplier tubes in coincidence, one at each end. The detector

elements have been developed for the proposed 1400-ton Homestake

Tracking Spectrometer nucleon decay experiment, which will consist of

three 8m x 8m x 8m stacks with a sensitivity corresponding to a total
32

nucleon lifetime of 5 x 10 yrs. This sensitivity is made

possible by a combination of excellent energy resolution (+ 4.2Z,

more than sufficient to produce a sharp total energy peak at 938 MeV

for neutrinoless nucleon decay modes), + 1.3 ns time resolution,

spatial resolution of + 15 cm (0.32 radiation lengths), and a very
-2 -1 7

low muon background flux (1100 m yr , a factor of 10

below the surface muon flux). Fast muons passing through the midpoint

of one of our modules produce an average of 350 photoelectrons at

each photomultiplier. A particle Ionizing at 1/100 of minimum would

thus produce 3-4 photoelectrons at each photomultiplier and so

would be easily visible. Accidentals from ambient radioactivity

will probably limit the two-layer detector to an effective

threshold of 5 MeV, or about 102 of minimum ionizing, however.
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We will have available several pieces of information allowing

us to identify a traversing monopole depending on its velocity and

ionization: 1) the pulse widths in the entering and exiting counters

should each be 1 ns//3 ; 2) the delay between the pulses in the

entering and exiting counters should be 25 ns//3 ; and 3) both

pulse heights should be consistent with expectations for a monopole

at the velocity determined by 2). For the velocities of interest,

the delay time between the two counter pulses will be 25-250^ct sec.

Such long delays can only be correlated in a very low background

environment, such as that available in a deep mines The most severe

background will be due to two independent, traversing muons, each

of which is detected in only one of the two counters through which

they pass. The accidental coincidence rate for independent muons is

4 x 10 yr . This accidental rate will be further reduced by conside-

ration of the pulse heights and widths in the two counters and by

the necessity of missing the second pulse of each of the two

accidentally correlated muons. The accidental backgrounds

associated with local radioactivity will be measured in situ and

will determine our effective ionization threshold.
2

The detector array provides an aperture of 1500 m sr. One

event per year would thus represent a flux of 2 x 10 cm sec sr ,

about 3 x 10 times the Cabrera flux.

III. ATMOSPHERIC NEUTRINOS

There is considerable interest in the energy distribution,

flux, and angular distribution of cosmic ray neutrinos. Not only

does a measurement of the neutrino spectrum provide information

about the production mechanism in cosmic ray interactions, but it

also makes possible studies of neutrino oscillations, backgrounds

for nucleon decay searches, and direct production of neutrinos at

very high energies.

The experimental data on the cosmic ray neutrino flux and

energy spectrum is very sparce. For neutrinos above 1 GeV the

spectrum can be calculated from the observed spectrum of cosmic ray

muons that reach the surface of the earth. In this calculation it
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is necessary to assume the energy dependence of the pion-to-kaon

ratio and the fraction of directly produced neutrinos. Since the

muon intensity is measured only in the energy range 2 GeV £ E ^ 10

TeV, the neutrino spectrum below and above this range can only be

determined by extrapolation or modeling. The neutrino flux below

1 GeV is particularly important as the background for nucleon decay
o

searches. Using the calculations of Osborne and Young , we

find that the interaction rate per nucleon corresponds to an
30

apparent nucleon lifetime of 3 x 10 yrs. This rate would give

rise to 100 interactions per year in a 500 ton detector. The 140

ton Kolar detector has reported several fully-contained candidate

proton decay events. The identification of these events as proton

decays depends critically, however, on statistical arguments based

on calculations of neutrino Interaction rates which indicate that

the events are unlikely to be caused by masquerading neutrinos. A

direct measurement of the neutrino background is therefore crucial

to check the background for the KGF and other large presently-

operating nucleon decay detectors.

A neutrino oscillation measurement is also extremely exciting.

By measuring the rate of neutrino-induced muons as a function of

zenith angle, the Homestake scintlllator array can study neutrino

flight paths over the range 100 - 10 km, and thus permits a

search for 10"1 eV2 > im2 > 10~3 eV2. This is among

the most sensitive mass difference investigations possible with

terrestrial neutrino sources and is inferior only to the mass

difference sensitivity of the Gallium solar neutrino experiment.

High energy cosmic ray muon neutrinos interact in the rock around

the detector, producing unions which then traverse the detector.

Neutrino oscillations would cause the muon neutrinos to convert

into electron or tau neutrinos, both of which are unlikely to

produce signals in our muon detector box. Electron neutrinos

interacting in the rock will give rise to electrons which shower in

the rock and thus have secondaries of very limited range. At low

energies, tau neutrinos can undergo only neutral current

scattering, while at higher energies the produced taus will decay
37

almost immediately into short-range secondaries. The Cl tank in
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ttie detector core provides a muon energy threshold E^JJ 2 GeV,

thereby suppressing the contribution of union-decay neutrinos (and

therefore the effect of an admixture of electron neutrinos). The

absence of neutrino oscillations is characterized by a flux of

muons per unit solid angle that is independent of zenith angle. The

oscillation of muon neutrinos into either electron or tau neutrinos

will result in a reduction of muons as the zenith angle and thus

the neutrino flight path is increased. In the absence of

oscillations, we expect about 200 neutrino-induced auons per year.

The reduction in intensity and the angular range in which this

reduction begins will determine both the mass difference and the

mixing angle (Fig. 3).

The fine angular resolution of our detector « 3°) will

also permit a search for the matter oscillations predicted by

Wolfenstein several years ago. His suggestion is that, since

electron and muon neutrinos see different potentials in traversing

matter, they will build up a phase shift and thus oscillate. In

order to give rise to measurable oscillation it would be necessary

to traverse a significant fraction of the earth's diameter. These

matter oscillations will occur for zenith angles Q > 145° and will

be characterized by violent oscillations with periods of several

degrees in zenith angle. This phenomenon should not only be

detectable in our experiment but should be distinguishable from

vacuum oscillations (Fig. 4).

IV. NEUTRON-ANTINEUTRON CONVERSION

In addition to iB • 1 violations of baryon number, some

theories predict ^B • 2 processes. With £ B - 2, n«*n

conversion becomes possible. The experimental signature of such an

event is clear—the n immediately annihilates with another nucleon

in the same nucleus and releases 2 GeV of rest mass energy, mainly

in the form of low energy pions. (The average number of pions Is

approximately 5, roughly evenly distributed among TC , 7C~, and rc°.)

Such an event should be clearly visible in a nucleon decay detector

such as the Homestake Tracking Spectrometer. H. Anderson has
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suggested doing an n-n experiment by Installing duplicates of the

Tracking Spectrometer liquid scintillator elements in the neutron

beam at the Los Alamos Omega West reactor • The experiment can

also be performed underground at Homestake simultaneously with the

nucleon decay search.

The best existing limit for this sort of event comes from the

Homestake water Cerenkov data, where we searched for •**• •• ft decays

in 150 tons of water. In 407 days, we observed 5 2-module events,

moving up or to the side, unaccompanied by a veto from the top

scintillator or the bottom Cerenkov tank, with observed energies

less than 2 GeV. There were 7 comparable events with a veto, so

that we take an upper limit to our observed n-n candidates to be 2.
31

The total exposure time was 6.5 x 10 nucleon-yrs, so we find a

lower limit to the n-n lifetime to be

p -1 (6.5 x 1031 nucleon-yrs) x B 30
1 n-n ' 2 candidate events * 1 U y

where B<v0.3 is the probability of producing and detecting a

decay muon following a neutron oscillation event. Using the very

conservative Mohapatra-Marshak estimate , we find a rate

where the matrix element H » £m x an overlap Integral between

two nucleons is H <v 0.01 £m, and dN/dE — (1 CeV) . The experi-

mental limit then gives a mixing time

X - */ £m > 3 x 105 sec.

This is already larger than several theoretical estimates

The full 1400-ton Tracking Spectrometer will have energy

resolution good enough to check that the total energy released is

close to 2 GeV, and (unlike a Cerenkov counter) will have an energy

threshold low enough (Emin'
w'l M e V i n a single element) to see

nonrelativistic particles and hence measure the full energy loss.

Accurate timing resolution will make it possible to determine that
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particles are. fiowi&g away from a vertex, and to verify momentum

conservation. Spatial resolution of + 0.3 radiation lengths makes

it possible to identify tracks flowing out from a vertex, and

determine thi multiplicity unambiguously. With a slow neutron flux

of 3 x 10 sec in the Omega West experiment, Anderson expects

a sensitivity of T> 10 sec in a 200 day run. A similar

seisitivity will be attainable at Homestake.

V. UNDERGROUND MUONS AND THE HOMESTAKE WATER CERENKOV DETECTOR

High energy cosmic rays are a unique tool with which to probe

simultaneously basic phenomena in astrophysics and particle physics.

There is great astrophysical interest in the region around

10 eV, an energy range too high for direct observations and

below most air shower experiments. There appears to be agreement

that there ie a change in slope in the primary cosmic ray spectrum.

The steepening in the spectrum may reflect the upper energy limit

of the acceleration process, a changing source mechanism, a new

class of sources, or energy- or charge-dependent propagation

effects. At energies up to 100 GeV/nucleon, cosmic ray path lengths

in interstellar space are clearly observed to decrease with

increasing energy. If this trend continues, then at energies near

10 eV, where the gyroradius becomes comparable to the thickness

of the galactic disk, the composition measured at earth should

approach closely to the original source composition. In addition,

recent analyses of air shower data indicate the onset of sizeable

anisotroples near 10 eV. Statistically significant direct

measurements of the composition will soon be extended to energies

well above 1 TeV/nucleon with JACEE and Spacelab, and many of the

uncertainties in the particle physics and interaction models will

be resolved up to laboratory energies above 10 eV at the new

CERN and FNAL colliders, so that it appears both interesting and

timely to study the region of the cosmic ray spectrum between

101* and 1016 eV12'13.

The existing Homestake water Cerenkov detector (Fig. 5)

consists of a water Cerenkov counter and liquid scintillation
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Table 2.

Comparison of Underground Detectors

Detector Depth

(mwe)

Kolar Gold Field (India)

150 tons iron
proportional count,
scintillator

7600
3400
900

Mt. Blanc (France/Italy)

150 tons iron

Frejus (France/Italy)

1500 tone iron

5000

4200

Homestake Gold Mine (US)

300 tons water
scintillator array
1406 tons scint.

Grand Sasso (Italy)
A

10 tons iron
Kami oka (Japan)

3000 tons water

Soudan Mine (US)

30 tons Fe/concrete
1000 tons Fe/concr.

Park City (US)

1000 tons water

Morton Salt Mine (US)
A

10 tons water

Baksan Valley (USSR)
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4 x 6
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2 x 2
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3 x 3
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16 x 16
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2
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3 0

3 1,
3 1,
3 1
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0.7
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0.6 0.

0.3

0.2
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(GeV/c)

3 •

1 •
0

0

.9 •

.5 •

.5 -

.5 •

0,

0.
0.

0.

5 -

0.

0.

- 4
- 2
.1

.8

- 2.6

- 3
- 3
- 5

.9

.1

.3

,3

• 0.8

3

1

Status

Operating
Proposed
Operating

Operating

Proposed

Operating
Under const
Proposed

Proposed

Proposed

Operating
Proposed

Under const

Operating

Operating

Operating
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2
detector, with an upper surface area of 113 m , surrounding the
37

Cl Brookhaven solar neutrino detector. Located at a depth of

1480 meters of rock (4200 meters of water equivalent) in the

Homestake Gold Mine, Lead, South Dakota, the device has been used

to study the high-energy won component of showers generated by

10 - 10 eV/nucleon cosmic ray primaries. Muons observed deep

underground are unique among cosmic ray components in that they

carry direct information about the initial stages of the shower. In

order to reach our depth, muons must have roughly 2.7 TeV at the

surface of the earth. Such muons can be produced by primary protons

with energies in excess of 10 eV or by primary iron with energies
14above a few times 10 eV (Fig. 6). A proton generally gives rise

to a single high energy muon while an iron, consisting of a super-

position of 56 separate nucleons, has a large probability of

multiple muon production, particularly above 10 eV. For small

showers (E < 10 eV) we expect to observe single muons

primarily from cosmic ray protons, while for large showers (E >

10 eV) we expect a mix of single and multiple unions from

protons and heavy (nominally iron) primaries.

The only existing or contemplated underground detectors

sufficiently deep to measure muons at energies above 1 TeV are at

Frejus, Mt. Blanc, Grand Sasso, Kolar, and Homestake. All other

present or planned detectors are at depths significantly less than

4200 m.w.e. and consequently vertical muon thresholds less than 1

TeV. We have listed the dimensions, energy thresholds, and maximum

detectable p for all the underground detectors in Table 2.

In eighteen months of running with the present detector, we

have observed 7124 vertical muon events:

Table 3. Rate of multiple muons

Multiplicity Number of events

1 6814

2 275

3 31

4 4

>4 0
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The multiple union rates and lateral distribution have been presented

and discussed in ref. 3. The plon transverse momentum can be derived

from the observed number N(r) of underground muon pairs as a function

of the separation r. If dN/dr is the number of such events/meter of

separation in an observation time t, solid angle JX, and total

detector area A, then the separation distribution can be expressed

in terms of the decoherence curve

f (1>€(r)AiU f
 (1>

where € (r) is the geometric efficiency with which a union pair can be

detected at a given separation r. The measured decoherence curve is

shown as the solid points in Fig. 7, together with the earlier Utah
14

results at 4000 and 4800 m.w.e. The Utah points are corrected for the

difference in altitude and zenith angle between Utah and Homestake.

The results of several accelerator and cosmic ray experiments

indicate a slow increase of <Pt> with ./I", as shown in Table 4.

In particular, the Utah results, based on Monte Carlo calculations

assuming a mixture of protons and iron in the primary beam, give

<p,.> ranging from 500 to 670 MeV/c, depending on the details of
15

their models. The CERN pp results at JT - 540 GeV give <p > - 500
3

MeV/c. Elbert et al. have performed a full Monte Carlo

simulation of our results, and have obtained reasonable agreement with

a model assuming <pt> - 500 MeV/c and an iron-to-proton ratio

Table 4. Summary of <pfc> for recent high energy experiments.

JT (GeV) <pt> (MeV/c)

14
20
53
180
200

170 - 400
200 - 400
200 - 1200

540
400 - 600

325 +
340
350

400 +
440 +
500 -
570

140 -
500
500

2

20
20
670

500

FNAL
FNAL
ISR
balloon
balloon
Utah underground muons
air showers
Chacaltaya
CERN Collider
present experiment
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increasing with energy and reaching unity at a primary energy near

100 TeV/nucleon.

The primary composition is most sensitive to the rates of
3

multiple unions. Elbert et al. find that the results may be

consistent with either a proton-rich spectrum based on an extra-

polation of direct particle-by-particle balloon and satellite

measurements at low energies (below 100 GeV), or an iron-rich

spectrum based on the indirect measurements of hadrons in air

shower cores by the Maryland group at 10 - 1000 TeV. Calcula-

tions have been performed for a variety of different spectra and

compositions, but no combination has been found which reproduces

the full set of data In detail. The primary energy range of the

present experiment is not a measured quantity, and can be

determined only with the detailed Monte Carlo shower studies of

ref. 3. The experiment is sensitive to primary cosmic rays of
i A 15

10 -10 eV, although the typical energy of primaries producing

underground unions is 100 - 200 TeV/nucleon. We are presently

installing an air shower array on the surface above the under-

ground detector in order to provide this measurement directly.

VI. MEASUREMENTS OF COSMIC RAY COMPOSITION WITH A COMBINED SURFACE

AIR SHOWER ARRAY AND DEEP UNDERGROUND DETECTOR

Previous experiments at air shower energies (including our

own) have used either the surface measurements or the underground

muon data to extract the composition information, and have produced

results which are highly model-dependent and plagued by the

unavoidable difficulties attendant upon separating out the

imperfectly-known particle physics effects from the astrophysical

effects of composition and energy spectrum. With the combination of

a surface array and a deep underground detector, we will have

both types of data available simultaneously. By measuring the total

energy/nucleus on the surface and the energy/nucleon underground we

will determine the composition in a way which depends essentially

on energetics, and very little on the detailed calculations of

specific Interaction and propagation models.
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In attempting to probe the composition using the underground

data alone, one can compare the rate of multiple underground muons

to the rate of singles. This amounts to comparing the integral flux

of iron above 10 eV (together with the contribution of still

higher energy protons) with the much greater integral flux of

protons below 10 eV. Small inaccuracies can then be inordinately

important. On the other hand, one enhances the composition informa-

tion by tagging the underground union data with the shower size

measured on the surface, so that one is measuring muon multiplici-

ties in fixed shower size windows, and relating protons to iron at

comparable total energies.

Of the five deep detectors, only Kolar and Homestake have

acceptably smooth and accessible surface terrain for a shower

array. The Kolar group has in fact already operated an air shower

array over a shallow (220 GeV threshold) underground detector, and

presently plan an air shower array above a deeper (1 km) under-

ground detector in order to increase their muon threshold and make

it possible to study the composition in the 10 eV range.

We are currently adding an extensive air shower array on the

earth's surface above the Homestake deep underground detector. The

array will consist of approximately 100 particle detectors, each
2 2

3 m , deployed over an area of roughly 1 km at a depth in the
2

atmosphere of 850 g. Together with a 200 m underground detector,

these surface detectors will constitute a large solid angle (0.5

sr), large aperture, high energy threshold cosmic ray telescope.

The experiment will be carried out as a collaborative effort with

the University of Leeds/ Haverah Park air shower group (A. Watson,

J. Lloyd-Evans, R. Reid), the Tata Institute/Kolar Gold Fields

group (R. Sivaprasad), the University of Texas (E. Fenyves), and

the South Dakota School of Mines and Technology (T. Ashworth).

In order to predict the detector performance, we have

performed Monte Carlo calculations simulating one year's worth of

cosmic ray events. The calculations have been based on the Monte

Carlo code developed at Bartol and Utah by Gaisser, Elbert, Stanev,

and their collaborators. In Figs. 8a and 8b, we show the

distributions of observed muon number vs observed electron number
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for one year's worth of protons and Iron, respectively. Only events

which trigger the underground detector are shown. As expected, the

proton distribution is strongly concentrated at the 1 muon level.

At observed shower sizes above about N -100 (corresponding to
15slightly above 10 eV), iron nuclei begin generating copious

numbers of detected muons. The distributions are dramatically

different. By choosing both N and N^, one can clearly

determine whether a particular event Is more likely to be derived

from a parent sample of protons or iron.

It is impossible to perform this sort of discrimination using

just the underground union number. For examj. *., N^, - 4 may come
15

from an iron with N - 100 (2 x 10 eV), or it may come from a
e 15

proton with Ne - 1000 (3 x 10 eV). For some compositions and

spectral mixes, such protons will be much more abundant than the

iron, while for other spectral mixes, the reverse is true. Like-

wise, N^ - 11 may be due equally well a priori to iron with N -

103 (6 x 1015 eV) or to protons with observed Ng - 10* (2 x 10
16

eV). Again, a flat iron spectrum would have to be suppressed at an

energy near 6 x 10 eV, so that it is quite possible that the flux

of 2 x 10 eV protons might be large compared to the 6 x 10 eV

iron flux, and the underground muon observation alone could not

discriminate between iron and protons.

At energies below about 1 TeV, observations on balloons and

spacecraft have measured the cosmic ray spectrum and composition

directly with emulsions and counters. At higher energies, experi-

ments like the Utah and Homestake underground muon studies and the

Maryland air shower core measurements have provided data which can

be fit to Monte Carlo calculations assuming specific models of the

primary spectrum and composition. These latter experiments have

provided tantalizing suggestions of a large abundance of heavy

primary cosmic rays. But, as shown In ref. 3, the interpretation of

these experiments is not at all straightforward, and certainly not

unique. By adding an air shower array on the surface above the

underground detector at Homestake, we will be adding the capability

to take data which clearly discriminate between protons and iron,

and above all permit us to analyze our data using a straightforward
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algorithm which does not depend on the details of a Monte Carlo

calculation of assumed primary spectrum and composition.

VII. NEUTRINO BURSTS FROM COLLAPSING STARS

In the final gravitational collapse of a sufficiently massive

8tar, a sudden drop In the electron degeneracy pressure supporting

the stellar core can lead to the release of a large pulse of

electron capture neutrinos, thermal V ~ V pairs, and (in the case

of an asymmetric collapse) gravitational radiation. The total
53 58

energy radiated may be 10 ergs, corresponding to nearly 10

neutrinos with energies of 10 - 100 MeV. The rate of such events

per galaxy is highly uncertain, but rates of once every 10-40

years have been suggested based on optical and radio surveys of

supernovae in external galaxies and supernova remnants in our own

galaxy. Pulsar birth rates have indicated collapse rates as high as

once every 4 - 6 years.

In order to detect neutrino bursts, a lengthy search Is

required with massive, well-shielded detectors located deep under-

ground or underwater, having a low background counting rate and a

high efficiency for detecting low-energy V and y . For the parti-
18

cular case of the model described by Freedman et al. , a burst of

1058 10 - 20 MeV ) ^ and j£at the Galactic Center would result in

10 - 20 interactions in the Homestake Cerenkov detector in less

than a second, with roughly equal contributions from \>t and2£ •

The main detector background is due to Compton scattering of

gamma rays from local radioactivity. In order to separate clusters

of counts due to real neutrino bursts from this steady radioactivity-

induced background, we study the distribution of events in time —

i.e., we look for bursts of N events occurring within a time

interval t» shorter than would be expected from random statistics.

The relation between N and t» such that we would expect one random

background burst per year Is shown as the smooth curve in Fig. 9.

Also shown is the experimentally observed distribution for 384

effective days of "on time". The points in the lower right-hand

region of the figure are uninteresting, and have been artificially
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suppressed for clarity. There is excellent agreement between the

predicted curve and the observed upper boundary of our events,

indicating that there is no unanticipated background or source

giving rise to a burst rate appreciably greater than the aaximun

predicted collapsing star rates., There is a clearly defined region

above the distribution in Fig. 9 in which a potential astronomical

signal could be unambiguously identified; this region of the graph

is empty. Although our data indicate no evidence of neutrino bursts

over a period of about a year, the results clearly demonstrate that

the background rate is sufficiently low to permit the detection of

events consisting of 5 or more neutrino counts within 0.1 sec or

less, or more than 10 counts in several seconds, corresponding to a
CO

burst of f10 neutrinos with E >, 10 MeV at the Galactic Center.

It is interesting to consider the effect of massive neutrinos

on a burst search. For a source at a distance d emitting neutrinos

with energies E. and E», the effect of a non-zero mass m is to

introduce a dispersion in the flight time from the source to the

earth, given by .

V / — -*- }

2
If m - 10 eV/c , then a source at the Galactic Center emitting a

narrow pulse of neutrinos with energies ranging from 10 to 20 MeV

will produce a pulse width at the earth of 375 ms. If, however, a

burst were ot^erved with a time structure as narrow as 10 ms

(comparable to the burst rise time suggested by the model of
19

Wilson , for example), then one could place an upper limit on

the neutrino mass of about

1.5 (d/10 kpc)"1/2 eV/c2,

about an order of magnitude lower than the limits obtainable with

proposed terrestrial experiments. Another effect of a non-zero

mass is to effectively limit neutrino burst searches to our Galaxy,

even for very massive detectors. Bursts of 10-20 MeV neutrinos
2

with m • 10 eV/c from extragalactic sources would be dispersed over

times ranging from 30 seconds for the nearby galaxy H31 to an hour
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for the Virgo cluster, making such bursts very difficult, If not

impossible, to separate from background.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The eventual experimental setup at Homestake is shown in Fig.

10. The scintillator array is presently being constructed to

replace the water Cerenkov detector. The mass of the 200 new

scintillator elements will be 140 tons, the same as the side

modules of the Cerenkov detector. They will be used to continue the

neutrino burst search with better resolution than at present, to

search for GUTs monopoles and neutrino oscillations, and to study

high energy muons in conjunction with the surface array, which is

scheduled to be completed in 1983.

The Gallium/Tracking Spectrometer room is shown in more detail

in Fig. 11. The full nucleon decay detector will consist of three

stacks, each 8m x 8m x 8m, of scintillator elements in crossed x-

and y-arrays. The key feature of the detector is the ability to

measure the total energy in an event (either a nucleon decay or a

background event) with a resolution of 4Z. For fully contained events

(approximately 50% of the total number of events, with no energy

deposited in the outer detector layers), there should be a clear

938 MeV peak standing out above the neutrino-induced background.

At the rate suggested by the events seen at Kolar and Mt. Blanc,

we expect 70 real events and 1 V event in our energy window in

a 1-year run. Background is further suppressed by insisting on

momentum balance (within the constraints imposed by Fermi motion

inside the nucleus). In addition to the two large experiments,

there will be space in the room for additional experiments such

as double beta decay. Construction of the new room will require

approximately nine months, during which data-taking in the

original room will continue without interruption.

Funding for these experiments has been provided In part by DOE

and by NSF, He are grateful for the extensive and generous
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support of the Homestake Mining Company management and personnel,

who maintain the facilities and freely offer their mining exper-

tise. We also appreciate the advice and essential contributions of

numerous people, in particular R. Davis, Jr., B. Cleveland, Wo

Frati, R. Punkinnen, E.J. Fenyves, A.A. Watson, J. Lloyd-Evans,

T.K. Gaisser, T. Stanev, J. Elbert, T. Ashworth, and M. Deakyne.
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FIGURES

1) Energy loss for massive monopoles as a function of velocity (ref. 8).

2) Homestake large area liquid scintillation detector.

3) Vacuum oscillations: event rate vs. zenith angle.

4) Matter oscillations: event rate vs. zenith angle.

5) Diagram of the Homestake water Cerenkov detector.

6) Number of underground muons per shower vs. primary energy for 10°

and 55° zenith angles at the Homestake depth.

7) Decoherence curve. Solid points are the present Homestake results;

open circles are the Utah results normalized to Homestake.

8a) Expected distribution of observed N^vs. N for one year's

worth of protons.

8b) N vs. N for iron.
^** e

9) Measured distribution of the number of events N in a burst vs.

burst duration t for 384 days of running time with the water

Cerenkov detector. The smooth curve shows the expected relation

for random background at a rate of 1 burst per year.

10) Sketch of planned experimental areas at Homestake, showing the

surface array, the existing solar neutrino-nucleon decay room,

and the planned Gallium-Tracking Spectrometer chamber.

11) Proposed new 5000 m Homestake experimental room, with the full

three stacks of the Tracking Spectrometer nucleon decay detector

and the gallium solar neutrino ta^s. The new room is to be built
3adjacent to the present 2000 m room at a depth of 4200 m.w.e.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The search for proton decay has renewed interest in the field of

underground cosmic ray muons. Although they are primarily a background

in this context, underground multiple muons are interesting in

themselves, especially for the information they carry about composition

of primary cosmic rays. Roughly speaking, at fixed total energy per

nucleus a heavy nucleus is much more likely to give a multiple muon event

than a proton if the energy per nucleon is well above threshold and much

less likely if the energy per nucleon is near or below the threshold for

producing muons at a given depth. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, which

shows average number of muons vs. total primary energy for two relevant

experimental conditions.^ '

Because of the steep primary spectrum, which must be folded with the

rising muon production curve, underground events usually correspond to

primaries that have relatively low probability per trial of producing the

given result. For this reason, very significant statistics are required

of a simulation at each depth and angle. The problem is compounded by

the fact that in a finite detector' •' only a portion of the muons

that survive to the depth are recorded, and details of the triggering and

acceptance must be accounted for very carefully. In this situation it

becomes useful to have parametrizations of the results of the full Monte

Carlo which can be used to interpolate and extrapolate for various

experimental conditions.

2. NUMBER OF MUONS AT THE DEPTH.

Elbert' ' has given a formula for the average number of muons at

the surface with energy > E produced by a nucleon of primary energy
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E with zenith angle e:

.0145 ^ *757 ^ 5'25
<Nw> = E (TeV) (E~^ (1- f ) /cos e

We find from a completely independent calculation that the same formula

also describes the mean number of muons at the depth of the detector

provided one uses an appropriate effective E :

E (TeV) = .53(e0#4x -1) (2)

where X = slant depth = vertical depth (inkm.w.e.) x sec e. In

propagating muons to the depth we included ionization loss,

bremsstrahlung, pair production and nuclear interactions. For primaries

of mass A in the superposition model E » E /A in Eq. (1) and one

multiplies the result by A. To a good approximation, the multiplicity

distribution at the depth is Poisson. The lines in Fig. 1 show a

comparison of Eq. 1 to the simulation results.

3. LATERAL DISTRIBUTION OF MUONS.

To a reasonably good approximation the lateral distribution of muon

density at the depth can be described by an exponential:

dNu _ N 4r -2r/<r>

(3)

The mean values of <r> for various depths, angles and primary energy per

nucleon are summarized by the formula and parameters in Table I.
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4.1

14.5

0.52

2.1

27.2

0.73

Table I. Formula and parameters for lateral distribution.

= Ro + coTe x Eo Y' with <r> '" m> Eo in TeV.

1750 3350 4200*

RQ 4.1 2.1 1.7

34.6

0.79

* The dependence of cos e has not been checked at this depth.

These values reflect only the mean p T at production, which was assumed

to be

< 0.2

> 0.2 (4)

A typical value for 1750 m.w.e. is <r> = 6m, and for 4200 m.w.e., 3m.

Multiple scattering gives a mean displacement of 0.5 - 1.5 m depending on

f(xF + .25) xF

T> \(0.45 GeV xp

E and slant depth and so is relatively unimportant except for the

largest slant depths, since it adds to <r> in quadrature.

The effect of the magnetic field unfortunately does not add in

quadrature since it systematically separates u and y~; moreover, it

depends on azimuth a well as zenith. Fortunately, most detectors are at

comparable geomagnetic latitudes. We discuss this further below.

3. DISTRIBUTION OF SHOWER SIZE AT THE SURFACE.

This distribution is approximately normal in the logarithm of total

number of particles (mostly e ), as one might expect for a

multiplicative process. Fig. 2 shows mean and a for this distribution
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for two depths. Showers with zenith angle beyond about 40* are too small

to be seen (< 10 particles). Knowledge of this distribution is useful

to determine under what circumstances a surface array gives useful

additional information.

As an illustration, we show in Fig. 3 the energy and size response

for proton and iron primaries for vertical showers at 1750 m.w.e. Figure

4 shows the shower size response for protons and iron at 4200 m.w.e.

N refers to total number of muons at the depth. In both cases one

sees that most low multiplicity events come from low energy protons with

no visible accompanying shower. Simultaneous measurement of N and

N (surface shower size) will thus move toward the goal of measuring

relative composition at 10 - 10 eV and beyond, even though the

relation between shower size and primary energy is about a factor of two

different for protons and iron (see Fig. 2). At shallower depths one

must look at higher multiplicity events to get to an energy range where

heavies give significantly more muons than protons. On the other hand,

at shallower depths the geometrical acceptance is relatively larger than

for a deep detector, since geometrical acceptance is proportional to

A,. A~/x » where A, and A~ are the areas of the surface and

underground detectors and x is the depth. It remains to investigate in

detail the relative merits of different detector configurations for

determining primary composition.

4. RATES OF MULTIPLE MUONS IN A SMALL DETECTOR.

So far we have only alluded to the problem of a finite underground

detector. When the area of the underground detector is significantly

smaller than the characteristic spread <r> of muons in the shower front
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it is possible to calculate the rate of muons in the detector in a

semi analytic fashion. This is the case for the shallow Soudan I

detector.' ' For detectors of intermediate size a Monte Carlo of the

detector response is the only practical solution. Even in this case,

however, use of Eqs. (1-3) eliminates most of the work of a full Monte

Carlo.

For a small detector of area A the average number of muons in the

detector for a shower containing N muons with axis at r is

,„
2

For A « IT <r> the density around A is approximately uniform for

fixed r, so the probability distribution for finding n muons in the

detector is Poisson:

Pn (H.r) - e"V
r

" n: (6)

The effective area for events with exactly N muons altogether to be

detected as n-muon events (n>l) is

Pn M = I Pn ( N' r ) 2irrdr* <7>
J 0

Using Eqs. (3), (5) and (6) to evaluate the integrand, we find

p (N) - M £ f
where p = 2AA/w<r> is the ratio of the detector area to an effective

area of the shower front.

To obtain the rates of events with exactly n muons in the detector we

must now integrate over the primary spectrum. The probability of
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obtaining exactly N muons at the depth trom a primary of mass A^, total

primary energy E y j and zenith angle e is Poisson with <N >

calculated from Eqs. (1) and (2). In Eq. (1) one should make the

replacement E » ^y T/A, and imjlt''Pty tne result by A-p Calling

this probability P^N, EyoT, e), the total flux (per m
2 sr s) of

events with N muons is

R(N,e) = s Wi J ^ P T (N.E.e)dE.
11 (9)

Here dNo/dE is the primary all-particle flux and w^ is the relative

weight (normalized to unity) of the ith mass group.

Finally, the rate (per sr s) of events with n muons in the detector is

Rn (a) = z R(N,e) P (N). (10)
n N=n

We have used this formalism to estimate the rate of multiples in the

Soudan-I detector. We find angular distributions in qualitative

agreement with the shapes reported at the Penn Workshop' ' and total

rates (integrated over all solid angle) as tabulated in Table II for two

rather different trial primary compositions. The "low energy

composition" (LEC) has 55% protons, 21% a and approximately .08% each of

CNO, Mg and Fe group nuclei. The MO-I composition^6' is shown in Fig.

5, and comparison of the results of Table II with the data is shown in

Fig. 6.
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Table II. Rates of multiples in 9 m2 detector at 1750 m.w.e.

N
u

1

2

3

4

5

6

7-9

10-12

(i ntegrated

Field

LEC

1.4xlO5

2050

400

163

83

47

52

9

for 1572 hours).

Off

MD

1.5xlO5

3700

960

408

205

110

114

18

Average

LEC

1.44xlO5

1490

229

62

19

6

3

0.1

Field On

MO

1.58xlO5

2930

532

140

40

12

5

0.1

In the first two columns we show results which leave out the earth's

magnetic field. The numbar of multiples is much higher than in the Soudan 1

detector/ ' The second two columns show the same calculations but with an

attempt to estimate the effect of the magnetic field in an average way. Rates

of multiples are considerably reduced, as shown in Fig. 6.

The deviation of a muon in the plane normal to the field B is given by

. 2 S .
(TeV) h sin "• (11)

where h is the distance along the shower axis from detector to point of
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muon production and a is the angle between the magnetic field and the

muon trajectory. In terms of local inclination of the magnetic field c;

zenith angle e and azimuth $ (relative to magnetic north)

sin a = (cos c cos e + sin ? sin e cos 4,) + sin $ sin2*.

(12)

For example, for E = 500 GeV and h = 20km, AX = 3m for a = 60* in a

0.5 Gauss field. This is quite large compared to typical values of ar

relevant for Soudan I.

To estimate the size of the effect we took <r> (E / ?• <,•> + |AX|

with a = 60°, B = 0.5 Gauss and

cofc *r Tl
The lat ter gives (approximately) the mean slant height of muon production

as a function of zenith angle.

This approximation leaves out important correlations with muon

charges as well as the fact that the true h - distribution is quite

broad, which is important since h enters quadratically in Eq. (11).

Another factor that prevents quantitative comparison to the data at

present is that we have assumed an effective detector area normal to the

beam of A=9m , independent of angle. In fact the preliminary total

rates quoted for the Soudan 1 detector^5' may correspond to an

effective area that depends both on n and on e. One possibility is to

make a fiducial cut on the data to a constant area of uniform acceptance.

Even at this early stage, however, it seems safe to suggest that the

apparently high rates of multiples in Soudan I requires no exotic

particle physics. We believe this is the case also for the KGF muons at

3375 m.w.e.,1'' and we are currently exploring these questions in

detail.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Average number of muons per primary nucleus of energy E for

iron and protons at 4200 m.w.e. vertical and at 1750 m.w.e. and

30°.

Fig. 2. Size and fluctuation of showers at surface a) for vertical

showers at 860 gm/cm in the atmosphere and with at least

one muon at 4200 m.w.e. and b) for three angles (protons only)

at 1000 gm/cm and with at least one muon above 400 GeV at the

surface. Ine left hand ordinate and the lines with positive

slope represent mean of log of shower size. The right hand

ordinate and lines with negative shape give the standard

deviation of the distribution of log of the size.

Fig. 3. Distributions of primary energies and corresponding surface

sizes that give rise to vertical events with the given

number of muons at 1750 m.w.e. a) for protons and b) for iron

primaries.

Fig. 4. Distributions of sizes of showers at the surface (860 gm/cm )

that accompany vertical events with N muons at 4200 m.w.e.

The dashed lines show proton primaries and the solid lines

primary iron nuclei.

Fig. 5. Fraction of various nuclear groups in the MD primary composition.

Fig. 6. Sensitivity of underground multiple muon results (Ref. 5) to the

primary cosmic-ray composition and to the Earth's magnetic field.
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ABSTRACT

The GUT prediction of super-heavy magnetic monopoles has stimulat-

ed an intense activity to search for them. The recent observation of a

candidate event by Cabrera suggests a very large flux. Energy loss

processes are discussed, including several which are unique to mono-

poles. A large scintillation-counter telescope is being constructed to

search for slow monopoles.

*The experiment described is a collaboration of P. Green, P. Mclntyre,
T. Meyer, M. Shepko, R. Tribble and R. Webb, all at Texas A&M
University.
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The search for the Dirac magnetic monopoie has a long and venera-

ble but unrewarding history.1 The GUT prediction that superheavy

magnetic monopoies should exist and perhaps abound2 has stimulated

numerous new searches for them. This new interest derives both from

the definiteness of the prediction and from the fact that a superheavy

monopoie would perforce be moving non-relativistically (e<10~2) while

all previous searches were sensitive only to relativistic monopoies

(6>10~l). Cabrera-* has reported a candidate event observed in a

superconducting ring experiment. To date no other candidate events

have been observed, either in superconducting rings or in scintillation

counter^ and wire chamber5* experiments. In what follows I discuss

predictions of monopoie abundance and velocity, and energy loss proces-

ses of relevance for detecting slow monopoies in scintillator and gas

chambers. I also describe the experiment in preparation by our group

at Texas A&M*> to search for magnetic monopoies in a large scintilla-

tion counter telescope in a nearby salt mine.

1) Monopoie abundance and velocity. Before Cabrera's candidate

event the conventional wisdom was that any cosmic monopoie flux was

limited by the Parker bound:7 a uniform distribution of monopoies in

the galaxy would dissipate the galactic magnetic field. The characte-

ristic dissipation time is T D = B /8irg?*§ where 5 -5x10" G is the

galactic magnetic field and f is the flux of monopoies. If the regene-

ration time of the galactic dynamo is taken to be the revolution

period, ~10 yrs.3 this yields a flux limit F < 6x10 m yr . The
3 2

arrival velocity at Earth would be 10 <3<10 , depending on the o r i g i -

nal monopole velocity with respect to the galaxy. Turner, Parker and

Bogdan** have recently updated Parker's earlier arguments to include

effects of galactic motion and monopoie clustering. They conclude that
2 1 1

a flux as great as "0.3m ster yr could be accomodated i f mono-
poles cluster in the galaxy with velocities -3x10-3. This is the
largest flux that can be reconciled with the survival of the galactic
field for a uniform galactic monopoie distribution. It is s t i l l a

2 1 1
thousand times smaller than the flux -150m ster yr inferred from

Cabrera's candidate event.
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Dimopolous, Glashow, Purcell and Wilcek9 have observed that lo-

cal sources of magnetic monopoles would not be constrained by the

Parker bound, and that such sources are in fact plausible. If mono-

poles were accreted in massive bodies (stars and planets) early in the

history of the universe, they would be gravitationally bound there-

after. Monopoles could then be accelerated to escape velocity by solar

storms (for solar source) or by the earth's magnetic dynamo (for ter-

restrial source). Alternatively, a diffuse cloud of monopoles could be

in orbit about the sun, rather like meteorites. Dimopolous et al. find

that this latter source is the only one capable of producing the flux

observed by Cabrera. The arrival velocity at Earth would be the same

as for meteorites, 3xl0-5<B<2xl0-4.

2) Energy Loss Processes. Energy loss of monopoles by scattering

from electrons in matter is treated in detail by Ahlen and

Kinoshita.10 The most reasonable physical picture is the Fermi-

Teller analysis,^ in which the valence or bonding electrons are con-

sidered to populate a Fermi-sphere, and the monopole can excite elec-

trons near the surface into the continuum. Ritson12 has refined this

picture to reflect the presence of a band gap G between the surface of

the Fermi sea and the continuum. Figure 1 shows his result for carbon

(-scintillator), with G = 4eV.

Scintillation response is thus useful for &>3xlO-4. It pro-

vides a useful technique throughout the velocity range characteristic

of monopoles from a uniform galactic distribution, but falls tantal-

lizingly short of the velocities characteristic of monopoles from a lo-

cal source. Wire chamber gasses have typically G~13eV, and are use-

ful for 3>10~3eV. Hagstrom^ is preparing a telescope using sili-

con diode detectors (G~leV), which should be sensitive for e>10-4.

Unfortunately the cost is large and only a small area can be covered.

It is also possible to excite an atom or molecule simply by shift-

ing the energy level of an unoccupied (L,S) state until it crosses an

occupied level of different (L',S').^ The monopole field provides

an ideal mechanism for connecting states of different angular momentum

and spin. We will discuss a particular application of level crossing

in naphthalene (the primary fluor in plexipop scintillator) which could

provide a characteristic signature of s monopole.
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Figure 2 1 5 shows a general schematic of the lower energy levels

of an organic molecule which contains an even number of electrons and

no orbital degeneracy. The bond electrons occupy molecular ir-orbitals.

The ground state configuration is the spin singlet So. The lowest

excited state is the triplet T\. The first excited singlet Si lies

considerably above Tj. This ordering is due to Hund's rule and is

correct for the lower excited states of most organic molecules. It is

possible to excite transitions from So to any of the excited states

S-j, Tj via collision or interactions. The emission Si+S0 is

called fluorescence; it is an allowed transition and proceeds rapidly

(TS"lrisec). The emission TJ+SQ is called phosphorescence; it is

forbidden and has a lifetime x^-l sec in an isolated molecule. In

organic molecules, the emitting level is always the lowest excited

state of a given angular momentum. If the initial state is a higher

excited state, it will typically be degraded to the lowest excited

state of the same multiplicity via internal conversion (Kasha's

rule).15 The emission of visible light thus always corresponds to

either Sj+S0 or Ti+S0.

The triplet state is split in the magnetic field of the monopole.

The splitting is

ET- E s = EQ
CU = ET- Es = EQ + m C |*|

2?-£d3r (1)

where EQ = 2.5eV is the zero-field splitting, and the interaction
must be averaged over the bonding orbital. The T bonding orbitals con-
sist of two double rings, spaced above and below the plane of the atoms
as shown in Figure 3. They can be approximated by two closed tubes of
constant density, with cross-section irag, each shaped as a double ring

as shown in the figure. The normalization is 10, the number of n bond

electrons. The bond length in naphthalene is 4=1.4A. The total bond

volume is then V * 2(lU)iraj} = 27A3.

Suppose the monopole is a distance R above a bond. The interac-

tion energy is then averaged over the bond:
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(2)

The dipole moment of the triplet state of naphthalene is

M = 1.2xlO"8 eV/A. The singlet and triplet levels will cross at a

distance RO=1.1A, as shown in Figure 4a.

Level crossing excitation in atoms and molecules is treated by

Mott and Massey.1? In most cases levels never actually cross, be-

cause there is a repulsion Up due to interaction between the two

states, and consequently distortion of the stationary state solutions.

The resulting level diagram is shown in Figure 4b. It is generally not

possible to calculate Up. In a variety of atomic systems it is found

experimentally18 that Ur is a modest fraction of the asymptotic

level spacing. For the present calculation we choose U~Er/4.

It remains to calculate a probability for level crossing excita-

tion. For slow collisions Landau and Zener19 derived an approximate

expression for the transition probability on the assumption that a

transition will be most likely to occur when R~R0. They obtained

P = 2e"Y(l-e"Y) (3)

u?

Taking |9u|- ̂ - and Up= Eo/4, y = - ^

The probability has a maximum when ir=£n2, at a velocity

3

The number of triplet excitations per cm in scintillator is ap-
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proximately

Nt= P(lU)(2aQ) -^ (4)

where (lU)(2a0) = 16A
2 is the cross-section of the bond,

p = lgm cm~3 is the scintillator density,

N/\ = 6x10^3 is Avogadro's number,

f = 0.1 is the (weight) fraction of naphthalene in scintillator,

M = 128 is the molecular weight of naphthalene.

This has a maximum value (P=l/2) of Nt = 4xlO5/an.

The triplet state is long-lived in isolation. In a condensed me-

dium (such as scintillator), however, the triplet excitation is quite

mobile, moving as a quasi-particle from one molecule to another.20

Diopole-dipole interaction between nearby pairs of Ti-excited mole-

cules yields an Si-excited molecule and a ground state So molecule

with high probability:21

T1+T1*S1+S0

The state S\ is the fluorescent state and decays quickly, producing a

visible photon. This sequence of diffusion and bimoiecular interaction

produces a delayed fluorescence which decays in a time Tt'~lnsec.

This is also observed in the scintillation response to electrically

charged particles as a delayed scintillation component. Because of the

longer lifetime of the triplet state, it is susceptible to radiation-

less absorption by parasitic processes, especially by contamination of

oxygen in the scintillator16. Care has been taken in the manufacture

of the scintillator21 to eliminate dissolved oxygen. Prior to

casting, the liquid acrylic monomer is pumped under vacuum to remove

all dissolved gasses. We expect that the remaining O2 should be

compatible with a lifetime "lMsec.

The level-crossing excitation of the triplet state provides a use-

ful component of the total fluorescence from a inonopole traversal.

Direct scattering produces a prompt pulse of light (TS'lnsec), with a

light yield (relative to that of minimum ionizing n's, No-2x10 /cm)

of Ny/No"I/Imin» where I/Imin is shown in Figure 1. The trip-
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let excitation produces a long tail pulse of light (T'-lusec), with

Nv/No-Nt/2NO. The two contributions are plotted in Figure 5.

The tail pulse of light could provide a characteristic "fingerprint"

of a monopole for 8xl0~4<8<10-2. It also extends the velocity

range of scintillator response into the region expected for local

sources of monopoles.

Another mechanism for detectable energy loss in scintillator has

recently been suggested by Ruderman22. Several of the it bonding

orbitals in naphthalene form complete closed rings in one or both of

the benzene rings. It was noted by London and others that the bonding

orbitals of benzene in principle form a superconducting charge ring.

This conjecture has been substantiated by the very large diamagnetic

susceptibility of benzene. If a monopole passes through the hole in

such a ring, it will transfer angular momentum to the orbital. This

mode can couple to an excitation of the molecular orbital, and thence

to the emission of light. Calculations are in progress to estimate the

resulting light yield.

Goebel23 has calculated the probability that a monopole could

capture a nucleus as it traverses matter. The interaction yw«8
• PI

reaches ~2MeV at the nuclear surface, and capture would occur if the

nucleus radiated a photon to conserve angular momentum. He estimates a

mean free path L~200m in condensed matter. This is intriguing be-

cause 1} a typical monopole would not have captured a nucleus in cosmo-

logical time; 2) it would capture a nucleus before reaching the mine

with reasonable probability; 3) the energy loss of the monopole-nucleus

system would by ~lGeV/cm - a spectacular signal.

DETECTOR DESIGN: We are constructing a large (150 m2 effective area)

scintillator telescope in the Avery Island Salt Mine to search for slow

moving magnetic monopoles in penetrating cosmic rays. This device

would detect the super heavy monopoles by measuring their velocities

and specific ionizations as they pass through the detector deep under-

ground. The mine provides a very thick shield (5xlO4 g/cm2) which

absorbs all but the most penetrating components of the cosmic ray spec-

trum. The signature for a passing monopole would be the observation of
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flourescence (prompt or delayed) in the scintillation counter panels

coupled with a relatively long transit time of the particle across the

detector (50nsec-25usec). Ordinary muons would deposit a prompt mini-

mum-ionizing amount of energy in the panels with a much shorter transit

time across the cube (<6nsec). The time structure of the light pulse

will be recorded in order to identify a delayed component as would be

produced by triplet excitation.

The detector will be constructed of 64 6'x6'x3/8" thick acrylic-

based scintillation counters, arranged in 3 layers (4x4) with a row of

counters enclosing the sides, as shown in Figure 6. It will be located

in a cavern of the Avery Island Salt Mine. The light from each scin-

tillation counter panel will be collected along each edge using wave-

shifter bars composed of BBQ doped (90 mg/1) acrylic plastic. The blue

scintillation light produced in the acrylic scintillator is absorbed by

the wave-shifter bars, reemitted isotropically in the green, and chan

peled by total internal reflection to a photomultiplier. The light

will be viewed by a pair of fast photomultipliers, one each at opposite

corners of the plastic panel as shown in Figure 7. A discussion of

this light collection technique can be found in Reference 24.

The light output from each panel will be analog summed and clocked

into an analog shift register for event recording. The analog shift

register uses a linear CCD array with 455 elements, clocked at 20 MHz

to store a time image of the light from each individual counter. The

details of this event recording scheme have been presented in Reference

25. In order to trigger the read out of the spectrometer, the signals

from each photomultiplier are also routed to a circuit which integrates

and then discriminates the pulse with a threshold set at the equivalent

of one photoelectron. The integration time constant is chosen to be

the expected lifetime of the triplet excitation, t^1 = 1 psec. The

outputs of the two discriminators associated with each counter are

required to be coincident within a resolving time T^'. The coinci-

dence outputs for all counters on a given face of the detector are com-

bined, and the final trigger is then a coincidence between any two dif-

ferent faces within a coincidence window of 25 usec. Any event satis-

fying this condition will initiate the read-out of the complete timing
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and pulse height information for the entire detector. A sample display

of a muon event and a monopole as they would be recorded by this detec-

tor is shown in Figure 8.

Each counter in the system will have the time projection of the

analog sum of its photomultipliers recorded for further processing.

This time projection of the light output will provide necessary infor-

mation to eliminate various potential forms of background and will aid

in identifying several energy loss mechanisms characteristic of mono-

poles only.

In Ref. 6 we have estimated in detail the effect of background

events in the trigger and in processed events. We have accounted for

tube noise, radioactivity, and cosmic ray interections (M and \>). We

expect a background trigger rate of ~1 event /hour. In processing

the events the most important backgrounds come from 1) accidental coin-

cidence of 2 muons; 2) muons stopping in the rock walls of the cave

near the surface so that their decay electrons can escape from the rock

and be detected; and 3) neutrino interactions. We expect ~l back-

ground event per decade from these sources to survive modest cuts. The

experiment should thus achieve a sensitivity of F ~10~3 m-2yr-l

for 8xl0"4<e<10-1.
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Figure Captions

1. Ionization in units of "minimum ionization" versus B for a monopole
of charge e/2, calculated for energy gas of 0, 4eV (scintillator),
and 13 eV (Argon). From Ref. 12.

2. Schematic energy level diagram of the it bonding orbitals in an
aromatic hydrocarbon molecule.

3. Illustration of the space distribution of the * bonding orbitals
in naphthelene.

4. Level crossing of singlet and triplet states: a) unperturbed states
cross at Ro; b) crossing avoidance from perturbation of station-
ary states, with repulsive potential Ur at Ro.

5. Light yields from a) Fermi-Teller calculation of direct scattering
excitation (Ref. 12), and b) triplet excitation and annihilation.

6. Detector configuration for monopole telescope.

7. Detail of one scintillator panel.

8. Sample display of muon event and monopole event as they would be
recorded.
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Figure 3
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Comments on GUT Monopole Energy Loss and Ionization

Ray Hagstrom

Argonne National Laboratory

Today I will be making a few comments about the likely behavior of the

electromagnetic energy loss and ionization rates of super-slowly moving

magnetic monopoles. Let me first establish my personal credentials in these

matters: I am not a full-time practitioner in this field; I merely have been

highly interested in these matters as an adjunct to my work in various

fundamental physics fields. 1 write the discussion on Passage of Charged

Particles through Matter in the Wallet Card, but I will defer to the judgment

of the real experts in this field. The ideas here will be circulated among

these experts for revision and correction; I will be glad to pass along their

judgments as they come in, but I think that it is now time to set down the

problem in a form which I hope will make meaningful dialogue possible between

the various raonopole searchers (myself included) and the true experts. The

reader is, therefore, advised that, while I believe the following conclusions

to be reasonable, my point of view has not passed the test of dialectic.

We will be looking at the questions of energy loss rates arid ionization

rates for super-slow monopoles passing through matter, concentrating on

aspects of these issues which affect practical detection techniques. It is

worthwhile here to emphasize that there is a potentially great distinction

between energy loss rates and ionization rates and that the magnitude of this

distinction is really the great issue which must be settled in order to

understand the significance of experimental results from present and proposed

investigations of the slow monopole question. We easily can understand that

energy loss here means the total dE/dX of the projectile due to interactions

372
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with the electrons of the slowing medium. To the extent that nuclear

collisions can be neglected, this so-called "electronic" energy loss is the

relevant quantity in questions about whether monopoles stop within the Earth's

crust, whether they are slowed by interstellar plasmas, or the signal in a

truly calorlmetric measurement (measuring temperature rises along the

trajectory), etc. Most of our successful detection techniques depend upon the

promotion of ground state electrons into states which lie above some energy

gap in the material of the detector: Electrons must be knocked completely

free from the gas atoms in a proportional chamber gas, electrons must be

promoted to a higher band in solid scintillator plastics. I will generically

identify these processes as "ionization" and we will keep in mind that this

terminology is non-standard.

Let us first turn to the question of dE/dX. Fig. 1 rhows my impression

of an expert's impression of the behavior of dE/dX for electrically charged

projectiles. Elementary particle physicists are very much used to thinking

that

This sort of formula accounts only for the right half of Fig. 1. The hairy

action in Fig. 1 occurs in the left half of the graph and that is where the

experts (and the monopoles) tend to live. 1 have met one certifiable expert

who did not apparently even know about the relativistic rise in dE/dX due to

the logarithm. Of course, the number of elementary particle physicists who

are ignorant of the left half of the graph is quite large. Here is what we

learn from Fig. 1.

1. The Planetary System model of the atom is demonatrably false; The

following "fundamental limitation" has been "discovered" by altogether too

many elementary particle physicists: "A slow projectile, moving at speed

V can collide with an atomic electron at rest yielding a maximum recoil

speed 2V and thus a maximum recoil energy 2mV . Thus, when V is less than

valence atomic speeds, there will never be collisions violent enough to

excite discrete atomic transitions." We see from Fig. 1 that the
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electronic energy loss rates are greatest for speeds lower than this. In

fact, one of the earliest triumphs of quantum mechanics (before the advent

of the wave mechanics) was Bohr's explanation of total energy loss rates

in terms of violation of this Planetary System model of the atom. It is

well-known that the cut-off of ionization occurs when the power spectrum

of the perturbation does not contain power in the frequencies exceeding

the transition energy via the Planck relation.

2. dE/dX falls linearly for the smallest projectile speeds: The earliest

successful computation of this linear behavior is due to Fermi and

Teller. This and all other successful calculations which I know rely upon

evaluate the interactions of the slowing projectile with a degenerate

Fermi gas of non-interacting electrons. Note in particular that this

linear energy loss realm appears to be explained in terms of multiparticle

effects such as the excitation of plasma oscillations within the stopping

medium, and that it does not apparently involve any promotion of any

electron across any bandgap. X comment here that I am quite skeptical of

any plan to exploit this energy loss in the linear region of V as if it

were ionization until we hear some pretty convincing arguments in behalf

of the scheme.

3. There is a second peak in dE/dX due to nuclear collisions: It is not to

be denied that nuclear effects may be important in total stopping

calculations. I will not present any here because I do not know any for

sure, but I will guess that the mere substitution of (gv)* for e* in the

calculations of Coulombic nuclear stopping powers will suffice for the

electromagnetic part of raonopole stopping due to nuclei. Strong

interactions of monopoles are a matter of mystery to me.

So much for dE/dX for electric charges; what about monopoles? I believe

that this issue has been carefully treated in the recent preprint of Ahlen and

Kinoshita1, and I believe that their result is correct. The monopoles have a

linear behavior of dE/dX with velocity at slow speeds. There has been a good

deal of nonsense published in this field to date by several other authors, and

I suggest that Ahlen and Kinoshita should be the starting place for discussion

of this issue in the future.
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Few Individuals appear to be inclined to look for stopped aonopoles in

matter so that the real Issue with broad consuner appeal is the question of

ionization rates of monopoles within detectors. Discussions of this issue are

not developed to anywhere near the clarity of the dE/dX question. Let us

start with a feeble computation which I know to be quantitatively dubious. I

compute the energy transfer to a harmonic oscillator at fixed impact parameter

with respect to the trajectory of the infinitely massive projectile, then

integrate the total energy loss rate to an ensemble of such harmonic

oscillators randomly distributed around the trajectory. This computation is

performed in the so-called "dipole approximation." The integration over

impact parameters is cut off at an arbitrary lower limit, b. We can perform

this calculation exactly for three types of projectiles, bare magnetic

charges, bare electric charges, and shielded electric charges, modeled as

Yukawa potentials. The asymptotic results for slow projectiles are:

2 2Ib
2 o V~

» g a e {1} for monopoles
m

ionization

** " ^ 1
J - oo - e {-=•} for point electrical charges
ionization m ^

2 n N - ^
(4|j - oo - e V {-»• + -^-y} for shielded electrical charges

ionization m V Via (a - shielding distance)

Note the common behavior of these predictions. There is a deadly rapid cutoff

for slow speeds as exp (-bl/V), where I is the energy level separation of the

harmonic oscillator levels. There is, in addition, a much more modest

polynomial dependence modulating the cutoff. The polynomial reflects the

dynamics of the situation while the cutoff seems to be of a more fundamental

nature. I do not accept the quantitative behavior of this cutoff with V. I

believe that this exponential cutoff reflects the fact that the wave function

basis which I have used is for a harmonic oscillator. More realistic wave
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functions will result in less steeply falling cutoff behavior. I have

translated a work by Walter Henneberg, 1934 Zeitschrift Physik, in which it is

asserted that, in the limit of slow projectile speeds, it is accurate to

employ the Born Approximation to evaluate transition amplitudes for these

types of processes* This violates a commonly held "wisdom" that the Born

Approximation is only reliable for V/c > 1/137. I find no fault with the

Henneberg result (in fact, X find it to be a delightful bit of work), but X

will not feel comfortable with this result until a more competent individual

does a translation. My translation is available on urgent request only. If

the Henneberg result is accepted, then we get a more believable result that

the cutoff goes as (V/bl) or so. I suspect that this is true.

Now let us directly realize the practical significance of a sharp cutoff

in ionization rates for super slow particles: When designing a detector, it

would appear to be an unattractive choice to allocate much of the finances

toward detecting feeble levels of ionization. The rapid nature of the cutoff

means that the range of velocities which will yield measurable signals, will

be only marginally extended at the low velocity limit. Most directly, I

comment that the Baksan detector array appears to provide useful limits

despite any reservations which one might have about the Russians' capability

to trigger properly on super-slow sub-minlmum-ionizing tracks there

certainly is some level of ionization which is sufficient to trigger their

apparatus, and if that were even ten times higher than advertised, the lower

limit on detectable velocities would be increased, perhaps, by 30%. Thus, X

am led to conclude that, in order to extend the Baksan result, one is well-

advised to develop detection techniques which have lower values than the

cutoff velocity which applies to scintillator detectors. Although X can offer

no formal justification, I am forced to appeal to my naive model of ionization

rates for a quantitative estimate of this cutoff velocity: V^JJ - bl. Here,

the parameter b represents the minimum impact parameter (1 will naively take b

• 1 A throughout), and I represents the activation energy for the detectable

transitions. My qualitative conclusion is that one must develop detection

techniques which require smaller activation energies than scintillators to get

optimal increases in our knowledge of monopole flux limits.
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I think that the time has come for us to calibrate the quality of these

conclusions by appealing to existing experimental data. Fortunately for us,

the experts at the International Commission on Radiation Units have given a

great deal of consideration to understanding the difficult (and frequently

conflicting) experiments which apply to a closely related phenomenon. They

have compiled2, as ICRU Report #31, a lucid discussion of experimental

determinations of the parameter, W, the mean energy loss per ion pair in

various stopping media. This document is required reading for all

practitioners in slow monopole searches. I have selected the "best" of their

many data sets ("best" in terms of having the greatest internal consistency of

results among the greatest number of independent Investigations) as Fig. 2, W

for alpha particles stopping in methane gas. I have appended the initial

speeds of the alpha particles along the upper x-axis of this plot. The reader

is advised not to miss the datum in the upper left corner. We are forced to

conclude that W does not, in fact, remain constant independent of speed of the

projectile. W rises by a factor of two from its relativistic value of 29

eV/ion-pair even at the modest slowest speeds represented on this plot. Of

course, many of the interesting speeds where we would look for monopoles are

well off scale to the left on this plotl I attribute this rise in W to be due

to a decrease in the efficiency of slowly moving projectiles to excite

ionization because we have no doubt that the total energy of the a-particle

vraa given up to the gas because the a-particle was stopped in the gas. 1 note

that the cutoff speed computed from my naive theory is 0.006 c, which agrees

decently with the visual impression of the position of the knee in the data on

Fig. 2.

Next, we want to investigate the dependence of the experimental low

velocity cutoff of ionization rates upon the activation energy of the slowing

medium. Regrettably, the ICRU has not reviewed low I materials so that I have

had to search the literature myself. The best source of information which I

have located is for Germanium. Here "ionization" means promotion of valence

electrons into the conduction band. The activation energy in Ge is 0.9 eV.

Fig. 3 shows my interpretations of the data of Abroyan and ZborovskiiJ in

terms of W, normalized to the measured value at the highest speed
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Investigated. The rather large error bars represent my estimated uncertainty

In certain Cee-thru ruler measurements at the 100 micron resolution level on a

Xerox copy of a graph from the pages of Doklady. The cutoff speed which Is

predicted by my naive theory Is 0.0005 c, and I think that there is some

justificaton for qualitative confidence of my notions of this low velocity

cutoff, at least for electrically-charged projectiles.

Now let me briefly comment on a recent highly innovative proposal of

Maclntyre and Webb to use plastic sclntlllator arrays to search for the slow

monopoles. I feel that there will be a cutoff speed below which the proposed

apparatus will not see the quarry and that the real issue is to understand

where the cutoff lies, i.e., what the activation energy really is for this

8cintillator material, in the terms of my simplistic models. There are two

candidate values for I here, I ~ 4.5 eV for the lowest lying singlet state,

and I = 2.5 eV for the lowest lying triplet state. Dipole selection rules

suppress the triplet state excitation for the stopping of normal electrically-

charged particles so that I ~ 4.5 eV Is the proper choice from any data now

available. The question of whether magnetic charges efficiently excite the

triplet level is far from settled in my present understanding, and I am unable

to produce convincing arguments one way or another on this hard question.

There are ways in which Nature could evade the apparent limitations which my

simplistic model seems to impose upon scintillator searches: collective

effects are not allowed for in my model, spin effects are missing, etc.

1 am not too optimistic that spin effects play a dominant role in the

slow monopole ionization question. There is the encouraging computation that

the force at I A distance of the monopole's magnetic field gradient upon the

magnetic dipole moment of the electron exceeds the force of the induced

electrical field on the electron's charge. When one looks at the exact

solutions which exist for elastic scattering of free "electrons" from

monopoles, one does not see tremendous modifications when the spin effects are

included. Furthermore, the best available computations of dE/dX for monopoles

which allow computations of equal footing with and without electron spin (due,

again, to Ahlen and Kinoshita), one does not see dramatic modifications due to

spin effects.
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There Is one common misconception which Is widely held within the

elementary particle community on this general topic, which 1 think deserves

criticism: When the monopole passes a molecule, its static magnetic fields

are strong enough to cause various energy levels of the molecule to cross.

This is certainly true. The belief is that, when the levels become

degenerate, there is a strong mixing of the populations, i.e., if an occupied

level crosses an empty level, the result when the perturbation is removed will

be a large number of molecules left in the excited state regardless of the

speeds at which this perturbation is applied and removed. This would be a

great breakthrough for monopole detection via Zeeman Effect pumping. I

believe, however, that in the limit of adiabatic application and removal of

the perturbation, the molecules will return to their ground state. This

belief is based primarily upon the "Too Good to be True" notion: One

otherwise could take ordinary materials, expose them to intense pulsed

magnetic fields causing the levels to cross, resulting in a medium highly

pumped in the optical region. This would allow orders of magnitude increase

in the efficiency of lasers, allowing laser fusion to come up from behind the

pack and solve the Energy Crisis. "Too Good to be True" (but if it works,

remember, you heard it first here!).

Mow 1 want to turn, in my remaining time, to a brief description of the

most attractive possibilities which I have investigated as techniques to allow

large-area searches for the super-slow monopoles. These techniques rely upon

deploying arrays of detectors with activation energies in the 1 eV range,

i.e., in the near infrared. The most obvious such technique is to use high-

quality Si or Ge solid-state ionization detectors. When cooled, such

detectors can provide good timing resolution (on the order of 10 nsec)

together with phenomenal ionization resolution (better than 0.1 times the

ionization of a relativistic singly-charged particle). The best battery of

silicon detectors known to myself to be now available at modest cost (perhaps

$50K and 2 man-years) belongs to the experimental group on the HISS heavy ion

spectrometer at LBL. The total area of silicon is 1200 cm2. My best design

for deploying these disc-shaped detectors consists of nine planes spaced a

couple of centimeters apart, each of which has a sparse array of detectors on
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a honeycomb lattice. Each set of three consecutive layers has three distinct

translations of the honeycomb pattern, so that each set of three layers when

viewed in projection forms an over-dense honeycomb pattern. Thus, in effect,

one has three dense time-of-flight panels, each of which is composed of three

sparse arrays of detectors. Fig. 4 shows one of my Monte-Carlo designs for

this array in projection; each circular image represents the projection of

three detectors. When deployed optimally, see Fig. 4, the array has an

effective area of about 150 cm with full angular acceptance for three or more

planes hit. Computations indicate that the apparatus can operate at sea level

even without an active shield. This project has been stalled for 17 months,

principally for lack of manpower. Anyone interested in investigating the

possibility of reviving this project might be well advised to contact me at

ANL or Doug Greiner at LBL.

To push on toward the desired huge area searched, single crystal silicon

detectors hold little promise on economic grounds. I would like to bring to

your attention, however, an idea which I find to be quite intriguing. This

relies upon deploying large arrays of modified Lennard phosphors and measuring

time-of-flight. The most likely candidate known to me is a 6-element compound

consisting of Sr, S, K, Cl, Ce, and Sm. This lovely material is a translucent

powder which has the capability of "waveshifting" infrared photons (0.9 eV to

1.8 eV) into blue photons (2.6 eV) with considerable quantum efficiency. Of

course, this "lighter than air act" proceeds only at the expense of optically

pumping the phosphor with ultraviolet photons (4 eV). Fig. 5 schematically

shows the career of an electron in this medium. For a charming reference

which truly hints at the difficulties in devising and manufacturing such a

material, see Urbach and Fearlman . To the best of my knowledge, this

material has not been manufactured anywhere for a couple of decades. I have

played around with a similar material which is commercially available, but

which has Eu substituted for the Ce in my favorite stuff (this yields yellow

radiation instead of blue and is impractical because of the economics of

sensitive photodetection). Anyone who cares to may come upstairs to my lab

and put it through its paces. Kodak Research Labs, the apparent world leader

in infrared phosphors, has agreed, at their own expense, to provide me with
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samples of the blue-emitting phosphor as soon as they can make satisfactory

preparations of the material. This is another situation where I am

understaffed to take advantage of the opportunity so that I invite interested

individuals to contact me.

There are three time constants of interest to the practical application

of this speculative technique to search for monopoles. First, the response

time (60 nsec), which determines how accurately timing may be done- Second,

the spontaneous de-excitation time (3 months) which determines how quiet the

phosphor can be in the absence of signals. Third, the development time

(completely unknown) which determines how rapidly feasibility and practicality

can be demonstrated. To set the scale on this, the material as described in

30-year-old literature is quite a ways from being practical. I believe that

the way to improve it is to decrease the spontaneous glow by, say, six orders

of magnitude. This does not appear to be a very imposing challenge to me now,

but when I get the blue-emitting phosphor samples this summer, 1 will be able

to come rapidly to grips with the real practicalities of the problem.

Although, I remind you, the feasibility of this phosphor scheme to detect

monopoles remains very much in doubt, the subject comes up as to the optimal

deployment and location of such an apparatus. The spontaneous glow of the

phosphor will be limited by cosmic-ray induced blue photon emission at sea-

level, provided that X can meet the desired improvement In the truly

spontaneous glow. It seems fairly clear that a considerable saving in expense

of highly segmenting the photodetector readout apparatus would result from an

underground siting. Fig. 6 shows a schematic of an idealized first-generation

stand-alone deployment. It is an amusing basis for speculation to wonder how

one might be able to leapfrog the tedious effort of deploying such an

apparatus on a small scale: It seems to me that one might look for ways to

retrofit existing proton-decay apparati, especially those devices which

already have photodetectors in place, to exploit this material. I already

know of quite a few practical constraints on how such a serendipitous marriage

could be Implemented, but it might bear some serious investigation.

This work was supported by the U. S. Department of Energy.
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Fig. 4. End view of 9-layer silicon detector array,
three 4.6-cm diameter detectors.

Each circle represents the projection of
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LEPTOH NONCONSERVATION AHD DOUBLE BETA DECAY

M. S. Witherell
University of California, Santa Barbara, CA 93106

ABSTRACT

This paper reviews the status of double beta decay as a test of lepton

number conservation. Present limits on the mass of a Majorana neutrino are

in the range of 10-50 eV. Experiments nov in progress should substantially

improve these limits.

INTRODUCTION

A revolution has occured in our view of baryon and lepton number.

Although we once assumed that B and L are absolutely conserved, we now

expect that they are not (at least those of us at this workshop expect that).

Despite the relationship between the two quantum numbers, a fundamental

difference exists because the quark has charge. It is therefore impossible

to have mass terms which directly violate baryon number conservation, while

Majorana neutrino mass terms, which change lepton number, are allowed.

Early limits on double beta (33) decay showed a suppression which was

considered to be evidence for the Dirac nature of the neutrino. It is,

however, practically impossible to distinguish Dirac neutrinos from Majorana

if the neutrino mass is zero and if there are no right-handed currents (RHC).

The questions of L conservation and the nature of the neutrino are still

open, then, and one can still expect to see small effects of L nonconservation.

Double beta decay is the most sensitive probe of such a violation of L

conservation.

The process of && decay can be of two types, two-neutrino and neutrino-

less :

(Z,A) •*• (Z+2.A) + 2e~ + 2v (2v)

and (Z,A) -»• (Z+2.A) + 2e~ (0v)

We expect to encounter this decay mode in some even-even nuclei in which

standard beta decay is forbidden because of the odd-odd energy term. Because

the two nuclei are both even-even the ground state •+• ground state transi-

tion is 0 + •*• 0+. There is often also a decay to a 2 + excited state which is

useful for separating mechanisms.

389
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The 2v mode is a standard second-order weak interaction, calculable

to within the uncertanties in nuclear matrix elements, with T, (2v) = 10 2 1 ± 2

iyears. The Ov mode is allowed if:

(l) Lepton number is not conserved, and;

(2a) m ?* 0, or (2b) a right-handed current exists.

If there were no suppression, the half-life for the neutrinoless mode would

be about 10 1 5 years because of the greater phase space. The diagram for

the Ov mode is shown in Figure 1.

V

(Z,A) (Z + 2,A)
Figure 1.

Diagram for neutrinoless 83 decay.

The neutrino is emitted as a v and reabsorbed as a v . This is similar

to the pioneering experiment of Davis, looking for 37Cl(v,e-) 37Ar which

first showed that v / v . In double beta decay one can look with much

more precision using virtual neutrinos.

As we said, with no suppression the Ov mode would have a rate ~106

larger from phase space. The suppression comes because the neutrino needs a

way of flipping its helicity:

2(1) If mv i 0, T(0v) ~ m v
2

(2) If mv = 0, but Jlep = jlep + n jlep

where J^ [jpSP] is LH (RH) leptonic current,

f M

Although the energy dependence of the two mechanisms is somewhat different,

one gets roughly the same magnitude rates from a RHC admixture of strength

H and a neutrino mass m = Tim .
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EXPERIMENTAL STATUS

There are two types of experiments to look for double beta decay. The

first type is geochemical, in which one detects traces of the daughter

nucleus (a noble gas) occluded in rocks of known age, usually about 109

years. Because the experiment effectively integrates the counting rate over

very long times, sensitivity to very long decay times is possible. Since

the electrons are not detected, there is no way to separate 0v from 2v

decays, except by looking at the ratios of two different isotopes. In

general it will be difficult to use this method to detect the Ov mode if it

is a small fraction of the total decay rate. The second type of experiment

is the direct detection, or laboratory, experiment in which the electrons

are detected and the energies measured. If one plots the sum of the two

electron energies, the 2v mode gives a continuum and the Ov mode a peak at

the endpoint, with width equal to the experimental resolution. Such a signal

would be a most dramatic confirmation of lepton nonconservation.

Table I. Nuclei Suitable for
Double Beta Experiments

"Ca *
76Ge -
8 2 S e -

1 2 8 T I I
136Xe -

"8Ti
76Se
82Kr

130Xe
136Ba

Decay E0/mec
2

8.U

h.O

5-9

5.0

1.7

5-3

Table I shows the nuclei which are prime candidates for double beta

decay experiments. The decay rate is proportional to about the fifth power

of E Q, 30 one would expect dramatically higher rates for
 1|8Ca. Most calcu-

lations of the nuclear matrix element for this case show it to be anomalously

small,2 however, although, one analysis disagrees.3 It is at least difficult

to calculate. For the nuclei with Eo/m c
2 = U-6, the approximate Ov life-

time is given by the relationship1*
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(Ov) „ 10 1 3 ± 1 or 1O13*1

In geoebemical experiments we can see only the sum of (Ov + 2v). We

can take advantage of the different dependence on energy, since T(0v) ̂  Eo
5~s

while T(2v) <V E Q
7" 8. The two Te isotopes give a good system for looking

at the energy dependence. We expect5

s = Jf (
12BTe) = 1 0JB (2v) Qr 1QL9 (ov)-

T% (130Te)

The first systematic measurement of the ratio by the Missouri group6 gave a

ratio S = lo12*0*1 which was considered to be the first evidence for the Ov

decay. However a new measurement by the Heidelberg group7 gave a result

S = 10 ~0'3. Figure 2 shows the dependence of the ratio of 128Xe/130Xe in

the ore as a function of m and r\, the admixture of RHC. Thus the Missouri

result corresponds to a mass of "v 36 eV for the neutrino, or n ^ S-IO'1*.

The new Heidelberg result sets upper limits of m < 20 eV and n < l-lO"1*.

This discrepancy has not been resolved. At the moment, however it looks

like there is not incontrovertible evidence for Ov decay in the Tellurium

system.

The reasons why we have not gotten further with the laboratory experi-

ments are very easy to understand. A half-life of 1023 years and a source

of 10's of grams combine to give decay rates of a few counts per year.

The major backgrounds are: (l) cosmic-ray induced processes, and (2)

natural radioactivity. To overcome the effects of natural radioactivity

in conventional beta spectrometers one usually uses thin sources, which

limit the decay rates accessible. In general, many backgrounds increase

as the square of the source thickness.

The early experiments included tracking chambers to suppress back-

grounds which give coincident energy deposit in two scintillation counters.

The technique of seeing both electrons is good for suppressing a number of

ways in which Compton scatters can mock double beta decay, whether 2v or

Ov. The energy resolution was typically 10 percent. This technique was

used in experiments on 't8Ca8 and 82Se9. A more recent experiment used a

cloud chamber, with a long live time to see delayed ex's, in a 82Se

experiment.l°
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Figiire 2.
The expected ratio of 128Xe/130Xe from Tellurium
decay as a function of m^ and n (defined in text ) ,
(from reference 7)
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As mentioned before, these techniques require thin sources. A different

type of experiment can be done in the unique case of 76Ge. This isotope

is an 8 percent abundant component of natural germanium, which of course is

used for high resolution solid-state detectors. Thus Fiorini et a l . u did

the first experiment in a Ge(Li) detector, in which the source was part of

the detector. Although some background suppression is lost because the two

electrons are not seen in a tracking device, a Ge detector has resolution in

the range of 0.2 percent. Thus it is a very powerful means of looking for

the peak from Ov decay, although it is less sensitive for the 2v mode.

The results of the various experiments are shown in Table II. These

are all limits for the neutrinoless decay mode, all in the range IO21'1""21"7

years, corresponding to 12-30 eV in neutrino mass.12 The uncertanties in

nuclear matrix elements lead to errors of about a factor of two in extracting

m or Ti from the half-life. An important number to note is that the limits

on n correspond to a limit on the mass of the right-handed W-boson of M^_ _>

30TeV. The present limit for Dirac neutrinos from u decay is about 250 GeV.

Ongoing experiments will increase that to ^ 600 GeV.13

Table II. Summary of Experiments

Decay

*eCa
76Ge
82Se

13 "Te

Te Ratio

T^ (0v)>

1021'3y

1021'7y

1021'5y

102"y

V
30 eV (?)

15 eV

12 eV

30 eV

15 eV

n<

3'10~5

1-10"5

3-10~5

8-10"5

The main uncertainty in extracting limits on m or n is from the calcu-

lation of the nuclear matrix elements. The one experimental check we have

is to try to reproduce the 2v gg-decay rates. The results are mixed.

Upper bounds on the matrix elements calculated from total geochemical rate

are consistently much smaller than the theory predicts.1<f On the other hand,

a laboratory measurement of the 2V decay rate15 in 82Se agrees well with

predictions. Although this anomaly could be explained if the noble gases
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are not retained in the ore, there is good evidence that Argon does remain.7

This is one inconsistency that remains to be resolved.

PLANNED EXPERIMENTS

Although the few double-beta decay experiments mentioned wers carried

out over a period of many years, there are now many ongoing experiments.

At the workshop in Santa Barbara in January of 1982, I collected information

from all of the representatives attending. Table III lists the ongoing

and planned experiments. Notice that all of the experiments are looking

to use larger amounts of active isotope. Many are using 76Ge which is

distributed throughout the detector. A new possibility is presented by
13GXe, where one could also get large amounts of active isotope throughout

a time projection chamber (TPC).

Table III. Ongoing Experiments on
Double Beta Decay

Institution

Cal Tech

Milano

Guelph

Battelle, South Carolina

UC Santa Barbara/Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory

Brookhaven/CUNY/Oak Ridge

UC Irvine

UC Irvine

Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory

Technique

Ge, 1^0 cc

Ge, lUO cc

Ge, 200-300 cc

Ge, active shield

Ge, lUOO ec active shield

10 kg Se, radiochemical
counting

Se using TPC instead of
cloud chamber

Liquid Xenon TCP 136Xe

High pressure Xenon TPC

Status

taking data

taking data

in preparation

taking data,
preparing
larger version

detectors under
construction

planning

prototype

design

design
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With a view toward discussing the background problems, etc. encountered

by one of the new generation of double beta decay experiments, and the suita-

bility of underground laboratories, I will now discuss in some detail one of

the ongoing experiments. The members of the collaboration are:

UC Santa Barbara Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

D. Caldwell F. Goulding

R. Eisberg N. Madden

M. Witherell R. Pehl

A. Smith

The original experiment11 in the Mont Blanc tunnel used 70 cc of Ge(Li) to

set the limits on the 0V mode of T, (Ov) > 5>1021y The newer experiments

plan to improve on the original experiments in many respects: more Germanium,

cleaner environment, better resolution, and active shielding. In our design

we plan to have eight intrinsic Ge detectors, each 170 cc (55 mm diameter).

This cluster is surrounded by Nal crystals, with a minimum amount of inert

material between the detector and the shield. In the Milano experiment, the

energy spectrum was dominated by a number of peaks from gamma rays emitted

in the uranium and thorium decay chains. One can explain the background

continuum of about 2-10~3 counts/hour/keV as being predominantly from Compton

scattering of the 2.6 MeV gamma from 2O8T1. To reduce this background, we

must choose known clean materials which are counted to measure the level of

natural radioactivity. In addition the Nal will veto events with the 0.5 MeV

gamma ray escaping after a Compton scatter in the Ge. To increase the

efficiency of this veto, we must use as little inert material as possible

between the detectors and the veto counter. The material should also have

low atomic number to reduce the probability of photoelectric absorption.

The materials used near the germanium, then, are chosen from such nonstandard

materials as magnesium, silicon, beryllium oxide, and quartz.. Since every

aspect of the detector is non-standard, the germanium array will be assembled

by the LBL group, and not by a commercial firm.

At this workshop on proton decay, it is instructive to point out the

analogies of double beta decay with proton decay in physics, in detection

techniques, and in requiring low backgrounds. One major difference iB

that in double beta decay we are looking for 2 MeV energy deposits rather
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than 1 GeV. This means that we are much more sensitive to natural radio-

activity, as seen in the Fiorini and other experiments. On the other hand,

we are looking for lifetimes that are extremely short—only 1023 years1

This means ve are not as sensitive to cosmic rays as is proton decay. (The

other way of saying this is that we run into other limits sooner.) Thus

any deep site suitable for proton decay is probably suitable for double beta

decay. We intend to first set up our experimental apparatus at ground level.

If the suppression of natural radioactivity works well, we will be able to

measure the effects of cosmic rays. We then will know how deep we must go

to suppress cosmic rays to the desired level. Until an experiment with good

active shielding is under way, this is still an unanswered question.

NEUTRINO MASS vs RIGHT HANDED CURRENT

There are a number of ways of separating the two possible mechanisms

for double beta decay, a. neutrino mass or a right-handed current. These

include the angular distribution of the electrons and the dependence of rates

on energy. Perhaps the most promising method is looking for the transition

to the 2 + excited state. Although either mechanism gives 0 + •*• 0+ transitions,

only RHC gives the 0 + -*• 2 + transitions. 76Ge is a good candidate for this

test. The 0 + -»• 2 + transition causes a 1.1*8 MeV signal in one detector, and

coincident detection of the 559 MeV photon in another detector would give

a clean signature.

CONCLUSION

The field of double beta decay looks ready for a rapid advance in

the immediate future. Recent developments, both theoretical and experi-

mental, have focused interest on neutrinoless double beta decay as a means

of understanding the structure of weak interactions. With this motivation,

a number of groups have developed experiments which are able to search for

this decay with substantially improved sensitivity.
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REPORT ON SOLAR NEUTRINO EXPERIMENTS

Raymond Davis Jr.*
Chemistry Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973

INTRODUCTION

This report on solar neutrino experiments will include a summary
of the results of the chlorine detector, and an account of our plans
to build a gallium solar neutrino experiment. In addition to
discussing the experimental side of the solar neutrino problem I
would like to relate our experiences during the last 15 years in
working in the Homestake Gold Mine. In the course of our work at
Homestake a number of independent groups have asked to use our
facilities and, because of the cooperative and helpful attitude of
the Mine management, these expermentalists could be easily accomo-
dated. A brief account of these experiences may be useful for the
main business of this workshop, building large particle detectors for
observing nucleon decay, and the related question of the need for a
national underground physics facility.

The Chlorine Solar Neutrino Experiment

The chlorine neutrino detector was built in the Homestake Gold
Mine, Lead, SD in 1965-1967 to observe the neutrinos from the sun and
make a quantitative test of the solar energy producticr. theory.
Neutrinos are observed by the neutrino capture process
^^Cl(v,e~)^Ar which produces the radioactive isotope 3?Ar (half
life 35 days). The detector consists simply of 615 tons (380,000
liters) of perchloroethylene (C2&4) in a horizontal tank, a pair of
pumps with associated eductors for circulating helium through the
liquid, and an argon collection system (see Figure 1). The argon
collected from the liquid is purified and placed in a small (0.5 cm^)
proportional counter for observing ^^Ar decay eventB. The observed
radiations from 3?Ar decay are low energy Auger electrons with an
energy of 2.8 keV. These electrons have an extremely short range in
the argon-methane counting gas making it possible to characterize
3?Ar decay events by pulse-rise-time and pulse-height measurements.
Each individual sample of argon collected is counted for 200 to 250
days allowing one to distinguish ^kc decays from background counts
by the time of occurrence of the counts. A statistical treatment by
the maximum likelihood method has been developed by Bruce Cleveland
specifically for the counting data, chemical yields, and counting
efficiencies measured in this experiment.1 The various procedures,
and tests that have been performed are given in earlier reports.2

^Collaborators on experimental work reported: Chlorine Experiment,
B. T. Cleveland, J. C. Evans and J. K. Rowley; Gallium Experiment
(BNL) B. T. Cleveland, 6. Friedlander, S. Katcoff, L. Remsberg,
J. K. Rowley, (MPI Heidelberg) J. Kilko, T. Kirsten, W. Hampel,
G. Heuser, M. Hubner, E. Pernicka, R. Schlotz; (Weizmann Institute)
I. Dostrovsky.
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Figure 1. The chlorine solar neutrino
experiment.
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The results are summarized in Figure 2. The bars on each point
indicate the period of exposure, and the statistical error of the
measurement. The position of the point plotted on the time axis
corresponds to the time for which half of the 37Ar atoms collected
would have been produced assuming a uniform production rate. This
time is only of significance for long exposures, and is useful for
comparing the data to solar phenomena, or other prospective neutrino
events. The particular maximum likelihood treatment used does not
allow negative values for the 37Ar production rate. The variations
observed are presently considered to be statistical, and combining
the individual experimental values gives an 37Ar production rate in
the 615 tons of perchloroethylene of 0.42 ± 0.05 37Ar atoms per day
as indicated in the figure.

The radiochemical experiment furnishes no direct way of
distinguishing neutrino produced 37Ar from that produced by various
background processes. The background processes of significance here
are those arising from cosmic ray unions, fast neutrons from the rock
wall, and internal alpha emitters. These processes are summarized in
in Figure 3. All these processes produce small backgrounds except
those from cosmic ray muons. Earlier analysis of this background
effect depended upon measurements of the 37Ar production in small
tanks of perchloroethylene (total volume 7200 liters) at higher
levels in the Homestake Mine, and extrapolation of these values to
the full depth and size of the neutrino detector tank. The cosmic
ray muon background for the 615-ton detector evaluated in this way is

Source

BACKGROUND EFFECTS

Process Control

Cosmic Rays Muons interacting
in liquid and rock
37Cl(p,n)37Ar

Internal Alphas 35Cl(a,p)38Ar
3 7 ) 3 7 A r

37Ar

Cl(a,p)
37Cl(p,n)37Ar
3 4S(a,n) 3 7

Fast Neutrons
35Cl(n,p)35S
37Cl(p,n)37Ar

4850 ft underground
4400 m.w.e.
Flux - 3 . 4 u's/m2 day
EJJ - 300 GeV
Measure 37Ar production
in C2CI4 at shallow depths

Measure a-emission in
liquid and walls.
Total a rate <10^ day ~*
Yield - 1.7 x 10" 1 0

(day 2 2 2 R n ) ~ l

E(thresh) - 0.99 MeV
Water shield

Figure 3. Background effects for the
chlorine solar neutrino detector.
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0.08 ± 0.03 37Ar atoms/day.3 This result is in agreement with the
background calculated by Zatsepin, Kopylov and Shirakova.* Further
work to evaluate the background by studying the photonuclear
production of ^7Ar in potassium as a function of the depth has been
carried out by Fireman.^ His method has sufficient sensitivity to
allow measurement of the 3'Ar production in potassium to be made at
the full depth of the detector with reasonable volumes of a potassium
hydroxide solution. An experiment with this ultimate goal is in
progress.

Accepting the present evaluation of the cosmic ray muon
background,3s^ the net 3'Ar production rate in the detector that
could be ascribed to solar neutrinos is 0.34 ± 0.06 "^Ar atoms/day.
This rate corresponds to 1.8 ± 0.3 SMI where SNU stands for solar
neutrino unit defined as 10~3*> captures per second per target
atom. It is of interest to examine the data ior any variations of
the 37AT production rate with time. To see if there is a periodicity
corresponding to the solar activity cycle the yearly averages were
obtained (see Figure 4). There is an indication of a variation at
the la level. It is our plan to continue measurements in the future
at the rate of six experiments per year.

Several authors have claimed correlations of the measurements we
have made over the last 10 years with the solar activity as measured
by sunspot occurrences, with solar flares^ and with the earth-sun
distance.^ Since the 3^Ar production rate in the present detector is
only 0.4 atoms per day, the number of countable atoms observed in
individual experimental runs is small—6 for an average run.
Consequently the statistical errors are large. Even so, there is a
hint of a rhythm in the data. It is interesting to point out that it
woulJ be entirely reasonable to build a chlorine detector with a
volume of perchloroethylene five times larger than the Homestake
detector, and the cost would be modest compared to many experimental
facilities discussed at this workshop. There is interest in the
Soviet Union to build a 3000 ton chlorine detector. To my knowledge,
the group under G. Zatsepin of the Institute for Nuclear Research is
the only one that has considered building a second chlorine solar
neutrino experiment.®

If, contrary to the standard theory of the solar interior, the
interior temperatures of the sun are varying, the flux of ^B and ?Be
decay neutrinos would be expected to vary much more than the flux of
p-p neutrinos. The 3?C1 detector is very sensitive to the energetic
neutrinos from ^u decay because these neutrinos have sufficient
energy to feed the analog state in 3?Ar, a super-allowed process. It
follows therefore that the 3^cl detector is an ideal one to search
for variations In the sun's neutrino luminosity. A similar argument
can be made for the ^ M a and 98{jo geochemical detectors for searching
for variations in the solar neutrino fluxes a few million years
ago.12 These geochemical solar neutrino detectors will be described
by George Cowan at this workshop.
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Figure 4. Yearly averages of the Ar
production rate in the chlorine
solar neutrino detector.
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Comparison with Theory

The most recent theoretical calculations of the neutrino fluxes
expected from tha sun are those of Bahcall, Huebner, Lubow, Parker
and Ulrica.9 These authors have carefully reviewed the Input data
used in the standard solar model, selecting the best values and
estimating Che errors. The data of major importance to the
forecasted neutrino fluxes are the nuclear reaction rates, the solar
constant, the primordial surface composition and the theoretically
calculated opacities. Numerous solar models were calculated to
determine the combined effect of the errors in the total neutrino
capture rate for various radiochemical and direct counting solar
neutrino detectors. The result of their analysis is that the
predicted rate for the chlorine experiment is 7.6 ± 3.3 SNU. The
error is expressed as a 3cr error (0.997 confidence level)1 However,
there are several important points to bear in mind in comparing this
theoretical forecast with the experimental results. First this
result is dependent upon the basic assumptions of the standard solar
model. In that model the sun is presumed to be initially homogeneous
with a composition identical to that observed in its photosphere,
with no internal dynamic or diffusive mixing, and with negligible
effects from internal rotations and magnetic fields. An important
critical set of parameters used in a solar model is made up of the
calculated values of the opacities. The calculated internal
temperatures of the sun are strongly dependent upon the correctness
of these calculated opacity values and the composition of solar
material throughout the interior. There is no experimental check on
the correctness of the calculated opacities for the conditions of
temperature, pressure and radiation density in the sun. The chlorine
experiment is particularly sensitive to the internal temperatures
because 80 percent of the predicted rate from the standard model
arises from the flux of neutrinos from 8B decay (see Figure 5 and
Table 1) and the production of 8B is strongly temperature dependent.

1) lR + ln + 2D + e + + v (99.75%) and
 lU +

(2) 2D + J-H

+ e" -y 2D +v(0.25%)

(4) 3He + 4He + 7Be + y

(5) 7Be + e" •* 7Li + v

7L1 + J-H •+

(6) 7Be + ln - 8B + y

8B •*• 8Be* + e + + v

I 2*He

Figure 5. The proton-proton chain.
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The above rate of 7.6 ± 3.3 SNU (3a) depends upon the accepted
value of the cross section for the ^He(a,y)^Be reaction. This
reaction has been measured several times at Caltech with a new result
published this year,1^ There is also a new measurement by a group
under C. Rolfs at Monster11 that is in disagreement with the Caltech
result, about 40 percent lower in absolute value. Using the MUnster
value, the predicted rate for the chlorine experiment would drop to
5.0 ± 2.1 SNU <3cr).

It is clear that our results do not agree with the standard
theoretical model of the sun. One can introduce into the theoretical
model various physical processes that would lead to lower internal
temperatures and in chis way depress the temperatures sufficiently to
obtain agreement with the ^'Cl experiment. The means of reducing the
temperatures that lead to solar models in the range of 1.5-2.0 SNU
are: reduce the heavy element (heavier than helium) chemical
composition of the interior to l/5th of the accepted value of 1.7
percent, continually mix the sun during its entire evolution,
introduce a fast rotating core, and introduce high internal magnetic
fields. Though the basic concepts behind some of these models have
merit, they are not considered to be satisfactory solutions to the
low neutrino capture rate observed with the ^Cl experiment.^
Recently models with turbulent diffusion have been developed by
Schatzman and Maeder1^ that give capture rates in the range 1.4 to
2.4 SNU for 37C1 depending on the extent of the turbulent diffusion.
These models could also account for the surface enrichment of % e
that is observed in the solar wind.

Another solution to the observed neutrino capture rate in
is that neutrinos oscillate. This question is open and has been
aired in recent years in many review articles.15 The domain of the
square of the neutrino mass differences, 6m , that would affect a
solar neutrino experiment is below lO"1^ (eV)2.16 The magnitude of
the mixing angle is not known, but at its maximum value 6 m = ir/4 the
neutrino capture rates could be reduced by as much as a factor of
1/n, where n is the number of neutrino types being mixed with \>e.
The question of neutrino mixing is of major importance in
interpreting solar neutrino flux measurements. In view of the many
possible interpretations ot the 37(;i experimental results in terms of
the solar physics discussed above one cannot draw definite
conclusions on the question of neutrino mixing. A gallium solar
neutrino detector whose dominant signal arises from the low energy
neutrinos from the p-p reaction is not so dependent on the solar
model and would allow one to test for neutrino mixing over sun-earth
distances.

The Gallium Experiment

Nearly all solar models forecast that the flux of neutrinos from
the H-H reaction is 6.3 ± 0.2 x 10 1 0 cm"2 sec"1. It is generally
agreed that the most desirable next solar neutrino experiment would
be one capable of measuring the flux of low energy neutrinos from this
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reaction. If the observed flux of these neutrinos agreed with that
forecasted by essentially all models, one would conclude the sun is
indeed producing energy by hydrogen fusion and that neutrinos do not
oscillate at distances comparable to the radius of the earth's
orbit. On the other hand, if the flux of these p-p neutrinos was
found to be low, one could infer that neutrinos oscillate. Thus a
search for p-p neutrinos could be an informative test that would
allow one to distinguish the neutrino physics explanations from solar
physics explanations for the results of the chlorine experiment.

Finding a detector capable of observing the low energy solar
neutrino spectrum is an almost impossible task. The only technique
proposed so far that is potentially capable of observing the
low-energy neutrino spectrum directly is the detector based upon the
115In(v,e~)115Sn* -> H 5Sn + 2y reaction suggested by Raghavon.1?
One needs an indium detector with a low background, high efficiency,
and satisfactory resolution to observe low energy events resulting
from neutrinos from the p-p reaction. A detector based upon this
reaction is being studied at MIT and the Bell Laboratories.

The most satisfactory radiochemical detector for observing p-p
neutrinos is one based upon the reaction ^lGa(v,e~)^^-Ge that
produces the 11.4-day 7̂ -Ge. It would, of course, observe the total
neutrino spectrum from the sun above the reaction threshold
(0.236 keV), but the spectral sensitivity would be entirely different
from that of the 3?C1 detector. Table 1 shows the neutrino capture
rate expected from the standard solar model for both 3?C1 and '1Ga.

Table 1. Comparison of the chlorine and gallium solar neutrino
detectors.

Solar Neutrino Capture Rate in SNU

Continually
Solar Neutrino Neutrino Energy Standard Model* Mixed Sun**

Source (MeV) 37C1 71Ga

H + E + D + e + + v spectrum 0-0.42 0 67.2
H + H + e"-*D + v line 1.442 0.23 2.4
7Be decay line 0.862 1.02 28.5

decay spectrum 0-14 6.05 1.7
decay spectrum 0-1.56 0.08 2.7
decay spectrum 0-1.76 0.26 3.8

7.6 106 1.5 82

Tons element for one v capture/day 364 32 1800 41

•Reference 9.
**J. N. Bahcall, Space Sci. Rev. 24, 227 (1979).
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For this model It can be noticed that for 71Ga, 70 SNU out of a total
of 106 SNU would result from the capture of neutrinos from the p-p
reaction. The other major contribution to the rate is from ?Be
decay: all other neutrino sources produce a negligibly small rate.
The 3'C1 detector is most sensitive to the neutrinos from ^B decay in
the sun, as mentioned earlier, 6 SNU out of 7.6 SNU would be expected
from this source according to the standard model. However, we claim
the standard model calculations predict a rate for "ci that is too
high, and that the observed rate is probably In the range 1.5 to 2.1
SNU. A more realistic prediction for the total rate in 7̂ -Ga could be
made by taking a model that agrees with the chlorine experiment.
There are a number of models with various dynamic features or
differing chemical compositions that agree with the 3?C1 results, and
all of these models calculate a total neutrino capture rate in ^ G a
of 82 ± 3 SNU, and the same rate of 70 SNU for the p-p rection
neutrinos, see example in Table 1. The best prediction for ^Ga that
can be made at the present time is 82 ± 3 SNU and 87 percent of the
signal would be attributed to the chain initiating p-p reaction
neutrinos. If a signal lower than this is observed, one could
conclude that neutrinos are either not penetrating the sun or are
changing their character in transit to the earth.

The gallium experiment is being developed as a joint effort of
the Max-Planck-Institute for Nuclear Physics at Heidelberg and
Brookhaven. A very simple and reliable chemical procedure has been
developed and tested. The gallium target solution is in the chemical
form of a nearly saturated solution of gallium chloride in dilute
hydrochloric acid (7.1 M GaCl3, 3.A M HC1). Germanium is removed
from this solution as the volatile GeCl4 by a gas purge. The GeCl4
is removed from the gas stream by a simple water scrubber column.
The GeCl4 in the water is then purified and converted to GeH^ gas
that serves as a suitable counting gas. The decay of ^Ge is
observed in a small proportional counter similar to the ones used in
the 37ci experiment. Pulse height and pulse rise time are used to
characterize ^ G e decay events (11.4-day half life). This technique
for extracting 71-Ge from large volumes of gallium chloride is easily
accomplished and is highly efficient (95%). A pilot system using 1.3
tons of gallium in solution ha3 been in operation at Brookhaven. The
volume of the gallium chloride tank is 2500 liters. This pilot
system has been used for the past two years to test procedures,
and to measure cosmic ray background effects.

From a full scale solar neutrino experiment using approximately
40 tons of gallium we would expect one neutrino capture per day
corresponding to 82 SNU. At this neutrino capture rate we would need
approximately three years to perform a measurement of the rate with a
10 percent statistical error (la). An arrangement of the tanks of
gallium chloride solution is shown in Figure 6. There would be
thirty 3000-liter glass-lined storage tanks in a cavity or tray and a
germanium recovery and purification system. The space required
depends upon the exact arrangement chosen, and would be approximately
an area of 1200 ft2 with a ceiling height of 18 ft. To reduce cosmic
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ray backgrounds to less than 0.01 ^ G e atoms per day, a depth of
3500 m.w.e. would be needed. It is our plan to build the experiment
In the Homestake Gold Mine, and we would like a room near our present
location at a depth of 4400 m.w.e. If a national underground physics
facility were available, we would be pleased to use it.

The next stage of development of a gallium neutrino detector is
to carry out a neutrino source test. We had planned to prepare a
2-megacurie source of -51-Cr by neutron activation of metallic
chromium. This source would yield monoenergetic neutrinos with an
energy of 0.746 MeV. It was our plan to prepare this source in the
HFIR reactor at Oak Ridge and carry out the measurement in a mine
nearby. The gallium chloride target material would be contained in
seven tanks. The central tank would hold 2 tons of gallium as a
gallium chloride solution and would have a re-entrant tube at its
center containing the 51cr source. Surrounding this tank would be
six additional tanks of gallium chloride solution holding a total of
10 tons of gallium. The expected neutrino capture rate in the
central and outer ring of tanks is shown in Figure 7 as a function of
the square of the neutrino mass difference assuming that the mixing
angle has its maximum value and that there is mixing between ve and
one other neutrino type.18 without neutrino oscillations we would
expect 4.5 '^Ge atoms to be produced per day in both the central tank
and the combined six outer tanks for a 2-megacurie source of 5*Cr.
Presently we have two tons of gallium available in solution to fill
the central tank and bid planned to proceed with this experiment.
Recently Oak Ridge has carried out a test irradiation to determine
the 51cr source strength that can be prepared in their reactor. To
our disappoitment they found that they could only produce 1/3 to 1/2
of the amount anticipated from their calculations. It now seems
likely that a source test cannot be carried out without additional
quantities of gallium.

Finally, I would like to mention that there is a vigorous solar
neutrino program being carried out in the Soviet Union under the
leadership of G. Zatsepin. They are also planning a gallium
experiment to be located in their underground laboratory next to the
Baksan valley. It is of interest to note that a Soviet scientist,
Kuzmin, originally recognized that 7lGa had a low threshold, a
favorable neutrino capture cross section, and that the product, 7 1Ge,
had a convenient half life and would be useful for observing the low
energy neutrinos from the sun.19 The Soviet group plans to use
gallium metal as a target material and will use an acid oxidation
method for removing ^ G e . We learned this spring that they have a
6-ton pilot experiment in operation.
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The Experiments in the Hoaestake Mine

There is Interest at this workshop in the question of having a
national facility for carrying out experiments that need shielding
from cosmic radiation.20 If such a facility were built, it would be
a center for these activities and would allow experimenters to build
very large sophisticated equipment that may not be possible using
a privately owned mine. In the United States experimenters have in
general used private mines, and, so far, have satisfied their needs
simply and inexpensively. Scientists in the Soviet Union have built
an underground laboratory in the Baksan valley^l because they do not
have deep mines available. It may be useful to discuss briefly the
way we have conducted our experiment over the last 15 years, and list
the other experimenters that have used our facilities in the
Homestake Mine.

We initially chose the Homestake Mine at Lead, South Dakota for
its great depth and stable rock structure. They were willing to
excavate a large room, 30 ft x 60 ft with a 32 ft high ceiling, to
contain the 100,000-gallon tank, a small pump room and space for a
12 ft x 20 ft laboratory building. For safety reasons we set the
floor of the tank room and pump room below the adit so that the
potentially dangerous liquid would be contained in the event of a
serious rock failure. The arrangement automatically provided a
needed fast neutron shield for the detector tank. Another important
safety feature is that steel doors designed to close off the tank and
pump room were installed to isolate our system from the rest of the
mine. If the vapors of perchloroethylene are detected on a
continuously operated monitor, the rooms can be sealed. All worries
about potential hazards are our responsibility. We asked the U.S.
Bureau of Mines to serve as consultants, particularly during the
construction phase of the facility, to make certain we and the mining
company were operating in a manner consistent with sound engineering
practice. We are at present operating liquid scintillation counters
using a high flash-point liquid. It was necessary to clear this with
the company to insure that they had no objection. In general we
discuss our plans with an engineer in charge of the Homestake's
research and planning office, Mr. Albert Gilles, so that he is
informed of our activities and obtains permission from the
management, if necessary. Another important advantage of the
Homestake Mine is that the shaft is only 150 yards from our
installation, and the active mining operation is about a mile away.
Higher levels arc accessible from this shaft.

There have been a number of scientists interested in using our
facilities. They have contacted me to explore the possibilities, and
if they are interested, visit the Mine. In all cases we have been
able to accommodate them in our space. If they would like to use the
facilities, they explain their experiment to the Homestake engineer
and write a letter asking for permission. It is especially easy to
make arrangements if their work can be done in conjunction with our
periodic visits. Brookhaven pays a fee of $1000 a year for access
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and hoist services. Guest scientists are included and no other fees
are necessary. If Homestake personnel are needed for assistance,
their services are charged to our account or the guest scientist's
account at an agreed upon rate.

The following experiments have been accommodated in our space in
the Mine. To my knowledge all proposals for new experiments have
been given permission by Homestake management.

University of Pennsylvania. —Ken Lande's group has built a
series of water Cerenkov detectors. Their present system, and their
latest proposal is described at this workshop. This is the largest
group using our space and they have independent and growing
facilities. This work started in 1972.

Saithsonian Center for Astrophysics.—Edward Fireman has a
tank containing 1.7 tons of potassium acetate powder designed to
measure muon production of ^'Ac by the photonuclear process
39K(p-,u NP)3'Ar. Measurements have been performed at various
levels in the mine to study this process as a function of average
muon energy.J

University of Washington.—Jerry Lord and Peter Kotzer have
performed several photoplate measurements of muon interactions. The
emulsions were prepared underground and exposed for long periods.
This work is now completed.

Washington University, St. Louis.—George Flynn has made a
search for superheavy elements in chemical fractions of the Allende
meteorite using plastic track detectors. This work is now completed.

Additional space in the Homestake mine is needed to build the
gallium solar neutrino experiment and the 1400-ton tracking
spectrometer described by Dick Steinberg at this workshop. We
believe it is most economical to have a single large room to contain
both experiments. With this in view we have asked the Homestake
engineering staff to estimate the cost of excavating a chamber 32 ft
wide by 160 ft long with 30 ft high ceiling near our present room,
and to consider how to carry out the work with minimum interference
with thfiir gold mining operation. The mining engineering has been
sketched out, and the costs have been estimated. We are now ready to
explore the views of the management towards carrying out this work
for us.

I would like to remark that some of the experiments proposed at
this workshop are potentially very hazardous and should be very
carefully designed, e.g. liquid argon Dewars and large volumes of
scintillation oil. If an accident occurs, it may require all
personnel to evacuate the mine. This can be a serious and expensive
operation if a few hundred miners are underground. Various accidents
have occurred at Homestake that required evacuation, but not from our
operation. Having a national facility could make these problems less
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serious because only a limited number of workers would be involved.
If experiments are funded that are potentilly hazardous, perhaps we
should form a review group of knowledgeable engineers to examine the
safety aspects of the experiments.

Working in the Homestake Mine during these last 15 years has
been extremely pleasant. The management and the people that have
assisted us have been very skillful and have always been very
generous and cooperative. He have asked them to accomplish numerous
tasks that are far outside the interest of the company, and they have
always responded with a ready solution to our problem. He feel very
much at home there-
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A Proposed Geological Solar Neutrino Flux Measurement

G.A. Cowan and W.C. Haxton

Los Alamos National Laboratory

Of a number of possible hypotheses for explaining the present solar

neutrino flux discrepancy, two are presently receiving particular considera-

tion. The first is that neutrinos oscillate or decay. A sensitive test of

this possibility is expected to emerge from the proposed Ga - Ge ex-

periment (1). The second hypothesis is that the standard solar model re-

quires some modification. In this connection, a particularly interesting

possibility, suggested by Dilke and Gough (2), is that an overstability

causes the sun's core to mix every few hundred million years. This would

lead to a temporary reduction in solar luminosity, a terrestrial ice age of

about 2 million years duration, and a somewhat longer depression in the neu-

trino flux, particularly the high energy B component. As the Pleistocene

Epoch began about 3 million years ago, we may be living in such a special

time. A geochemical experiment based on measurement of a product which is
o

proportional to the B neutrino flux integrated i

million ye°rs can provide a test of this hypothesis.
98

We propose to measure the concentration of Tc (T 1/2=4.2 million

years) made by neutrino capture in a molybdenum ore deposit. A second pro-
97

duct, Tc (Tj/2=2.o million years) will also be measured but will pro-

bably be masked by an unacceptably high background. If the neutrino insta-

bility hypothesis is supported by the Ge result, the Tc measurement

would be expected to provide a flux value supplementing the present Cl -

Ar result. If, on the other hand, an extended cyclical depression in
98

solar output has occurred, the Tc measurement is expected to provide
unique information concerning the long term value of the neutrino flux.

416

g
proportional to the B neutrino flux integrated over a period of several
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We have considered a number of problems bearing on the feasibility of

this experiment. In the remainder of this paper, we list the associated re-

quirements and then discuss them in more detail. These are:

1. Sufficiently accurate neutrino capture cross sections must be calcu-

lated or measured.

2. A Mo ore deposit must exist which is deep enough to reduce the cosmic

ray-induced background to a minor level.

3. The backgrounds induced by naturally radioactive elements must be

minor and measurable or calculable.

4. Separative and analytical chemistry techniques adequate for the quan-

titative measurement of extremely small quantities of Tc must be available.

5. The geochemical mobility of Tc over geological times must be very low

in the chosen ore body.

6. It is almost unnecessary to add that the cost of the experiment must

meet the usual tests.

Neutrino Capture Cross Sections:
98

The threshold for the Mo (V ,e) Tc reaction is 1.68 MeV but, because

transitions from the 0 ground state of Mo to the (6) ground state
+ Qft

and (4.5) first excited state in Tc are strongly hindered, the effec-
> o

tive threshold is *\> 1.74 MeV and only high energy B neutrinos contribute

significantly.

The model-independent Fermi strength contribution to the formation of
QP

"'Tc is negligibly weak. With sufficient accuracy for our present calcula-

tions, we estimate the model-dependent GT strength distribution and calculate

a production rate of 5.0 SNU (1SNU=1O captures per target atom per

second) based on the standard solar model neutrino flux of Bahcall et al.(3).

The GT transition can be mapped experimentally with a typical accuracy of 52

based on measurements of forward angle (p,n) reactions (4). Such measurements

are planned for Mo and should be available relatively soon.
97

From similar calculations for the production of Tc, we obtain a total
production rate of 5.9 "equivalent" SNU, the result including a contribution

98
from deexcitation by neutron emission in excited Tc.
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The Ore Deposit:

Although a number of unexploited Mo ore deposits may be known which are

buried at a sufficient depth, the amount of ore needed per sample is so great

that we are limited by practical considerations to the use of working mines.

We know of only one such active mine. It is located at the Henderson ore body

at Red Mountain in Clear Creek County, Colorado. The ore averages approxi-

mately 0.5% molybdenite (MoS.) and comes from a depth in excess of 1000 m.

The ore body extends to a depth > 1500 m below the surface (5). At the time

of ore body formation (^25 million years ago) the depth of burial was 1500 -

1800 m. The present minimum depth of overburden is due to glacial scouring

which occurred about 10,000 years ago.

We calculate that 1410 m of ove.Hurden at a density of 2.9 reduces the

cosmic ray background to 10% of the solar i 'ino signal.

Natural Radioactivity Backgrounds:

The most common Mo mineral at Henderson is molybdenite embedded in al-

tered granitic rock. A representative sample contains 11.8 ppm of uranium.

The associated radioactivity is the source of a number of potentially bother-
97 98

some reactions which produce Tc and Tc. Direct ( a,p) reactions are

suppressed to negligible levels by high thresholds and Coulomb barriers. How-

ever, (ct ,p) reactions on S followed by (p,n) reactions on Mo and Mo

may be serious. If uranium is found only in the veinlets containing molyb-

denite crystals, the ratio of neutrino-induced to alpha-induced Tc is given by

R<d>/3.75U where R is the neutrino capture rate in SNU, U the uranium content
QQ

in ppm, and <d> the mean thickness of molybdenite in micrometers. For Tc,

if U is 11.8 and <d> is 100, the ratio is 11.3. The result is more favorable

if the U is concentrated in macroscopic grains of host minerals which degrade

the energy of the alpha particle.

Fission neutrons produce (n,p) reactions on S followed by (p,n) reactions

on Mo. The signal-to-background ratio i6 510R/U or about 216.

Neutron capture on Ru can make Tc to the extent that 0.11 ppm of

Ru in the ore concentrate will generate a 10% background. The (<*»Y ) reaction
93 • • 97

on Nb generates a similar background level of Tc at a Nb content of a
97

few ppm* We conclude that background levels of Tc may prove to be unac-

ceptable.
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Separative Chemistry and Analysis for Tc:
4

Our calculations indicate that the untreated ore will contain 5x10
99

atoms of Tc per gram, the secular equilibrium level for mass 99 produced

by the spontaneous fission of U at a concentration of 12 ppm. Neutrino-
97 98 7

produced Tc and ' Tc concentrations should be a factor of 10 lower.

When the molybdenite is concentrated from 0.5% to 90%, the I) concentra-

tion should fall to 1.2 ppm if all the U is associated with minerals outside

the molybdenite. A representative sample of concentrate actually contained

1.8 ppm. Thus, the concentrate can be expected to contain ^ 7x10 atoms of
99 4 98 97
Tc per gram and ^10 less Tc and Tc. Analytical techniques are

7 98

presently being developed to measure 10 atoms of Tc, the most trouble-

some mass number due to the ubiquity of Mo contamination. The concentrate

from 2600 tons of ore divided by the recovery efficiency will be required to

produce such a sample. This represents considerably less than one day's pro-

duction at the mine.

In the industrial process, the concentrate is roasted to produce molyb-

denum oxide at a controlled temperative of i# 700 C. An effluent gas stream,

consisting largely of SO and excess air, is scrubbed with water to remove

particles and volatile impurities before conversion of the SO to sulfuric

acid. The scrub water, known as the acid wash, should contain most of the en-

vironmentally objectionable element selenium together with chemically similar

rhenium and technetium. The selenium is precipitated as Che sulfide for en-

vironmental reasons. This precipitate will contain the Tc. We must develop

separative techniques to recover traces of Tc from kilograms of selenium sul-

fide. The necessary chemistry is known, but the efficiency must be determined.

The Geochemical Mobility of Tc:

Based on measurements of loss rates of decay products of uranium, partic-

ularly radiogenic lead, in a variety of uranium ores, we are hopeful that Tc
—9

loss rates will not exceed 10 per year in the reducing environment of the
99

Henderson ore. We intend to measure the degree to which Tc is in secular

equilibrium with uranium. However, final reassurance on this question will

rest on the reproducibility of results obtained from more than one location in

the 'ore body.
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The Coat of the Experiment:

If the major separative processes required to prepare Tc samples were not

already commercially in place, and if the cooperation of the mine operator

(the Amax Corporation) were not promised, the cost of the experiment would be

of the order of 10 dollars or more* In fact, we expect the incremental

costs for separating Tc from the Se precipitate, analyzing separated Tc by

mass spectrometry, and characterizing the chemistry and morphology of the ore

body in detail will total an order of magnitude less.

Further details concerning this experiment are presented in Ref. 6.
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1. The Problem

Advances in elementary particle physics and astrophysics

during the past decade have indicated certain areas in those

fields in which experiments of high potential significance,

albeit great difficulty, need to be done. In general, these

are experiments that seek to uncover rare, new physical phenomena,

or to study quantitatively phenomena that are especially difficult

to observe. Among them are: (i) the study of solar and other

cosmic neutrinos, (ii) the search for nucleon instability, (iii)

the search for non-zero neutrino mass through the study of

neutrino stability and double beta-decay, and (iv) intensive

Searches for and attempts to measure accurately very energetic,

rare elementary particle interactions such as may be manifested,

for example, in the so-called Centauro events.

The nature of these experiments requires that they be shielded

from the intense flux of cosmic ray muons and air showers on the

earth's surface, and therefore that, the experimental apparatus be

*John Simon Guggenheim Fellow, 1981-82.
IResearch supported in part by the U. S. Department of Energy
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located deep underground or in the deep sea. However/ for roost

of the experiments, the apparatus also needs to be very large in

mass and volume, and highly instrumented to achieve the necessary

measurement capability. It is clear that the need for extensive,

deep shielding amounting to several thousand feet of rock, and

the need for apparatus of appreciable complexity to be so located,

are n^t easy to reconcile. Past attempts to do so have led to

experimental arrangements in which at least one of those basic

requirements was seriously compromised, and the resultant data,

while interesting and suggestive, have been inconclusive.

2. Possible Solution; A National Underground Physics Laboratory

One way out of this dilemma would be to establish a laboratory

deep underground of sufficient scope to be capable of housing and

maintaining a variety of experiments that employ the most advanced

technology. From past experience it seems unlikely that this can

be accomplished by a small number of universities acting alone.

A more ambitious effort, aimed at providing sufficient resources

and sustaining the continuity of complex experiments of long

duration, is required. This suggests the need for a larger con-

sortium of universities acting through a national laboratory, as

has been done in high energy physics and astronomy. In the

remainder of this proposal we discuss a specific channel whereby

a national underground physics laboratory might be formed, briefly

describe the desirable characteristics of such a laboratory,

recommend a possible location, and provide detailed cost estimates

for it.
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3. Nature Of A National Underground Physics Laboratory

Relative to existing national laboratories or observatories,

a national laboratory in which physics experiments are done under-

ground would be a fairly small entity, since it would have no

large particle accelerator or telescope array to construct or

operate. One envisions a physics laboratory with appropriate but

modest supportive resources such as machine and electronic shops,

a medium capacity central computer, and a small number of permanent

technicians to maintain the access-way to the experiments, to

control the mine working conditions and enforce, safety regulations,

and to aid in the installation and operation of experiments. This

is more akin in magnitude to a large physics department than to a

national laboratory, and, accordingly, this laboratory would be

expected to have a yearly budget roughly an order of magnitude

smaller than those of national accelerator laboratories. For

these reasons, a national underground physics laboratory would

benefit from being associated with an existing national laboratory

as an adjunct of the larger laboratory. In addition to the reasons

cited above, there would be significant other advantages through

the reduction of "peripheral" overheads that would be forthcoming

with adjunct as opposed to independent status, and through the

ability of the adjunct laboratory to call on the parent laboratory

for short term aid to alleviate peak loads, and for short term

use of expensive facilities or skills possessed by the parent

laboratory.

In principle, any of the existing national laboratories could
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serve as the parent laboratory. There are, however, two criteria

that narrow the choice: (i) the deep mines and tunnels in the

U.S. (depth greater than about 4000 ft) are mostly to be found in

the far western part of the country, which suggests the choice of

a parent laboratory in that area, and (ii) the parent laboratory

should, if possible, have an established tradition of sustaining

for long periods of time large technical efforts away from the

main laboratory site. These criteria are satisfied by the Los

Alamos National Laboratory (LAND, which, in addition, possesses

a high level of competence in many of the technical disciplines

necessary to an underground physics laboratory, including past

and on-going studies in deep underground locations at the Nevada

Test Site. The physics prospectus of the underground physics

laboratory does not intrude on any of the present programs of

LANL, but rather serves to complement a number of them.

4. Possible Laboratory location; The Nevada Test Site

The Nevada Test Site (NTS) is an area in which a national

underground physics laboratory might be located. That area has

several advantages. First, it offers the prospect of a location

that would permit laboratory operations independent of outside

constraints such as would be present if the laboratory were

established as a part of a working, commercial mine. Second,

it offers the prospect of a laboratory whose future growth would

be limited by the quality of its scientific work and not primarily

by extraneous spatial and other restrictions that would be
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present in most locations. Third, the past and present develop-

ment of resources at the Nevada Test Site such as roads, power

and base campsites, as well as detailed knowledge of the geology

of the area, and extensive experience in drilling deep vertical

shafts, is unlikely to be matched elsewhere. The presence of

these resources should minimize the initial cost of construction

of a national underground physics laboratory if it can be

located at the Nevada Test Site. Fourth, there is a region in

the southwest part of the NTS which has recently been set aside

for purposes other than weapons testing. This region, now

designated the Nevada Research and Development Area (NRDA),

has within it and nearby locations that are suitable for a

national underground physics laboratory. These locations are

delineated and one of them is described in detail in section 6.

Cost estimates are provided in section 7. An important feature

of the NRDA and the one closely adjacent site specified below

is that access is not expected to require clearance, and, in

general, security provisions will be only those necessary for

the safety of personnel and equipment.

5. The Underground Physics Laboratory

To provide a brief description of the desirable character-

istics of a national underground physics laboratory, it is

useful to look at the requirements that would be placed on the

laboratory by "sample" experiments that might be done there.
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Consider a "second" generation solar neutrino experiment,

the Ga experiment planned by R. Davis and collaborators. The

requirements of that experiment, summarized by that group for

the purpose here, are:

(i) Depth Requirement

The muon-induced background of 7 1Ge, the final state nucleus

that results from the interaction of solar neutrinos with 7 1Ga,

is estimated to depend on depth as follows:

Muon-Induced Depth in Meters

Background of Ge per day of Water Equivalent(m.w.e.)

0.030 3000

0.015 3500

0.008 4000

On the basis of the standard solar model, the expected

signal from neutrinos resulting from the process p + p •* d + e + v

in the sun is 1.5 Ge per day. Using the requirement that the

muon induced background should be < 1/10 the expected signal, a

depth of 3500 m.w.e. or more would be satisfactory.

(ii) Room Size

Approximately 30 tanks of gallium chloride solution would be

needed. Each tank would be 58 inches in diameter and 10 ft high

(including connections), with a volume of 750 gallons.

Fig. 1 shows a possible arrangement of the tanks in two rows

requiring an area of about 90 ft long by 12 ft wide. Other
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arrangements, are also possible. In addition to the tanks, there

are required chemical processing equipment, a shield for low-level

counters, circuitry, storage space, desks, etc. A reasonable room

to house the entire facility would be 30 ft x 80 ft with a 25 ft

ceiling.

(iii) Services

The room should be equipped with an overhead crane of 5 tons

capacity to allow lifting of individual tanks.

The maximum electrical load would be 50 kW when operating.

Water should be available for occasional use and for

safety in the event of a spill.

A water barrier will probably be necessary to shield the

gallium chloride tanks from the natural radioactivity in the

room.

Installation of the experiment would take between 3 and 6

months and require 2 technicians, an engineer and a chemist more

or less full time during that period. The 11 day half-life of

71

Ge suggests that signal sampling would be done about every two

weeks, which would necessitate the services of a skilled technician

at least half-time to maintain the equipment and carry out the

sampling under the direction of a chemist.

Consider also a "second" generation nucleon decay experiment

because such an experiment will be very large in mass and volume,

and possess the advanced particle detection capability of high

energy physics. Thus, a design study by a group from the University
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of Pennsylvania for a nucleon decay experiment specifies a detector

of mass 2.5 metric kilotons, volume 8 m x 8 m x 61 m, which utilizes

745/000 gallons of liquid scintillator, 13,440 photomu1tiplier tubes

and 84,000 proportional drift cells. Data acquisition is through

14 microprocessors subject to the control of a VAX-11 computer.

The prototype of this detector is a 200 metric ton detector of

similar construction now used in the study of neutrino physics at

Brookhaven National Laboratory.

Based on experience with the prototype detector and reasonable

extrapolation of that experience, we estimate that installation of

the nucleon decay detector in a deep mine would require (full-time)

4 engineers, 20 technicians and 20 physicists for 1 and 1/2

years. Upon completion of installation, those numbers would

reduce to 1 or 2 engineers, 5 technicians, and 5 physicists.

We assume that final design and construction of the detector

components would be done in LANL and in the home laboratories

of the collaborating university physicists. We assume also that

at least one-half of the 20 physicists mentioned above would be

attached to universities.

For the maintenance and installation of the "sample"

experiments it will be necessary to have small electronics and

machine shops available on the surface, as well as an area to

house experimenters and local computing facilities. An assembly

building at least 30 ft high, with a floor area of 4000 sq ft

will also be required.
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If we generalize to a laboratory initially containing the

Ga experiment, one experiment of magnitude similar to the sample

nucleon decay experiment, and two or three smaller (double beta-

decay) experiments, we are led to the following rough specifications

for the national underground physics laboratory. It would have

three rooms with volumes: 30 ft x 80 ft x 25 ft(high) for the

71Ga experiment; 40 ft x 230 ft x 46 ft(high) for the nucleon

decay experiment; and 50 ft x 50 ft x 25 ft(high) for several

double beta-decay experiments. It would have a full-time

personnel complement of 2 engineers, 15 technicians and 5 to 10

physicists. Surface buildings for the facility need not exceed

20,000 sg ft. A tentative budget would be 3 million dollars per

year of which about one million dollars would be for scientific

and technical salaries.

The complement and budget of this laboratory, and the

administrative structure of LANL suggest that the underground

physics laboratory might be another division of or a center

within LANL. This would establish a close connection, and provide

a single, cleat administrative entity with which the university

physicists using or seeking to use the underground physics

laboratory would interact.

6. Possible Sites

In view of the mutual advantages that would stem from

operation of a national underground physics facility by the Los
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Alamos National Laboratory, a sizable effort has been made to

find a suitable site in or near the Laboratory's normal operating

environs. This search included the land area occupied by the

Laboratory in New Mexico; appropriate federal lands within an

80-km radius of there; the area in and around the DOE Nevada

Research and Development Area (attached to the Nevada Test Site);

and an area held by the DOS in the Hot Creek Valley of Central

Nevada.

At each location, the critical requirement of an adequate

local geology to allow mining and occupation of sizable chambers

at the depths set forth in Table X was carefully examined. The

depths in Table I are normally characterized by appreciably

increased rock temperatures. In and around the Los Alamos area,

the relatively high geothermal gradient, coupled with an abun-

dance of generally weak or porous, low-density, volcanic cover,

and a dearth of appropriate federally controlled land, appears

to rule out such a facility almost conclusively.

At the Nevada Test Site, however, a number of small chambers

have been mined at comparable depths. Furthermore, an examina-

tion of the available guidelines provided to potential users of

the NRDA and closely adjoining areas indicate that an underground

physics facility could be compatible with other uses of the NTS.

Consequently, the entire area of the NRDA was examined in some

detail.

This area is now the site of investigations being carried

out for a nuclear waste storage demonstration project in tuffa-
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TABLE I

DEPTH OF COVER CRITERIA
NATIONAL UNDERGROUND PHYSICS LABORATORY

A. Minimum depth of cover to be 3500 meters water equivalent (MWE).

IS. Minimum depths of rocks of different average density:

AVERAGE
DENSITY
(gm/cm3)

2.0

2.2

2.4

2.6

2.8

MINIMUM
COVER
(meters)

1750

1591

1458

1346

1250

MINIMUM DEPTH TO
FLOOR OF WORKINGS

(meters)

1764

1605

1472

1360

1264
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ceous rocks and it has long been studied by the U. S. Geological

Survey. Therefore, much detailed geologic information exists

for the area and more is being made available almost daily. The

waste storage investigations, which include extensive exploratory

drilling operations, are at present concentrated around Yucca

Mountain (Fig. 2 ) . This is along the west boundary of the NRDA

and the southwest boundary of NTS. Essentially, the geology of

the entire NRDA and its surroundings was extensively examined in

the recent past,and the whole of this area is covered by 7.5-

minute geologic quadrangle maps. It has also been the subject of

numerous other USGS publications. All of these resources, as

well as many of the individuals responsible for their compilation,

were consulted in seaching for a geologically adequate under-

ground laboratory site.

The surface geology, stratigraphy, and structure, as pro-

vided by maps, reports, and geologists working in the area, were

initially examined for candidate sites. On this basis six sites

were chosen for more detailed study. A major aim in this early

stage was to find places where aquitards of reasonable strength

and thickness were likely to be available at the required depths.

Information on geothermal gradients and heat flow, water tempera-

ture and production, and stratigraphic intersections in the local

wells and exploratory drill holes was collected and studied.

Next, stratigraphic sections were developed from the maps and

drill hole data, and estimated stratigraphic columns with appro-
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Adequate for a National Underground Physics

Laboratory within or near the Nevada Research and

Development Area (NRDA) of the Nevada Test Site.
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priately assigned bulk densities were made. Using these, general

locations were narrowed to more specific ones, and the candidate

sites were visited.

Among the most promising sites were those shown (Fig. 2) at

Southern Yucca Mountain, Northern Yucca Mountain, Forty-Mile

Canyon, and Wahmonie Southwest. All of these are believe to

have rocks of low permeability, adequate for sizable mined

chambers, at depths of 1400 m and considerably below. However,

as the geologic, lithologic, stratigraphic, structural, geothermal

and physical properties representative of each site became more

clearly defined, two opposing conditions were manifested:

(i) the generally low densities of the rocks in the volcanic

section, and (ii) the increased temperatures that accompany the

increased depths necessary to provide the required cover. In

addition, it was apparent that the price of an adequate under-

ground laboratory would increase markedly with increased depth

due to the increased costs of drilling, mining, pumping, and

air cooling. In short, it was found that only the Wabmonie

Southwest site, estimated to provide granodiorite at relatively

shallow depth (see Table II), is likely to provide a rock column

of sufficient density to make a laboratory depth of less than

1565 m possible. Alternative locations in the Calico Hills were

avoided in part because of the notably high heat flow and

temperature gradient in the single hole in that area where

measurements have been made.
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INDICATED ROCK COLUMN BELOW
THE PROPOSED NUPL SITE AT WAHMONIE SOUTHWEST

(Lat. 36°-48'-3O" N; Long: 116°-1O'-13" W)

NEVADA COORDINATES: N 228, 467 m
E 196, 678 m

STATIC WATER TABLE: "518 m below surface

INDICATED ROCK TYPE INDICATED
FROM SURFACE DOWNWARD THICKNESS

(Based on Geology and Geophysical Work) (metera)

(1) Alluvium 45.7

(2) Altered Tuffaceous Rocks or 76.2
Rocks of Eleana Formation

(3) Altered or Fractured Granitic Rocks, 350.5
Rhyodacltes, or Arglllites of the
Eleana Formation

(4) Granodlorite, as exposed nearby (or, 883.9*
less likely, an altered marble similar
to that at the Calico Hills)

TOTAL DEPTH OF COVER - 1356.3

AVERAGE WEIGHTED DENSITY -

TOTAL METERS WATER EQUIVALENT -

REQUIRED DEPTH TO FLOOR OF WORKINGS - 1356.3 + 14 - 1370.3 meters
or 4496.0 feet

AVERAGE
DENSITY
(gm/cm3)

1.90

2.33

2.55

2.65

2.58

WATER
EQUIVALENT
(meters)

86.9

177.5

893.8

2342.3

3500.5

Estimated minimum thickness required for NUPL. Actual thickness available is indicated to be much greater.
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The next best location found is that of Southern Yucca

Mountain, and nearby, where the required depth is at least

1565 m. The weighted-average bulk density there is less than

2.2 gra/cc, to a depth of 1067m, and at other sites directly

north is 2.0 gm/cc or less to even greater depths. Improvement

in the picture might come when data are in from the lower por-

tions of four waste storage exploratory holes at or going to

1828 m. Even so, the depths and costs at any acceptable location

aside from Wahmonie Southwest are likely to be significantly

higher.

7. Cost Estimates for an Dnderground Laboratory

While the geologic work was under way, cost estimates were

obtained for various methods of shaft sinking and mining in the

various geologies in and near the NHDA. Ihe estimate for a conventionally

mined and lined shaft of 3.66 m inside diameter, with the

required chambers, and the necessary exploratory hole that must

first be drilled, is shown in Table III. This table relates

to drilling and raining in the granodiorite and overlying rocks of

the Wahmonie Southwest site and is based on all the geological

and geophysical information concerning it. It represents the

low end of estimates for the methods or sites treated and is

based on essentially the only techniques presently available

for sinking an adequately sized shaft and mining sizable chambers

in such strong and hard rock as the granodiorite evidenced near
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TABLE III

ESTIMATED COST OF DRILLED EXPLORATORY HOLE AND CONVENTIONALLY MINED
SHAFT, DRIFT, CHAMBER COMPLEX IN GRANODIORITE

AT THE WAHMONIE SOUTHWEST SITE

A. Exploratory Drill Hole (21.6 cm diameter to 1525 m)
Coring (60 m at t 470 m; 120 mat i 1360 m)
Logging (at ± 560 m and ± 1360 m)
Hydrologic testing ( at ± 560 m and ± 1360 m)
Misc. operations, support, supplies and delays

SUBTOTAL, EXPLORATORY HOLE

B. Mined Shaft, Collar, Drift and Chambers

Site prep; mobe; foundations; setup hoists;
surface installations and chiller units;
and surface electrical

Sink and line shaft w/steel Cupper 150 m) and
concrete (3.66 m I.D., surface to 1400 m)

Drill water test holes

Mine shaft station and access drifts

Drive 52 m of 3.66 m x 3.66 m connecting drifts

Mine 12.2 m t f x 7 O m L x l 4 m H chamber

Mine 9.2 m W x 24.4 m L x 7.6 m H chamber

Mine 15 m W x 15 ia L x 7.6 m H chamber

Underground construction support

Architect-Engineer fee

SUBTOTAL, MINED SHAFT AND COMPLEX W/A-E

C. Capital Equipment (Headframe; skip and cages, main
hoist; emergency hoist; air compressors and
blowers; 150 ton chiller unit; shaft sinking
and mining equipment; shotcrete machines; shaft
liner forms; concrete batch plant; sinking 7
other pumps; stage pumps in shaft; and rock
mechanics instrumentation

SUBTOTAL, CAPITAL EQUIPMENT

$ 2.181K
616 K
108 K
136 K
249K

995 K

14.456K

2

2

3

105 K

558 K

222 K

,262K

442 K

400 K

,860K

,370K

*,210K

$ 3.290K

S 25,670K*

GRAND TOTAL -

$ 4.210K*

$ 33,170K*

without contingency
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the Wahmonie Southwest site. The technique is that of con-

ventional mining of the entire shaft, drift, and chambers complex,

which recommends itself as the most satisfactory method at the

Wahmonie Southwest site.

In the cost estimates of Table III, rock bolting and wire

mesh for the deep workings, and a 30-cm-thick concrete bearing

floor throughout are included. The Wahmonie Southwest site as

proposed is along the paved Cane Springs Road, and water, power

and communications lines are nearby. Consequently, costs for

providing these services and a sanitary sewer system and other

surface facilities should be comparatively low. Lastly, it

can be conveniently reached over paved road from U.S. Highway 95,

at Lathrop Wells, and is easily accessible from the NRDA Head-

quarters in the adjoining Jackass Flats via the Cane Springs

Road.

8. other Possible Less Costly Sites

Two additional sites that might conceivably be utilized at

lesser initial cost are known to exist in the Hot Creek Valley

of central Nevada. These are in a desert area approximately

91 km northeast of Tonopah, at what was once the Central Nevada

Test Area. Located northwest of U.S. Highway 6, extending from

Tonopah to Ely, this area is also 14.5 km northeast of Warm

Springs. It has numerous improved access roads, power and com-

munications closely available, as wall as two deep, large-
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diameter, drilled holes, the particulars of which are given in

Table IV. As will be noted, one hole (UC-3) is cased (to 1.37

m I.D.); the other (UC-4, drilled to 3.04 m I.D. and now filled

with mud) is not; both are sealed and securely covered. Only

UC-4, which goes to a depth of 1676 m and has an average over-

burden density of 2.16 gm/cc, can without further excavation

provide the 3500 MWE needed. This would be at a depth of 1620 m

and would require the unloading and casing or lining of the hole.

Bottoming as it does in relatively dense and inpermeable tuffs,

it might well provide rocks at the necessary depth that would

sustain the required chambers. The actual rock temperature at

this depth, however, is not at present known to the authors.

The possibility of using one of these holes and thereby

reducing significantly the initial cost of the laboratory is

being actively pursued, as is the search for sites elsewhere

that might have the same advantage.
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TABLE IV

SUMMARY OF DATA FOR EXISTING LARGE-DIAMETER HOLES IN
HOT CREEK VALLEY, CENTRAL NEVADA

UC-3 is a capped drill hole cased with 1.37 m I.D. casing set to a depth
of 1457.5 m and cemented in place. The hole is at 1755.5 m surface eleva-
tion and was originally drilled to 1477 in at 3.05 m diameter. It is within
a 960-acre withdrawal controlled by DOE. Spudded in alluvium, where the
static water table is 65.5 m deep, it continues downward into tuff from
1012 m to bottom. The tuff/paleozoic contact is 2987 ± 152 m below surface.
Data is available from a 1829 m deep exploratory hole, UCE-20, that was
located 24.4 m south but is now plugged back. Average overburden density
from the surface to the total cased depth of UC-3 is 2.19 g/cc.

UC-4 is a capped drill hole of 3.05 m diameter carried to a depth of 1676.3
and is uncased except for 126.5 m of 3.1 m surface casing. The hole is at
1993 m surface elevation and is within a 960-acre withdrawal controlled by
DOE. Spudded in alluvium, where the static water level is 161 m deep, it
continues downward into tuff from 640 m to bottom. The tuff/paleozoic
contact is 2834 ± 152 m below surface. A 1829 m deep exploratory hole,
UCE-17, is located 30.4 m northeast of UC-4 and is now assigned to the U.S.
Bureau of Land Management for their use. The average overburden density
from surface to total depth of UC-4 is 2.16 g/cc.
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Nuclear Kelnteraction Effects

Tegid W. Jones
University of Michigan and University College London

Introduction

Attempts are being made to observe nucleon decay in different materials,

notably water, which contains some free protons, and iron. It is essential to

understand how the products of such a decay are modified on their way out of a

complex nucleus so that the results of different experiments can be

compared* This account will concern itself only with this question and not

with possible nuclear effects which modify the: nucleon lifetime.

It is well known that the reinteraction of the hadronic products of

nucleon decay will degrade the visible energy in Cerenkov and tracking

detectors, the "back-to-back" signature, and the charge topology of decay

events. Likewise, estimates of the neutrino background based on neutrino -

free-nucleon cross sections are affected by nuclear reinteraction.

Th...3e effects are dominant for pions produced in the A(1232) resonance

region. Thus the modes most affected are the decays p + e+ir° and n + e+it~,

where the pion momentum, spread by the Fermi motion, is on the high side of

the A resonance at 460 MeV/c. For modes which produce u>, n, and K+ or K°

mesons (but not the p meson), the effects should be much smaller since these

mesons decay outside the nucleus and do not excite the A resonance. Ideally,

estimates of these effects should be presented in such a way that the

differing energy and angular acceptances of the experiments can be imposed on

AA3
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the results. Thus., a scatter plot showing how the plon-lepton opening angle

correlates with the visible event energy, after reinteraction effects have

been included, is more useful than simply the probability for the pions to

escape from the nucleus without reinteractions of any kind. (This latter

quantity is called the transmission probability in the rest of this article,

and is the quantity usually, but not always, presented in the studies of

nuclear effects reviewed in this report.)

Since neutrino and low-energy photo- pion production in nuclei occur

throughout the nuclear volume, they are the processes thought to be most

similar to pion production following nuclecn decay. Both sets of data have

been used as starting points for estimates of pion reinteraction effects

following nucleon decay. These data and their interpretation are discussed in

turn. Since they lead to conflicting estimates of reinteraction effects, a

possible explanation and the need for further calculations are discussed in

the conclusion of this report.

Neutrino Data

The Gargamelle collaboration1 obtained data on the charged current

reaction v + p + p + i v + u " , and on single pion production by the neutral

current with a propane filling of the bubble chamber. The charged current

reaction occurring in carbon could be kinematically fitted such that processes

where the pion and the proton escape from the carbon nucleus without further

interaction could be identified. Two Monte Carlo programs, one by

" Longuemare and the second by M. Fohl, were developed to describe

reinteraction effects and could be checked against such data as the pir+u~

process. Both programs were based en the cascade approach where pions are

followed along classical paths, their interaction with a Fermi sea of nucleons

being determined by free pion-nucleon cross sections, taking into account the

Fermi motion of the nucleons and the effects of the Paul! exclusion

principle. In addition, both programs had to make somewhat unusual

assumptions to explain the apparent transparency of carbon nuclei to pions in

neutrino processes. The first assumed that the initial neutrino reaction was
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surrounded by a 1 fm hole, whereas In the second, the nuclear radii were

calibrated from reaction cross sections and found to be considerably larger

than the usual electromagnetic radii. In spite of these unorthodox

approaches, the two programs were in reasonable agreement with each other and

with the neutrino interactions in carbon.

Both programs were starting points for estimates of reinteraction effects

in nucleon decay experiments. The Frejus collaboration, Bareyre et al., used

the Longuemare program to predict that 72% of pions should escape from iron

nuclei after nucleon decay. Even if this number is interpreted as the

percentage expected to fall within certain experimental acceptances, this is a

surprisingly high value.

Pohl's program was modified at University College London by R. C. H.

Henderson and the author^ for nucleon decay in 1978, and run for several

potentially useful nuclei. The results for transmission probabilities were:

60% 53% 45% 41% 36%

Although they did not start from neutrino or photon data, two other

calculations are mentioned here since their results are close to the numbers

directly above. These are the calculations of T. A. Gabriel and M. S.

Goodman, based on the intranuclear cascade model developed by R. W. Bertini,*

and those of A. Nishimura and K. Takahashi, who made use of the recent

copious data on the pion-nucleus interaction that have become available from

the meson factories.

The apparent agreement among these three independent calculations should

not disguise the fact that each approach, as far as it is possible to

ascertain, makes differing approximations and initial assumptions.

Fion Fhotoproductlon Data

Recently two groups,

Germany, J. Arends et al., have measured pion photoproduction in a range of

Recently two groups, one in Japan, K. Baba et al., and the other in
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nuclei from carbon to lead. For quasi-elastic production, the momentum

distribution of the pion at a given angle should be Fermi broadened about the

momentum expected for the photoproduction off a free nucleon. By integrating

under this quasi-elastic peak and comparing with the free nucleon process,

with due allowance for the Pauli principle effects, estimates are obtained for

the percentage of pions that are transmitted. Arends et al. also allow for

pion absorption by two nucleon processes. The transmission probability is

found to be ~ 40% (to be compared with ~ 60% for the neutrino data) in carbon

for pions at 460 MeV/c. (Arends et al. do not have data at as high a pion

momentum as 460 MeV/c, so the transmission probability was taken at the pion

momentum on the low side of the resonance where the pion - free-nucleon cross

sections are the same.) Both groups have Monte Carlo programs, similar to the

ones briefly described in the previous section, which account for their

observations. For heavier nuclei, the transmission probabilities are

36% 24%

where an A ' J law has been verified by the Japanese group.

These more pessimistic numbers were accounted for by D. A. Sparrow' in

1980, who assumed that the pion-nucleus interaction, In the energy range of

interest in nucleon decay experiments, is dominated by the A(1232)

resonance. The pions transmitted are those which survive isobar production,

since an isobar can either decay, in which case angle information is lost, or

be absorbed in another nucleon.

Conclusion

The question of pion reinteraction following nucleon decay is clouded by

two conflicting estimates of such effects. Following the Argonne workshop,

further consideration prompted a possible explanation for this discrepancy.

In both neutrino and photo- pion production, two phenomena occur. For

processes dominated by the A resonance, the incoming particle interacts with a

nucleon and produces a A resonance, which in turn can either be absorbed or
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decay. When decay occurs, the pion can subsequently reinteract with nuclear

matter which again is dominated by the A resonance. None of the Monte Carlo

programs describe A propagation following either the production or the

reinteraction process. In the neutrino analysis of the u p u~ channel, the

A involved can only be absorbed by the neutrons, whereas in photoproduction

the A+ and A° can be absorbed by both protons and neutrons. The effects at

the production stage may indeed invalidate much of the early hope that

neutrino and photoprcduction data would provide good estimates for

reinteraction effects in nucleon decay.

There is clearly need for a fully quantum mechanical approach which

includes A propagation effects as distinct from the hit-and-run Monte Carlo

calculations used in the past.
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A Test of a Flash Chamber Calofi'niq

as a Nucleon Decay Detector

S. Mikamo

National Laboratory for High Energy Physics, KEK

Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan

ABSTRACT

We report the result of a beam test of a flash chamber calorimeter

to be used as a nucleon decay detector. The capabilities and limita-

tions of this type of calorimeter with a second generation experiment in

mind are discussed.
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I. Introduction

1 2)

A flash chamber calorimeter was designed about two years ago '

for an experiment on nucleon decays. The detector would have belonged

to that in the category of the first generation experiments, which was

however designed to be sensitive to various decay modes and to be

capable of rejecting possible background effectively by its fine-grained

feature.

The prototype detector has been tested by using accelerator beams

while the full scale experiment proposed remains at a standstill. Since

it is almost the time for considering the next generation experiments,

it seems to be worthwhile to report the result of our prototype calori-

meter for examining the capabilities and limitations of this type of

calorimeter -with the second generation experiment in mind.

II. Detector Characteristics

Before doing the beam test of the prototype detector the applica-

bility of flash tubes for a fine cell and large volume calorimeter was

tested by cosmic rays . The tube suitable for the full scale experi-

ment was decided to be as follows: it is made of borosilicate glass of

an inner diameter of 4 mm with 0.5 mm wall thickness and 5 m long,

covered with a black thermal-shrink tube. The characteristics are

4)
similar to those of other studies and are summarized as follows.

Gas neqn (90%) + helium (10%) (at 1 atra.)

Light yield sufficient for optical readout

H. V. pulse 8 <v 16 kV/cm (plateau in efficiency)

Layer efficiency ^65Z

Sensitive time 5 us *• 2 ps (L - 1 m * 5 m)
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Recovery time -vLOO ms (at 10 kV/cm)

Repetition ^1/sec

Spurious rate almost none

Figure 1 shows the variation of layer efficiency against the high

voltage and time delay.

For the beam test tubes of 1 m in length with the same features as

above were used . The flash chamber consisted of 24 modules, each

containing four layers of tubes (Fig. 2). Iron plates were sandwiched

between the modules. The thickness of iron plate tested was 5 mm. The

modules were arranged as X and Y chambers alternatively.

III. Experiments

The prototype detector was exposed to the internal target beam line

(the so-called ir2 beam) at KEK which is an unseparated beam containing

•\,80% pions, ̂ 10% muons and t.10% electrons at 500 MeV/c. The momentum

range covered was from 0.15 GeV/c to 1.5 GeV/c. Selection of the type

of beam particle was made by the following triggering configurations.

Pions : SI . S2 . CT . C2" . S3 . S4

Muons : SI . S2 . Cl . C2 . S3 . (absorber) . S4

Electrons : SI . S2 . Cl . C2 . S3 . S4

The schematic view of the experiment is shown in Fig. 3.

Two Cherenkov counters were identical and filled with Freon-12 at

one atmospheric pressure, capable of rejecting pions of momentum below

2.7 Ge'7/c with an efficiency of 97% for each, providing an overall

rejection factor of V10 .
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For muons, an iron block of 1 m thick was installed between the S3

and S4 counters. The muon energy was determined from the beam energy

and range-energy relation. The attenuation factor of pions in this case

was <v3 x 10~ . The contamination of other particles for the above

selections was estimated to be less than 32.

The high voltage applied was 11 ^ 13 KV. The delay time was about

300 nsec and the rise time through an RC (4000 pF, 300 SI) decay circuit

was 200 nsec. Practically no spurious flashing was observed when

triggered by straight through muons.

The data were taken on 35 mm film CTri-X) with a camera (Pentax 35

mm lens) with F » 2.8, using a mirror system.

XV. Results

IV-1) Angle measurements

a) Angular resolution

Data on muons of momentum 800 MeV/c were taken and analysed to

determine the intrinsic angular resolution of the chamber. The muons

passed through 24 layers of X and Y chambers and 20 iron plates of 0.5

cm thick each, with an average of 60 tubes flashed. A least square fit

gives the resolution on 49 (FWHM) to be ± 0.2°. In this case, the

2 i
deviation a * (Xdy /n_)2 was 0.8 cm whereas 0.5 cm is expected from

multiple scattering, where dy =• y(calculated) - y(observed) and n^ is

the number of tubes flashed.

b) Direction of electron showers

The direction of the primary electron was examined for determining

it from the center of mass of the spatial distribution of induced shower

particles. The axis determined from a linear least square fitting was

compared to that measured in the first four layers where no iron absorbers
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were installed.

The uncertainty of the direction of the electron using the above

procedure was 4° for 500 MeV/c and 8C for 150 MeV/c.

When the same procedure was applied for pions (.interacted) the

uncertainty was 5.5° for 500 MeV/c and 9.3° for 150 MeV/c.

IV-2) Energy determinations

The energy determination with this type of calorimeter can be

achieved by either a range measurement or track length measurement.

a) Energy of electrons

For the case of electrons the energy can be well measured by the

track length method, by counting the total number of tubes flashed. The

distribution of numbers of .tubes flashed.is shown., in Fig. 4 .for 30Q

MeV/c electrons, for example. Figure S shows the average number of

tubes flashed as a function of the electron energy. The linearity seems

to hold fairly well. The energy resolution is shown in Fig. 6 and can

be represented as AE/E =• 82/Si for E - 0.15 * 0.5 GeV/c.

b) Energy of muons

The muon energy can be determined from the range. Only a small

fraction of the muon data has been used to check the resolution.

Figure 7 shows the range distribution of 200 MeV/c u *s. From this, we

have the preliminary result, AR/R < 20%.

c) Energy of pions

The behavior of pions in this interesting energy range is rather

complicated compared to that of the leptons. It is known that the

ratios of cross sections aCelastic) : a(absorption) : a(inelastic) =

1:1:1, except in the region of the (3,3) resonance, ^250 MeV/c (r = 110

MeV). From the interaction pattern, the type of interactions can be
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recognized fairly well. We have tested the track length method for

pions including all kinds of interaction types. Figure 8 shows the

distributions of the number of tubes flashed for pions of 300 MeV/c.

The average number of tubes flashed as a function of momentum is shown

in Fig. 5, in which we also observe a fairly good linearity.

This leads again to an energy resolution of AE/E « 11Z//E, for

pions of momenta 0.15 GeV/c to 0.5 GeV/c (Fig. 6).

IV-3) Particle identification

Usually particle identification is made from the combined measure-

ment of the momentum, velocity (such as via Cherenkov radiation, time of

flight etc.), dE/dx, interaction characteristics and so on.

In this case, without'any-additional device, the particle identifi-

cation is mainly made by the interaction characteristics, i.e. by its

pattern. Shown in Fig. 9 are the typical five patterns originating from

electrons, muons and pions.

a) Electrons

Electrons can be recognized from their showering characteristics

which develop earlier, (within the first two or three layers in this

case) and which diverge dispersively, i.e. not many continuous trajecto-

ries, as is seen in Fig. 9(e).

b) Muons

Almost of the all muons appear as a single track and end with a

simply curved trajectory, as is in Fig. 9(a). The positive muon can be

identified from the observation of its emission of a decay positron,

with an efficiency of ^50% in this case, as will be shown in the next

section.

The stopping pions, such as shown in Fig. 9(b), would give a mis-
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identification. The probability of misidentifying stopping pions as

muons was 10 i» 30Z, depending on the pion energy. The same can be

said about stopping kaons which we did not test in this experiment. For

positive kaons, the observable decay chain K •*• y •*• e (with the

overall branching ratio of t>63Z) would help the identification. Almost

all of the K 'a from proton decay would stop within several layers and

decay, in case of the present calorimeter, before interacting,

c) Fions

Except for stopping pions, the pions of momenta 100 to 500 MeV/c

appear as in Fig. 9(c) or Fig. 9(d). The distinction from electron

induced showers can be made by observing the interaction length and some

feature of the continuous trajectories of the produced particles. The

exception, is pions-of- 200 <w 300 MeV/c such~as" those-from to°-and K"

decays. This is due to the (3.3) resonance production. The mean free

path (X in Fig. 9(d)) becomes shorter and a difficulty arises in dis-

tinguishing them from electron showers. For 300 MeV/c the ratio of

interaction types was as follows:

elastic-like M.0%

absorption-like -v20Z

inelastic-like "WOX

For the events of the inelastic-type, we examined the lateral distributions

by setting a cut, <d>c > £ Ay/n_, in order to see the difference from

those of electron induced showers of 300 MeV/c. The result was not so

good. Once we know the direction of incident particles the pions can be

identified with a probability of, say 65%. However when the incident

axis was determined from the shower particles by the least square fitting

the above result was no longer valid .
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IV-4) Muon polarization measurements

The importance of a. muon polarization measurement in distinguishing

various models of GUT's has been pointed out recently .

We have studied the capability of measuring the muon polarization

by using u-e decays. Since the active time of our neon flash chamber

was several usec, the g-e decay with T =2.1 usec is observable.

A preliminary test has been made with 32 stopping u 's of 200

MeV/c. We observed 18 u-e decay events out of the 32 muons. The

_2
average range of stopping muons was 50 g.cm . For the observed 18

decay events, the ratio of forward and backward emissions of e was

5/13, which is consistent with expectation. The efficiency of observing

muon decays in our detector was about 50% (Fig. 10).

V. Discussions

It is obvious that the fine cell structure of the flash chamber is

capable of providing precise information on the vertex position and

particle trajectory. A good energy determination can also be obtained,

even at the low energies of interest here. Those are the inherent

advantages of the detector in addition to its simplicity, reliability

and feasibility at a low cost. Also to be emphasized is that the flash

tube made of glass has a longer active time (although it is adjustable,

in principle) and is hence capable of observing the u •*• e and K •+ u •* e

decays which a detector should have in order to check the recent theo-

7) 8)

retical predictions in GUT and SUSYGUT , in particular, in the case

that p •*• K v is the dominant decay mode.

As was already mentioned, one of the disadvantages lies in the

difficulty in making the ir/e separation for 200 *> 300 MeV/c. There

might be some confusion for identifying the decay modes such as e p°,
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e p~, e uia and u K°. This can be helped by installing some dE/dx devices.

A limitation of this type of detector, which was not discussed so

far, is that there is no time information, i.e. no directional infor-

mation. This disadvantage is sometimes serious in the case of nucleon

decays with non-showering particles, even for distinguishing from

background v-events. Confusion might occur in distinguishing between

scattering and decay, as expected in the pattern of K •*• u -*- e decay

chain, for example.

No dE/dx and no time information will be the most serious dis-

advantages of this type of detector if we intend to go to the ultimate.

However, the problems might be practically solved fairly well by just

installing scintillator devices, for example, which are actually needed

9)
for triggering too . As far as the use of the flash chamber calorimeter

in a second generation experiment is concerned, the features of simpli-

city and low cost may have to be compromissed to some extent.
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ABSTRACT

In view of a second generation P-deeay experiment in the
Grsn Sasso Laboratory? a difiital tracking calorimeter in being
developed? based on the use of plastic tubes of the Mont Blanc
detector type? which are operated in limited Geifler mode.

INTRODUCTION

The ISO ton Mont Blanc proton decay detector recently
started into operation [ 1 ]i will allow coverage of proton
decay lifetimes UP to 10**31 wears? with a rather uniform sen-
sitivita to all decay nodes producing charged secondaries in
the detector.

Here we present the basic idea of a Geitier Projection Ca-
lorimeter for a second Generation p-decaw detectorr with a "2
kton total mass to be installed in the Gran Sasso laboratory
t 2 It the excavation of which should start in a short ti»t>.

This new detector is an evolution of the Mont Blanc oner
Maintaining the basic character of .a digital tracking calorime-
ter* but aiming at a substantial optimization of the detector
technology? which is also reouired to afford further devtlofe-
ment toward lorger masses.

The Geiger Projection Calorimeter is- besed on the same
Plastic Tube device of the Mont Blanc detector* but on the
basis of the Mont Blanc experience aims at two substantial sim-
plifying improvements. The first concerns the operation of the
.tubes in the limited Geiger mode? instead of limited streamer
inodcfUhich allows a cheaper readout) The second improvement
concerns the assembly modularity of the detector? envisaged to
be such to allow transportation and installation in the under-
ground laboratory of "20 ton pre-asse*bled calorimetric units?
already eouipped with the readout and tested. It is also under
study the possibility of using concrete «s radiator-source med-
ium.

Reduction of sampling thickness and average density with
respect to the Mont Blanc detector would improve Viu>> shower
energy resolution* two track resolution* /j — > e dutve-tion ef-
ficiency* and the overall particle identification capability.

To improve track direction identification? the digital
tracking detector can be implemented with a time of
counter system.
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2. PLASTIC GEIGER TUBES

The basic .--heme of 8 Plastic Geiger Tube layer with two
coordinate readout ~s shown in fig« li The tube device i« the
same as used in the Mont Blanc detector C 3 3J plastic tubes
with 3 resistive graphite cathode* 100 pm anode wires* held in
position every 50 en by plastic supports* which ensure tube op-
eration even for very lonai tube elements^ With a classical
A + Ethyl Bromide <a few percent) gas mixture* the tubes ore
operated in the Geiaer mode* The Geiger process initiated by
the primary proportional Multiplication* propagates along the
wire on. both sides of the track crossing poiiitr and extin-
guishes itself in correspondence of the wire supports* which
act as a Geiaer limitation device* The Geiger current pulse is
"1 mA high and "10 /JS in duration *nd is sufficient to
chsrse-up the capacitance of wires an Ions ss 10 * or nrnr to
s several volt amplitude. Therefore one coordinate of the tube
can be readout %>v direct connection of wires to a CMOS shift
register. To provide the second coordinate Measurement* exter-
nal pick-up strips are placed across the tubes in correspon-
dence of the Geiger limitation devices (one strip every SO cm)«
where they pick-up the arrival and extinction of the Geiger
front. The measurement of the delay tine siives the track posi-
tion along the wires. This possibility has been pointed out by
G.ChBrpsK and F.Sauli for HWPC operated in the Geiger node
C 4 3.

We have tested in the limited Geiger Mode the Mont fclanc
plsstic tubes <?>:9 »n*2 cross section? 100 pm wires). They ex-
hibit* as for the streamer Mode* a sindles counting rate pla-
teau (negligible noise)» ss shown in fisi. i, That wat obta-
ined with the gas mixture A + 2.6X Ethvl Broaid&f and by con-
necting 8>:1 m wires directly to a CMOS state with a 10 kOItu tt>»-
nin3tioi>> The typical wire pulse shape is shown in tin, 3.

In that condition the Geider characteristic propagation
tine is "300 ns/cn> The typical pulse •& picked-up by a cross
strip (SO Ohm termination) *t the Gt'iaer limitation point is
shown in fis. 4. The useful portion of the pulse is the fast
trailing edse.

Preliminary measurements show that a space eccur'jcy of " 5
mm can be obtained* The leading ediie of the Guisfvr pulse on
wires* picked-up via a smull capacitance on a SO Ohm bus* can
be used as timing signal and tri**«r element. Fit:. S shows
the time resolution for cositic luons of a Geifler tube module*
measured using a scintillation counter hodo*cope as start sig-
nal.

The cost/***2 for the Geisier projection readout is of the
sane order of the simple Shift Register readout on wires* for
ectual lengths of wires snd strips.

Two features of this Geirfer device are worth of mention*
concerning reliability and operation simplicity: the non
flammable gas mixture and the very low operation voltage <"
1500 V).
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Fis. 3. Typical Geider pulse ss detected on wires with 10
kOhm termination. Vertical scale lV/div» horizontal scale 5
uro/div.

At GeiSer front pulse ss detected on a cross strip fac-
ing the Geiiier limitation pointf on SO Ohm termination.
Vertical scale 10 mV/div» horizontal scale 500 ns/div.
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3. MODULARITY OF THE 6PC

Existing or proposed proton decay calorimeters* in the
very large scale perspective? show two problems» The first one
concerns the use of iron* which is expensive »nd difficult to
assembly in the for* of thin and large pistes> The second one*
actually the major onet concerns the lack of the proper kind of
modularity* they typically consist uf alternate 1avers of
crossed elements• Due to the very'large detector cross sec-
tion* that implies the very individual components (sensitive
elements* iron slabs* readout cards) to be put together in the
underground laboratory* which Is expensive. Th» point is that
these p-decaw calorimeters ere bid and finely textured build-
ings* to be built-up in tin unconfortable placei The idea unde'r
stud* is to build-up the full detector by combining together
large cslorimetric modules' BPC modules (see fiili 6) consist-
ing of Plastic Gei ler tubes embedded in a concrete block* with
all active terminations ia-v signals* das* H.V,) on one Kindle
face of the nodule. This structure is made possible by the
fact that the second coordinate readout of the GPC is based on
the use of a small number of passive elements (1 strip/50 cm).

The increase in readout channels due to the shortening of
the cross-strips* can be compensated bw grouping together fer
apart strips (image overlap).

i

Permanent embedding of tubes in concrete implies a celcu-
lated risk approach* Mich is based on the poesibiltv* upecific
of tube detectors* ot getting rid of the single badl&; working
wires* and on a supposed small probability of single wire fai-
lure (<10**-3/year). The latter is consistent with the very
early life of the Mont Blanc detector.

The dimensions of the GPC Modules are fixed on the besis
of full detector dimensions and transportation liuiteS the
feasibility of 20 ton blocks* 10x2.5x0.4 »**3 is beins! studied.

GPC blocks would be eouipped with electronics and tested
in the home laboratory. Various assembly configurationti are
possible, vertic-31 or horizontal* crossed or parallel.

4. DETECTION FEATURES

The tube device granularity csn be Bx8 mm**2» roughly
eauivalent on both views. Tracking capability with respect to
the Mont Blanc detector would b* improved bv thinning the sam-
pling thickness: "0.2 instead of 0.6 r.l. The improvement
would be not only due to finer longitudinal sa*plinii* but also
to the conseauent reduction in density* which is eauivalent to
an improvement of the transverse granularity• Concrete density
can be varied between 2<-4 g/cm**3 (standard composition) to
"4.5 g/e«**3 (with a magnetite Tillind). At a constant sam-
pling thickness of ".2 radiation length* the averasie detector
density would be about 2 g/em**3» roughly independent of con-
crete density. It is not clear which density is to be pre-
ferred* even ignoring technical aspects? fiducial/total mass*
radiation/absorption length* nuclear effects* are differently
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T T
2 . 6 V. ETHYLBROMIDE - 1460 UOLT
S NSECCtttH
RMS = 62 HSEC

200 300 460

NSEC

FiS. 5* Tine distribution on a Gciflar tubs Module tor co»»ic
nuonst

CALORIMETRIC MODULE

ALL CONNECTIONS HERE

Fi * . Sk»tch of th« Projection C»loriMt»r nodul».
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influenced!
feet.

Huntecarlo studies are in progress in this res-

Due to the sharp low ecSale of the tike distribution of the
wire pulses (fia. 5>* the effective tiMe resolution is about 25
nsi when * likelihood fit is used. That is confortable for the
(K» Tt) — > p — > t> decau i'ientificationr for which this detec-
tor actually exhibits s hia.s efficicnew <> SOX). It in worth
of mention that for several meter* dee* detectors* that resolu-
tion is sufficient to determine the direction of flislht of ^ar-
ticles throughout the detector (identification of wuons fro*
vera hish enersa neutrinos)t see fisi. 7. However for effi-
cient direction identification for relatively short tracks
<F— decay* neutrino oscillations)* counters with "1 ns time re-
solution wust be inserted in the concrete blocks. Very promis-
ing in this respect* for its low cost* is the spark counter
device (Resistive Plate .Counters) beins developed in Rome bw R.
Ssntonico [ S 3 .

125 -

106 -

-1.5 -1 -0.3 e.s l.s

Fi«. 7. Expected velocitw resolution for particles cumin*
from the same direction* as obtained from Montecarlo calcula-
tions. Heasured time distribution of fill. S with likulihood
fit has been used and 9.6 * Ion* tracks with 320 time measure-
ments have been flenerattd. The minu* si*n on the horizontal
scale indicates particles comin* in the opposite direction.
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APPENDIX A

Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Colleague:

Enclosed is a copy of the Report of the Technical Assessment Panel on
Proton Decay. As you know, the Panel, chaired by P. Rosen and including
R. Adair, G. Cassiday, T. Gaisser, and T. O'Halloran, met on February 1
and 2, 1982. I hope the report will be useful to you and your colleagues.
Your views on a U.S. proton decay program are welcome.

Sincerely,

William A. Wallenmeyer
Di rector
Division of High Energy Physics

Enclosure:
As stated
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, PURDUE
U l l N l V t l v j l I I DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

February 9, 1982

Dr. William A. Wallenmeyer, Director
Division of High Energy Physics
Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics
U.S. Department of Energy
ER-22, GTN
Washington, 0. C. 20545

Dear B i l l :

On behalf of the Technical Assessment Panel for Proton Decay, I am pleased
to submit to you the enclosed report of its meetings of 1 and 2 February
1982. The Panel met at Germantown to review the progress made in the field
since the Working Group Report of May 1981, and to hear proposals for new
experiments.

Interest in proton decay continues at a high level, theoretically and experi-
mentally. Theoretical estimates of the proton lifetime in the SU(5) Grand
Unified Theory have come down 1n recent months and are now much closer to the
experimental limits than they were one year ago. As a result, theorists are
beginning to invoke supersymmetry which might not only extend the proton life-
time, but also link it with the incorporation of gravity in unified theories.

Experimentally, the Penn-Homestake group has finished its experiment with the
300 ton water Cerenkov detector and reported a final result of (1.5-3) x 10^0
years as a lower limit on the proton lifetime. Soudan I is installed and
running well; and the Kolar Gold Field experiment continues to report
Interesting events, but they could well be due to neutrinos.

HPW has Installed its tank and overcome the problem of leaks. 1MB has
had serious problems with water leaks, but believes that it is on the way to
solving them. With the tank roughly 1/3 filled, 1MB found the water clarity
up to the expectations of the proposal, and was able to detect and identify
cosmic ray muon events. Altogether the progress has been very good, and it
is hoped that both experiments will be taking data by the fall.

The Panel heard reports of experimental activity in Japan and Europe, and was
presented with several interesting proposals and new Ideas for the next
generation of experiments in the U.S. They all adopt the large-scale, fine-
grained philosophy but seek to implement 1t in different ways. However, the
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Panel feels that this Is not the time to approve a new experiment; It prefers
to wait until more experience has been acquired with the 1MB and HPW detectors
and the outcome of R&D on new detectors 1s known. It recommends that the
situation be reviewed in a year and suggests that a workshop Including all
Interested parties be held soon to discuss the design and deployment of a new
detector. The Issue of a national underground laboratory should also be
considered as there are several Important experiments that could be done
either with proton decay detectors themselves or 1n the same low-background
locations.

I believe I speak for the entire Panel when I say that a great deal of
imagination and of painstaking care 1s being exercised in the field of proton
decay. The U.S. program In High Energy Physics 1s bound to benefit from 1t
in many ways.

Yours sincerely,

S. P. Rosen
Chariman, Technical Advisory Panel
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Report of the

Technical Assessment Panel

On Proton Decay

R. K. Adair
G. L. Cassiday
T. K. Galsser
T. H. 0'Halloran
S. P. Rosen, Chairman

February 1982
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The Technical Advisory Panel on Proton Decay met at the Germantown Offices of
DOE on Monday and Tuesday, February 1 and 2, 1982, to review developments in
proton decay since the meeting of the Working Group on April 30 and May 1,
1981. Open hearings were held on Monday, with progress reports from the
current U.S. experiments and a review of proton decay activities in Europe and
Japan in the morning, and the presentation of proposals for new experiments in
the afternoon. The agenda is shown in Table I. On Tuesday the panel met in
closed session to discuss its findings and recommendations, and to draft the
report which follows:

Table I

AGENDA
February 1, 1982

U.S. Department of Energy
Room E - 301, Gernantown, MD

TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT PANEL ON PROTON DECAY EXPERIMENTS

9:00 a.m. Organization
TAP - Proton Decay

Status of Current Experiments and Plans

9:30 a.m. Short World Survey - Marshall
10:00 a.m. Penn-Homestake Status and Plans
11:00 a.m. HPW Status and Plans
12:00(noon) 1MB Status and Plans
1:00 p.m. LUNCH

New Experimental Proposals

2:00 p.m. Penn-Design Study
3:00 p.m. MAO-Sudan II
4:00 p m.. Penn-Homestake II
5:00 p.m. LBL - R&D Study
5:30 p.m. Adjourn

1. Introduction

Interest in proton decay continues at a high level, both theoretically and
experimentally. Recent measurements of the QCD scale parameter Jbgsuggest that
it Is significantly smaller than anticipated 2 years ago, and as a result
theoretical predictions for the proton lifetime based upon SU(5) grand unification
have dropped down to 10 years. This comes dangerously close to the present
limits, and theorists are studying alternative schemes for grand unification;
one attractive possibility makes use of the principle of supersymmetry, which
also provides a means for unifying the force of gravity with the other fundamental
interactions of physics. While no firm predictions have been made from these
schemes, the lifetime is expected to remain in the range lu •+1CT years.
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On the experimental front, Lande and colleagues have published a limit of
(1.5 - 3) x 10-*° years based upon the absence of isolated muon signals In
their Homestake mine detector. The Kolar Gold Field experiment has some
additional candidate events which, if truly proton decay, would correspond to
a lifetime,? 10 3 0 years; the number of these events, however, is not inconsistent
with the neutrino background expected at 7500 mwe depth. The Soudan I detector
has reached a level £1(T years with no candidate events in a brief initial
run.

Proposals for new experiments are being made in the U.S. and work on new
experiments is going ahead in Japan and Europe. The Japanese experiment will
consist of a 3.4 kTon water Cerenkov detection located 2.7 kmwe and will have
a sensitivity of 10 years. In Europe, an Italian group has tested an
iron-plate and streamer-tube sandwich design, and is now setting up a 150-ton
detector In the Mont-Blanc tunnel. Very large fine grain detectors are being
planned for the Gran Saaso tunnel near Rome and the Frejue tunnel in France.
These experiments are limited in sensitivity, but with the exception of the
Hoaestake mine, they are much deeper than the U.S. ones. A list of all these
experiments together with their basic parameters is given in Table II and III.

2. Present Status of the U.S. Program

At present, the U.S. program on proton decay consists of one recently completed
experiment, one small proto-type detector operating in the Soudan mine, and
two much larger water Cerenkov detectors presently being set up and tested in
mines in Ohio and Utah respectively.

The Penn-Homestake I collaboration has now completed the analysis of data
taken with a 300 ton water Cerenkov detector located in the Homestake mine
(4500 mwe), and reports a lower limit on the proton lifetime of 3x10 Bu
years. Conventional estimates for Bji, the probability for producing a primary
or secondary muon In nucleon decay, are in the 5-10Z range, and hence the
proton lifetime must be greater than (1.5-3) x 10 3 0 years. This final result
Is not in conflict with the Kolar Gold Field experiment.

Soudan I is a 30 ton proto-type of a tracking calorimeter. It consists of a
3m x 3m x 2m block of taconite interspersed with 48 alternating layers of gas
proportional tubes installed at a depth of 1800 mwe in the Soudan mine. The
detector is now fully operational and 1B accumulating valuable data on cosmic
ray and other backgrounds. In a brief run of approximately 1200 hours it has
reached a lifetime >10 years without yielding any candidate events for
proton decay.

The 1MB collaboration is Installing a 10 kTon water Cerenkov detector at a
depth of 1700 mwe in the Morton Salt Mine. It had filled the tank to a depth
of 23 feet (approximately 1/3 of the final depth) before being forced to stop
by water leaks. The cause of these leaks and the method of repairing them are
now thought to be understood, and the collaboration hopes to complete filling
the tank by mid-spring. At a depth of 23 feet, the water clarity was checked
and found to be consistent with the proposal. In addition, the data acquisition
system was operational, and both through-going and stopping muons were success-
fully identified. This recorded event sample should enable the group to begin
developing the software for proton decay analysis.
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The HPW collaboration is setting up an 800 ton water Cerenlcov detector at a
depth of 1700 mwe in the Silver King Mine. It has now installed the water
tank and has found and repaired all leaks. The mirrors and photonnultipliers
have been installed and it is anticipated that all components with the
exception of the active shield will be Installed during the Spring. Data
taking with photomultipliers can then begin, and this will aid in the develop-
ment of software for the data analysis. It is anticipated that the detector
will be ready to take data with a partially active shield by next Fall.

3. New Proposals for the U.S. Program

Three new proposals and two R&D studies for new kiloton and larger detectors
were presented. They all adopt the philosophy of a large-scale, fine-grained
detector, but each proposal seeks to implement it in its own particular way.
Two of the proposals, one by the Penn-Homestake proup and the other led by A.
K. Mann, put forward designs based upon segmented liquid scintillator chambers,
while & third makes use of iron plates sandwiched between tracking chambers.
The LBL R&D study suggests a dense, high pressure argon gas TPC, and a
similar idea, but making use of liquid argon, was described by the HPW group.

The Panel is encouraged by the interest and range of new ideas for large,
fine-grained detectors, but as a general position, it recommends that no
commitment should be made now to any second-generation experimental proposal.
This position should be reviewed one year from now when experience has been
gained from operation of the 1MB and HPW water Cerenkov experiments and from
the results of further development work, especially where, for example, such
work might encourage convergence towards a single design (see the following
section).

With regard to the specific proposals, the panel has the following comments
and recoaaedations:

In view of the experience gained with the successful operation of
the Soudan I detector and the encouraging results of the Oxford
and Argonne development work, the Panel recommends that the DOE
support further development and experimental design work by the
Argonne and Minnesota sections of the MAO group. The Panel notes
also, that such non-accelerator particle physics might be considered
as a natural mission by Argonne National Laboratory.

The Panel feels that the Penn-Homestake proposal to use simple
inexpensive scintillation counters to perform accurate calorimetry
together with modest spatial resolution is Interesting and may play
a part in some more advanced detector design. However, it appears
that the experiment specifically proposed at this time does not
represent a sufficient advance over on-going prograas to warrant a
DOE commitment. The measurements presented on both the energy and
time resolution of the counters, together with the strong dependence
of pulse height with position, irdlcated that there could be a problem
with the energy resolution of decay events.
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The proposal put forward by the Fenn (Mann) group contains some very
interesting ideas based upon its experience with exclusive neutrino
scattering experinents at Brookhaven. Given the general recomaendation
described above, however, the Panel regards it as premature to recommend
support of this proposal at this time.

The TFC ideas described by the LBL R&D group and by HPW are very
interesting. The Panel looks forward to hearing more about such ideas
in the future.

4. Planning for the Future

The Panel appreciates the Increased interest In proton decay as evidenced by the
number of new proposals and new ideas for a second generation detector, and it
recognizes that one of the current water Cerenkov experiments might soon either
observe nucleon decay or establish an improved lower limit on the lifetime. It
is also aware that there are other experiments that could benefit from an
underground site: some, such as the study of multi-nuon events and cosmic ray
neutrinos, could be done with the proton decay detectors themselves, while
others, such as solar neutrino experiments and double beta decay, could share
the low background environment of an underground site. Nevertheless, the large
cost per kiloton of detector and the significant allocation of resources and
manpower which are likely to be required to build such detectors, when taken
together with the differences in design that have emerged so far, make it
entirely possible that neither the optimum detector nor the best method of
deployment has yet been found. The Panel believes that a workshop bringing all
interested parties together could do a great deal to clarify the situation,
especially if it were held soon. Among the questions such a workshop might also
consider are:

i) Under what conditions should a second-generation detector be built?

11) Should more than one such detector be commissioned?

ill) Is the use of an existing mine such as Uomestake preferable to
excavation at a new site?

iv) Is it desirable to have a national laboratory framework for underground
experiments?

The Panel believes that discussions of these issues within the community
would be most helpful.



TABLE I I . Status of Wucieon Lifetime Experiments-Cerenkov Technique (October 1981)

Collaborative University of Cal/trvine Harvard University
institutions University of Michigan Purdue University

Brookhaven National Lab University of Wisconsin

University of Pennsylvania
Brookhaven National Lab

KEK
University of Tokyo
University of Tsukuba

Location Norton Salt Nine
Painesville, Ohio

Silver King Hine
Park City, Utah

Homestake Gold Mine
Lead, South Dakota

Kamioka

Depth
(KM water equivalent)

1 .7 kmwe 1.7 knme 4 .4 kmwe 2 . 7 km*

Detector Mass
(kilotons)

10 KT total
~5 KT fiducial

0.8 KT water,
surrounded by mirrors
and lead/gas tube
shower counter

0.3 KT total
0.15 KT fiducial

3.4 KT total
1.0 KT fiducial

Cosmic Muon Flux

Nucleon Source

3|i/sec

cube of high
transparency water

~lu/sec ~3 x
~3 x 10'u/year

cylinder of water water

6-7 x 10^i/year

cylinder of pure water

to

Detection Method 2,048 5" PM's
on 1.2m surface grid

800 5" PN's
on In -cubic lattice
waveshifter (both
with and without)

144 5" PM's, 4 each in **?
optically segmented units;
waveshifted; separate
cosmic veto on top face

1044 20" PM's
on lm surface grid

Ultimate Lifeline years ~1032 years years ~103Z years

Present Status Cubical reservoir
completed; operational
-winter 1981

Installation of PM's
into cylindrical tub
underway; operational
-winter 1981

Current result:
T > 2.4 x 1031 By yr
For BM • 5 . I t
i > 1.2 x 1030 y r
Proposal for 1 KT
detector submitted

Under construction;
operational ~sumKr 1982

Reference
(From: L. Sulak)



TABLE HI- Status of Nucleon Lifetime Experiments - Sampling Calorimeter Technique (October 1961)

Collaborative
Institutions

Location

Depth
(Km water equivalent)

Detector Mass
(kilotons)

Cosmic Nuon Flux

Nucleon Source

Detection Method

Ultimate Lifetime

Present Status

Deference

Tata Inst . , Bombay
Oska City Univ
Univ. of Tokyo

Kolar Gold Fields,
South India

7.6 fame

0.14 KT total
-0.10 KT fiducial

2u/day
700u/year

34-1.2cm x 4m x 6m
Horizontal Fe plates

1600 proportional
gas tubes
(10cm)2 x ~5m long

~3 x 1031 years

Operational for 205
days; current results:

T • 8 . 4 * U x 1030
-5 .5

8

CERN
INFN Frascat i
Univ. of Mi lan
Univ . of Tur in

Mont Blanc Auto
Tunnel (Garage
17) Franco-Italian
Border

5.0 kme

0.15 KT total

~6n/day
2 x 103ii/year

134-1cm x 3.5m
x 3.5m
Horizontal Fe plates

47,000 limited
streamer tubes
(lcm)2 x 3.5m long

~4 x 103* years

Prototype calibrated
In CERN beams;
detector operational
-winter 1981

9

Univ. of Minnesota
Argonne National Lab
Oxford Univ.

Soudan Iron Mine
VermiliIon, Minn.

1.8 kmMe

30 ton total
(prototype)

~3 x lO^/year

48 horizontal slabs
Taconite (Iron ore)
concrete; average
density • 1.85

3456 proportional
gas tubes
1" diam. x 3m long

~2 x 1030 years

Operational since
April 1981; Proposal
for 1 KT detector
submitted

11

Orsay
Ecole Poly-

technique
Saclay
lle'delberg

FreJus Auto
Tunnel

Franco-Italian
Border

4.5 kmMe

1.5 KT total
1.0 KT fiducial

lu/mln.
5 x l O V y e a r

15OO-3m»
Vertical Fe

plates

1500 plastic
(0.5cm)2 flash
tube planes
200 Gelger tube
(1.5cm) planes

~1032 years

Prototype ca l i -
brated In CERN
beams; staging
area excavated in
tunnel

10

Frascati
Univ. of Milan
Untv. of Rome
Univ. of Turin

Grand Sasso Auto
Tunnel

150 km from Rome

4.5 kmMe

1 KT/moduie
10 KT total mass

~lu/m1n/«odu1e

6 5 0 - 3 I M vertical Ft £
plates (8m)2 per °
1 KT module

106 flash tube cell*
(0.4cm)2 In 650 x-y
planes; 70 limited
streamer trigger
planes per 1 KT
module

~1033 years

Excavation of cavity
underway; detector
details under
discussion.

12
(From: L. Sulak)



APPENDIX B
1982 Si—er Workshop on Proton Decay Experiments

Working Groups

1. Goals for Second Generation Detectors
Chairman: Paul Langacker, U. of Pennsylvania

Given the expected capabilities and limitations of the current experiments, what Is
an appropriate set of goals for the next generation of proton decay experiments? Taking
Into account the expectations from experiments which are currently In operation or under
construction, when should the next generation be started?

2. Capabilities and Limitations of Different Types of Detectors
Chairman: Alan Grant, CERN

What are the Inherent advantages and disadvantages of the several types of proton
decay detectors which have been developed? Water Cerenkov, fine-grained sampling
calorimeters, and totally active calorimeters will be considered. What levels of
performance can in practice be achieved today, and what could ultimately be expected in
the future? How do these properties affect the sensitivity to different decay modes and
the rejection of muon-lnduced and neutrino—induced backgrounds? Are magnetic fields
practical and useful? What are the relative costs per ton of fiducial mass for
different detector types?

3. Deployment
Chairman: Marvin Marshak, U. of Minnesota

What is the optimum method of deployment for the next generation of detectors
(e.g., mines vs. ocean, existing mines vs. new excavation)? What limitations are
imposed by backgrounds from cosmic-ray muons and neutrinos, and how are these related to
the depth of deployment, for various types of detectors?

4. Nuclear Effects
Chairman: Tegid Jones, U. of Michigan

What absolute limitations to sensitivity and background rejection are laposcd by
absorption and scattering in the decaying nucleon's parent nucleus? What are the
relative magnitudes of such effects in various practical detector materials? What are
the possibilities for detection of (and confusion by) those final states which can be
produced only by decays in nuclei?

5. Physics in a Multipurpose Underground Laboratory
Chairman: Alfred Mann, U. of Pennsylvania

What physics other than proton decay can be studied with proton decay detector*?
How do the different types of detectors differ In their capabilities for these
experiments? What physics experiments other than proton decay require similar
underground laboratory facilities and what are their specific needs? Does the siting of
different experiments in close proximity give significant practical and/or physics
benefits? Is it desirable to have a national underground laboratory framework for
underground experiments?
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APPENDIX C

1982 Si—er Worlahop on Proton Decay Experlaenf
Argonne national Laboratory

June 7-11, 1982

AGENDA

Sessions will be held in Room F-108, Building 362

Monday, June 7

Morning Session Chairman: Kenneth Lande, I), of Pennsylvania

9:00 Registration, Building 362 Lobby

9:30 Welcome (10 mln)
Kenneth Kllewer, Associate Laboratory Director for Physical Research,
Argonne

9:40 Introductory Remarks (20 min)
S. Peter Rosen, Purdue and N5F

10:00 Theoretical Perspective for Baryon Number Violation (40 min)
Paul Langacker, U. of Pennsylvania

10:40 Coffee Break

10:55 Capabilities of the 1MB Detector for Rare Decay Modes of the Proton
(40 min)
Tegid Jones, U. of Michigan and Univ. College London

11:35 The HPW Experiment (40 min)
Jan-s Gaidos, Purdue

12:15 Lunch - Building 213 Cafeteria, Private Dining Room C

Afternoon Session Chairman; John Vander Velde, U. of Michigan

1:45 Searching for the GUT Monopole (30 min)
Peter Mclntyre, Texas A&M

2:15 Latest Data from Baksan, New Monopole Flux Limits (10 min)
David dine, V. of Wisconsin

2:25 Comments on GUT Monopole Energy Loss and Ionization (10 min)
Ray Hagstrom, Argonne

2:35 The Homestake Program (40 mln)

Richard Steinberg, U. of Pennsylvania

3:15 Coffee Break

3:30 Working Group Organization

5:30 Social Hour - Argonne Staff Club, Building 213

7:00 Dinner - Argonne Staff dub, Building 213

482
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Tuesday, June 8

Morning Session Chairman: Robert Dlebold, Argonne

9:00 The Soudan 2 Proposal (30 min)
Lawrence Price, Argonne

9:30 The Penn Design Study (40 ain)
Eugene Beler, U. of Pennsylvania

10:10 Nuclear Effects (20 min)
Tegld Jones, U. of Michigan and Univ. College London

10:30 Coffee Break

10:45 Physics with Underground Muons (30 min)
Thomas Gaisser, Bartol

11:15 Status of the Mont Blanc Experiment (30 min)
Enzo Iarocci, Frascati

11:45 Results from Soudan 1 (25 min)
Earl Peterson, U. of Minnesota

12:10 Proposal for a National Underground Physics Laboratory (20 mln)
Alfred Mann, U. of Pennsylvania

12:30 Lunch - Building 213 Cafeteria, Private Dining Room C

Afternoon Session Chairman: Lawrence Sulak, U. of Michigan

2:00 Review of Proton Decay Experiments Outside the U.S.A. (40 min)
Alan Grant, CERN

2:40 Other Physics with Proton Decay Detectors (30 min)
Kenneth Lande, U. of Pennsylvania

3:10 A Test of Angle and Energy Determinations and Particle Identification with
the Neon Flash Chamber Calorimeter as a Nucleon Decay Detector (20 mln)
S. Mlkamo, KEK

3:30 Working Groups

5:30 Social Hour - Room E-140, Building 362

Tuesday, June 8 - Evening Program

Evening Session Chairman; James Gaidos, Purdue

8:30 p.m. The Geiger Projection Calorimeter (25 mln)
Enzo larocci, Frascati

8:55 p.m. Detection of Solar Neutrinos with the 1MB Detector (25 min)
John Vander Velde, U. of Michigan

9:20 p.m. A Proposal to Measure the Decay K + nvv Using a 100 Ton Liquid Argon
Detector (25 mln)
Alan Grant, CERN
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Wednesday, June 9

Morning Session Chairman: Alfred Mann, U. of Pennsylvania

9:00 R&D Program on High Density TPC's (30 min)
Pier Oddone, LBL

9:30 Search for Proton Decay and Solar Neutrinos with a Liquid TPC (40 min)
Herbert Chen, U. C. Irvine

10:10 Prospects for Very Large Water Cerenkov Detectors (30 min)
D. Cllne, IT. of Wisconsin

10:40 Coffee Break

10:55 Status of Double Beta Decay Experiments (45 min)
Michael Witherell, U.C. Santa Barbara

11:40 The Gallium Solar Neutrino Experiment (30 min)
Raymond Davis, Brookhaven

12:10 A Proposed Geological Solar Neutrino Flux Measurement (35 min)

George Cowan, LANL

12:45 Lunch - Building 213 Cafeteria, Private Dining Room C

2:15 Working Groups

5:30 Picnic - Argonne Park

Thursday,' June 10

9:00 Working Groups

12:30 Lunch - Building 213 Cafeteria, Private Dinl g Room C

2:00 Working Groups

Afternoon Session Chairman: S. Peter Rosen, Purdue and NSF

3:30 Report of Working Group # 1 (30 min)
Paul Langacker, 1). of Pennsylvania

4:00 Discussion

4:30 Report of Working Group # 2 (30 min)
Alan Grant, CERN

5:00 Discussion

5:30 Social Hour - Room E-140, Building 362
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Friday, June 11

Morning Session Chairman: Donald Perkins, Oxford

9:00 Report of Working Group t 3 (30 min)
Marvin Marshak, U. of Minnesota

9:30 Discussion

10:00 Report of Working Group # 4 (30 min)
Tegid Jones, U. of Michigan and Univ. College London

10:30 Discussion

11:00 Coffee Break

11:15 Report of Working Group # 5 (30 min)
Alfred Mann, U. of Pennsylvania

11:45 Discussion

12:15 Lunch - Building 213 Cafeteria, Private Dining Room C

Afternoon Session Chairman: Thomas Fields, Argonne

1:45 Discussion of the Workshop Report

3:00 Workshop Adjourns
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Argonne National Laboratory
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Argonne National Laboratory
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Argonne National Laboratory
University of Minnesota
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne National Laboratory
University of California, Irvine
University of Pennsylvania
Argonne National Laboratory
Purdue University
Bartol Research Foundation
University of Massachusetts
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Argonne National Laboratory
University of Alabama
University of Pennsylvania
University of Minnesota
Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne National Laboratory
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Argonne National Laboratory
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Ohio State University
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University of Pennsylvania
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-NOTICE-

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an
agency of the United States Government. Neither the United
Staies Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express 01 implied, or assumes
any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, com-
pleteness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product,
or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe
privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific com-
mercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or
imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the
United States Government or any agency thereof. The views and
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thereof.


